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In this book I examine various phenomena such as auxiliary + verb combinations
in future, perfect, and passive constructions, causative constructions, subject and
object predicatives, resultative constructions, and particle + verb combinations.
The properties of all these constructions are studied on a broad empirical basis,
mainly with data from German. The analyses that will be provided are formulated
in the framework of Head-Driven Phrase Structure Grammar (HPSG).
In Chapter 1 some vocabulary that is used throughout the book will be intro-
duced. I present the basic building blocks of an HPSG for German. I discuss the
representation of valence and the way constituents that stand in head-argument or
head-adjunct relation to each other are combined. I provide an analysis for vari-
ous German sentence types since this is important in the context of particle verbs
where the distribution of particle and verb in verb-initial and verb-final sentences
has to be explained.
After having introduced the basic concepts and ideas, I provide analyses for
the future and perfect construction and other so-called coherent infinitive con-
structions in Chapter 2, building on work by Hinrichs and Nakazawa (1989b) and
Kiss (1995). This chapter also deals with the differences between raising and con-
trol and how these can be captured in an HPSG setting. I show that subject and
object predicative constructions pattern with raising constructions.
While the analysis of the verbal complex in German is fairly well understood
in general, the question of how the passive should be analyzed is by no means
uncontroversial. In Chapter 3 I discuss Heinz and Matiasek’s formalization (1994)
of Haider’s ideas (1986a) and show how it has to be revised and extended in order
to capture modal infinitive constructions and other passive-like constructions.
Chapters 4 and 5 deal with secondary predication. It is now common to ana-
lyze depictive predicates as adjuncts and resultative predicates as complements.
In Chapter 4 I show that depictives can refer to non-overt arguments of a verb. I
show that subjects, direct objects, and indirect objects are possible antecedents for
depictive predicates and that Keenan and Comrie’s Obliqueness Hierarchy (1977)
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is relevant for the markedness of examples with reference to indirect objects.
In Chapter 5 I show that resultative constructions in German behave like raising
constructions. A lexical rule will be suggested that transitivizes intransitive verbs
and adds a result predicate.
The most complex phenomenon that is discussed in this book is the combina-
tion of verbs with particles which will be discussed in Chapter 6. There are large
classes of particle verbs that are formed productively and there are also many par-
ticle verb combinations that do not have a transparent meaning. Therefore it is
often argued that they should be listed as words in the lexicon. This is a highly
controversial issue since the particle can be split from the verb by morphological
and syntactic processes. Whether particle verb combinations are morphological
objects or whether they are the result of a syntactic process has been discussed
for several decades and it seems as if the issue has taken on religious proportions.
Proponents of the word hypothesis claim that particles cannot be fronted, that
they cannot be modified, that they cannot be separated from the verb in verb-final
sentences in German. That all these claims are wrong will be shown in a broad
empirical study. Instead of assuming that the combination of particle and verb is
always done in syntax or always in morphology, I assume that particle and verb are
combined in syntax unless the particle verb combination undergoes further mor-
phological processes, as for instance un-prefixation to adjectival participles that
are derived from particle verbs. Inflection and derivation applies to stems which
are subcategorized for a particle directly. Such an analysis avoids the problem of
morphosyntactic and morphosemantic bracketing paradoxes which arise in alter-
native analyses.
I suggest a lexical rule for deriving the productive verb particle combinations.
This rule is very similar to the one suggested in Chapter 5 for resultative construc-
tions. Both rules refer to a valence feature that is relevant for complex forming
predicates. This makes it possible to explain why neither the combination of par-
ticles with a verb nor the combination of a resultative predicate with a verb can be
iterated and why particles and resultative predicates are mutually exclusive. Be-
cause of the uniform representation of complex predicates, the fronting patterns of
coherent verbal and adjectival constructions, subject and object predicative con-
structions (Chapter 2), resultatives, and particles can be analyzed by the same
mechanism that is presented in Chapter 2.
The seventh chapter of the book will deal with alternative proposals for the
analysis of complex predicates.
Finally, I draw some conclusions in Chapter 8.
The Structure
Chapters 3, 4, 5, and 6 are all separated into two parts: a section about the phe-
nomenon and a section about the analysis. The aim is to have all the relevant data
and formulations of the generalizations that can be inferred from the data in the
first section, and to have the formalization of the general insights in the second
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part. This is supposed to make the book readable for those who are not interested
in all the formal details. Another reason for this split is the lesson I learned from
looking at the history of theoretical linguistics. Syntactic theories have changed
dramatically during the past decades, and nowadays it is sometimes difficult to
find the interesting points among theory-internal discussions that are not relevant
anymore.
Since Chapter 1 is a more general background chapter, the data are not pre-
sented at the beginning of the chapter, but at the beginning of each section.
The Method
In this study I try to use example sentences that occur in real texts. One reason
for this is that naturally occurring examples are often less marked than hand-made
ones, which is due to various factors like information structure, stress and focus
distribution, world knowledge, and so on. While reading newspapers carefully I
discovered that a lot of structures that theoretical linguists claim are impossible
can actually be instantiated by appropriate lexical material. In many cases one can
falsify authors’ claims by reading their own publications. This clearly shows that
introspection alone is not sufficient for doing linguistics.
I do not claim that constructions that cannot be found in corpora do not exist,
but I do not accept statements like: ‘I find X ungrammatical. Therefore construc-
tions with the structure of X do not exist.’. Note that I do not argue against intro-
spection as a means of evaluating existing data. What I argue against is the way
ungrammatical examples are constructed to rule out a whole construction type on
the basis of these examples. To take an example, consider NP extraposition. Of










But does this mean that NP extraposition is impossible in general? No. The ex-




















































‘Amongst the chapters on ancient India those that will appear the
1I omit the glosses of very long examples throughout the book.
2Das Kamasutram – Orientalische Liebeslehre, Goldmann Verlag, 1992, p. 18 (in the introduction).
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‘What is meant with this ‘today’ is the years in which he wrote the








































‘I do not know what Schiller would think of it, but I was quite moved
by the moral beauty of this Victor Klemperer.’
d. Es seien _i genannt [die vorherrschende Prädetermination und das
Klammerprinzip (auf beide Besonderheiten komme ich noch zurück)
sowie die Funktionalisierung der Verbstellung für die Unterscheidung
der Satzarten und die kommunikativ (für Thema-Rhema-Gliederung)
nutzbaren Permutationsmöglichkeiten der Satzglieder]i.5
‘The prevalent predetermination and the bracket principle should be
mentioned as examples (I will come back to both peculiarities later) as
well as the functionalization of the verb position for the differentiation
of the sentence types and the communicative permutation possibilities





















































‘The possibility to have ES as parts of ES has to be distinguished
from such as being next to each other of ES on the same level which
fill different empty positions.’
3Martin Walser: „Wir werden Goethe retten“, Spiegel, 52/1995, p. 142.
4Martin Walser: „Wir werden Goethe retten“, Spiegel, 52/1995, p. 146.
5Heinrich Weber. 1990. Typologische Zusammenhänge zwischen Wortstellung und analytischer
Morphologie im Deutschen, Zeitschrift für Germanistische Linguistik 18, p. 13.
6In the main text of Heringer, 1973, p. 232.
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f. Baumann (32), Olympiasieger von Barcelona, hat alles erklärt. Wie er
trainiert hat, härter und intensiver als je zuvor. Wie er die Saison _i ge-
widmet hat [dem Bestreben, persönliche Bestzeiten zu verbessern]i.7
‘Baumann (32), winner of the Barcelona Olympics, explained every-
thing. How he has trained harder and more intensively than ever. How





























‘to be witness to the blissful frenzy that took hold of a great nation at
that moment’















































‘But a simple default rule of the content that verbs for which nothing
else has been set always take weak inflection can also be assumed
here.’
i. Gegen die Love Parade spreche, daß sie „[Ausdruck _i] ist [der gei-
stigen Lage der Nation, einer harmlos gewordenen, vom System gou-
tierbaren Revolte, die zugleich – im konkreten Fall: buchstäblich – die
Erinnerung an Alternativen (sowohl zur bestehenden Gesellschaft wie
auch zu sich selbst) verdrängt, zudröhnt, zertanzt, verkifft]i“.10
‘What speaks against the Love Parade is that is has become an ex-
pression of the nation’s spiritual state, a revolt gone soft, palatable
to the system and which literally suppresses, blasts out, dances and
dopes away all memory of alternatives (to both existing society and
the individual).’
Rather than ruling out sentences like (2), one should allow for NP extraposition in
general and then try to find the constraints for this phenomenon in order to explain
why (1) is bad.
In many cases, acceptability is influenced by information structure, and phrasal
patterns that seem to be impossible if one looks at hand-made examples only can
in fact be observed. To make it possible for the reader to check the context of the
7taz, 12.08.1997, p. 19.
8Goethe, quoted from Paul, 1919, p. 68.
9In the main text of Wunderlich, 1987a.
10Wiglaf Droste, Spiegel, 28/1998, p. 110.
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examples I use throughout the book, I decided to provide the exact references to
the source of the examples.
Corpora Used
Most of the examples in this book are from the taz, which is a newspaper that
appears nation-wide in Germany (http://www.taz.de). Others are from the mag-
azine Der Spiegel, from the computer magazine c’t, and from the zitty, a small
independent ‘what’s on’ magazine for Berlin. I have also considered examples
from novels and some from scientific texts on linguistics. Of course, it is clear to
me that the language of linguists changes according to their research topic and
according to the theories they have at a certain stage, but in many cases I have
quoted examples that show that a claim of the author is wrong and this excludes
the possibility that the production of the respective sentences was influenced by
the author’s theoretical work.
It is very convenient to use electronic corpora to find data to justify certain
claims about idioms and derivational morphology. For these particular surveys
I used mainly the taz CD roms, which contain thirteen years of the newspaper. I
also used the COSMAS corpus that is provided by the Institut für Deutsche Sprache
(IDS) Mannheim (http://corpora.ids-mannheim.de/~cosmas/). The version that is
accessible via the World Wide Web contains 128 million words. The examples
from Die Zeit, Süddeutsche Zeitung, and Mannheimer Morgen were found with
COSMAS. Thorsten Brants found some examples in the NEGRA corpus (http://
www.coli.uni-sb.de/sfb378/negra-corpus/) for me. The NEGRA corpus is an an-
notated corpus of parts of the Frankfurter Rundschau. The annotation is done in
Saarbrücken at the Computational Linguistics Department. I also use a few ex-
amples from the Verbmobil corpus, which consists of some CD roms of spoken
language (Burger, Weilhammer, Schiel, and Tillmann, 2000). On Verbmobil in
general see Wahlster, 1993.
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1Background: The German Sentence
Structure and its HPSG Analysis
In the following sections, I sketch some basic architectural facts of Head-Driven
Phrase Structure Grammar (HPSG) in general (on HPSG see Pollard and Sag,
1987, 1994 or the introductionary textbooksBorsley, 1999; Sag andWasow, 1999)
and the specific version of HPSG that I am assuming (Müller, 1999a). I show how
syntactic relations between heads and their dependents are described. I discuss the
organization of the lexicon in general and lexical redundancy rules in particular. I
provide an account of verb placement in German and an analysis for the placement
of one constituent before the finite verb in main clauses. It is important to provide
an analysis of verb placement in German since this is of some relevance when
the distribution of verb and particle in particle verb constructions is discussed.
An account of the relatively free constituent order is important since such order
freedom can also be observed in constructions with depictive predicates and with
verbal complexes, copula constructions, subject and object predicatives, resulta-
tive constructions, and particle verb constructions.
Before I start introducing HPSG let me first introduce the topological fields
model that can be used to describe the German clause. Other introductions to this
model can be found in Engel, 1970; Reis, 1980; Höhle, 1986; Askedal, 1986.
1.1 Topological Fields
German sentences are classified according to the position of the finite verb. There
are sentences with the finite verb in final position (3a), with the finite verb in initial






























‘Did Peter eat the ice-cream?’
1











‘Peter ate the ice-cream.’
One can observe that the finite verb and its non-finite verbal complement are ad-
jacent only in (3a). In (3b) and (3c) they are discontinuous. On the basis of this
distribution the German clause is partitioned. In (3b) the verbs are at the left and
at the right periphery of the clause. These positions are called the left and the right
sentence bracket. In embedded sentences the finite verb is in general a part of the
right sentence bracket. In yes/no questions the finite verb is in initial position, and
in declarative clauses it usually is in second position.
The notion of sentence bracket allows the German sentence to be partitioned
into Vorfeld (‘pre-field’, ‘initial field’), Mittelfeld (‘middle field’), and Nachfeld
(‘after-field’, ‘final field’): The Vorfeld is the topological field to the left of the left
sentence bracket, the Mittelfeld is the part between the left and the right sentence
bracket and the Nachfeld is the topological field to the right of the right sentence
bracket. The table on the facing page gives some examples.
The right sentence bracket may contain several verbs. These verbs make up the
verbal complex or verb cluster. Predicative adjectives behave like verbs in several












‘Karl is faithful to his wife.’
I will justify this in more detail in Chapter 2.1.9.
As the examples in the table on the next page show, not all topological fields
have to be filled in a sentence. In (5), we have elements in the Vorfeld, in the




















‘He gave the book to the woman he knows.’
That the relative clause in (5) is not part of theMittelfeld is obvious if one embeds
the finite verb under a perfect auxiliary. Since non-finite verbs are located in the
right sentence bracket, the Mittelfeld is clearly separated from the Nachfeld and
(6b) shows that the relative clause cannot appear in the Mittelfeld unless it forms









































































Karl färbt den Mantel um den Maria kennt.
Karl hat Maria erkannt.
Karl hat Maria als sie aus dem Zug stieg sofort erkannt.
Karl hat Maria sofort erkannt als sie aus dem Zug stieg.
Karl hat Maria zu erkennen behauptet.
Karl hat behauptet Maria zu erkennen.
Schläft Karl?
Schlaf!
Iß jetzt dein Eis auf!
Hat er doch das ganze Eis alleine gegessen.
weil er das ganze Eis alleine gegessen hat ohne mit der Wimper zu zucken.
weil er das ganze Eis alleine essen können will ohne gestört zu werden.
wer das ganze Eis alleine gegessen hat.
Niemand da?





















Having introduced the topological fields, I now introduce the basic architec-
tural facts about HPSG and then turn to the analysis of the German sentence
structure in the HPSG framework.
1.2 Signs and Types
In this subsection, I introduce the version of HPSG I am assuming. I first dis-
cuss feature structures that are used to model linguistic objects. After this, I ex-
plain types and type hierarchies. Before discussing an example of head-argument
structures, I show how syntactic and semantic properties of linguistic objects are
represented.
Many current linguistic theories make use of feature specifications to describe
linguistic objects. In HPSG the features are organized in groups containing fea-
tures that describe a certain aspect of a linguistic object. For instance, one group of
features describes syntactic and another group semantic aspects. The linguist uses
feature descriptions containing a certain part of the information that is present in
the feature structure that models the object. HPSG is a theory of linguistic signs
in the sense of Saussure (1915). These linguistic signs are form/meaning pairs.
(7) shows a description of a sign that exemplifies the feature geometry that will















SUBCAT list of synsem-objects
















Values of features may be complex (as for example SYNSEM) or simple (LEX).
The value of a feature is of a particular type, which is shown in italics. Which
types are assumed and their hierarchical organization is declared in the so-called
signature underlying an HPSG theory.1 The type boolean, for instance, has the two
subtypes+ and −. The so-called appropriateness conditions as second part of the
signature declare which attributes and attribute values are appropriate for which
type of object. For example, LEX is assumed to be an appropriate attribute of
1For convenience sake, the signature is generally only implicitly provided, but cf. the appendix of
Pollard and Sag, 1994 for an explicit example.
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synsem objects, and its value has to be boolean (or one of its subtypes). Subtypes
inherit all properties of their supertype. To give a non-linguistic example, consider
the type hierarchy in Figure 1.
electronic device
printing device scanning device . . .
printer copy machine scanner
laser printer . . . negative scanner . . .
FIGURE 1 Subtypes of electronic device
Both printing devices and scanning devices are electronic devices. They have
a power supply. This is a property all electronic devices share. printing devices
and scanning devices are subtypes of electronic device. They inherit the proper-
ties of their supertype, for instance having a power supply. A printing device is
a device that can print information and a scanning device is a device that gathers
information. A copy machine is a device that can do both. copy machine inherits
the properties of printing device and scanning device. Printers cannot scan. There-
fore printer is not a subtype of scanning device. Scanners cannot print. Therefore
scanner is not a subtype of printing device. A negative scanner is a special kind
of scanner. The type negative scanner is more specific than its supertype scan-
ner. The type negative scanner inherits all properties of scanner and adds its own
properties. Similarly, laser printer is a subtype of printer.
Having briefly introduced the type concept, I now explain the feature descrip-
tion in (7) in more detail. The structure in (7) is a description of a sign. PHONOL-
OGY (PHON) contains a list of phoneme strings that correspond to the actual ut-
terance. The value of SYNTAX-SEMANTICS (SYNSEM) is a feature structure con-
taining all syntactic and semantic information about the sign. This information is
divided into information that is relevant in a local context (LOC) and information
that is used to establish nonlocal dependencies (NONLOC). The syntactic proper-
ties of a sign are represented under the path SYNSEM|LOC|CATEGORY (abbrevi-
ated as SYNSEM|LOC|CAT) and the semantic contribution of a sign is represented
under SYNSEM|LOC|CONTENT (abbreviated as SYNSEM|LOC|CONT).
The HEAD value contains all the features that are projected from a lexical head
of a phrase to the complete phrase (for instance the part of speech and case).
SUBCAT and XCOMP are valence features. Their values are lists of synsem objects,
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i. e. descriptions of the syntactic and semantic properties of the signs the head has
to combine with in order to yield a maximal projection. XCOMP contains elements
that form a complex with their head, and SUBCAT all other arguments of the head.
Heads that form a verbal complex with their dependent elements may require their
complement to be lexical (or quasi lexical), i. e. have a LEX value +. Only heads
that have not yet been combinedwith complements are LEX+. Heads together with
arguments that are not part of the predicate complex are LEX−. For a motivation
of the LEX feature see Chapter 2.2.1.
The type sign has the two subtypes word and phrase. Structures of type phrase
have features that specify the daughters, i. e. the internal structure of a sign. For the





head-filler-structure head-argument-structure head-cluster-structure head-adjunct-structure
FIGURE 2 Subtypes of sign
inheritance hierarchy. The leaf nodes below headed-structure are most specific
subtypes of phrases. Our theory includes Immediate Dominance Schemata (which
will be introduced below) defining the properties of each of these phrases. They
therefore play a role similar to the rules in phrase structure grammar. A phrase
structure grammar rule like (8) is described by the feature description in (9).




NON-HEAD-DTRS 〈 X, Y 〉


The left-hand side of the rule in (8) corresponds to the feature structure above
minus the feature value pairs for HEAD-DTR and NON-HEAD-DTRS. The right-
hand side of the rule corresponds to the feature descriptions under the path HEAD-
2See also Sag, 1997 for a similar type hierarchy.
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DTR and in the list of non-head daughters. For a concrete example of a grammar
rule see Section 1.5.
Types that are organized in hierarchies like the one in Figure 2 are a good way
to refer to a group of linguistic objects by referring to a type that is a supertype
of all members of the group. Generalizations that hold for members of that group
can be specified with reference to this supertype.
For instance, a feature structure of type headed-structure always has a feature
that specifies the head daughter. The head daughter is a single sign. In headed
structures the head features of the head daughter are always identical to the head
features of the mother. This is enforced by the following type definition:





The identity of values is expressed by the use of identical numbers in boxes. The
paths SYNSEM|LOC|CAT|HEAD and HEAD-DTR|SYNSEM|LOC|CAT|HEAD lead to
the same structure. The type specification in (10) corresponds to the Head Feature
Principle of Pollard and Sag (1994, p. 34).
The type head-non-argument-structure is a supertype of all leaf nodes that are
distinct from head-argument-structure. The type head-non-adjunct-structure is a
supertype of all leaf nodes that are distinct from head-adjunct-structure. head-
non-cluster-structure is a supertype of all leaf nodes that are distinct from head-
cluster-structure. These types are used to specify constraints on grammar rules of
the respective type which will be discussed in this and in the following chapter.
Examples of non-headed structures are certain coordinated structures.
In the following subsection, I discuss the representation of lexical entries.
1.3 The Representation of Lexical Entries
For the description of the semantic contribution of nominal objects, Pollard and
Sag (1994, p. 24) assume feature structures of the sort nominal-object. Such struc-
tures have an attribute INDEX (IND), which is the HPSG analog of a reference
marker in Discourse Representation Theory (Kamp and Reyle, 1993) or of a pa-
rameter introduced by an NP used in Situation Semantics (Barwise and Perry,
1983). The value of IND is a feature structure of type ind. ind has the subtypes ref
and expl. ref is used for referential indices and expl for the IND value of exple-
tives. The subtypes of nom-obj are shown in Figure 3 on the next page. Structures
of sort nominal-object have an attribute RESTRICTIONS (RESTR). The value of
RESTR is a set of parameterized states of affairs (psoa) (On parameterized states
of affairs see Barwise and Perry, 1983). The relevant aspects of the lexical entry
for the noun Buch (‘book’) is shown in (11):



































The feature description under IND contains the person (PER), number (NUM), and
gender (GEN) of Buch. This information is used in theories of agreement and pro-
noun binding (Pollard and Sag, 1994, Chapter 2, Chapter 6). INST stands for IN-
STANCE. DET is an abbreviation for a synsem object that describes a determiner.




























































































The semantic contribution of a verbal element is a parameterized state of affairs
(psoa). The type psoa has various subtypes. The maximal subtypes correspond to
relations like ’geben (‘give’). ’geben is a relation with three arguments. (12) shows
an example lexical entry for the finite 3rd person singular form of the ditransitive
verb geben.



























VFORM stands for verb form. In (12) the referential indices of the NP arguments
are structure-shared with the values of the semantic roles in the geben relation.
The restriction on the subject of gibt to have a 3rd person singular index ensures
subject-verb agreement.
The elements in the SUBCAT list are ordered according to the obliqueness hier-
archy that was proposed by Keenan and Comrie (1977).
SUBJECT > DIRECT > INDIRECT > OBLIQUES > GENITIVES> OBJECTS OF
OBJECT OBJECT COMPARISON
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This hierarchy expresses the level of syntactic activity of grammatical functions.
Elements higher in this hierarchy are less oblique and can participate more eas-
ily in syntactic constructions, like for instance, reductions in coordinated struc-
tures (Klein, 1985, p. 15), topic drop (Fries, 1988), non-matching free relative
clauses (Bausewein, 1990; Pittner, 1995; Müller, 1999b), passive and relativiza-
tion (Keenan and Comrie, 1977), and depictive predicates (Chapter 4). This hi-
erarchy is also relevant for constituent order (Pullum, 1977) and Binding Theory
(Grewendorf, 1985, p. 160; 1988, p. 60; Pollard and Sag, 1994, Chapter 6).
Some authors assume the order subject, indirect object, direct object for the
elements of the SUBCAT list. It is argued that this ordering is supported by con-
stituent order facts and fronting tests that show that the direct object is nearer to the
verb. In Müller, 1999a, Chapter 11 I discuss reasons for the preferred constituent
order and show how the basic insight by Hoberg (1981), namely that NPs that re-
fer to animated entities tend to precede NPs that refer to inanimate entities, can be
captured while maintaining the order of arguments proposed by the obliqueness
hierarchy.
As the data in (13) show, the fronting test should not be considered hard evi-
dence for a certain order in the SUBCAT list.
























‘What she left posterity was an open Hör zu (magazine listing radio
and TV shows) and a brief letter of farewell.’
b. [V [NP[dat] Besonders Einsteigern] empfehlen] möchte ich [NP[acc]
Quarterdeck Mosaic, dessen gelungene grafische Oberfläche und Be-
nutzerführung auf angenehme Weise über die ersten Hürden hin-
weghilft, obwohl sich die Funktionalität auch nicht zu verstecken
braucht].4
‘Particularly for beginners, I would like to recommend Quarterdeck
Mosaic since the good design of the graphic interface and the user
guidancewill help him/her to scale the first hurdles, although the func-
tionality need not go into hiding either.’
In (13a) and (13b) the dative complement of hinterlassen (‘to leave behind’) and
empfehlen (‘recommend’) is fronted together with its verb while the accusative
object stays behind in the Mittelfeld. Uszkoreit (1987, p. 159), Thiersch (1982,
p. 91), von Stechow and Sternefeld (1988, p. 459), Oppenrieder (1991, Chap-
ter 1.5.3.3.1), and Grewendorf (1993, p. 1301) provide constructed examples that
also show that the partial verb phrase fronting with a dative complement is possi-
ble.
3taz, 18.11.1998, p. 20.
4c’t, 9/1995, p. 156.
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While discussing the constituent order in the Mittelfeld, Heck (2000) used ex-







































































The examples show that animateness plays a crucial role for the determination
of the unmarked order of arguments in the Mittelfeld, i. e., that NPs referring to
animate entities tend to precede NPs referring to inanimate entities.
If one uses Heck’s verbs in partial verb phrase fronting constructions, one can





























































A theory that relies on nearness to the verb has to assume two different verbs
entziehen, to derive the contrasts in (16) – (17): one selecting an animate dative
that is not near to the verb and one selecting an inanimate dative that is near to
the verb. Uszkoreit (1986) assumes a lexical rule5 that licenses lexical items with
5On lexical rules see Section 1.8.
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permuted elements in the SUBCAT list for each verb. This approach could be ap-
plied to the examples in (16) and (17): The lexical rule takes as input a lexical
entry for entziehen as used in (16a) and licenses an additional lexical entry for
entziehen for sentences like (17a) with different restrictions for the animateness
of the objects. Uszkoreit’s approach and other alternative HPSG accounts of con-
stituent order are discussed in Müller, To Appear a. I prefer a solution where both
kinds of frontings are permitted by the grammar and the markedness of one case is
explained by general conditions on fronted elements.6 In what follows, I assume
a representation of the elements in the SUBCAT list in an order that corresponds to
the obliqueness hierarchy.
In the following subsection, I explain the distinction between structural and
lexical case and how structural case is assigned. This is important for the account
of passive that is developed in Chapter 3.
1.4 Case Assignment
If the case value of an argument changes, when the head is used in other syntactic





























‘the coming of the plumber’
In (18), the case of der Installateur (‘the plumber’) is different in all utterances. In
(18a) der Installateur is the subject and bears nominative. In (18b) der Installateur
is the object of the AcI-verb7 sehen (‘to see’) and gets accusative, and in (18c) it
is a complement of a noun and gets genitive. Nominative, genitive, and accusative
can be assigned structurally.
Another construction in which a change of structural case takes place is pas-
sivization. den Hund is the accusative object of getreten in (19a). In the passive
version of this sentence which is provided in (19b) this NP is realized bearing
nominative case.
6Note that the issues discussed in the next chapters are in many cases independent of the analysis
that is chosen for constituent order (verb placement and order of elements in the Mittelfeld). The only
analysis that crucially relies on the way constituent order is treated in Section 1.9 is the analysis of
depictive secondary predicates which relies on discontinuous constituents.
7The term AcI stands for Accusativum cum Infinitivum (‘accusative with infinitive’). Examples
are perception verbs and the causative and permissive lassen. AcI verbs are a subclass of so-called
Exceptional Case Marking (ECM) verbs. AcI verbs will be discussed in Chapter 2.1.6.




























‘The dog was kicked (by the man).’


















‘Somebody is helping him.’
There is a longstanding debate as to whether all or some datives in verbal envi-
ronments should be treated as a structural case (den Besten, 1985a,b; Fanselow,
1987; Czepluch, 1988; Wegener, 1990; Wunderlich, 1997a; Ryu, 1997; Molnárfi,
1998) or whether all datives are assigned lexically (Haider, 1985a, 1986a, 1993;
Heinz andMatiasek, 1994; Pollard, 1994;Müller, 1999a;Meurers, 1999b;Müller,
2001a; Vogel and Steinbach, 1998).
The one argument advanced in favor of certain datives as a structural case is the
dative passive, which is possible with the verbs bekommen (‘to receive’), erhalten































‘The ball was given to the boy.’
Some of the proponents of lexical dative assume a special process that converts
the dative NP into an NP with structural case (Haider, 1986a, Section 4.1; Heinz
and Matiasek, 1994, p. 228; Müller, 1999a, p. 298).
As Haider (1986a, p. 20) notes, treating the dative as a lexical case is also sup-



























































streicheln (‘to stroke’) takes an accusative object that can be realized as nomi-
native in passive constructions, i. e. an NP complement with structural case. The
genitive NP in (22c) expresses the object of the nominalized verb. Dative NPs, on
the other hand, cannot surface as genitive complements in nominalizations. The
genitive NP in (22f) refers to the agent of helfen. The agent of helfen (‘to help’)
has structural case and can therefore surface as genitive in a nominal environment.
If the subject role is filled by a possessive that expresses the agent as in (22g), the
phrase becomes ungrammatical. It is hard to imagine how the contrasts in (22) can
be explained with the dative as structural case.
Another problematic point of the structural dative is that it cannot be distin-
guished from accusatives in the context of a bivalent verb. For ditransitive verbs
one can say that the subject is assigned nominative, the direct object is assigned
accusative and the indirect object assigned dative. But with bivalent verbs the
distinction cannot be made. treten (‘kick’) in (19a) and helfen in (20a) are both bi-
valent and yet one object has accusative and the other one has dative. Von Stechow
and Sternefeld (1988, p. 435) and von Stechow (1990, p. 187) and authors who see
the structural/lexical case issue from a semantic point of view (Kaufmann, 1995a,
p. 12; Stiebels, 1996, p. 21–26; Olsen, 1997a, p. 313; Rapp, 1997, p. 57, p. 129)
therefore assume that the dative of bivalent verbs is a lexical dative.8 This predicts
that the dative passive is not possible with such verbs. It is true that dative passives
with bivalent verbs are not very frequent (Hentschel and Weydt, 1995), but We-
gener (1990, p. 75) explains this with the low frequency of bivalent verbs that take
a dative object and are unergative. Wegener (1985b, p. 134; 1990, p. 75) provides















‘Many helped / congratulated / applauded him.’
8But see Wunderlich, 1997b, p. 51.
9See also Fanselow, 1987, p. 161–162.









‘One is thanked on a daily basis.’










































‘Klärle would have more than deserved to be wished a happy birthday,









































[. . . ]12
‘The cashier Markus Riss was wished a happy birthday with the old
Elvis Presley song “I can’t help falling in love with you”.’
So I assume that the dative is always lexical. A lexical entry for a ditransitive
verb like geben (‘give’) has the SUBCAT value 〈 NP[str], NP[str], NP[ldat] 〉.
str stands for structural case and ldat for the lexical dative. The assignment of
structural case works as follows (Przepiórkowski, 1999;Meurers, 1999b;Meurers,
2000, Chapter 10.4.1.4):13
Principle 1 (Case Principle). In a list that contains both subjects and complements of a verbal head, the first
element with structural case is assigned nominative case unless it is raised to a
dominating head.. All other elements of this list with structural case are assigned accusative case.. In nominal environments all elements with structural case are assigned genitive
case.
This Case Principle is very similar to the one that was suggested by Yip, Mal-
ing, and Jackendoff (1987) and therefore also accounts for the case systems of a
10Frankfurter Rundschau, 26.06.1998, p. 7.
11Mannheimer Morgen, 28.07.1999, Lokales; „Klärle“ feiert heute Geburtstag.
12Mannheimer Morgen, 21.04.1999, Lokales; Motor des gesellschaftlichen Lebens.
13For a way to formalize principle 1 see Przepiórkowski, 1999; Meurers, 1999b; Meurers, 2000,
Chapter 10.4.1.4.
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variety of languages that were discussed by these authors, including the compli-
cated case system of Icelandic. One crucial difference between the case principle
suggested here and the version suggested by Yip, Maling, and Jackendoff is that
Principle 1 works monotonously, i. e., cases that are assigned are not overridden
by case assignments by a higher predicate.
Having explained the representation of lexical information and the distinction
between structural and lexical case, I describe in the next sections how words can
be combined to form phrases.
1.5 Head-Argument Structures
Phrases are licensed by different immediate dominance schemata. The following
schema licenses head-argument structures, i. e. all structures in which a syntactic
head combines with one of its arguments.


















The ‘⊕’ stands for the append relation, which concatenates two lists.
The argument daughter is represented as an element in the list of non-head-
daughters. Its syntactic and semantic properties ( 2 ) are identified with the last
element in the SUBCAT list of the head daughter, i. e., it is one of the arguments
which that head subcategorizes for. Since this dependent of the head is realized, it
is not part of the valence requirements of the mother ( 1 ).
The immediate dominance schemata say nothing about the order of the daugh-
ters. The surface order is determined by linear precedence constraints (LP con-
straints) which are stated independently from the dominance schemata. Therefore
Schema 1 licenses both the combination of er (‘he’) and schläft (‘sleeps’) in (25a)
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As an example of structures that are licensed by Schema 1, consider Figure 4















‘because he gives the man the book.’
V[fin, SUBCAT 〈〉]
C H












3 NP[dat] V[fin, SUBCAT
〈
1 , 2 , 3
〉
]
er das Buch dem Mann gibt
FIGURE 4 Binary Branching Head-Argument Structure
The ditransitive verb gibt (‘gives’) which we saw in (12) has three arguments on
its SUBCAT list and they are canceled off at the respective projections in the tree.
The maximal verbal projection has an empty SUBCAT list.
Note that I do not assume an S→NP, VP rule for German. The combination of
a verb with its subject is an instance of a normal head-argument relation licensed
by Schema 1.15
14In the following figures, an H stands for head, an A stands for adjunct, a C for complement, and a
CL for cluster daughter. The C is also used to label trees that contain subjects.
15Note, however, that the grammar which is proposed here is not incompatible with an approach in
which the subject is represented in a separate list and subjects and heads are combined by a rule like
the following:





Since dependents of a head are inserted into the linearization domain of their head (see Section 1.9.1),
linearizations in which the subject appears between complements of the verb can be accounted for,
even with a rule like (i). Such a rule may turn out to be useful for the analysis of sentences like (665) –
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Another point worth mentioning is that daughters are specified at the top level
of feature structures of the type phrase. Heads are subcategorized for synsem ob-
jects. This ensures that direct selection cannot refer to phonology values of signs
or to daughters of a projection since phonology and the daughters are not con-
tained in synsem objects. Therefore everything that is important for selection has
to be percolated up explicitly. See also Pollard and Sag, 1994, p. 23 on the locality
of selection.
Head-argument structures are a subtype of headed structures. The type head-
argument-structure inherits all information of its supertypes and adds the infor-
mation that there is an argument daughter. The typing of grammar rules is the big
advantage of the uniform description of all linguistic knowledge with the same
formalism. Since dominance structures are typed, it is possible to capture gener-
alizations about certain subsets of dominance structures by an appropriate typing.
Nothing has been said so far about the semantics of phrasal signs. Lexical heads
like the one in (12) contain their main contribution under SYNTAX-SEMANTICS|-
LOCAL|CONTENT (abbreviated as SYNSEM|LOC|CONT). The following type def-
inition ensures that the CONT value of the mother sign is identical with the CONT





The type head-non-adjunct-structure is a subtype of headed-structure and there-
fore inherits the constraints on this type. The feature description of linguistic ob-
jects of the type head-non-adjunct-structure, including the constraints that are
















Since head-argument structures are a subtype of head-non-adjunct-structure, they
inherit these constraints. The feature structure in (29) shows the type head-ar-
gument-structure together with the constraints that are imposed by its supertypes
headed-structure and head-non-adjunct-structure.
(666). Note that using (i) to analyze for instance the example (32c) on page 21 would make it necessary
to assume a discontinuous maximal projection, namely the VP gibt dem Kind einen Ball (‘give the child
a ball’). In the grammar developed in this book, maximal projections are always continuous.








































The constraints on headed structures (the Head Feature Principle on page 7) ensure
that the information under HEAD is percolated in Figure 4 on page 17. Therefore
the part of speech information and the information about the finiteness of the verb
is present at all projections of the verb. Because of the constraints on structures of
the type head-non-adjunct-structure, the CONT value of a lexical head is perco-
lated up the head path to the maximal projection of the head in sentences like the
one in Figure 4.
Before I turn to head-adjunct structures in Section 1.7, I want to make some
remarks concerning the representation of subjects in non-finite projections.
1.6 The SUBJ Feature
In earlier versions of HPSG (Pollard and Sag, 1987; Pollard and Sag, 1994, Chap-
ters 1–8), subjects and complement requirements were represented in one list
(SUBCAT). In Chapter 9 of their 1994 book, Pollard and Sag follow Borsley (1987)
in separating the subject (SUBJ) from complements (COMPS). In a later paper,
Borsley (1989a) discusses Welsh and argues that subjects of finite verbs should be
treated like the other dependents. He formulates a lexical rule that relates lexical
items for finite verbs to lexical items for non-finite verbs (p. 349). Pollard (1996)
and other authors of HPSG grammars of German followed Borsley’s approach for
Welsh and now treat the subject of a verb differently according to whether the verb
is finite or non-finite. In the lexical representation of non-finite verbs, the subject
is represented as the value of the SUBJ feature, whereas it is listed with other de-
pendents in the representation of finite verbs. As far as German is concerned, there
are two reasons for making this distinction. In German, maximal projections can
be extraposed. If the subject of non-finite verbs is not listed on the SUBCAT list,
the notion of “maximal projection” can be defined as a projection with an empty



















‘Karl asked the man to help the child.’
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Secondly, the subject cannot be combined with the non-finite verb as the examples
in (31) show.16








































Since SUBJ is not a valence feature in this setting, it is explained why the subject
of non-finite verbs cannot be realized.
Kiss (1992; 1995) suggests treating SUBJ as a head feature. This ensures that
the SUBJ value is projected and that it can be referred to locally by a governing
head in control constructions like (30).17,18
16As was noted by Haider (1988, p. 55), Wegener (1990, p. 98), and Oppenrieder (1991, p. 57), sub-
jects may be fronted together with non-finite verbs. See Müller, 1999a, Chapter 18.4.1 and pages 169
and on pages 281–283 of this book for some discussion. Meurers (1999a, p. 177) discusses the example















‘even though the moon had begun to shine back then.’

















‘because the head of the man began to shake.’

























In combination with weather verbs, such extrapositions are also excluded although the subject of

























Sentences like (i) and some of the frontings that include the subject cannot be handled if the subject
is not contained in the list of elements that can be combined with a head, but as the conditions for the
admissibility of extrapositions like (i) are rather unclear, I leave this for further research.
17See Pollard and Sag, 1994, Chapter 7 on control.
18Ryu (1997, p. 199) assumes that non-finite verbs have an empty SUBJ value. The index of the
subject is contained in the argument structure of the non-finite verb, but since the argument structure
is not projected (p. 188), it is unclear how the control relation could be established locally in sentences
like (30).
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Having explained why subjects of non-finite verbs are not represented on a
valence list, I now turn to finite verbs. Subjects and complements of finite verbs
can appear both in the sentence initial position before the finite verb (32a,b) and
to the right of the finite verb with the subject scrambled between the complements















































‘Therefore a man gives the child a ball.’
This expresses the fact that subjects of finite verbs share crucial properties with
complements.
The lexical entries in (33) and (34) show the respective representations for a
finite and a non-finite form of the verb helfen.

















































Both lexical entries are derived by lexical rules from the same lexical entry for
the stem helf - that is listed in the lexicon. Listed entries have a feature geometry
like the entry in (33). The entry in (34) is licensed by a lexical rule that licenses a
lexical sign whose first NP with structural case is not represented in the SUBCAT
list but in the SUBJ list.
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Subjectless verbs like grauen (‘dread’) in (35) have an empty list as SUBJ value













‘The student dreads the exam.’
The lexical entry for grauen is shown in (36).19












I do not assume that all clauses must have a subject. With such an assumption
one would be forced to stipulate empty elements that function as the subject of
subjectless verbs.20 There is no theory external evidence for such empty elements
and a theory that uses them has to explain why these empty subjects do not occur
with predicates that need an overt (possibly expletive) subject.
1.7 Head-Adjunct Structures
In head-adjunct structures no argument gets saturated. The valence information
of the head is identical to the valence information of the mother. Adjunct struc-
tures are of type head-adjunct-structure, a subtype of head-non-argument-struc-
ture. The type constraints in (37) ensure the percolation of the SUBCAT value to






Pollard and Sag (1994, Chapter 1.9) assume that an adjunct selects the head it
modifies via a feature MODIFIED (MOD). The value of MOD is a feature structure
of type synsem that describes both syntactic and semantic properties.
(38) shows an example for a non-predicative adjective. This adjective selects
an N, i. e. a nominal projection that needs a determiner to be a complete NP.
19The brackets around the PP mark optionality.
20Berman (1999) assumes that the Subject Condition holds for German, i. e., that every German
clause has to have a subject. She develops an LFG analysis without an empty element in the constituent
structure where the subject is realized in the functional structure as a morphological part of the finite
verb.


































The index of the modified N is structure-sharedwith the index in the semantic con-
tribution of the adjective. The set of restrictions of the modified noun is unioned
with the set of the restrictions that are contributed by the adjective (rot( 1 )).
If the adjective is combined with a noun like Buch (‘book’), the semantics of
the phrase rotes Buch (‘red book’) is contained in the adjective under CONT. The
Semantics Principle ensures that the semantic content of a head-adjunct phrase is
determined by the semantic content of the adjunct:
Principle 2 (Semantics Principle) In a headed phrase, the CONTENT value is to-
ken-identical to that of the adjunct daughter if the phrase is of type head-adjunct-
structure, and with that of the head daughter otherwise.
This principle is encoded in the types head-non-adjunct-structure and head-
adjunct-structure, respectively. The type head-non-adjunct-structure was given
in (27) already, the type head-adjunct-structure is shown in the Head-Adjunct
Schema (Schema 2).



























The specification of the SUBCAT list of the adjunct daughter is necessary to pre-
vent non-maximal projections of adjuncts from appearing as adjunct daughters.
Without this restriction both (39a) and (39b) would be admitted by the grammar.

















The preposition has to be combined with all its complements before it can be used
in a head-adjunct structure.
The structure sharing of the SYNSEM value of the head daughter and the MOD
value of the adjunct daughter establishes the connection that is necessary for the
selection of the head by the modifier. This selection is similar to the selection of
an argument by its head that was described in Schema 1.
The feature description in (40) shows the result of combining the lexical entry
for Buch (‘book’) in (11) and the one for rotes given in (38) as it is licensed by
Schema 2.































The SYNSEM value of Buch is unified with the MOD value of rotes. The referential
index of Buch (the 1 in (11)) is unified with the referential index of rotes (the
1 in (38)). The set of restrictions of Buch is unified with the 2 in the descrip-
tion of rotes. This restriction is set unioned with the restriction contributed by the
adjective rotes.
Having explained head-argument and head-adjunct structures, I now turn to
lexical rules. Lexical rules will be used in the analyses developed in Chapters 3–6.
1.8 Lexical Rules
During the last decades there has been a tendency towards lexicalization of lin-
guistic information. The grammar rules that license the combination of material
have become more general. It has become even more important to structure the
knowledge in the lexicon and to develop devices that make it possible to state
generalizations about the lexicon. One such device was already introduced in Sec-
tion 1.2: types. Multiple inheritance in type hierarchies can be used to cross-clas-
sify lexical entries with regard to multiple dimensions. Another important device
is lexical redundancy rules. Such rules have been suggested in various frameworks
by various people (see for instance Jackendoff, 1975; Williams, 1981a; Bresnan,
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1982c; Shieber, Uszkoreit, Pereira, Robinson, and Tyson, 1983; Flickinger, Pol-
lard, and Wasow, 1985; Flickinger, 1987; Copestake and Briscoe, 1992; Meurers,
2000).
A standard example for a lexical rule is the one in (41) , which accounts for the
passive.







































This rule relates a lexical entry of a participle with a subject and an accusative
object and possibly other complements to another entry that corresponds to a form
that has to be used in passive sentences. The accusative object in the representation
on the left-hand side becomes the subject on the right-hand side. The rule says:
Whenever there is a lexical entry that matches the left-hand side of the rule, there
is also a lexical entry that matches the right-hand side of the rule. Adopting a
procedural view for a moment, one can say that the lexical rule produces another
entry from the input entry on its left-hand side. The arrow in lexical rules 7→ is not
to be confused with the arrow that is used in implicational constraints (→).
Calcagno (1995) and Meurers (1995, 2001) characterize two possible formal-
izations of lexical rules in the HPSG architecture, on a meta-level (Meta Level Lex-
ical Rules = MLR) and as ordinary descriptions (Description Level Lexical Rules
= DLR). According to their characterization, the proposal of Calcagno and Pollard
(1995) and Calcagno (1995) is essentially aMLR approach.Krieger and Nerbonne
(1993, Chapter 7.4.1), Copestake and Briscoe (1992), and Meurers (1995; 2000,
Chapter 4) adopt the DLR view. In a DLR setting the rule in (41) is equivalent to
a structure such as the one in (42) on the following page.
If one follows the MLR approach, the boxed numbers in lexical rules are meta-
variables, i. e. variables over descriptions of feature structures instead of variables
over feature structures. Boxes with identical numbers have the same value in both
structures. In other words, this can be understood as structure sharing between
several feature structures.
In the DLR approach, both structures are part of a bigger structure and we have
real structure sharing. Another advantage of this approach is that lexical rules
are fully integrated into the formalism. Therefore it is also possible to capture
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generalizations over classes of lexical rules. A lexical rule can inherit information
that it has in common with other lexical rules of an appropriate supertype. In what
follows, I therefore assume that lexical rules are Description Level Lexical Rules.
Lexical rules in the representation (41) have to be understood as abbreviations for
lexical rule descriptions of the form in (42).
A lexical rule applies to all lexical entities that unify21 with their left-hand side
or their LEX-DTR, respectively. The lexical rule ‘produces’ one or several output
entities. In what follows, I assume that lexical rules relate lexemes, i. e. stems to
stems, stems to fully inflected signs (words), and fully inflected signs to stems.
A stem entry is a lexical sign that contains phonological, syntactic, and semantic
information. I subsume open class and closed class lexical signs under the term
lexeme.
The signs in (41) are not fully specified. For instance, the CONT value is nei-
ther stated in the input sign nor in the output sign. Of course, this information is
21The other possibility is to assume that lexical rules apply only to those lexical items that are more
specific than, i. e. subsumed by, the left-hand side of the rule (see Meurers (1994, Chapter 4.1.3)).












According to Hinrichs and Nakazawa, (i) is excluded since in Hinrichs and Nakazawa’s grammar the
lexical entries for modals are less specific than the left-hand side of the lexical rule for passivization,
and therefore the passive lexical rule cannot apply to können (Hinrichs and Nakazawa treat modals
like tense auxiliaries, i. e. as raising verbs. The entries are given in Chapter 2.2.1).
If one assumes a formalization of HPSG following King (1994), lexical rules relate total objects
and a subsumption test is of no use since there are no partial representations to which subsumption
could sensibly be applied. If one assumes an information-based approach as in Pollard and Sag, 1987
and applies lexical rules under subsumption, they cannot instantiate features that are not present in the
input sign. The Complement Extraction Lexical Rule (CELR) has to be formulated in such a way that
the input sign is further instantiated. Therefore it cannot be applied under subsumption. If the further
instantiation of features in the input sign is omitted, wrong analyses are admitted, as I have shown in
Müller, 1997a. See also Müller, 1999a, p. 75 and Müller, 1999b, p. 86–87.
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contained in every input sign and it will also be needed in the output sign. It is a
convention that all information that is not explicitly mentioned in a lexical rule is
carried over unchanged from the input to the output. (41) is just shorthand for a
more complex rule. See Meurers, 2001 for the mapping of lexical rule specifica-
tions to explicit constraints.
1.9 The German Clause
Having explained the basic immediate dominance schemata and lexical rules, I
now turn to an analysis of German clausal patterns. In Section 1.9.1, I will explain
verb initial and verb-final sentences. The fronting of constituents will be dealt with
in Section 1.9.2.
1.9.1 Verb Placement
In German, three positions of the finite verb can be distinguished. In (43) the verb



































The verb-second position is usually explained as derived from the verb-first po-
sition by the fronting of one constituent. In HPSG this is modeled as a nonlocal
dependency.
Basically, there are two options to account for the other two positions of the
verb: One can assume flat linearization domains in which the verb can be placed
initially or finally, or one can employ a head movement analysis, where a connec-
tion is established between the assumed base position of the verb in final position
and the fronted verb. The latter analysis is standardly assumed in Government and
Binding (GB)22 grammars and its predecessors (see for instance Bierwisch, 1963,
p. 34 and Bach, 1960). In the HPSG framework, head movement analyses have
been proposed by Kiss and Wesche (1991), Netter (1992, 1998a), Frank (1994),
Kiss (1995), and Meurers (2000, p. 206–208).23 For an early proposal in GPSG
see Jacobs, 1986, p. 110. See also Chapter 6.2.5.1 for some discussion.
The flat analysis with flat dominance structures was suggested by Uszkoreit
(1987) in the GPSG framework and by Pollard (1996) for HPSG. Kathol (1995,
2000) and I propose an analysis with binary branching dominance structures but
22On the GB framework in general see Chomsky, 1993.
23Many of these proposals are influenced by Borsley’s work (1989b) on English.
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with flat linearization domains. This approach is based on ideas by Mike Reape
(1996, 1992, 1994) and will be explained in the following.24
I assume that every lexical head has the structure in (44).












The representation of a head includes a feature DOMAIN that is list valued. In the
lexical representation this list contains just one element, one that represents the
head. This element has the same PHONOLOGY value ( 1 ) and identical syntactic
and semantic properties ( 2 ).
If a head is combinedwith an adjunct or with an argument, the non-head daugh-




DOM 1 ◦ 2


The non-head daughter is the adjunct or the argument in the respective type defi-
nitions for head-adjunct and head argument structures.
‘◦’ is the shuffle relation as used by Reape (1994). The shuffle relation holds
between three lists A, B, andC, iffC contains all elements of A and B and the order
of the elements of A and the order of elements of B is preserved in C. So if a and
b are elements of A and a precedes b in A, it has to precede b in C too. To give an
example consider the two lists A= 〈a, b〉 and B= 〈c, d〉. The result of shuffling A
and B is C whereC is the disjunction of the elements in (46).
24Linearization accounts have also been proposed for Serbo-Croatian by Penn (1999) and for
Warlpiri by Donohue and Sag (1999). Crysmann (1999) uses discontinuous elements in morphology.
For further reading on HPSG-based linearization accounts see also Pollard, Kasper, and Levine,
1992, 1994; Kathol and Pollard, 1995; Müller, 1995, 1997b, 1999a; Richter and Sailer, 1999. Ojeda
(1988) developed a GPSG analysis for the verbal complex in Dutch, that uses discontinuous con-
stituents and Dowty (1996) developed an analysis in the framework of Categorial Grammar that also
employs the concept of discontinuous constituents.
For a general discussion of accounts for German constituent order see Müller, 1999a, Chapter 21
and Müller, To Appear a.
25Fillers of a filler gap dependencies will also be inserted into the domain of their heads. See Sec-
tion 1.9.2 on filler gap dependencies.
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(46) 〈 a, b, c, d 〉
〈 a, c, b, d 〉
〈 a, c, d, b 〉
〈 c, a, b, d 〉
〈 c, a, d, b 〉
〈 c, d, a, b 〉
The possible orderings of the elements in a constituent order domain are restricted
by linear precedence rules (LP rules). The result of shuffling A and B is (46), but if
one has a linearization rule in the grammar that states that a always has to precede
c, the last three orderings in (46) are ruled out. The grammar then licenses only
the domains in (47) as a combination of A and B:
(47) 〈 a, b, c, d 〉
〈 a, c, b, d 〉
〈 a, c, d, b 〉

















Figure 5 on the next page shows how the sentence (43a) is analyzed. Instead of
the complete signs, only the PHON values are stated in the DOM lists. Strings that
are not separated by a colon represent one domain object, i. e. a sign. Note that the
permutation of elements is restricted to head domains. The DOM elements of der
Mann, i. e. der andMann cannot be permuted with elements in the domain of liebt
since they are encapsulated in the sign for der Mann. Since the constraint (45)
requires that the complete non-head daughter is inserted into the head domain, no
other material can intervene between der andMann.26
The analysis of (43b) is shown in Figure 6. The dominance structure is identi-
cal to the dominance structure of the head-final clause (43a). The only thing that
differs is the linearization. For verb-first sentences the verb is serialized to the left
of all other (non-fronted) elements, and for verb-last sentences it is serialized to
the right of all (non-extraposed) elements. The projection liebt die Frau is dis-
26See Reape, 1996, 1992, 1994 for an approach in which domains of different heads are unioned.
Reape’s approach to verb complexes will be discussed in Chapter 2.3.1. Kathol and Pollard (1995)
develop a linearization-based account of extraposition in which extraposed elements may be raised to
a higher domain.
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V[fin, SUBCAT 〈〉,
DOM 〈 der Mann, die Frau, liebt 〉]
C H





DOM 〈 die Frau, liebt 〉]
C H





DOM 〈 liebt 〉]
der Mann die Frau liebt
FIGURE 5 Verb-Final Position: daß der Mann die Frau liebt.
V[fin, SUBCAT 〈〉,















DOM 〈 liebt 〉]
2 NP[acc]
liebt der Mann die Frau
FIGURE 6 Verb Initial Position: Liebt der Mann die Frau?
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continuous. Since the terminal nodes of the tree in Figure 6 are written in surface
order, the tree contains crossing arcs. In what follows, I draw trees that reflect
the dominance structure. Figure 7 is equivalent to Figure 6. Trees like the one in
V[fin, SUBCAT 〈〉,
DOM 〈 liebt, der Mann, die Frau 〉]
C H





DOM 〈 liebt, die Frau〉]
C H





DOM 〈 liebt 〉]
der Mann die Frau liebt
FIGURE 7 Verb Initial Position: Liebt der Mann die Frau?
Figure 7 reflect the dominance relations of the involved elements, the order of the
terminal nodes does not reflect the surface order. The surface order is represented
in the domain lists only.
Note that the permutability of arguments in the Mittelfeld as in (49) is easy to






















As was discussed in Section 1.6, subjects can be positioned between other argu-
ments of the verb. In general, there is considerable freedom as far as the seri-
alization of arguments in the Mittelfeld is concerned. The orderings in (49) and
permutations in theMittelfeld in general are licensed by the grammar since all ar-
guments (and adjuncts) are inserted into the constituent order domain of their head
where they may be permuted, provided no linearization constraint is violated. For
the sentences in (49) one gets two identical dominance structures. The analyses
differ in that the analysis of the last sentence involves discontinuous constituents
while all constituents are continuous in the analysis of (49a).
The proper serialization of the verbs is enforced by the following LP rules:
(50) a. V[INITIAL+] < COMP[ ]
b. COMP[EXTRA−] < V[LEX+, INITIAL−]
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LP rules can refer to the syntactic function (HEAD, COMP, ADJUNCT, FILLER)
a constituent has. If no function is mentioned in the rule specification, then the
rule applies to all domain elements it can be unified with. The feature INITIAL
has the value + for heads that occur to the left of their adjuncts and arguments
and − for heads that occur to the right. Most verbs can appear with both values,
but there are back-formations like uraufführen (‘to premiere’, ‘to show/stage a
film/play for the first time’) that are specified as INITIAL− in the lexicon. I assume
that extraposed phrases are marked EXTRA+. The rule (50a) ensures that verbs
marked INITIAL+ are serialized to the left of their arguments and (50b) ensures
that all non-extraposed arguments of lexical verbs appear to the left of all lexical
verbs that are marked INITIAL−. The first rule is only relevant for finite verbs.
The second one affects both finite and non-finite verbs.
There is a lot that has to be said about such an analysis of the German clause.
But as this is not the purpose of this book, the reader is referred to Kathol, 1995,
2000 and Müller, 1999a, To Appear a.
1.9.2 Verb-Second
German is assumed to be a verb-second language, i. e., in a finite main clause the
finite verb is in second position (Erdmann, 1886, Chapter 2.4; Paul, 1919, p. 69,
p. 77).27
The Vorfeld can be occupied by an adjunct or by an argument. Verb-second
sentences are derived from verb-first sentences by the extraction of one element


















‘I know the book.’
(51) shows simple cases and one might be tempted to explain the position of the
object in (51b) by a different ordering of the domain objects that are contained
in the head domain of kenne (‘know’) in (51a). Such an analysis was indeed sug-
gested by Nunberg, Sag, and Wasow (1994, p. 513) in connection with idiomatic
sentences like (52), but it does not extend to the cases in (53) where elements in










PART(off).shot . . .
‘Hans stole the show.’
27A set of examples with more than one constituent in the Vorfeld is discussed in Müller, 2000a,
2002c,b. See also page 93 for an example.
28Nunberg, Sag, and Wasow (1994, p. 512) quoted this example from a manuscript of Ackerman
and Webelhuth. See also page 280 for corpus examples and more discussion.
























‘Fritz asked Peter to give a talk about this topic.’
In order to account for these data in an approach purely based on serialization one
would have to union the linearization domains of the involved heads which would
lead to wrong predictions. Depending on other assumptions made in syntax, one
would end up with all words of an utterance in one single domain.
Kathol (1995, Chapter 6.3) formalized a linearization-based approach to short
fronting. For frontings like those in (53) he assumes an extraction analysis. In
order to block this extraction analysis for short frontings, he integrates a condition
into the schema that binds off extracted elements which is supposed to block the
extraction analysis for short frontings. However, this condition also blocks cases



















‘He said that he does not want to work any longer.’
Therefore, I suggest using the same mechanism for short and long frontings, i. e.
handling both as extractions.
In the following, the HPSG treatment of nonlocal dependencies will be intro-
duced by the explanation of the analysis of (51b).
In HPSG a special mechanism is used to establish nonlocal dependencies.
In Pollard and Sag, 1994, Chapter 4, a nonlocal dependency is introduced by a






























29Hinrichs and Nakazawa, 1989a, p. 21.
30In Chapter 9, Pollard and Sag (1994) introduced a lexical rule for extraction. With such a lexical
rule, it is possible to account for nonlocal dependencies without empty elements. An alternative to
empty elements and lexical rules is unary branching ID schemata, which I use in Müller, 1999a, Chap-
ters 9, 10, 18. In more recent work on HPSG, relational argument realization principles are assumed
for a lexical treatment of extraction (Bouma, Malouf, and Sag, 2001). See also Chapter 6.2.5.1 for
some discussion. For purposes of illustration I use the trace throughout the book.
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Such a trace can function as an argument or as an adjunct depending on the lo-
cal context in which it appears. The properties of the object that are represented
under SYNSEM|LOCAL are introduced into the list under SYNSEM|NONLOCAL|-
INHERITED|SLASH. The nonlocal feature QUE is used to describe questions and
REL to model certain nonlocal dependencies in the relative phrase of relative
clauses. Throughout the book I omit the QUE and REL features since they are
irrelevant for the present discussion.
Pollard and Sag’s Nonlocal Feature Principle (1994, p. 164) ensures that non-
local information is percolated up to the mother node of complex signs.
Principle 3 (Nonlocal Feature Principle) For each nonlocal feature, the IN-
HERITED value of the mother is the concatenation of the INHERITED values
on the daughters minus the TO-BIND value on the head daughter.
A SLASH element can be bound off by the Head-Filler Schema.













































This schema describes structures in which a finite sentence with the verb in initial
position (INITIAL+) and with an element in INHER|SLASH ( 1 ) is combinedwith a
phrase with appropriate LOCAL properties. In the example (51b), kenne ich (‘know
I’) is the finite clause with an appropriate element in SLASH and das Buch (‘the
book’) is the filler. Figure 8 on the next page shows the analysis for (51b) in more
detail. Note that the schema does not constrain the properties of the filler daughter.
These properties are constrained only by the specifications of argument types in
the lexicon. In particular, non-maximal projections are allowed to appear as filler
daughters. This means that the grammar described here does not adhere to the
principles of X-theory31. This is no loss since the rule schema of X-theory does
not restrict the power of the grammar if empty elements are allowed (Pullum,
31See Jackendoff, 1977 on X-theory.



































das Buch kenne _ ich
FIGURE 8 Analysis for: Das Buch kenne ich.
1985; Koronai and Pullum, 1990). The grammar that I propose here relies entirely
on valence information that is stored in the lexicon. Structure is licensed by this
information in connection with very few very general rule schemata. The aim is to
avoid unary bookkeeping projections that just raise a bar level without saturating
arguments or combining an adjunct or other material with its heads.32
The domain formation constraint in (45) inserts the filler daughter into the do-
main of the head in the Head-Filler Schema. The resulting list of domain elements
is shown in (56a). It is reasonable to insert the filler into the domain of the head
instead of having two opaque domain objects as in (56b) since this facilitates a











‘The woman knows the man.’
b. [Den Mann] [[kennt] [die Frau]].
To complete the analysis of single constituent fronting, I give the linearization
32Muysken (1982) developed a version of X-theory that does not need unary projections for raising
the bar-level. Instead, he uses a boolean feature MAXIMAL. Maximal projections and non-projecting
minor elements have the value +. Since minor elements are listed as MAXIMAL+ in the lexicon, the
projection of minor elements by unary rules is not necessary. In the analysis presented here only the
valence of lexical and phrasal elements is important. No additional feature that distinguishes maximal
from non-maximal projections is needed.
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rule in (57) that ensures that the extracted constituent is serialized to the left of the
head in a head-filler construction.
(57) FILLER [ ] < HEAD [ ]
1.10 Summary
In this chapter, I provided the key concepts of a Head-Driven Phrase Structure
Grammar for German. I showed how syntactic relations between heads and their
dependents are described. The organization of the lexicon using type hierarchies
and lexical redundancy rules was discussed. I provided a linearization-based ac-
count for the German clause, describing verb-first sentences as one of the two
options of serializing the verb: initially or finally. The linearization approach can
account for the relatively free constituent order in the Mittelfeld since all depen-
dents of a head are inserted into the linearization domain of the head and therefore
their permutability is accounted for.
2The Predicate Complex, Control, and
Raising
In this chapter, I will introduce Bech’s terminology (1955) for verbal complexes
and coherence fields. I will discuss tests that help to distinguish between coherent
constructions (predicate complexes) and incoherent constructions (ordinary head-
argument combinations) and I will deal with the difference between control and
raising. The control/raising tests will be applied throughout the chapter to show
that copula constructions and subject and object predicatives are raising construc-
tions. The tests will also be used in Chapters 4 and 5 to show that depictive predi-
cates stand in a control relation to their antecedent, while resultative constructions
are raising constructions.
I will introduce the reader to analyses of coherent verbal constructions that
are known from the literature and suggest extensions of these analyses for copula
constructions and subject and object predicatives.
2.1 The Phenomena
Bech (1955) wrote an excellent book about non-finite verbs in German. To be able
to describe phenomena such as extraposition, the order of elements in the right
sentence bracket, the permutation of elements in the Mittelfeld, and various scop-
ings of adverbial phrases, he defined the terms Verbalfeld, Restfeld, Schlußfeld,
and Kohärenzfeld which I will introduce in the following.
2.1.1 The Terminology
Verbal heads may take a verbal projection as a complement. A head requires the
element it governs to have certain properties and for verbal complements the form
of the verb is among those selected properties. In (58) darf determines the verb

















‘because Karl is allowed to claim that he knows the man.’
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Bech calls a chain of verbs that are in head-argument relation a subordinative
chain. Another term is hypotactic chain. He assigns numbers to all verbs in the
chain and marks them with various indices. Indices at the upper right-hand side
correspond to the level of embedding. V 1 is the maximally superordinated verb.
In (58) the assignments are as follows: V 1 = darf, V 2 = behaupten, and V 3 = zu
kennen.
Each verb has a Verbalfeld (F), which contains the verb and all non-verbal
dependents of the verb and all adjuncts of the verb. For (59) there are two verbal













‘I ask him to come tomorrow.’













‘That Peter did not promise to come.’
‘That Peter promised not to come.’
For (60) the following partitions into verbal fields are possible: F1 = Peter + nicht
+ versprach, F2 = zu kommen or F1 = Peter + versprach, F2 = nicht zu kommen.
The first partition belongs to the first translation where the negation scopes over
versprach (‘promised’) and the second one corresponds to the second translation
where the negation scopes over kommen (‘come’).
Furthermore, Bech introduces the term Kohärenzfeld (coherence field). The
abbreviation is K. A coherence field is partitioned into a Schlußfeld (S) and a
Restfeld (R). The Schlußfeld is always located to the right of the Restfeld. Usually
the Schlußfeld contains all verbs of a coherence field (61a). An exception is the
finite verb in the left sentence bracket, if there is one (61b).
(61) a. weil Peter nicht︸ ︷︷ ︸
R
zu kommen versprach︸ ︷︷ ︸
S
.
b. Peter versprach nicht︸ ︷︷ ︸
R
zu kommen︸ ︷︷ ︸
S
.
A hypotactic chain of verbal fields may consist of one (62a) or several (62b) coher-
ence fields. Every coherence field contains at least one verbal field. Bech separates
coherence fields by a ‘|’. This symbol stands for an intonational break.
(62) a. weil
K︷ ︸︸ ︷
Peter nicht︸ ︷︷ ︸
R
zu kommen versprach︸ ︷︷ ︸
S
.











zu kommen︸ ︷︷ ︸
S2
.
A coherence field is a group of verbal fields. It contains all parts of the verbal
fields. A coherence field is one closed topological unit. An element of one coher-
ence field can never appear between two elements of another coherence field.
Elements of a verbal field can be placed between elements of another verbal
field, though (see the partition of (60) where the negation scopes over versprach
(‘promise’)).
Two verbal fields which are part of the same hypotactic chain are said to be
coherent, iff they are part of the same coherence field and incoherent, iff they are




Er soll den Vater gebeten haben, |
K2︷ ︸︸ ︷
den Jungen laufen zu lassen .
‘It is said that he asked the father to let the boy go.’
F1 = er soll den Vater, F2 = haben, F3 = gebeten, F4 = den Jungen zu lassen, F5
= laufen. F1 +F2 +F3 and F4+F5 are coherence fields, respectively. None of
the fields F1, F2, F3 is coherent with another field outside of this group. The same
holds for F4 and F5.
Bech distinguishes between finite and non-finite coherence fields. A coherence














er mir︸ ︷︷ ︸
R




zu kommen︸ ︷︷ ︸
S
.
‘Because he promised me to come.’
2.1.2 Coherent vs. Incoherent Constructions
Having introduced the terminology in the last section, I will now explain the clas-
sical tests that help to distinguish between coherent and incoherent constructions.
2.1.2.1 Scope of Adjuncts
Adjuncts can only scope over verbal elements that are in the same coherence field.
The sentence in (66) has the three readings that are given in (67) and also in the
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translations above, if all three verbs are members of the same coherence field, i. e.,




Karl darf nicht zu schlafen versuchen.
‘Karl is not allowed to try to sleep.’
‘Karl is allowed to not try to sleep.’
‘Karl is allowed to try to not sleep.’
(67) a. dürfen(versuchen(¬ schlafen(karl)))
b. dürfen(¬ versuchen(schlafen(karl)))
c. ¬ dürfen(versuchen(schlafen(karl)))
In (68) and (69) we have two coherence fields. The number of readings per sen-
tence is reduced accordingly.
(68)
K1︷ ︸︸ ︷
Karl darf nicht versuchen
K2︷ ︸︸ ︷
zu schlafen.
‘Karl is not allowed to try to sleep.’






‘Karl is allowed to try to not sleep.’
In (68) the negation can only scope over darf and versuchen since schlafen is in
a different coherence field. In (69) on the other hand, the negation can only scope
over schlafen since this is the only element in the coherence field in which the
negation is located.
2.1.2.2 Permutation in the Mittelfeld

















‘because somebody promised him to read it.’




es ihm jemand︸ ︷︷ ︸
R
zu lesen versprochen hat︸ ︷︷ ︸
S
.
1See Haider, 1986b, p. 110; 1990a, p. 128.
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In (70) we have one single coherence field, the verbs are located in one Schlußfeld
and the complements of the verbs in the Schlußfeld are scrambled: the order of
the NPs in the Restfeld is such that the combination of a verb with its complement
does not result in a continuous string. In (70) the order of the elements corresponds




















‘because somebody promised him to read the essay.’
Sometimes the scrambling of elements in coherent constructions is restricted by
performance factors. I will come back to this issue below when I discuss specific
instances of coherent constructions.
2.1.2.3 Intraposition
In coherent constructions, verbs form a verbal complex that normally cannot be
interrupted by nonverbal material except in cases that are similar to the so-called
Oberfeldumstellung.2 Since the Oberfeldumstellung is not relevant for the discus-
sion of the phenomena handled in this book, I will ignore it here. The examples
in (73a,b) are ungrammatical since modal verbs like dürfen and the future auxil-
iary werden obligatorily construct coherently. (73c) on the other hand is possible.
(73c) is an incoherent construction.





















Intended: ‘that Karl won’t sleep.’































































[. . . ]
‘Yet, this subject offers an abundance of approaches which you could have highlighted
somewhat more critically.’ (taz, 21.03.1997, p. 14)













‘that Karl does not try to sleep.’
The same situation can be observed within relative clauses. Verbs in incoherent
constructions allow pied-piping. The term pied-piping was coined by Ross (1967,
p. 108). It refers to situations in relative clauses when a phrase that contains more
material then just the relative pronoun is dislocated. In (74a) the zu-infinitive VP is
located at the left periphery of the relative clause. Pied-piping is impossible with









































There is an on-going debate about these pied-piping constructions with several
different structures assigned to various instances of pied-piping examples like the
one in (74a) (see for instance Riemsdijk, 1985, 1994; Haider, 1985b; Grewendorf,
1986; Trissler, 1988; De Kuthy, 1996; 1999). Basically, two structures can be
assumed for sentences similar to (74a): The complete infinitive phrase containing
the relative word is the relative phrase and is extracted from the remaining clause,
or the infinitive phrase is located at the left periphery of the Mittelfeld and the
relative pronoun is extracted out of this VP. In Müller, 1999a, Chapter 10.7, I
demonstrate that both structures are needed. In either case, the infinitive VP is
separated from other verbs in the right sentence bracket. It is of no relevance for
the coherence/incoherence test whether the infinitive VP is extracted as one phrase
or intraposed in theMittelfeld with further extraction of the relative pronoun.
2.1.2.4 Extraposition
If a matrix verb allows for an incoherent construction, it is possible to extrapose















‘Karl tried to read the book.’
The verb versuchen can construct incoherently and in (75) the phrase das Buch zu
lesen is a separate coherence field.
Not all infinitives with zu can be extraposed. So for instance, the raising verb
scheinen obligatorily constructs coherently. The verb that is embedded under
scheinen is always realized in the same coherence field.



































































































‘Karl tried to give the book to Maria.’
As with extraposition and intraposition, this fronted VP is a separate coherence
field.
In addition to such frontings, frontings of verbs and of projections of verbs that
can neither be intraposed nor extraposed is possible. The future auxiliary wird
obligatorily constructs coherently. In (80) we have various kinds of frontings:3 In
(80a) the embedded verb is fronted and the elements that depend on this verb, i. e.,
its direct and indirect object stay behind in the Mittelfeld. In (80b) the accusative
object is fronted with the verb and the dative object stays behind, in (80c) the
dative object is fronted and the accusative object stays behind, and in (80d) both















‘He will tell his daughter a fairytale.’
3See Haftka, 1981, p. 720–721 for examples that are similar to (80b,c). Haftka (1981, p. 721),
Haider (1982, p. 16), Grewendorf (1983, p. 127), Wegener (1990), and Zifonun (1992, p. 253, foot-
note 3) exclude examples like (80c). As was shown on page 10, frontings of partial phrases that contain
a dative object is possible. For more data see Müller, 1999a, Chapter 18.











































Note that the fronted material constitutes a separate scope domain. This is shown
by sentences like (81): while we have two readings in (81a), in (81b) there is only















‘because he is not allowed to win the race.’













‘He is allowed to not win the race.’
It is an interesting property of such frontings that the parts of the verbal com-
plex that are fronted may be arbitrarily complex, but it is impossible to front things
from the middle of the verbal complex, i. e. elements that embed another verbal
complement that has to be realized in a coherent construction.4 Take for instance
(82). müssen embeds the infinitive erzählen. müssen is embedded under wird.
(82b) shows that müssen can be fronted together with the embedded erzählen and














































As De Kuthy andMeurers, 2001 note, this is another difference between coher-
ent and incoherent constructions since in incoherent constructions, the embedded















‘He will try to sell the horse.’
4Haftka (1981, p. 720–721) provides examples with a similar structure that show impossible
frontings in cases that will be discussed in the following chapters.

















‘He will advise her to sell the horse.’
This difference could be due to the extraposability of VP complements of verbs
that construct incoherently that has already been discussed in the previous section.
































‘The man will now tell you a story that will astonish you.’
To exclude the possibility of extraposition one has to construct sentences in which
























‘He will probably not have promised her to wash the car.’
Unfortunately such sentences are difficult to process, but examples like (83) show
that there is a clear difference between verbs that obligatorily construct coherently
and verbs that allow for incoherent constructions.
It is not true that the stranding of auxiliaries is impossible, as is claimed by
Stiebels and Wunderlich (1994, p. 942). Their sentence (86a) is odd due to gen-
eral principles of information structure and not due to general prohibitions on
frontings.






























‘He probably will have eaten the roast. (as opposed to not having
eaten it)’
With a different scope of wohl the sentence is fine, as in (86b).
Similarly, Haider (1993, p. 283) claims that complements of non-finite haben
are not frontable.
5Müller, 1999a, p. 217.


































Intended: ‘He believes he heard the news on the radio.’
The contrast between (87a) and (87b) is clear, but Meurers (2000, p. 93) argues
convincingly that grammatical examples like (88) show that the ungrammaticality





















‘He probably did not hear the news on the radio.’
The Principle of Separability that Stiebels and Wunderlich (1994, p. 942) formu-
late to rule out the fronting of a base verb of a particle verb combination without
its particle rules out grammatical sentences like (82b) and (86) and therefore has
to be dismissed. The discussion in the following chapters will show that impossi-
ble frontings like the one in (82c) are due to a general constraint on frontings of
parts of predicate complexes.
2.1.3 Raising and Control
The partition of verbs into those that may enter an incoherent construction and
those that always construct coherently is one important dimension of classifying
verbs, another one is the partition of verbs with a verbal complement into rais-
ing and control verbs. In the following section, I discuss the differences between
raising and control verbs.
2.1.3.1 Expletive Predicates and Subjectless Constructions
The most crucial difference between raising and control verbs is that the latter
have an argument that is assigned a semantic role by the control verb and that
is coreferent with the subject of the embedded predicate, whereas raising verbs
do not assign a thematic role to an argument of the embedded predicate. For in-
stance, the control verb versuchen (‘try’) assigns a semantic role to its subject.











‘because Karl tries to sleep.’
b. versuchen(Karl, schlafen(Karl))
The raising verb scheinen on the other hand does not assign a semantic role to its
subject.











‘because Karl seems to sleep.’
b. scheinen(schlafen(Karl))
That scheinen does not assign a role becomes obvious when predicates that have











‘because it seems to rain.’
b. scheinen(regnen)
While the embedding of expletive predicates under raising verbs is fine, control













Intended: ‘because it tries to rain / hail.’
Another difference that follows from the fact that control verbs require the sub-
ject of the embedded verb to be coreferent with one of their arguments is that sub-
jectless constructions cannot be embedded under control verbs. The verb grauen
(‘to dread’) in (93a) only takes a dative and a prepositional complement. Option-
ally it can appear with a subject, but this subject is an expletive element. As the
example in (93b) shows, the embedding of grauen under a control verb is impos-
sible. This demonstrates that both the variant with the expletive subject and the






































Intended: ‘The professor tries to make the student dread the exam.’





















‘because the student seemed to dread the exam.’
The example in (95b) shows another subjectless construction that is the result
of the passivization of the intransitive verb in (95a): (95b) is an instance of the
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so-called impersonal passive. As (95c) shows, such subjectless constructions are



























Intended: ‘The student tries to work.’ or ‘The student tries to get
the work done.’













‘Work seemed to still be being done there.’
2.1.3.2 Identity vs. Coindexing
Another difference between control and raising predicates is a syntactic one: For
raising predicates it can be argued that the raised element has identical syntactic
properties (for instance, part of speech and case) as far as the embedded predicate
and the matrix predicate are concerned. As I will show in the following, in the case
of control predicates, the syntactic properties of the controlling element may differ
from those of the controlled element. Only the information about the discourse
referent to which the controller and the controllee refer is identified, i. e., they are
coindexed.
The verb sehen is a raising verb, which is uncontroversial for the cases in (97),
in which a weather verb and an impersonal construction are embedded (Reis,



















‘I saw him getting sick.’
For sentences like (97), one can assume that the subject of the embedded predicate
is identical to the object of the matrix verb. If, as in (97b), the embedded predi-
cate does not have a subject, the matrix verb does not have an accusative object.
One can capture this by stating that if the embedded predicate has a subject, it is
identified with the object of the higher predicate. If the embedded predicate does
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not have a subject, this does not matter. In the HPSG framework introduced in the
previous chapter, the situation in (97a) is modeled by identifying the element in
the SUBJ list of the embedded verb with an element in the SUBCAT list of the ma-
trix verb. Since schlecht werden in (97b) has an empty SUBJ list, nothing is raised
from SUBJ.
The question now is, whether the same treatment is appropriate for control con-
structions, or whether there is a difference between the sentences in (98), where






































‘The watchman allowed the burglar and his accomplice to run away.’
erlauben is an object control verb, i. e., the dative object and the logical sub-
ject of the controlled infinitive are coreferent. On the basis of the data in (97),
it seems to be reasonable to assume the identity of the subject of weglaufen and
den Einbrecher und seinen Helfer in raising constructions like (98a). The ques-
tion is whether such an identity would also make sense for (98b). The answer is
no since it can be shown that the case of den Einbrecher und seinen Helfer dif-
fers from the case of the non-overt subject of wegzulaufen. How the case of the
non-overt elements can be determined is discussed in the following.
Höhle (1983, Chapter 6) provides a test that makes it possible to determine the
case of non-realized dependents. The adverbial phrase ein- nach d- ander- (‘one
after the other’) refers to a plural antecedent. The phrase has to agree with its
antecedent in gender and case. In (99) we have simple sentences in which ein-






































‘We took turns in bringing the lads down a peg or two.’































































‘We were given the sack one after the other.’
In (100) the phrase ein- nach d- ander- refers to dative or accusative objects of






















































































‘It is necessary to exchange the windows one after the other, as soon
as possible.’
In (101), the ein- nach d- ander- also belongs to the infinitive. Although ein- nach
d- ander- has nominative case, this phrase is not the subject, as the subject is never
realized as a dependent of a verb in infinitive form. But ein- nach d- ander- refers
to the subject of the infinitive. In (101a) the case of the controller NP den Burschen
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is dative, while the case of the controlled subject of the zu-infinitive is nominative,

































‘I advised the lads to hand in their notice one after the other, at inter-












































6Adam Przepiórkowski informed me that in Polish there is a class of ‘case agreeing’ elements
which take the instrumental case when they refer to unrealized subjects, but there are other ‘case
agreeing’ elements which take dative in such cases. So, if these elements were used to determine the
case of the unexpressed subject, we would come to the conclusion that unexpressed subjects are both
instrumental and dative in Polish. On the basis of the Polish data one could argue that unexpressed
subjects are caseless and that when they refer to a caseless NP, the adverbial phrases are nominative
(for German) or dative or instrumental (for Polish).
Hennis (1989) discusses data from Malayalam, which is a language with both nominative and dative
subjects. Sentences in which a VP with nominative subject is coordinated with a VP with dative sub-
ject are ungrammatical. She concludes from this that the unexpressed subject must have case. Adam
Przepiórkowski informed me that this does not hold for Polish, i. e., one can coordinate a VP with an
adverbial phrase in the instrumental with a VP with an adverbial phrase in the dative.
Andrews (1982), Neidle (1982), and Bresnan (1982a, p. 396) discuss similar data form Icelandic
and Russian and suggest analyzing case agreeing predicative elements in these languages parallel
to raising constructions, i. e. with the subject of the predicate identified with the antecedent element
(functional or grammatical control in their terminology) and that the non-agreeing predicative elements
parallel control structures (anaphoric control in their terminology) with the adjunct having a case that
is independent of the case of its subject.
Neidle (1982, p. 404) discusses data from Russian and follows Comrie in assuming that the subjects
of nontensed clauses are dative. Secondary predicates that are adjuncts agree in case with the dative
subject. She argues that predicative phrases in the instrumental should be treated as complements and
that these complements do not agree in case with their antecedent. If such an analysis can be extended
to the Polish data, the fact that there are dative and instrumental elements referring to a non-overt
subject is unproblematic.
The data from Russian, Polish, and Icelandic show that languages differ in the way they assign
case to their (unexpressed) subjects. Since I do not know of any further tests that could be applied for
German, I will stick to the assumption that unexpressed subjects have nominative case. Even if one
assumed a caseless subject, this subject could not be identical with the case bearing NP argument of a
control verb.



















‘We are tired of being given the sack one after the other.’
This shows that the subject of the embedded infinitive cannot be identical to the
object of the control verb. Furthermore, it is interesting to note that if one changes


































‘I advised the lads to fire (them) one after the other, at intervals of a few
days.’
(102) is only grammatical if the ein- nach d- ander- is not an adverbial that refers
to the non-overt subject, but rather a dative object of kündigen (‘to fire’). This
is accounted for if control is described as coindexing of the controlling XP and
the non-overt subject of the controlled infinitive. So the index of den Burschen
is identical to the index of the non-overt subject. Therefore, no adverbial phrase
that is sensitive to gender and does not match can be realized in the domain of the
controlled infinitive while referring to the non-overt subject.
The case agreeing properties of the adjunct phrase actually help to disam-










































‘The watchman allowed the burglars to run away, one after the other.’
In (103a) only the scope over the main verb erlauben is possible since the adver-
bial phrase agrees with an object of this verb, and in (103b) only the scope over
weglaufen is possible since the adverbial phrase agrees with the non-overt subject
of weglaufen.
The interesting thing now is that the situation is different with raising predi-
cates.7
7As Kordula De Kuthy has pointed out to me, the sentence (104b) seems to improve if a pronoun























































With raising predicates, the nominative adverbial phrase is ungrammatical, which
indicates that the subject of the embedded predicate is actually identical to the
object of the matrix verb, i. e., both syntactic and semantic information is shared
and therefore both the object of the matrix verb and the subject of the embedded
predicate are accusative.
Finally, examples like (105) show that identity really would be inappropriate
for handling control constructions since in (105) the controlling element (von de-
nen ‘from whom’) is a prepositional phrase, but the subject of the controlled pred-





























‘The teachers who are expected to teach these doped up carbohydrate
monsters deserve universal sympathy.’
Bech has shown that verbs that govern a participle and verbs that govern a bare




















The pronoun (sie) is morphologically underspecified for case. Apparently, for some speakers the nom-
inative is also possible with full NPs that are unambiguously specified for case.
Den Besten (1985a, p. 43) discusses examples in which the copula is embedded under sehen. His
examples also show a difference between raising and control verbs. However, the case assignment in
copular constructions under AcI verbs in general is not entirely clear. For some discussion see Müller,
2001a, p. 223.
8Pollard and Sag (1994, p. 139) give the following English example.
(i) Kim appealed to Sandy to cooperate.
9Max Goldt, Die Kugeln in unseren Köpfen. München: Wilhelm Heine Verlag. 1997, p. 145.
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several verb classes: copula constructions, subject raising verbs, subject control
verbs, object raising verbs, and object control verbs. I will show that while some
of these verb classes cannot construct incoherently all of them can construct co-
herently. Having introduced criteria for distinguishing coherent and incoherent
constructions and for distinguishing raising and control constructions, I now ap-
ply the coherence/incoherence criteria to subject raising and subject control verbs
and to object raising and object control verbs.
2.1.4 Subject Raising Verbs
Most subject raising verbs appear only in coherent constructions, but there is a
class of phase verbs (anfangen (‘begin’), aufhören (‘to end’)) that can also appear
in incoherent constructions. Examples of phase verbs in incoherent constructions
will be given in Section 2.1.4.3. Before we come to such incoherent constructions,
I want to discuss the scope of adjuncts and the permutability of arguments in the
Mittelfeld.
2.1.4.1 Scope of Adjuncts
The example in (106) shows that both narrow and wide scope of the adjunct is















‘that Karl does not seem to love Maria.’
‘that Karl seems not to love Maria.’
2.1.4.2 Permutation in the Mittelfeld
The examples in (107) show that NPs that depend on the embedded verb can be






























2.1.4.3 Intraposition and Extraposition
Most of the raising verbs do not allow for intraposition (108b) or extraposition
(108c) and therefore it is sometimes claimed that raising verbs are obligatorily













‘that Karl seems to love Maria.’




























However, so-called phase verbs like anfangen (‘start’), aufhören (‘stop’), and
beginnen (‘begin’) are an exception (Kiss, 1995, p. 18). In (109b) we have an
example where a verb with expletive subject is embedded under anfangen and






























In the sentence in (110a) there is an ambiguity as to whether versprechen is a

















‘because Peter promised to become a successful sportsman.’


















‘because Peter promised to become a successful sportsman.’
Since extraposition with the raising verbs is not possible (except for phase verbs),
the extraposition in (110b) disambiguates the sentence. See also Netter, 1991, p. 5
on this.
Meurers (2000, p. 43) uses the examples in (111), which I found in a newspaper
and a magazine, in addition to examples with phase verbs to show that raising and





































10See also Fanselow (1987, p. 189).
11Note that examples like (109) contradict Suchsland’s claim (1994, p. 22; 1997, p. 290) that raising
verbs do not have a perfect.





‘In fall, finally, Apple stopped the delivery of some Power Books since











































‘The electronic stability program ESP monitors the movements of the
car and intervenes in critical situations when the car is in danger of
getting out of control.’
Fanselow (1987, p. 189) discusses the example in (112a) and Rosengren (1992,






























































‘although it promises to be a wonderful day today.’
The sentences in (111) and (112) seem rather strange to me, and the reason for
this is that phrases have been forced into a linearization pattern that is possible
only with the control readings of drohen and versprechen. I regard the sentences
in (111) and (112) as exceptions.14
Note that the sentences do not pose a theoretical problem if judged grammati-
cal: If these sentences are grammatical, drohen and versprechen have to be cate-
gorized in the same class as phase verbs. To account for the strong preference of
12taz, 20./21.01.1996, p. 7.
13Spiegel, 41/1999, p. 103.
14Note that the use of introspection in judging these sentences is not incompatible with the data
conscious position argued for in the introduction. What I there rejected was the common practice
to rule out complete patterns or constructions on the basis of one or two hand-made ungrammatical
examples without taking corpus data into account.
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the control reading in sentences like (110b) one had to mark the lexical entry for
the raising verb in incoherent constructions as dispreferred.
2.1.5 Subject Control Verbs
It was claimed in earlier publications that subject control verbs that take a ac-
cusative or dative complement are obligatory incoherent (Bech, 1955, §125). The
data that will be discussed in this subsection show that this claim is not empirically
correct.15
2.1.5.1 Scope of Adjuncts
As was discussed in Section 2.1.2.1, subject control verbs may construct coher-
ently. In coherent constructions wide scope of adverbs is possible. An example for













‘because Karl promises him to not fall asleep.’
‘because Karl does not promise him to fall asleep.’
2.1.5.2 Permutation in the Mittelfeld
As the example in (114b) shows, there are subject control verbs that allow for the






































In examples with pronouns the serialization of the short es to the left of the com-

















‘because somebody promised him to read it.’
It is often claimed that control verbs that take an object do not appear in coherent
constructions. versprechen is a subject control verb with a dative complement that
can appear in coherent constructions. In Section 2.1.7, I will show that coherent
constructions are also possible with object control verbs although this is often
denied.
15Most of the examples that will be discussed in this section have already been used in Sec-
tion 2.1.2.1 to demonstrate coherence tests.
16Haider, 1986b, p. 110; 1990a, p. 128.
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2.1.5.3 Intraposition and Extraposition
Subject control verbs that govern zu-infinitives allow for the intraposition (116)



















‘because Karl does not want to try to win the race.’

















‘because Karl wants to try to win the race.’
Apart from control verbs that govern a zu-infinitive one also has to consider con-
trol verbs that govern bare infinitives. Modal verbs have a control and a raising
version. In the control version the subject fills a semantic role of the modal verb.
As was demonstrated in Section 2.1.2, verbs that embed a bare infinitive do not al-
low for the incoherent construction. Hence, the extraposition of a verbal projection
is excluded both for the control and the raising version.
Having shown that subject control verbs that govern a zu-infinitive can con-
struct coherently and incoherently, I now turn to object raising verbs.
2.1.6 Object Raising Verbs: AcI Verbs
Verbs that embed a bare infinitive, the subject of which is realized as accusative,
are also called AcI verbs. The term AcI stands for Accusativum cum Infinitivum
(‘accusative with infinitive’). Examples are perception verbs and the causative and
permissive lassen (‘to let/to have’).
2.1.6.1 Scope of Adjuncts




















‘that I did not have/let the boy get the book.’
‘that I had/let the boy not get the book.’
With perception verbs the different scopings of the negation cannot be observed
since it is—for instance—impossible to hear somebody not singing, but as Pütz















‘Peter saw lightning in the lab.’
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In one reading the lightning is in the lab and Peter sees it, and in the other reading
Peter himself is in the lab and sees the lightning, but nothing is said about the
location of the lightning. The lightning can be outside the lab.17
2.1.6.2 Permutation in the Mittelfeld
It is sometimes claimed that the accusative of the matrix verb has to be placed be-
fore the accusative of the embedded verb (Steube, 1992, p. 301; Eisenberg, 1999,
































(120a) shows the order in which the complement of holen is adjacent to the verb,
and in (120b) the object of the embedded verb is separated from this verb by the
accusative that is the logical subject of holen.
In (121) the two accusatives are pronouns. From the context it is clear that sie
(‘her’) is the object and uns (‘us’) is the subject of verbrennen (‘burn’).
(121) Schau auf zum Himmel
look up to.the sky
Diese Erde, sie ist gelb wie Stroh
this earth she is yellow like straw
Komm, laß sie uns verbrennen
come let she-ACC us-ACC burn
Ich will es so
I want it so
Jetzt weißt du, wer ich bin19
now you know who I am
‘Look up to the sky \\ This earth is as yellow as straw \\ Come on, let’s
burn it \\ I want that \\ Now you know who I am’
It is also possible to realize dative objects to the left of the AcI accusative, as
(122) shows.
17There are two additional readings where the es is referential. With the referential interpretation, the
sentence means that somebody or something is flashing a light in the lab or that Peter saw somebody
or something flashing a light while Peter was in the lab.
18Bech, 1955, p. 136.
19Herwig Mitteregger, Herzlichen Glückwunsch, CBS Schallplatten GmbH, Germany, 1982. See
also Müller, 1999a, p. 172.





















‘One had the police help the fire brigade the next day.’
For sentences like (123) the order where the dative precedes the accusative is the
preferred one since there is a tendency in German for NPs that refer to animate





















‘Karl sees a brick fall on his creditor’s head.’
Even the subject of the matrix verb can follow the accusative or dative object of
the embedded verb, although this also is often denied (for instance by Grewendorf
(1987, p. 138; 1988, p. 284) and Wurmbrand (1998, p. 207)). An example for such

















‘that nobody let us make the most of it.’
Cook (2001, p. 306) argues that such examples are exceptional since they involve
quantification which, in turn, interacts with information-structuring. I think that
the syntax has to provide all in principle possible serializations. Whether certain
elements have to contain a quantifier for a particular serialization or whether there
are other such constraints on when a particular serialization can be realized is an
independent issue.
The permutation of arguments of the involved verbs is only possible, if the



































‘The king let the woman marry the knight.’
The sentences in (125) can hardly be assigned the same meaning. The same con-
straint on permutations can be observed in simple sentences in which the case
20Bierwisch, 1963, p. 125.
21Haider (1991, p. 5) attributes a similar example to Tilman Höhle. See also Haider, 1990a, p. 136
and the discussion of the object control verb erlauben (‘permit’) on page 66.
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of NPs is morphologically underspecified, for instance between nominative and
accusative or dative and accusative and in copula constructions with two nomina-
tives (Müller, 1999a, p. 171–173; Hoberg, 1981, p. 67; Wegener, 1985a, p. 45). In
general, it can be said that the permutation of two elements with the same (mor-
phological) case is possible, provided the hearer/reader is able to understand the
utterance in the intended reading. The same observationwas made by Kuno (1980,
p. 175) for Japanese.
The most interesting example in this context is (121), which shows that the res-
olution of discourse referents is important for linearization. The pronouns in (121)
do not have animateness values that can be referred to in a clause internal way.
Without resolving the reference of the pronouns nothing about their permutability
can be said.
2.1.6.3 Intraposition and Extraposition
























































Intended: ‘that nobody let / saw the boy get the book.’
Extraposition of the infinitive is also impossible:
(127) a. * daß ich ließ / sah, den Jungen das Buch holen.
b. * daß ich den Jungen ließ / sah, das Buch holen.
2.1.6.4 Expletive Predicates and Subjectless Constructions
As was already discussed in Section 2.1.3.2, perception verbs like sehen are rais-
ing verbs. They allow the embedding of expletive and subjectless predicates (Reis,









22Note that (128b) is an example in which a form of sein is embedded under a perception verb. Reis’
claim (1976a, p. 66) that the embedding of sein under lassen is not possible cannot be upheld in the

















































‘It is possible to apply the subject raising that was syntactically represented in (97) to
sentences like (144) and (145) as well.’ (In the main text of Pütz, 1982, p. 350)











‘I saw him getting sick.’









(129) has the reading that he lets it rain and tolerates getting wet, but it can also
mean that he causes the rain. In the Soviet Union the clouds were made to rain
each first of May before the parades. Today such techniques are still applied to
prevent damage caused by hail. So, both the causative and the permissive versions
of lassen allow the embedding of expletive predicates. The context is different for











‘He had it rain confetti.’
‘He let it rain confetti.’
It is sometimes claimed that the es of weather verbs is not really an expletive (see
for instance Paul, 1919, p. 35), but the following example leaves no doubt about













The situation with subjectless constructions is less clear. Embedding of subjectless
predicates under the permissive lassen (132a,c) seems to be better than embedding
them under the causative version (132b,d).





































‘the dativization phenomenon that makes the sentence ungrammatical’ (In the main text of

















‘to let the laws take effect from 1999.’ (Mannheimer Morgen, 26.03.1998, Politik; In
Kürze)
The more general claim by Suchsland (1995, p. 72; 1997, p. 149) that sein is impossible under AcI
verbs is contradicted by both (i) and (128b). I do not deny that the examples that the authors provide
are ungrammatical, but this is not due to a general impossibility of such embeddings.
















































































Intended: ‘He set the students a difficult mock exam and made them
dread the real one.’
AcI verbs do not assign a thematic role to the subject of the embedded verb.
For cases in which the embedded verb has a referential subject, it is sometimes
claimed that the matrix verb actually assigns a thematic role. Eisenberg (1994,

























‘I (can) see somebody smoking.’
(134) can be uttered in a situation where somebody is smoking behind a screen
and only the smoke is visible. Kirsner and Thompson (1976) show convincingly
that the information that if one sees Hans smoking, one usually sees Hans, is
not included in the meaning of sehen, but is inferred via world knowledge. On
page 209 they provide examples with different perception verbs that can also be
transferred to German.
(135) a. Wir haben das unsichtbare Nervengas alle Schafe töten sehen, aber
natürlich haben wir das unsichtbare Nervengas selbst nicht gesehen.
‘We saw the invisible nerve gas kill all the sheep (but of course we
didn’t actually see the invisible nerve gas itself).’
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b. Ich fühlte Georg sich auf das andere Ende desWasserbetts setzen, aber
natürlich habe ich ihn selbst nicht gefühlt.
‘I felt George get on the other end of the water bed (but, of course, I
didn’t actually feel George).’
c. Ich roch Sylvia das Wohnzimmer aussprühen, aber ich konnte Sylvia
selbst nicht riechen.
‘I smelled Sylvia spraying the living room (but I couldn’t smell Sylvia
herself).’
d. Von meinem Beobachtungspunkt, der fünfzehn Kilometer weit ent-
fernt war, sah ich sie die Brücke sprengen, aber es erübrigt sich zu
sagen, daß ich die einzelnen Arbeiter aus der Entfernung nicht sehen
konnte.
‘From my vantage point 10 miles away, I watched them blow up the
bridge (but, needless to say, from that distance I couldn’t see the indi-
vidual commandos involved).’
e. Wir hörten den Bauer das Schwein schlachten.23
‘We heard the farmer slaughter the pig.’
These examples show that situations can be perceived globally, without perceiving
the referent of the subject of the embedded verb in the same manner.
2.1.7 Object Control Verbs
Some authors have claimed that coherent constructions are impossible with object
control verbs (see for instance Sternefeld, 1985, p. 276). As I will show in the
following, coherent constructions are possible both with object control verbs that
take a dative object and with object control verbs that take an accusative object.
2.1.7.1 Scope of Adjuncts










































‘because he surely forbids the children to read this book.’
23De Geest (1970, p. 45) gives this example in Dutch. What was probably heard is not the farmer
but the pig.
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Both sentences have a wide scope reading. The wide scope reading would be
impossible for (136a) if den Kindern sicher zu helfen were a separate coherence
field. Jacobs marks the example with two datives with a question mark, but judges
(136b) acceptable. He assumes an analysis of coherent constructions whereby the
verbs form a verbal complex. The valency list of the verbal complex is the result of
a valence transfer of complements from the embedded verb to the matrix verb. He
assumes that the valency list of verbal complexes has to have the form of valency
lists that are known from simplex lexical entries.24 As he notes himself, according
to these assumptions, examples like (136a) should not be possible since German
does not have simplex heads that take two datives.

















‘because he actually asked her to repair it.’
‘because he asked her to really repair it.’ (as opposed to pretending to



















‘because Fritz asked him not to read it.’
‘because Fritz didn’t ask him to read it.’
In these examples both scopings are possible. If one assumes an argument com-
position approach, the resulting argument structure has two structural accusatives,
and there are no simplex verbs with two structural accusatives. There are verbs
like lehren that govern two accusatives, but one of them is lexical.
Bayer and Kornfilt (1989, p. 37), Haider (1990a, p. 136), and Vogel and Stein-
bach (1998, p. 79) explicitly claim that coherent constructions with control by an
accusative object are impossible. Like Jacobs, Haider (1986b, p. 94; 1990a, p. 131)
assumes that verbal complexes in coherent constructions have an argument struc-
ture that can also be found with simplex verbs. Since there are no simplex verbs
with two structural accusatives in German, their assumption is falsified by sen-
tences like (137).
The examples in (137) also contradict Haider’s (1993, p. 251) and Wöllstein-
Leisten’s (2001, p. 60) claim that verbs like bitten that alternatively govern a
prepositional object or a zu-infinitive never occur in coherent constructions.
24Haider (1986b, p. 94; 1990a, p. 131), Kiss (1995, p. 215), Kathol (2000, p. 32), and Wöllstein-
Leisten (2001, p. 198) make the same assumption. Kiss admits that this assumption is incompatible
with an argument composition approach to AcI constructions.
25Note that both sentences in (137) are ambiguous. The pronoun es may refer to a book (Buch) or a
bicycle (Fahrrad) or to a child (Kind) or girl (Mädchen). Likewise, sie may refer to a pump (Pumpe)
or a female, and ihn may refer to an essay (Aufsatz) or a male. Depending on the reference of the
pronouns, the sentences in (137) have permuted or non-permuted elements in the Mittelfeld.
26Reape, 1994, p. 174.
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‘She is not allowed to read any newspapers.’
The negation that is contained in keine may scope over erlauben, which would
be impossible for an argument of lesen in an incoherent construction. See Bech,
1955, § 80 on examples involving so-called cohesion.
2.1.7.2 Permutation in the Mittelfeld









































‘that nobody permitted us to enjoy the success.’
The sentences in (137) also constitute examples of permutation if the es refers to
an inanimate discourse referent. See footnote 25.
2.1.7.3 Intraposition and Extraposition






































‘that Karl did not promise anybody to read the essay.’
27Stefan Zweig. Marie Antoinette. Leipzig: Insel-Verlag. 1932, p. 515, quoted from Bech, 1955,
p. 309.
28Reape, 1994, p. 174.
29Haider (1991, p. 5) attributes a similar example to Tilman Höhle.
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Having examined the ability to enter coherent constructions, I want to make a
brief remark about the existence of verbs that obligatorily construct incoherently.
2.1.8 Obligatorily Incoherent Verbs
As we have seen in previous sections, the literature is full of empirically unten-
able claims about verbs or verb classes that do not allow coherent constructions.
Cook (2001) argues convincingly that the possibility of the coherent construction
is strongly influenced by the information structure and that the discourse context
plays an important role for judging examples of the coherent construction.
Like Cook and also Meurers (2000, p. 19, fn. 12), I claim that there are no obli-
gatorily incoherent verbs. All verbs that allow for the incoherent construction can
in principle also appear in the coherent construction. Information structure con-
straints prohibit certain linearizations or the possibility of certain scopings. This
means that the ungrammaticality of a certain construction is not due to the fact
that the verb does not allow for the coherent construction, but due to the violation
of linearization constraints or constraints on information structure. Such an expla-
nation contrasts with Cook’s treatment of the data in OT-LFG. She assumes that
there is a class of obligatorily incoherent verbs which may be used in coherent
constructions, i. e., she assumes that constraints may be violated and that defaults
may be overridden. The analysis that I will provide in the Sections 2.2.4 and 2.2.6
is monotonous, i. e., overriding of constraints is not needed.
After this brief digression and the preceeding discussion of control and raising
verbs in Sections 2.1.4 to 2.1.7, I now want to discuss verbs that embed adjectives
or other non-verbal predicates.
2.1.9 Copula Constructions
In the following, I will apply the coherence tests that were introduced in Sec-
tion 2.1.2 to adjective copula constructions and will show that these constructions
are in many respects like coherent constructions.
2.1.9.1 Scope of Adjuncts


















‘because the man always wanted to be faithful to her.’
‘because the man wanted to be always faithful to her.’
The sentence in (141) has the two readings that are indicated in the translation,
but here the situation is less clear since the two readings may be due to the ambi-
guity between the modification of the copula and the modal. However, there are
sentences like (142) where the adjective is fronted together with the adverbial.













‘He wanted to be faithful to her forever.’
Due to the existence of such sentences, the possibility of adverbsmodifying adjec-
tives directly cannot be ruled out in general. Note furthermore, that the sentence
in (142) is not ambiguous. So, according to the scope tests that were discussed in
Section 2.1.2.1, immer treu should be one separate coherence field.
What is clear, however, is that the phrase ihr immer treu in (143) cannot be a
closed AP in the wide scope reading since then the scoping of the adverb over a

















‘because the man always wanted to be faithful to her.’
‘because the man wanted to be faithful to her forever.’
2.1.9.2 Permutation in the Mittelfeld
In copula constructions, the subject of the clause and complements of the adjective
can be permuted. The following sentences discussed by den Besten (1985b, p. 60)
can be explained if an analysis is provided for the permutations in the coherent
constructions that were examined in Section 2.1.2.2, and if it is assumed that the


































In such an analysis, klar and war are assigned to the Schlußfeld and the NPs to
the Restfeld. Note that this is a slight revision of Bech’s notion of coherence since
adjectives are included into the Schlußfeld which was reserved for verbs in Bech’s
set-up. In Section 2.2, I will suggest that the verbs in coherent constructions and
the adjective and the copula in sentences like (144) form a complex head. The
arguments of this head can be permuted as it is possible with arguments of simplex
heads. See the discussion of the scrambling example (49) on page 31.
2.1.9.3 Intraposition and Extraposition
While the examples in (141) and (144) show that the coherent construction of
adjective and copula is possible, it is not clear whether this is the only option, or
whether the incoherent construction is also possible. At first glance, the examples
in (145) seem to be instances of the incoherent construction.30
30Hoberg (1997, p. 1574) discusses examples that are similar to (145a) and (145b) in the context of
negation. Note that none of the examples in (145c), (146a), and (146b) is negated.












































sein: [. . . ]32
be























[. . . ]33
‘that only verbs expressing an action predicate can be passivized.’
It is unclear whether these constructions should be regarded as variants of ad-
jective copula combinations in which an AP complement is embedded that has
the same status as VPs in incoherent constructions or whether these constructions
should be treated as a special serialization of the elements that take part in com-
plex formation. The adjectives in (145) are all intransitive. Examples in which
adjectives are intraposed together with one of their complements are very rare.













































































[. . . ]34
‘The reinterpretation of zero-valent resultative constructions and the
selection restrictions of intransitive basis verbs also shows that cer-
tain semantic interpretation models that are produced by including
31taz, 01.07.1995, p. 10.
32taz, 17.02.1999, p. 12.
33In the main text of Helbig, 1987, p. 228.
34In the main text of Kaufmann, 1995a, p. 162.
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the semantic arguments in the verb information are decisive for the



































































‘Szabolsci and Zwarts argue convincingly that what is decisive for
the correlations under discussion is the properties of those complex
functions, which, according to Extended Categorial Grammar, arise
from function composition which is connected to ‘long’ extraction.’



















‘because only Karl was proud of his son.’
As I pointed out in Müller, 1999a, Chapter 18.4.3, examples like (148b,c) and
(149b,d) are predicted to be possible in analogy to the incoherent verbal construc-













































































35In the main text of Jacobs, 1991, p. 47.
36See also Gereon Müller, 1994, p. 4 for a similar sentence with the same judgment.

































































‘the man, whom Karl tried to help’
However, (148b,c) and (149b,d) are ungrammatical. The sentences in (145) follow
a special intonation pattern and I will therefore assume that the intraposition of
adjectives is a special discontinuous serialization of the predicate complex. I will
follow Hoberg (1997, p. 1574) and call this construction focus split.
2.1.9.4 Fronting
The examples in (152) show that, as with verbs, it is possible to front adjectives,

























































‘We can remain in suspense concerning the degree to which PC ter-
minals will be accepted.’
37See also Haider, 1993, p. 202; Nerbonne, 1994, p. 148; Gereon Müller, 1994, p. 3; Müller, 1997b,
p. 3.
38taz, 04./05.04.1998, p. 4.
39c’t, 4/1996, p. 14.

























‘I’m not proud of my beard itself, but I am proud of showing it.’
In (152a,b) the dative object of treu remains in the Mittelfeld. In (152c,d) the
prepositional objects darauf + sentence and auf meinen Bart are not fronted to-
gether with their head.
It is also possible to front the copula together with the adjective (153a), but the

























This is parallel to (82c) where a verb was fronted from the middle of the verbal
complex consisting of verbs that obligatorily construct coherently.
If one assumes that treu, sein, and will form a predicate complex, the ungram-
maticality of (153b) is accounted for if an analysis is provided that explains why
it is impossible to front something out of the middle of the predicate complex
leaving the rest of the predicate complex behind.
Having dealt with the question whether the copula and the dependent predicate
should be analyzed as forming a predicate complex or not, I will now turn to the
question of whether the copula is a raising or a control predicate.
2.1.9.5 Expletive Predicates and Subjectless Constructions
The examples in (154) show that the embedding of subjectless predicates like

























40taz, 08./09.03.1997, p. 20.
41(154d) and (154e) are quoted from Haider, 1986a, p. 18.

































‘It is loud in the commons.’
The adjective schulfrei in (154a) does not predicate over the PP. The PP is an
adjunct that may be omitted as is shown by (154b). The adjective laut also has a
non-expletive version, and (154f) is actually ambiguous between the expletive and
the non-expletive reading. With the expletive predicate (154f) means that the peo-
ple, machines, or whatever, in the commons are loud, whereas in the non-expletive
reading the es could refer to a child. The possibility of embedding subjectless con-
structions supports a raising analysis of the copula as was suggested by Pollard
and Sag (1994, p. 147) for English and shows that a control analysis as suggested
by Ryu (1997, p. 204, p. 301) is not appropriate.
The copula as used with adjectives does not introduce its own relation and
hence does not assign semantic roles. The copula merely provides agreement in-
formation and the verbal features that may be needed by other predicates that
embed the copula construction (Paul, 1919, p. 41). It is interesting to note in this
context that there are actually main clauses in German that consist of a predicate
and a clause that depends on this predicate, but no copula (see also Paul, 1919,





























‘But never mind what happens, it is already certain that the Norddeut-






















‘It is interesting to point out that she was completely sane.’
42Spiegel, 12/1999, p. 258.
43Michail Bulgakow, Der Meister und Margarita. München: Deutscher Taschenbuch Verlag. 1997,
p. 422.





































‘It is an irony of musical history that the colleagues from (the band)
Rammstein were still playing as the support group of Sandow a few
years ago.’










































































Such constructions are less acceptable with NPs as subjects, but not totally impos-
sible, as (157) shows.
























2.1.10 Subject and Object Predicatives
Verbs like aussehen (‘look’ in the sense of appearance, not seeing), erscheinen
(als/wie) (‘seem’), gelten als (‘to be considered to be’), sich erweisen als (‘to turn
44Flüstern & Schweigen, taz, 12.07.1999, p. 14.
45Paul, 1919, p. 13.
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out to be’), sich zeigen als (‘to appear as’), sich ausgeben als (‘to pretend to be
someone’), sich geben (als) (‘to behave like’), jemandem vorkommen (wie) (‘to
seem to somebody to be’), nennen (‘call’), ansehen als (‘to regard as’), empfinden
als (‘to perceive as’), finden (‘find’), and sich vorstellen als (‘to imagine some-
body/something to be’) embed a predicate. They do not assign a semantic role to
the subject of the embedded predicate and therefore should be regarded as raising
predicates. The subject of the embedded predicate is raised to the subject (158) or





















































‘He seems strange to him.’
That the nominative in (158) is the subject of the matrix verb is shown by subject-











‘They seem strange to him.’
As (158b) and (158d) show, the matrix verb in subject predicative constructions



















‘Turkish unions and the official looking after foreign immigrants call
the regulation insufficient.’
46taz, 27.08.1999, p. 3.
47taz, 13.08.1999, p. 20.
48taz, 25.08.1999, p. 1.









‘I find him smart.’
The subject of a predicate is realized in the nominative in copula constructions
and in subject predicative constructions as in (158), but it is realized as accusative
in object predicative constructions like (160).
The subject of the embedded predicate may be a clause (161a–c) or a zu-infini-























‘However, what seems of particular significance to me is that you do





















































































‘Peter Tabeling is only amused by the belief that putting a computer
in every school will automatically lead to a connection with the world
leaders.’
Many of the predicates that embed another predicate are rather liberal towards
the syntactic category of the embedded predicate. While the examples that were
discussed above contained only adjectives, NPs and PPs are possible as well. The













‘This seems an excellent idea to me.’
49Le Monde diplomatique, 13.08.1999, p. 12.
50Spiegel, 13/2000, p. 56.
51
Verbmobil Corpus, CD 1.



































‘Even the patriarchy critic Peter Döge considers the ukase of Rade-
burg to be a “great decision”.’

















































[. . . ]54




























‘What is happening to the public petition “Save the Banks of the Elbe”
seems to me to be the worst possible public harassment.’
Personally, I prefer the sentences with als and wie to sentences like (162a) without
a copula particle.
In contrast to the verbs in (162), verbs like ansehen (‘regard’, ‘look at’), aus-
sehen (‘look’, ‘look like’), betrachten (‘regard’, ‘look at’), and halten für (‘to
consider to be’, ‘to take for’) do not allow the direct embedding of a predicate NP,
but require the NP to combine with a copula particle. Copula particles like als,
für, or wie resemble prepositions.
52taz, 05.04.2000, p. 4.
53taz, berlin, 16.08.1999, p. 22.
54taz, 27.08.1999, p. 15.
55taz, hamburg, 19.08.1999, p. 20.



















































‘He regards him as his competitor.’
Heringer (1973, p. 173, fn 4, p. 204–205) notes that als- and wie-phrases also em-
bed adjectives and therefore suggests not calling them prepositions, but rather
using the term Identifikationstranslativ (Identification Translative). Examples of












































‘Putin declares Grosny taken.’
The Handwörterbuch der deutschen Gegenwartssprache (Kempcke, 1984) calls
these elements coordinating conjunctions. Since als-, für-, and wie + NP comple-
ment behave like PPs in many respects, I will followWunderlich (1984, p. 73) and
Fanselow (1986, p. 361) and treat them as PPs.
In the following subsections, I apply the coherence/incoherence tests to subject
and object predicative verbs.
2.1.10.1 Scope of Adjuncts
As Hoeksema (1991a, p. 673) observed, adverbs that refer to the verb can follow
the object in object predicative constructions:
56taz, 16.04.1999, p. 19.
57taz, 06.07.1999, p. 8.
58taz, 07.02.2000, p. 5.

















‘because I find the mayor rather stupid myself.’
If den Bürgermeister ziemlich dumm were a separate coherence field, sentences
like (166) would be impossible.

















‘because the mayor seems rather stupid to me.’
2.1.10.2 Permutation in the Mittelfeld
In subject predicative constructions where the base verb has an additional argu-






























In object predicative constructions, the subject of the embedded predicate and






















The example in (169b) shows the order in which the subject of klug is serialized
to the left of the subject of the matrix verb.
2.1.10.3 Intraposition and Extraposition
The embedded predicate in general has to be adjacent to the head by which it is






















59Hoeksema (1991a, p. 674) gives Dutch examples where the embedded predicate and the main verb
are separated by an adverb. On page 681 he gives examples that are similar to (171).











































[. . . ]60
‘The pure virtuosity doesn’t seem quite so virtuoso anymore.’
b. Diese Flußwelt war vielleicht eine versunkene, versinkende, eine
modrige, alte, aber sie stellte zugleich eine Weltlandschaft dar, wie
sie auf den niederländischen Gemälden aus dem 17. Jahrhundert mir
so nie vorgekommen ist: eine Urwelt, welche als eine noch unbekannte
Zivilisation erschien, zudem eine recht appetitliche.61
‘This river world might well have been a sunken and sinking, a moldy
and old one, but at the same time it represented a world landscape in
a way that I had never observed it in 17th century Dutch paintings:
a prehistoric world that appeared as a still unknown civilization, and





























































‘The pin-up girl that pointed out the emergency exit in the airport bus
at least immediately enlightened the guests as to the local religion;
this could not be a Muslim country, it had to be a country that called
itself Christian.’
Such intrapositions are possible as a result of focus split only.
As with the predicates in copula constructions, the extraposition of the predi-
cate is usually impossible:
60Züricher Tagesanzeiger, 09.03.1996, p. 57.
61Süddeutsche Zeitung, 05.01.1996, p. 904.
62Süddeutsche Zeitung, 10.10.1996, p. 52.






























However, in Eisenberg, 1998, I have found several extrapositions of predicative











































‘The spelling standards are usually regarded as a matter of form, even





























‘In analogy to the phoneme, the formal aspect of the morpheme is to
be understood as a group of allomorphs.’
I leave it open whether the prohibition of extraposition is to be modeled as a strong
preference rule or as a strict rule.
2.1.10.4 Fronting
The embedded predicate can be fronted alone, while the subject of the predicate





























‘One considers him to be clever.’
63In the main text of Eisenberg, 1998, p. 13. Another similar example with verstehen can be found
on page 228 of Eisenberg’s book.
64In the main text of Eisenberg, 1998, p. 213.











‘Nobody takes him to be crazy.’
The fronting of the matrix verb without the embedded predicate is impossible,
as the following examples show:65























































Intended: ‘Jan can’t find that bore nice.’
The examples in (177a,b) and (178a) are parallel to (82c) where a verb is fronted
from the middle of the verbal complex and to (153b) where the copula is fronted
without the adjective it embeds. One might expect (177c) and (178b) to be gram-
matical since mir is an argument of vorkommen and den Langweiler is an ar-
gument of finden, as passive data suggest that will be discussed below in Sec-
tion 2.1.10.6. But (177c) and (178b) are ungrammatical for the same reasons
(177a,b) and (178a) are: a part of the middle of a predicate complex is fronted.
Having shown that subject and object predicative constructions pattern with
coherent constructions, I now turn to the control/raising distinction.
2.1.10.5 Expletive Predicates and Subjectless Constructions
As the examples in (179) show, the embedded predicate may have an expletive
subject, but subjectless constructions are not allowed.



















‘He looked good, but he smelled bad.’
In (i) both verbs probably are analyzed as intransitive verbs that are modified by an adverb.
66See Neeleman, 1994, p. 29 for an analogous example in Dutch.



















[. . . ]67












































Intended: ‘because I feel warm.’
The category of the raised subject is not specified. Therefore clausal subjects as in
(161) on page 76 can also be raised. Note that the fact that subjectless construc-
tions cannot be embedded under finden and the fact that sentences like those in
(161), where the embedded predicate is subcategorized for a clause, are possible
show that these clauses must indeed be subject clauses. It is not possible to analyze
the clauses as objects of the adjective and the adjective as a subjectless predicate.


























‘because it is (too) warm.’
It should be possible to embed the lexical entry for warm as used in (181) under
finden. Maybe the reason for this is that adjectives with dative complements are
generally marked in these constructions.





















‘I consider the woman to be quite / very / too faithful to her hus-
band.’
67Mannheimer Morgen, 14.03.1998, Lokales; Für die „Nordländer“ ist unser Winter eher warm.
68Pütz, 1982, p. 353.
































‘I consider him to be too proud of his children.’
To me, the example in (182b) where the adjective governs the genitive case and
the one in (182c) where the adjective takes a prepositional object seem better than
the example in (182a) with the dative object.
See also Reis (1976a, p. 11–12) for the observation that the embedding of com-
plex adjective phrases under verbs like finden is marked. An embedding of a com-
plex predicative AP that resembles (182b) in that the genitive is assigned by the























‘when the complete reception suddenly seems to have only a rudimentary
command of English.’
Before discussing the passivization of object predicatives in the next section,
I briefly look at examples that are used as evidence for Small Clause analyses.
Wilder (1991, p. 218) argues that sentences like (184) have to be analyzed with
consider and make embedding a Small Clause (a constituent that contains both
it and the predicates certain and unlikely, respectively) since expletives do not
appear in subcategorized positions.
(184) a. I consider it certain that he will come.
b. This makes it unlikely that he will come.
It is unclear whether this extraposition it is indeed expletive, but even if it is,
this does not prove the Small Clause hypothesis since expletives can appear as















‘He did very well.’ / ‘He made it to professor.’
Postal and Pullum (1988, p. 648) give English examples of the embedding of ex-
traposition it under prepositions.
69taz, 12.08.1999, p. 15.
70See also Pütz, 1982, p. 351.
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Because of data like (185), it is not justified to rule out expletives as subcate-
gorized objects and hence, the examples in (184) cannot be used as evidence for
Small Clause analyses.
2.1.10.6 Passive
Subject predicative constructions cannot be passivized, but object predicative con-







































‘He is taken to be crazy.’
If passive is seen as a process that suppresses the subject theta role of a verb, it
follows that subject predicative constructions do not allow for the passive since
they are raising constructions and do not assign a semantic role to their subject. If
the passive is analyzed so that the suppression of an argument results in the pro-
motion of the remaining arguments, the facts in (186) and (187) are explained if
one assumes that the accusatives in (186a) and (187a) are objects of the respective
verbs. As the object of the matrix verb, the subject of the embedded predicate gets
accusative in (186a) and (187a). In passive constructions the subject of the embed-
ded predicate functions as the subject in the matrix clause and gets nominative.
Since object predicative verbs are raising verbs, the claim that passive with
raising verbs is impossible cannot be upheld in this general form.
In Sections 2.1.4 to 2.1.10, I have presented examples of raising and control
verbs that embed verbal or non-verbal elements. I have shown that it is reasonable
to assume that the embedding head and the embedded element form a unit and
that arguments of the embedded element can be permuted with the arguments of
the matrix head. In what follows, I present Hinrichs and Nakazawa’s analysis of




Hinrichs and Nakazawa (1989b) introduced the concept of argument attraction
to the HPSG framework. When a verbal complex is formed, two verbs are com-
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bined and the resulting verbal complex inherits all arguments from both verbs.
The resulting projection functions as a complex head.71 In their paper, Hinrichs
and Nakazawa treat verbal complements as ordinary complements that are in-
cluded in the SUBCAT list of their heads. It has, however, proven to be useful to
distinguish the verbal complement from other complements (Chung, 1993; Ren-
tier, 1994; Müller, 1997b; Kathol, 1998. See also the discussion in Section 2.3.5).
For the purpose of representing verbal complement requirements for those com-
plements that must be realized together with their head as part of a verbal complex,
the feature XCOMP is introduced.72 Its value is a list that contains a synsem object
if the verb selects for another complement that takes part in complex formation,
and the empty list otherwise.
(188) shows the CATEGORY value for the stem entry of the future tense auxil-
iary werden.
(188) werd- (‘will’, future tense auxiliary, stem entry):[
SUBCAT 1 ⊕ 2
XCOMP
〈
V[LEX+, bse, SUBJ 1 , SUBCAT 2 , XCOMP 〈〉]
〉]
werden selects a verb or a verbal complex via XCOMP. All complements of this
verbal complex ( 2 ) and the subject of the verbal complex ( 1 ) are raised. The
instantiations of the lists under 1 and 2 may be the empty list. werden does not
assign thematic roles to dependents of the embedded verb. Therefore no reference
to elements possibly contained in SUBJ or SUBCAT is necessary.
The specification of the XCOMP value of the verbal complement of verbs like
werden as the empty list ensures that the verbal complex that is embedded under
werden is complete, i. e., sentences like (189b), in which the verb under haben is




























Lexical entries for the perfect auxiliaries (haben/sein) are completely analogous
to (188) except for the verb form of the selected verbal complex.
As Hinrichs and Nakazawa (1994a) have shown, it is reasonable to assume
a schema that licenses the verbal complex in addition to the Head-Argument
Schema. In the following, I assume the Schema 4 to license head-cluster struc-
tures.
71See also Bierwisch, 1990 and Haider, 1993 for similar ideas.
72The feature name is identical to the name of a grammatical function in LFG. Chung, Rentier,
Kathol, and I used the feature names GOV, VCOMP, and VCOMPL. Since the value of XCOMP is not
restricted to verbs (See Section 2.2.7 and Chapters 5 and 6), I decided to use the LFG name.
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A head is combined with a complement that is selected via XCOMP ( 2 ). The
remainder of the XCOMP list ( 1 ) is passed up to the mother node. Usually 1 will
be the empty list, but in coherent constructions with particle verbs as in (190) the
XCOMP list of the matrix predicate contains two elements: the predicate that is











‘It started to rain.’
Particle verbs will be discussed in Chapter 6 in more detail.
The specification of the LEX value of the embedded verbal complex in (188)
is necessary to exclude spurious ambiguities which would result if we did not
require the complement to be a verbal cluster. Note that to obtain this result, each
of the other ID schemata must be marked as LEX−.73,74 Without the appropriate
LEX specifications, all three structures in (191) would be possible.
73Note that this is the only purpose LEX has in my grammar. LEX has the value − if a head has been
combined with a complement and + otherwise. So if an unsaturated verb is combined with an adjunct
its LEX value is still +. This is not the way LEX is used by Pollard and Sag (1987, Chapter 6, 7) and
therefore it might be reasonable to choose a different feature name. However, I decided to stick with
the name LEX since this is the feature name that is used in the literature on the German verbal complex.
The saturated/unsaturated distinction together with the LEX+/− distinction is equivalent to the use
of the features MIN and MAX in some GB-versions. For instance, Kolb and Thiersch (1991, p. 273)
describe adjunction structures with MIN and MAX features of the head and its projection shared. In
HPSG, the valence information of the head daughter and the mother are identical in head-adjunct
structures, i. e., if the head daughter is saturated, the mother is too, and if the head daughter is not
saturated, neither is the mother.
74Kathol (2000, p. 75) claims that one needs two lexical entries for haben in order to analyze (i):























If the LEX value in coordinated structures is left unspecified, sentences like (i) can be analyzed with a
lexical entry for hat that is analogous to (188) without problems. The embedding of verbal projections
in verbal complexes is nothing unusual. It is known from the so-called third construction (Wunder-
lich, 1980; Kvam, 1980, p. 155; Uszkoreit, 1987, p. 151; den Besten and Rutten, 1989; Müller, 1999a,
Chapter 17.5) and verb projection raising (Haftka, 1981, p. 723; Hinrichs and Nakazawa, 1994a, p. 25).
For some examples see also footnote 2 on page 41.















‘He will tell his daughter a fairytale.’
b. er seiner Tochter [[ein Märchen erzählen] wird]].
c. er [[seiner Tochter ein Märchen erzählen] wird]].
The LEX+ specification of the verbal complement of werden ensures that erzählen
is combined with wird before any complement is combined with erzählen. Since
the mother node of a head-argument structure is specified to be LEX−, the pro-
jections of erzählen in (191b,c) cannot be combined with wird. The mother in
head-cluster structures is marked LEX + because it can, in turn, be embedded, as
(189a) shows.
It is necessary to specify the XCOMP value of the head daughter in the Head-
Argument Schema as the empty list to ensure that no element from the SUBCAT
list is combined with a head before the cluster forming elements are combined.
Schema 5 is the adapted version of the Head-Argument Schema.





















Since such a constraint on the XCOMP value of the head daughter is also needed
for the other immediate dominance schemata, it can be stated as a constraint on
the type head-non-cluster-structure.
How the analysis of the verbal complex in (189a) works in detail is shown in
Figure 9 on the facing page. The perfect auxiliary haben embeds the participle
geholfen (a verb with VFORM ppp). Since head-cluster-structure is a subtype of
head-non-argument-structure it inherits the constraints specified for structures of
this type (for the type definition see (37) on page 22). The constraints ensure that
the SUBCAT list of the head is identical to the SUBCAT list of the mother. There-
fore the SUBCAT list of geholfen haben is identical to the SUBCAT list of haben.
The same is true for the SUBCAT list of wird and the SUBCAT list of the complete
verbal complex geholfen haben wird. At this point, it is very important to note that
this mechanism of argument attraction does not add arguments to a head in syntax.
The arguments of argument attracting heads are already specified in the lexicon.
The point is that their form and meaning is underspecified. The actual instantia-
tion of the information about dependents takes place when an argument-attracting
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FIGURE 9 Analysis of the Verbal Complex: daß er dem Mann geholfen haben wird.
head is combined with the complement from which the arguments are attracted.
The information about the subjects of the non-finite verbs is encoded in the value
of SUBJ as one of the head features. In the lexical item of the non-finite haben,
the SUBJ value ( 2 ) is identical to the SUBJ value of the embedded verb. Because
of the Head Feature Principle (see (10) on page 7), the head information of haben
( 4 ) is projected to the mother node geholfen haben. In the lexical item for wird,
the SUBCAT list is specified to be the concatenation of the SUBJ value and the
SUBCAT value of the embedded verbal complex. Since in head-cluster structures
no elements from SUBCAT lists get saturated, the combination of geholfen haben
and wird has a SUBCAT list that is identical to the SUBCAT list of wird and hence,
the verbal complex geholfen haben wird has a SUBCAT list that contains the sub-
ject and the object of geholfen, i. e., the SUBCAT list of geholfen haben wird is
identical to the one of the simplex verb hilft.
Nothing has been said so far about the formation of the constituent order do-
mains in predicate complexes. The constraint in (45) on page 28 was stated for
structures of type head-non-cluster-structure only. If one assumes a domain for-
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mation process parallel to the one of (45), the verbal complement of wird is in-
serted as one single object, geholfen haben, which cannot be interrupted by inter-
vening material. As Kathol (1998, Chapter 4.1) argues, this is not adequate since
there are certain orders in the verbal complex where governing heads interrupt
other verbal chains. See also den Besten and Edmondson, 1983, p. 182; Meurers,
1997, Chapter 3.2.2; 2000, Chapter 3.2.1.3. Meurers (1997, Chapter 3.2.2) calls






































‘So that our camp could not have been hit by an avalanche.’
So instead of inserting the complex bestehen können as one object into the domain
of its head wird, all domain elements of the complex bestehen können are inserted
into the domain of wird. (193) shows the formalization of the domain formation
for predicate complexes. The domain elements that are contained in the domain of








DOM 1 ◦ 2


the cluster daughter are inserted into the domain of the governing head. Thus the
verbal complex bestehen können in (192a) is a discontinuous complement of wird,
the domain elements in the domain of bestehen können, i. e., the two lexical signs
for bestehen and können, are inserted into the domain ofwird and can be serialized
there to the left and to the right of the head. The information about which element
is the head of a verbal complex is contained in the domain elements since the
head of a cluster structure can be identified by looking at the XCOMP values of the
domain elements. Therefore linearization rules can refer to this information and
rule out ungrammatical serializations. See Kathol, 1998, p. 246 for linearization
rules for German and Bouma and van Noord, 1998 for a proposal for Dutch.
Now that the domain formation for head-cluster structures has been formalized,
the analysis of (194) can be given in Figure 10 on the facing page.
75Reinhold Messner, quoted from den Besten and Edmondson, 1983, p. 182.













‘Will he have helped the man?’
V[SUBCAT 〈〉,
XCOMP 〈〉,







































































er dem Mann geholfen haben wird
FIGURE 10 Wird er dem Mann geholfen haben?
Note that the dominance structure for the sentence in (194) is identical to the one
for the verb-final sentence in (189a). The only difference is the serialization of the
finite verb wird. The verbal complex is serialized discontinuously in the analysis
of the verb-first sentence.
Another important thing to note here is that all subjects and complements of
the verbs in verbal complexes like those in (189a) and (194) are raised to the
highest verb. As arguments of the highest verb they are realized in head-argument
relations by the same head. Therefore they are inserted into the same head domain
and it is predicted that they can be permuted in theMittelfeld.
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It is also important to note here how the semantic roles are assigned. In GB pub-
lications, one finds proposals for θ -role percolation (Jaeggli, 1986, p. 602; Carrier
and Randall, 1992; Neeleman, 1994). No such devices are necessary here. To see












‘He has to help the man.’
The combination of the lexical entry for helfen (‘help’) in (34)—repeated here as
(196)—and the lexical entry for müssen (‘have to’) in (197) yields (198).




































SUBCAT 1 ⊕ 2
XCOMP
〈
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The structure sharing of the indices of the arguments and the semantic roles does
not change when the modal is combined with the main verb. So, no θ -roles need
to be percolated. It is just arguments that are inherited and those stay linked to
whatever they have been linked to in the lexicon.
2.2.2 Complex Fronting












































The examples show that the main verb can be fronted alone or together with one
or two of its complements.
A number of authors76 discuss examples like (200) in which more than one

















‘All dreams can seldom be realized at once.’
The question now is: Is there evidence that the elements before the finite verbs in
(199b,c) form a phrase or could the sentences in (199b,c) be analyzed as multiple
frontings? To see that the material before the finite verb is indeed one phrase con-
sider the example in (201a). If das Märchen, gestern, and erzählen were three sin-
gle fronted items, it would be impossible to explain why the sentences in (201b,c)
have two readings whereas the sentence in (201a) has only one. In (201b,c) the ad-
verb gestern can scope over all verbs in its coherence field, namely erzählen and
wollte. In (201a) only the reading where gestern scopes over erzählen is available.
The reason for this is that das Märchen gestern erzählen is a phrase. This phrase
is a separate coherence field and adjuncts can only scope inside this field. (201d)
shows a sentence where the adverb is extracted. The adverb scopes exactly as in
(201b) and (201c), i. e., both readings are available. So, if (201a) were a case of
multiple extractions, we would expect that both scope readings would be accessi-
ble.
76See for instance Beneš, 1971; van de Felde, 1978, p. 135; Hoberg, 1981, p. 182, 1997, p. 1634;
Haider, 1982, p. 17; Lühr, 1985; Fanselow, 1987, p. 99–100; 1993, p. 71; Kiss, 1995, p. 189; Müller,
2002c,b.
77Brochure from Berliner Sparkasse, 1/1999.





































































Another set of examples that supports the assumption that the constituents be-
fore the finite verb form a phrase is (202). The examples in (202a,b) are instances
of the so-called remote passive (see also Chapter 3.2.5). In remote passive con-
structions the object of a verbal complex is promoted to the subject of the whole
construction. In (202a,b) the object of zu reparieren is simultaneously the object






















































The example in (202b) shows that the NP alone can be extracted in remote passive
constructions. Now, if frontings like those in (199b,c) were multiple frontings of
single constituents, it could not be explained why (202c) is ungrammatical. If
we assume instead that der Wagen zu reparieren and den Wagen zu reparieren
are VPs in (202c) and (202d), respectively, it follows from the principles of case
assignment that the object in the VP has to bear accusative case and therefore
(202c) is ruled out.
In any case, it should be clear from the discussion above that the elements
in the Vorfeld in (199b,c) and (202d) are verbal projections. In what follows, I
will provide an analysis that treats the elements to the left of the finite verb as
constituents.
The analysis of the verbal complex that was provided in Section 2.2.1 excludes
spurious ambiguities in the Mittelfeld by the constraint that the embedded verbal
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complex has to be LEX+. Therefore only the structure (203a) is admitted by the
grammar. The embedding of the phrases ein Märchen erzählen and seiner Tochter

















‘He will have to tell his daughter a fairytale.’
b. Er wird seiner Tochter [[ein Märchen erzählen] müssen]].
c. Er wird [[seiner Tochter ein Märchen erzählen] müssen]].
As was pointed out by Pollard (1996, Section 4), precisely those constituents that
have to be avoided in theMittelfeld are needed in the Vorfeld:
(204) a. [Ein Märchen erzählen] wird er seiner Tochter müssen.
b. [Seiner Tochter ein Märchen erzählen] wird er müssen.
This is problematic for all theories which assume that all phrases that appear in
the Vorfeld can also appear in the Mittelfeld. For instance, Jacobs (1991, p. 56)
assumes that linear precedence rules have to be checked in a reconstruction of the
sentence without fronting. He assumes that (205a) is bad because of the violation
of linearization rules in the reconstructed version in (205b).



























However, this cannot be the explanation since (206a) is as bad as (205a), but
(206b) is fine.



















Furthermore, for the sentence (13a)—repeated here as (207a)—this approach pre-


























‘What she left posterity was an open Hörzu (magazine listing radio
and TV shows) and a brief letter of farewell.’
78taz, 18.11.1998 p. 20.
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b. weil sie der Nachwelt eine aufgeschlageneHör zu und einen kurzen
Abschiedsbrief hinterlassen hat.
c. ?? Eine aufgeschlagene Hör zu und einen kurzen Abschiedsbrief hin-
terlassen hat sie der Nachwelt.
The sentence in (207c) hardly makes any sense, and situations in which it could
be uttered are hard to imagine.
Furthermore, Reis (1980, p. 83) and Haider (1990b, p. 95) used the examples in
(208) – (209) to show that it is not reasonable to assume that the fronted projection



























‘It should be allowed to ask somebody whether he votes for left or
for right-wing parties.’
b. [Fragen, ob einer links oder rechts wählt,] wird man ja wohl noch
dürfen.


















‘Presumably everyone would feed dogs that are hungry.’
b. * daß wohl jeder [Hunde füttern, die Hunger haben,] würde.
c. daß wohl jeder [Hunde, die Hunger haben,] füttern würde.
d. daß wohl jeder Hunde füttern würde, die Hunger haben.
In (208a) the complement clause of fragen is positioned to the right of the verbal
complex fragen dürfen. If fragen is fronted, it can constitute the right sentence
bracket in the Vorfeld constituent. The extraposed complement clause is adjacent
in (208b). If the material that is located in the Vorfeld in (208b) is shifted back
to the beginning of the verbal complex, the sentence is rendered ungrammatical
(208c). This shows that fragen and its complement clause do not always form a
continuous constituent. (209) is a similar example with an NP and an extraposed
relative clause.
Instead of assuming a reconstruction of Vorfeld material in the Mittelfeld, I
assume that the complex Vorfeld and the Mittelfeld with the verbal complex con-
stitute separate topological domains in which elements are ordered according to
the linearization constraints that hold in general. Elements may be extraposed in
the topological field of the constituent located in the Vorfeld resulting in sentences
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like (208b) and (209a) and they can be extraposed in the topological area that con-
tains the Mittelfeld and the verbal complex resulting in sentences like (208a) and
(209d).
Very complicated mechanisms have been introduced to cope with the problem
of unwanted structures in theMittelfeld (Nerbonne, 1994; Hinrichs and Nakazawa,
1994b, 1999). Müller, 1997b; Müller, 1999a, Chapter 18, and Meurers, 1999a in-
dependently suggest the following solution to the problem: If it is the case that an
embedded verb or verbal complex has to be LEX+ when verb and complement are
combined locally, and if it is the case that this does not hold if a nonlocal depen-
dency is involved, then the simplest solution is not to view LEX as a local feature. If
one assumes that LEX lives under the path SYNSEM, instead of SYNSEM|LOC|CAT,
as suggested in Pollard and Sag, 1994, p. 22, footnote 8, then the problem turns
into a non-issue.















‘He will tell his daughter the fairytale.’
In Figure 11, a trace functions as a verbal complement. This is for explanatory
purposes only. In Müller, 1997b; 1999a, Chapter 18, I use a unary schema for
the introduction of the nonlocal dependency. See Chapter 6.2.5.1 for a discussion
of traces and alternative approaches. Note that seiner Tochter erzählen is not a
maximal projection. In the grammar developed here, the type of constituents that
may appear in the Vorfeld is not restricted by X-theoretic assumptions. Instead,
the restrictions come from the representation of valence properties in the lexicon
and general conditions on extraction that are also part of the lexical information.
For sentences like (211), I assume that the adjunct modifies the trace or a pred-


















‘It is better not to give children such books as a present.’
I do not assume a trace inside of the fronted projection that corresponds to the
adjunct in theMittelfeld, as is sometimes done in GB.
Sentences like (82c), repeated as (212), are ruled out because wird selects a
















Since müssen is not a complete verbal complex, the corresponding trace contains
an element in XCOMP and hence violates the requirements of wird. As erzählen




























DOM 〈 wird, er, das Märchen 〉 ]





















































Seiner Tochter erzählen er das Märchen – wird
FIGURE 11 Analysis of Seiner Tochter erzählen wird er das Märchen.
does not appear in any SUBCAT list, it is not possible for the verb to count as an
argument of the fronted verbal complex that is saturated in theMittelfeld.
Note that the following example that was discussed by De Kuthy and Meurers
(2001) is ruled out since das Pferd and müssen cannot be combined since müssen
has an element in XCOMP and the Head-Argument Schema (Schema 5 on page 88)













‘He will have to sell the horse.’
Having introduced a modified version of Hinrichs and Nakazawa’s analysis of
the verbal complex and having provided an analysis of partial constituent fronting,
I now turn to the details of the analyses of various raising and control verbs.
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2.2.3 Subject Raising Verbs
In Section 2.1.3.2, I showed that raising constructions should be analyzed as in-
volving the identity of syntactic and semantic information of the raised elements
and that control constructions should be treated as coindexing between the con-
troller and the controlled element. This analysis is also assumed in LFG (Andrews,
1982; Neidle, 1982; Bresnan, 1982a, p. 396) and in the work of Pollard and Sag
(1994, Chapter 7), Kiss (1995), and other authors working in the HPSG paradigm.
The analysis of coherent and incoherent constructions with raising and control
verbs that I present in the next sections builds on work by Kiss (1995). It dif-
fers from the analyses proposed by Kiss in assuming a special valence feature for
coherent constructions (XCOMP) and a special schema for predicate complex for-
mation (Schema 4 on page 87). For a discussion of Kiss’ proposal see Section 2.3.
(214) shows the LOCAL value of scheinen (‘seem’).79





SUBCAT 1 ⊕ 2
XCOMP
〈









The subject of the embedded predicate is raised if the embedded predicate has a
subject. The finite form of scheinen has both the subject and the complements of
the embedded verb in its SUBCAT list. The possibility of permuting these elements
in the Mittelfeld is predicted. The situation is analogous to tense auxiliaries. See
page 91.
For phase verbs there is also an entry for the coherent construction that has a
structure like (214). In addition, there is a lexical entry for the incoherent con-
struction that has the form that is shown in (215).80,81

















79Di Sciullo and Williams (1987, p. 37) propose a function composition approach for English seem.
They assume that seems is a functor and that the argument structure of seems sick is identical to the
argument structure of sick.
80What (215) shows is actually the result of the combination of the particle an with a lexical entry
that has the PHON value fangen. The details of the analysis of anfangen will be discussed in Chap-
ter 6.2.4.
81Another lexical entry for phase verbs is needed since with an agentive subject they behave like
control verbs. See also Perlmutter, 1970.
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The entry in (215) selects for an infinitive VP, i. e. a saturated verbal projection
with VFORM inf. This VP is an ordinary complement, a maximal projection, and
therefore may be intraposed or extraposed. The VP constitutes a separate serial-
ization and scope domain, i. e. a separate coherence field.
Note that the LEX value of intransitive verbs like schlafen is not specified in
the lexicon. Therefore intransitive verbs can combine with the lexical entry (215)
without applying a unary projection that projects LEX+ to LEX− verbs.
2.2.4 Subject Control
The lexical entries in (216) and (218) show the incoherent and coherent version
for the control verb versuchen (‘try’).























In the incoherent version a VP is embedded, whereas in the coherent version
the verbal complement is selected via XCOMP. The subjects of the embedded ver-
bal element are not identical to the subject of the matrix verb since in control
constructions the case values of the controller and the controllee may differ. In
fact, the controller and the controllee may even differ in syntactic category, as was
shown in Section 2.1.3.2. The case difference can even be observed with subject



























‘He let the boy and the man try to sleep next to each other.’
In (217) the subject of versuchen gets accusative since it is realized in an AcI
construction. Nevertheless, the subject of the controlled infinitive is nominative,
as the case agreement in the adjunct phrase shows. With accusative in the adjunct
phrase, (217) would be ungrammatical.
The reference to the controlled subject also ensures that impersonal construc-
tions cannot be embedded under control verbs. The abbreviation NP 1 stands for
a referential noun phrase. Therefore the embedding of expletive predicates is also
excluded.
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2.2.5 Object Raising Verbs: AcI-Verbs
The description in (219) shows the relevant aspects of the CAT value of object
raising verbs:












The subject of the embedded predicate is raised to the object of the matrix verb,
if the embedded verb has one. Otherwise 1 is the empty list. If the subject of
the embedded predicate is an NP subject, it has structural case and therefore it
surfaces as accusative in active sentences and as nominative in passive sentences,
provided the object raising verb allows for the passive.
(220) is a further specification of (219). The category of the embedded predi-






⊕ 1 ⊕ 2
XCOMP
〈




If the embedded verb has a subject, it is raised to the object of the AcI verb ( 1 ).
The other complements of the embedded verb are also raised and therefore the
subject of the AcI verb, the subject of the embedded verb, and other complements
of the embedded verb are complements of the complex that is formed by the AcI
verb and the dependent verbal element. Being subject to the constraints that were
discussed in Section 2.1.6.2, all these elements may be permuted in their head
domain.
The lexical entry for a perception verb like sehen is shown in (221).82,83
82Heinz and Matiasek (1994, p. 231) and Suchsland (1997, p. 164) assume that sehen embeds a VP.
With such an analysis one has to assume a clause union analysis à la Reape (1994) to explain why
VP elements can be scrambled with other elements that depend on the matrix verb. Some problems of
Reape’s analysis will be discussed in Section 2.3.1.
83Kiss (1995, p. 217) gives a similar lexical entry for sehen, but he requires that the embedded verb




. This rules out sentences like (128b).
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⊕ 2 ⊕ 3
XCOMP
〈












The semantic contribution of the embedded verb ( 4 ) is linked to the SOA role of
sehen and the subject of sehen is linked to the EXPERIENCER role ( 1 ). The raised
subject of the embedded predicate—if there is one—does not get assigned a role.
This was motivated on pages 63–64.
2.2.6 Object Control
(222) and (223) show the LOCAL values of the lexical entries for the object control
verb erlauben (‘permit’).




























































Again, the dative complement of the matrix verb is coindexed with the subject of
the controlled infinitive. The specification of the subject of the embedded infinitive
as referential NP excludes both expletive subjects and impersonal constructions.
In the coherent construction the dative complement and the complements of the
embedded infinitive are members of the same SUBCAT list, including the subject
when the matrix verb is finite. All these elements depend on the same head and
their permutability is therefore predicted.
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Having described verbal complexes and incoherent constructions in which a
VP complement is embedded, I now turn to predicate complexes that contain non-
verbal material.
2.2.7 Copula Constructions
In Müller, 1999a, p. 314, I suggested the following CAT value for the copula:
(224) sei- (copula):[
SUBCAT 1 ⊕ 2
XCOMP
〈
ADJ[MOD none, PRD +, SUBJ 1 , SUBCAT 2 , XCOMP 〈〉, LEX +]
〉]
This copula is analogous to the lexical entry for the auxiliary werden which was
given in (188). The copula embeds a predicative complement, the SUBJ and the
SUBCAT values of which are attracted. Again, no thematic roles are assigned to
the elements that are raised from the embedded predicate. Since the value of the
SUBJ feature is not instantiated, subjectless predicates and predicates with exple-















































‘He is faithful to his wife.’
The SUBJ and SUBCAT values for the adjectives in (225) are given in (226).
(226) SUBJ SUBCAT
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When the finite form of the copula is combined with an entry like treu, the sub-
ject and the object of the adjective are raised by the copula. Both NPs are then
dependents of the complex head treu sein and can be serialized in any order in the






















Examples like (148b)—repeated here as (228b)—are ruled out by the very gen-






























(229) CLUSTER-DTR [FLIP−] < V[LEX+, INITIAL−]
This linearization rule holds for all predicate complexes except those whereOber-
feldumstellung occurs. In verbal complexes with Oberfeldumstellung, the embed-
ded verb has + as the value of FLIP (See Hinrichs and Nakazawa, 1994a for details
on Oberfeldumstellung).
2.2.8 Subject and Object Predicatives
For subject predicative verbs like erscheinen (‘seem’), I assume a lexical entry
that is very similar to the lexical entry for the copula that was presented in (224)
























The sentence (231) is analyzed as follows: The embedded adjective (klug) and
erscheinen form a complex head, the subject of the adjective is raised to the subject
of klug erscheinen. The dative NP is an optional complement of erscheinen.
84See Hoeksema, 1991a, p. 698 for a similar rule.











‘because this seems smart to me.’



























The structure in (233) is the result of combining erscheint with klug:

























The subject NP of the embedded predicate is the first NP with structural case
in the SUBCAT list. It therefore gets nominative case (see Principle 1 on page 15).
Since both elements depend on the same head, their permutability in theMittelfeld
can be accounted for.
















‘because nobody seemed to me to have command of English.’
The genitive object of mächtig is raised to the higher predicate.
Note that the entry in (230) differs from the entry for the copula in (224) in
requiring the SUBJ value of the embedded predicate to be a singleton list. Because
of this constraint, subjectless constructions are excluded. Since the form of the
element in SUBJ is not restricted, the embedding of expletive predicates is still
possible.85 This correctly captures the data discussed in Section 2.1.10.5.
85Kiss (1995, p. 217–218) uses such a specification of the SUBJ value of the embedded predicate for
sehen (‘to see’).
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The analysis of object predicative verbs like finden is very similar. The only
difference is that the subject of the embedded predicate is raised to object instead
























The sentence (236) is analyzed as follows: The embedded adjective (klug) and












‘because I consider him to be clever.’
The combination of finden and klug is shown in (237).

























Again, both elements depend on the same head, and thus their permutability in
the Mittelfeld can be explained. The SUBCAT list contains two NPs with struc-
tural case. The first NP gets nominative and the second one accusative. In passive
86Chomsky (1957, p. 76) suggests treating considers incompetent as a complex predicate because
of passive examples like (i.b):
(i) a. Everybody in the lab considers John incompetent.
b. John is considered incompetent by everybody in the lab.
He assumes that both (i.a) and (i.b) are derived from (ii):
(ii) Everybody in the lab considers incompetent John.
Other complex predicate analyses have been suggested for instance by Dowty (1979), Bach (1979,
p. 518), Di Sciullo and Williams (1987, p. 37–38), Larson (1988), Hoeksema (1991a, p. 671), and
Williams (1997).
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sentences, the first NP is suppressed. The second NP becomes the first one and
therefore gets nominative. The details of the passive analysis will be provided in
Chapter 3.
An interesting case is still open: predicates that embed a phrasal complement











‘One considers him to be clever.’
For these examples, I suggest an entry for als and für of the form in (239).87





















The form of the preposition-like element is selected by the matrix verb, so there
has to be a way to distinguish between als and für. This is done via the selection of
a maximal projection of entries like (239) with an appropriate PFORM value. The
element in (239) takes over both the subject ( 1 ) and the semantic contribution
( 2 ) of the embedded predicate. The combination of klug and für yields (240).






















This phrase is directly embedded under halten.88










88Suchsland (1995, p. 88) suggests a lexical entry similar to (i) for a predicate of the halten class.
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Note that für klug cannot appear in sentences with verbs like sorgen (‘to care’)

















The sentence in (242b) is ruled out since sorgen assigns a semantic role to its PP
argument. Semantic roles are assigned by linking of referential indices. Since the
semantic contribution of für klug is a state of affairs rather than a nominal object,
the embedding of für klug under sorgt is ruled out. Prepositions like für in the
prepositional object für Maria do not contribute to the meaning of the PP. The
meaning of the complement PP is identical to the meaning of the NP contained in
it (Pollard and Sag, 1994, p. 255, p. 347). Therefore verbs like sorgen can assign a
thematic role to the NP element in the PP by assigning a thematic role to the PP.
Because of different semantic requirements of halten and sorgen the respective
für phrases cannot appear in the wrong context.
The fronting examples in (177) – (178), repeated here as (243) – (244), are ruled











1 NP, P[PFORM als, SUBCAT
〈






His solution does not work since it is impossible to specify properties of constituents within a selected
element in the SUBCAT list of the selected element. The entry in (i) basically selects an unsaturated P,











Suchsland (1997, p. 166) gives a lexical entry for betrachten (‘consider’) that is subcategorized for a
preposition with a SUBJ list that contains an AP or an NP. It is totally unclear to me what this lexical
entry is supposed to do. In any case, it does not make sense to speak of APs as subjects.
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Intended: ‘Jan can’t find that bore nice.’
In (243a,b) and (244a), an incomplete part of the predicate complex is fronted.
Parts of the predicate complex are stranded, which is ruled out by the analysis of
complex fronting provided in Section 2.2.2. (243c) and (244b) are ruled out since
vorgekommen and finden select a predicate via XCOMP and therefore they cannot
function as the head daughter in the Head-Argument Schema (see page 88) and
hence, neither the phrase mir vorgekommen nor the phrase den Langweiler finden
is licensed by the grammar.
2.3 Alternatives
In this section, I discuss Reape’s Clause Union analysis, analyses without a pred-
icate complex schema, and analyses that do not assume an additional valence fea-
ture for the selection of predicates that are part of the predicate complex.
2.3.1 Linearization Based Theories
Reape (1994) assumes that coherent constructions in German should be analyzed
as Clause Union. For (115)—repeated here as (245)—he assumes that es zu lesen


















‘because somebody promised him to read it.’
The phrase es zu lesen is a discontinuous maximal projection. The elements that
are contained in the order domain of this phrase, i. e. es and lesen, are unioned
into the order domain of the head versprochen.
89See Neeleman, 1994, p. 29 for an analogous example in Dutch.
90Haider, 1986b, p. 110; 1990a, p. 128.
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For raising verbs like scheinen, Reape assumes that the raising verb embeds a

















‘because Fritz seems to love Maria.’
This means that der Fritz die Maria zu lieben is a clause that is embedded un-
der scheint. der Fritz agrees with scheint since it is the subject in (246). This fact
cannot be accounted for in Reape’s approach unless one assumes that the non-
finite verb zu lieben has agreement features that can be checked with the subject
of zu lieben and that are simultaneously present at scheint (Kathol, 1998, Sec-
tion 5.1; Müller, 1999a, Chapter 21.1). As there is no morphological reflex of the
agreement features on non-finite forms, such a solution would be pretty ad hoc.
Furthermore, the so-called remote passive, which will be discussed in Chap-
ter 3.1.4.1, cannot be explained in Reape’s framework (Kathol, 1998, Section 5.2).
2.3.2 Flat Structures without Verbal Complex
Bouma and van Noord (1998) and Gunkel (1999, p. 146) assume a flat analysis for
the German clause, including a flat analysis of the predicate complex. Both com-
plements that take part in complex formation and those that do not are represented
on the SUBCAT list of their head. Bouma, van Noord, and Gunkel assume that a
head is combined with all these complements in one step. Such an approach has















































‘I loved him, and I felt that he loved me too, or at least that he would have
wanted to or would have had to love me.’
In (247) we have an instance of Oberfeldumstellung. The perfect auxiliary haben
is flipped over a coordination of two verbal complexes. Sentences like (247) can be
explained easily with the analysis that has been proposed in this chapter: The co-
ordination of lieben wollen and lieben müssen is a symmetric coordination of two
verbal complexes. hätte governs this coordination. This argument against Bouma
and van Noord’s approach is not particularly strong since there is no really con-
clusive theory of coordination that covers all instances of this phenomenon, but it
is clear that any approach that assumes verbal complexes as constituents does not
have problems with data such as (247), whereas approaches that do not assume
this have to come up with special explanations.
91Werner Bergengruen, Das Tempelchen. Zürich, 1950, p. 423, quoted from Hoberg, 1981, p. 36.
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Note that I do not claim that all coordinations that involve verbs that usually
form a verbal complex are analyzed as coordinations of verbal complexes. For






















‘since he wanted to mow the lawn and to roof the house.’
There are several phenomena in the grammar of German where parts that form a
verbal complexwith their head in verb-final contexts project VPs in other syntactic



































In verb-last sentences erzählen, müssen, and wird form a verbal complex which
does not contain any arguments. In the analysis of the sentences in (249), one
(249a) or zero (249b) arguments are attracted by the modal müssen. The same
solution can be applied to the examples in (248): The VPs are coordinated and the
modal is combined with the coordinated VPs. Since the VPs are fully saturated,
no arguments are attracted. See also footnote 74 on page 87.
Bouma and van Noord (1998) and Gunkel (1999) do not assume an additional
valence feature for the selection of elements that form a predicate complex. Pro-
posals without such a valence feature are discussed in Section 2.3.5.
2.3.3 Binary Branching Structures without a Verbal Complex Schema
Kiss (1995) and Heinz and Matiasek (1994, p. 223) suggest analyses that list ver-
bal complements that form a complex with their head on the SUBCAT list. The
SUBCAT list for an obligatorily incoherent verb is shown in (250):




V[SUBCAT 1 , LEX+]
〉]
They assume that the combination of verbal complements with their heads is li-
censed by the Head-Argument Schema. As Kiss (1995, Chapter 4.2.2) notes, this
results in right branching structures for the verbal complex. While the analysis
suggested in this book licenses structures like the one in (251a), Kiss-style analy-
ses license structures like (251b).






























Kiss argues that the auxiliary flip construction should not be seen as evidence
against his proposal since there are examples like (192) in which the matrix verb
is serialized in between two verbs of the embedded verbal complex. (192a) is















‘that he will be able to pass the examination.’
While it is true that the analysis of such examples is not straight forward, I think
that a left branching verbal complex is better suited to explain data like (247).
An analysis for (253) that first combines hätte with wollen and müssen and then













2.3.4 Obligatory Coherence as a Subcase of Optional Coherence
Kiss (1995, p. 178) suggests treating obligatory coherence as a special case of
optional coherence: Optionally coherent verbs do not require their verbal comple-
ment to be LEX+.





As I pointed out in Müller, 1999a, p. 351, this results in spurious ambiguities
in grammars that use binary branching head-argument structures. An optionally
coherent verb like versprechenmay embed a full VP (255a), a lexical verb (255c),



















‘because Karl promises to give the book to the man.’






































(all arguments = coherent)
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The structure in (255b) is spurious and should not be admitted by the grammar.
This can be fixed by assuming a constraint that states that either all complements
or no complement is raised (De Kuthy and Meurers, 2001). However, such a con-
straint rules out partial raising as is used in many analyses of auxiliary flip and
the third construction. See Hinrichs and Nakazawa, 1994a; Müller, 1999a, Chap-
ter 14.3 for analyses.
2.3.5 Proposals without an Additional Selection Feature
Hinrichs and Nakazawa (1994a, 1999), Bouma and van Noord (1998), Gunkel
(1999), Baker (1999), and De Kuthy and Meurers (2001) do not use a special
feature for the selection of elements that form a predicate complexwith their head.
In what follows, I will briefly discuss the proposal of De Kuthy and Meurers and
then turn to the other analyses.
De Kuthy and Meurers (2001) develop a very general approach to partial
fronting that also explains extractions of PPs out of NPs. They assume that all de-
























] ∨ . . .
The first disjunct describes head-cluster structures in which a word is com-
bined with a LEX+ element and the result is a LEX+ element. The second disjunct
describes head-argument structures in which a word combines with an arbitrary
number of arguments to form a LEX− constituent. Since the structure is flat De
Kuthy and Meurers can explain the different linearizations of the finite verb in
verb-final and verb-initial clauses. They assume that the finite verb is not a part of




































‘because Karl promises to give the book to the man.’
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The combination of the finite verb and the embedded verb or verbal complex is
licensed by their Head-Argument Schema. The direct combination of the elements
of the verbal complex is not allowed by the rule system in (256) since verb clus-
ters are of type phrase and the head daughter in the Head-Argument Schema is
























‘because he claimed that he wanted to give the man the book.’
The combination of the phrases dem Mann, das Buch, and geben with zu wollen is
licensed by the Head-Argument Schema. So, in their theory, the highest element
of what is pre-theoretically a verbal complex is not analyzed as part of the verbal
complex.
Another difference between the proposal of De Kuthy and Meurers and the
one suggested in this book is that they restrict the embedded elements that can
appear in cluster structures to be LEX+. My Schema 4 on page 87 does not restrict
the LEX value of embedded elements. The LEX value of the embedded element
is specified in the XCOMP value of the governing head. This makes it possible to
leave the LEX value of certain verbs unspecified. In Section 2.1.10, I argued that












‘He is taken to be crazy.’
In subject and object predicative constructions, complex phrases can be embedded
(for instance PPs and phrases involving copula particles). Such phrases are LEX−
and hence, incompatible with the LEX+ requirement in De Kuthy and Meurers’
Cluster Schema. In Chapter 5, I will discuss resultative constructions, which also
involve phrasal predicates that should be analyzed as part of the predicate com-
plex. My Schema 4 is compatible with such an analysis.
Hinrichs and Nakazawa (1994a) do not restrict the non-head daughter in head-
cluster structures to be lexical, but they also do not use an additional feature for
the selection of complex-forming predicates. If one lists PP predicates as normal
elements of the SUBCAT list, they can be raised like PP complements and the















‘The president interests him.’
92Sentences marked with ‘#’ are grammatical, but do not belong to the construction under consid-
eration. For instance, (260b) has a reading in which somebody holds something (an umbrella) for the
president.















‘He takes him to be the president.’
Note that the differing SUBJ values of the PPs in (260) cannot be used to explain
the contrast. Since PPs that are prepositional objects have an empty SUBJ list, one
could state a constraint that rules out the fronting of predicates that select predi-
cates with a non-empty SUBJ list. However, such a constraint would rule out sen-
tences like (85), in which a verb that selects a VP in an incoherent construction is
fronted, and therefore such a constraint has to be dismissed as too restrictive. Ex-
amples like (85) and (260) are problematic for Nerbonne, Hinrichs and Nakazawa,
and Baker’s accounts of partial fronting that rule out examples like (82c) by re-
quiring that no verbal argument of a fronted verb may be raised (Nerbonne, 1994;
Hinrichs and Nakazawa, 1994b, 1999; Baker, 1999).
2.4 Summary
At the beginning of this chapter, I introduced the notions of coherence and inco-
herence and provided tests for distinguishing coherent and incoherent construc-
tions. Furthermore, the difference between raising and control was discussed. I
provided analyses for subject and object control verbs and for subject and object
raising verbs. The copula was analyzed as a raising verb. I showed that subject and
object predicatives also have to be treated as raising verbs. AcI verbs and subject
and object predicatives form a predicate complex. Arguments of all predicates that
are contained in such a predicate complex are combined in the valence list of the
predicate complex. The predicate complex functions as the head of the clause and,
since the dependents of a head may be permuted, an explanation is given for why
dependents of an embedded predicate may be separated from this predicate by a




In this chapter I will examine various kinds of passive. After having discussed the
data in Section 3.1, I will develop an analysis that uses only one lexical item for
the perfect/passive participle in Section 3.2. The realization of arguments in the
active and passive environment depends solely on the respective auxiliary verb.
The analysis of the passive interacts with the analysis of object predicative con-
structions, which was discussed in the previous chapter, with the analysis of resul-
tative constructions, which will be discussed in Chapter 5, and with the analysis
of derivation involving particle verbs, which will be discussed in Chapter 6. The
so-called remote passive will be explained with reference to the verbal complex,
an analysis of which was provided in the last chapter.
3.1 The Phenomena
The sentences in (261) are examples of the two main passives in German: the


















‘The window is open.’
The passive is used to suppress the logical subject of a verb. The wish to sup-
press this element can have several reasons. The referent of the subject may be
less important, or already provided by the context. The logical subject then may
be expressed by a von-PP which allows for a serialization that is different from
the serialization of the subject in active sentences. Another reason for using the
passive is the change of argument structure that promotes the accusative object
to subject and makes it possible to coordinate the passive predicate with other
predicates that have the underlying accusative object of the passivized predicate
as subject. (262) shows an example of such a coordination.
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‘The man was run over by a drunk driver and died of the consequences.’
Usually passives are also classified with respect to another property: The so-
called personal passive is distinguished from the impersonal passive. A verb that




















This kind of passive is called the personal passive. On the other hand, it is also
possible to passivize verbs that do not select an accusative object. In such passive
constructions the subject of the active verb is suppressed. Since there is no ac-
cusative object that could be promoted to subject, there is no nominative element


































‘Dancing is done here.’
helfen is a verb that governs the nominative and the dative (264a). In passive
sentences the subject is suppressed and the dative object is realized without any
change (264b). tanzen is an intransitive verb. In the passive sentence (264d), no NP
is realized. The sentences in (264b) and (264d) are subjectless constructions. Ger-
man differs from languages like Icelandic in not having dative subjects (Zaenen,
Maling, and Thráinsson, 1985). One test for subjecthood that Zaenen, Maling,
and Thráinsson (1985, p. 477) apply is the test for controllability of an element.
In Chapter 2.1.3.1, I showed that subjectless constructions cannot be embedded














Intended: ‘The student tries to dance.’ or ‘The student tries to make
somebody dance.’
Like (265), infinitives with passivized verbs that govern only a dative cannot be













Intended: ‘The student tries to get helped.’
This shows that the dative in (264b) is a complement and not a subject.
Note that while the accusative object in (263a) is realized as nominative in
(263b), the dative in (264a) does not change when the verb is passivized, as in
(264b).
In the following subsection, I discuss the unaccusative/unergative distinction
which plays a major role in passive formation and the formation of adjectival
participles. It is also important in the context of resultative constructions which
are discussed in Chapter 5. After the discussion of the unaccusative/unergative
distinction, I turn to various variants of the passive and similar constructions: the
agentive, stative, dative, and lassen passive andmodal infinitive constructionswith
sein. A special case, the so-called remote passive, will also be dealt with. Remote
passives are passive constructions in which an accusative object of a deeply em-
bedded verb surfaces as nominative. The possibility of forming remote passives is
connected to the ability of the matrix verb to enter a coherent construction.
3.1.1 Unaccusativity
Although it is possible to passivize intransitive verbs, as (264b) and (264d) have
shown respectively, there are certain verbs that resist passivization. The intransi-
tive verb ankommen for instance cannot be passivized, as (267b) shows. Similarly
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‘the “traitors to their country” noticed by the regime’
In the examples in (268), the subject role of the adjectival participle is filled by the
modified noun. This is interesting since usually it is the object role of the participle













In (269a) the woman is the one who is loved and in (269b) the dog is beaten. Verbs
that do not have accusative objects usually cannot form adjectival participles:














It has been observed that dependents of certain verbs that have nominative
case in active sentences nevertheless behave like objects. Such verbs are called
unaccusative (Perlmutter, 1978) or ergative (see for instance Grewendorf, 1989
and references cited there). Grewendorf (1989) provides fourteen tests for dis-
tinguishing unaccusative from unergative verbs. Fanselow (1992) adds another
six. Despite this large number of tests, what is considered to be an unaccusative
verb is by no means an uncontroversial issue. Kaufmann (1995a) shows that many
of the alleged differences between unaccusative and unergative verbs have to be
explained by means that are not related to the proposed unaccusative/unergative
distinction.
Independent of the precise definition and tests for ergativity, the facts about the
phrases in (267) – (270) can be explained easily if one assumes that the subjects of
the verbs in (267) are underlyingly objects. If the passive is seen as demotion of the
subject, it is clear that passivization is excluded when no subject is present. So, if
the subjects of ankommen and auffallen are underlyingly objects, the passive can-
not suppress them and passivization is therefore impossible.2 Similarly, adjectival
1Die Zeit, 26.04.1985, p. 3.
2For a discussion of certain exceptional passivizations of unaccusative verbs that have a special
reading see Ru˚žicˇka, 1989, p. 350 and Müller, 1999a, p. 290.
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participle formations are possible if there is an element that has accusative object
properties: The subjects of ankommen and auffallen are analyzed as an underly-
ing object and therefore the phrases in (268) can be accounted for. Another test for
distinguishing unaccusative from unergative verbs is their behavior in resultative
constructions. These will be discussed in Chapter 5 in more detail.
Before I turn to various forms of the passive in the next sections, I want to
discuss auxiliary selection, which is one of the proposed differences between un-
accusative and unergative verbs in German.3 Usually unaccusative verbs form the
perfect with sein while unergative verbs form the perfect with haben. But using
both the auxiliary selection and passivizability as defining criteria for unaccusativ-
ity/unergativity is problematic since, for instance, movement verbs form the per-










































































‘It is possible to swim and swallow water in all other lakes, rivers, and
canals in Berlin and Brandenburg without danger.’
The verbs in (272) are related to movement verbs, but have a different meaning.











. . . 8
‘I proceeded so that . . . ’
3See also Ryu, 1997 for a discussion of auxiliary selection in particular and unaccusativity tests in
general.
4taz, 25./26.07.1998, p. 1, Report about the Tour de France.
5taz, berlin, 02.02.2000, p. 19.
6taz, 05./06.02.2000, p. 8.
7taz, 16./17.06.2001, p. 30.
8Duden, 1991, p. 764.


































[. . . ]10
‘We entered into a contractual commitment and we stand by it.’
b. Für jeden Job, [. . . ] bei demVerantwortung übernommenwerden oder
hin und wieder gar ein Kompromiss eingegangen werden muß, ist der
ehemalige Finanzminister absolut ungeeignet.11
‘The former minister of finance is absolutely unsuited to all jobs that
require assuming responsibility and making a compromise now and
then.’
(274) a. „Wären wir beim Ocean Race so gesegelt, wie wir die Kampagne
um den America’s Cup angegangen sind, hätten wir das Ziel nicht
erreicht“, musste er eingestehen.12
‘He had to admit, “If we had sailed in the Ocean Race in the way
we tackled the campaign for the America’s Cup, we would not have
reached the finish.” ’
b. Ob die finanziell aufwendige Restaurierung nun tatsächlich angegan-
gen wird oder ob die Wandmalereien lediglich fachgerecht konser-
viert werden, hat der Heidelberger Gemeinderat demnächst zu ent-
scheiden.13
‘The Heidelberg district council has to decide soon whether the costly
restoration will actually be carried out now or whether the wall-
paintings will just be preserved by experts.’
(275) a. „Gegen Sozialhilfemissbrauch wird künftig konsequent vorgegan-
gen“, sagt sie, als ob nicht schon der rot-grüne Senat Sozialhilfeemp-
fängern unangemeldete Kontrolleure ins Haus geschickt hätte.14
‘She says: “Action will be taken against income support abuse.”, as if
the red-green senate had not already sent unannounced inspectors to
the homes of income support recipients.’
9taz berlin, 11.08.1998, p. 17.
10taz, 6.3.2002, p. 9.
11taz, 28.05.2002, p. 14.
12taz Hamburg, 11.6.2002, p. 24.
13Mannheimer Morgen, 20.01.1989.















































‘One cannot fulfill the financial commitments.’
Note that both (273b) and (274b) are instances of the personal passive. angehen
und eingehen take a nominative and an accusative in the active.18
However, to formulate the generalization that all verbs that are related to move-




















‘An organizer from the state of Iowa circumvented this problem.’
15Frankfurter Rundschau, 012.09.1998, p. 31.
16taz, 08.06.2002, p. 24.
17St. Galler Tagblatt, 30.09.1999.
18Grewendorf (1989, p. 9) provides the following examples of verbs that allow for passivization,

























































The last sentence can also mean She fought him.
19Mannheimer Morgen, 30.05.1989.
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Rather, verbs that govern an accusative object form the perfect with haben. ange-
hen, durchgehen, and eingehen have to be regarded as exceptions among the verbs
that take an accusative.
Having shown that passivizability and auxiliary selection are independent prop-
erties as far as the ergative/unergative distinctions are concerned, I now turn to
various kinds of passive.
3.1.2 Agentive Passive
Examples of the agentive passive were provided in (263). In impersonal passive
constructions, the logical subject of an intransitive verb has to refer to an animate
entity (Paul, 1919, p. 40; Jung, 1967, § 429; Zaenen, 1988). Kaufmann (1995a,
p. 168) discusses the examples in (278), and on the basis of (278e), she claims






























‘Many guests danced at the party.’












































‘The door was closed by Peter/the wind.’
The symbol ‘§’ stands for semantic deviance.
Kaufmann suggests that the passive is possible with human subjects only. How-











‘The snowflakes influenced my decision.’
20See also example (440b) on page 191. The passive participle in this sentence corresponds to the


































‘The grammaticalization eclipses them.’














‘since they are eclipsed by the grammaticalization’
For sentences like (280a), one can assume that the passive is derived from an
active with an animate subject.
(280) a. Sprachen wie das Gotische oder das Maltesische verfügen über unter-
schiedliche Ableitungsstrategien, durch die einerseits kausative und
andererseits inchoative Verben abgeleitet werden können.22
‘Languages like Gothic or Maltese have at their disposal various
derivation strategies through which causative verbs can be derived





















‘The speaker uses such derivation strategies to derive the causative
verbs.’
The durch-PP in the passive sentence is an instrument as in (280b). No such ex-





















































‘One used snowflakes to influence my decision.’
21In the main text of Kaufmann, 1995a, p. 190.
22In the main text of Kaufmann, 1995a, p. 186.
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The sentences in (281)—if grammatical at all—differ in meaning from those in
(279) since the semantic roles are filled differently.
Finally, note that (278e) improves if vom is replaced by durch den. Further, the





















‘that the leaves are scattered by the wind in fall, without anything to




































































‘The election posters either get shredded by the wind or scribbled on





















‘A radioactive cloud that was driven to Scandinavia by the wind’
Kaufmann’s claim that transitive verbs can only be passivized if the logical subject
refers to an animate entity therefore seems to be false.
Turning to another property of subjects in passive constructions, it appears that
in all cases the logical subject of the passivized verb has to be referential. The ex-
ample in (283) shows that the passivization of expletive predicates is impossible.
23Mannheimer Morgen, 06.05.1989, Soziales; Laubfall.
24Mannheimer Morgen, 17.07.1995, Lokales; Unglück in Labor der BASF.
25Mannheimer Morgen, 11.08.1995, Lokales; Auf Dächern der Klinik geht es wild zu.
26Die Zeit, 22.02.1985, p. 4.








Intended: ‘It rained today.’
At first glance, the passive sentences in (285) seem to contradict this claim since






































‘The car came off the road in the bend and crashed into the crash-
barrier.’
b. Der Wagen war nach Mitteilung der Polizei vermutlich wegen über-
höhter Geschwindigkeit in einem durch den Wald führenden Straßen-
abschnitt aus einer Kurve getragen worden und gegen einen Baum
geprallt.29
‘According to police information, the car came off the road in a bend
in a wooded area and crashed against a tree, presumably as a result of
speeding.’
However, the examples in (286) show that there are sentences in which the logical
subject of aus der Kurve tragen is expressed by a referential PP:
(286) a. Spiralgalaxien etwa rotieren so schnell, daß die Sterne durch die Flieh-
kraft aus der Kurve getragen werden müßten und es deshalb – ohne
ein solches Schwerkraftzentrum – solche Spiralnebel eigentlich längst
nicht mehr geben dürfte.30
‘Spiral galaxies, for instance, rotate so fast, that the centrifugal force
ought to fling the stars off course, and hence such spiral nebula should
have ceased to exist long ago, were it not for their gravitational cen-
ters.’
b. durch die Wucht des Aufpralls wurden die beiden mit insgesamt 300
Fahrgästen besetzten Omnibusse aus einer scharfen Kurve getragen
und stürzten 30 Meter tief in eine Schlucht.31
‘Due to the force of the crash, the two busses, which were carrying a
28Mannheimer Morgen, 15.12.1995, Lokales.
29Mannheimer Morgen, 29.06.1989, Regionales.
30Stern, 10.12.1987, p. 32.
31Bildzeitung (Hamburg), 07.01.1967, p. 6.
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total of 300 passengers, hurtled out of an sharp bend and plunged 30
meters down into a ravine.’
In (286a) the logical subject is expressed by durch die Fliehkraft (‘by the centrifu-
gal force’) and in (286b) by the PP durch die Wucht des Aufpralls (‘by the force
of the crash’). Therefore sentences like those in (285) can be regarded as passive















Above I have shown that predicates with a non-referential subject cannot be

































Intended: ‘(The professor is threatening so that) the student dreads
the exam.’
The ungrammaticality of (283) and (288b) follows from the assumption that pas-
sivization is the demotion of the subject role (Pollard and Sag, 1994, p. 307). Since
the subject of regnen does not have a semantic role and since grauen does not have
a subject, these verbs cannot be passivized. It also follows that subject raising
verbs cannot be passivized. The examples in (289) seem to contradict this claim:
(289) a. Nachdem angefangen worden ist, das teure, architektonisch umstrit-
tene Gebäude nach und nach zu übergeben, stellt man fest, daß die
neue Bühnentechnik in keiner Phase des Einbaus auf ihre Eignung
geprüft worden ist.32
‘After the start of the successive handing over of the expensive and
architecturally controversial building, one notices that the new stage
technology was never checked for suitability during the installation.’
b. Seine Kritik richtete sich daran aus, daß leider – wie immer – dann
zuallererst am Personal angefangen wird zu sparen.33
‘His criticism focuses upon the fact that, as always, one starts to ratio-
nalize by firing people.’
32Mannheimer Morgen, 21.04.1989, Feuilleton; Nichts geht mehr an der Bastille-Oper.
33Mannheimer Morgen, 05.05.1989, Lokales; Den freien Samstag verteidigen.
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But as was already noted in footnote 81 on page 99 verbs like anfangen (‘to begin’)
have both a raising and a control entry (See also Perlmutter, 1970 for English). In
(289) the control version of anfangen is used.
What the data in (289) show very clearly though is that Visser’s generaliza-
tion34 does not hold for German. (290) shows passive examples with the subject























‘As often, the council promised to resolve the matter.’
b. Erneut wird versprochen, das auf eine Dekade angesetzte Investitions-
programmmit einem Volumen von 630 Billionen Yen (10,5 Billionen
DM) vorfristig zu erfüllen, [. . . ]36
‘Again, one promised to complete the investment program planned for
one decade with the total amount of 630 trillion Yen before the agreed
date.’
(290a) is an example with the logical subject expressed by a PP and (290b) is an
example without any overt controller.
Having discussed properties of verbs that allow for the agentive passive, I now
discuss the stative passive and show that it has similar properties.
3.1.3 Stative Passive
The stative passive expresses a state that is the result of a dynamic event.37 As
Helbig and Buscha (1970, p. 175) noted, the stative passive is only possible if the
agentive passive is possible. The reversal does not hold, as Jüttner (1981, p. 776),
Zifonun (1992, p. 261), and Eisenberg (1994, p. 145) have shown: The stative pas-
sive is excluded for verbs with an accusative object if the underlying object is not
in a new state, but those verbs allow agentive passives. Sensory verbs (riechen (‘to
smell’), sehen (‘to see’), fühlen (‘to feel’), hören (‘to hear’)) and other verbs that
fit this description, like loben (‘to praise’), finden (‘to find’), verehren (‘to honor’),
34Bresnan (1982a, p. 402) quotes Visser with the following statement: Verbs whose complements
are predicated of their subjects do not passivize.
Pollard and Sag (1994, p. 304) state as Visser’s Generalization that ‘subject controlled’ verbs cannot
undergo passivization. They discuss the contrast in (i):
(i) a. Kim was persuaded to leave (by Dana).
b. * Kim was promised to leave (by Dana).
35Mannheimer Morgen, 13.07.1999, Leserbriefe; Keine Abhilfe.
36Süddeutsche Zeitung, 28.06.1995, p. 28.
37See Helbig, 1987 for a discussion of examples with sein + participle II that cannot be characterized
this way. Helbig does not classify these constructions as state passives. See Rapp, 1997 for a different
view.
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and zeigen (‘to show’), do not have a stative passive.38 Therefore the set of verbs
that allow a stative passive is a subset of the verbs that allow the agentive passive.
























[. . . ]39

































































‘That man has been given help.’
Example (291b) shows that the stative passive is possible with transitive verbs that
have an inanimate subject.








Intended: ‘Did it rain today?’
38See Rapp, 1997, 187–188 for a formal explanation.
39Bolten, Y., Komteß Silvia von Schönthal. Hamburg, 1990, p. 38, found with COSMAS.
40Höhle, 1978, p. 41.
41Fläming, 1981, p. 549.
42Wunderlich, 1985, p. 224.
43Höhle, 1978, p. 41.
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Intended: ‘(The professor causes that) the student dreads the exam.’











‘The chairs got rained on.’ (Literally: ‘The chairs are rained wet.’)
If one analyzes (294) as a stative passive of the active sentence in (295), an exple-













Hoekstra (1988, p. 134) and Neeleman (1994, p. 133; 1995, p. 227) discuss analo-
gous examples from Dutch. They regard naß regnen as an unaccusative predicate










Like in Dutch a perfect of such sentences cannot be formed with haben although
the perfect of weather verbs without a resultative predicate must be formed with
haben.
Note though that this class of examples remains problematic since the follow-











‘The chairs got rained on.’ (Literally: ‘The chairs got rained wet.’)
If (297) is the passive of (295), one has to allow for passivization of verbs with
expletive subjectes. If, on the other hand, (297) were the passive of (296), one
would have to allow passives of intransitive verbs that have an inanimate subject.
After the discussion of the agentive and the stative passive, I now turn to a
special passive variant: the dative passive.
3.1.4 Dative Passive
In German there is a special kind of passive that is formed with bekommen (‘to re-
ceive’), erhalten (‘to obtain’), and kriegen (‘to get’). In this variant of the passive,
a verb that takes a dative object is combined with one of the mentioned verbs. The
underlying dative object of the passivized verb surfaces as a nominative. This is
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illustrated by (298), where the dative object mir (‘me’) in (298a) surfaces as the






















‘I get a book as a present.’
That the term ‘recipient passive’, which sometimes is also used in the literature, is
inappropriate is demonstrated by sentences like (299) and (300).44 The sentences


















































‘The drunk had his driving license taken away.’
The meaning of bekommen and kriegen is bleached in these constructions. There-
fore it is not justified to assume that the subject in such dative passive construc-
tions is a receiver and gets a thematic role from bekommen/erhalten/kriegen.
The sentence in (301a) that corresponds to the active form in (301b), which is
discussed in more detail in Chapter 5.1.7, shows that it is also wrong to assume—
as for instance Haider (1986a, p. 23), Heinz and Matiasek (1994, p. 228), and
Kathol (2000, p. 221) do—that both bekommen and the embedded verb assign

















‘He got the soap washed out of his eyes.’
44See also Askedal, 1984, p. 9, p. 22 and Wegener, 1985b, p. 129 on this point. Eroms (1978, p. 371)

































‘He washes the soap out of the eyes.’
As will be argued in Chapter 5, the caused-motion construction in (301c) is a
raising construction. The accusative NP die Seife does not fill a semantic role
of the predicate waschen. Therefore approaches that assume that dative passive
auxiliaries assign a semantic role to an accusative NP are empirically untenable.
Instead, I suggest treating bekommen/erhalten/kriegen as true auxiliaries.
Turning to other properties of the dative passive, the dative passive is impossi-
ble with unaccusative verbs:
























As Reis (1976b, p. 72), Askedal (1984, p. 22), and Leirbukt (1987) have shown,


































Thus the set of verbs that form a dative passive is a subset of the verbs that form a
passive with werden.
As the following examples from Leirbukt (1987, p. 104) show, both the logical
subject of the embedded predicate (304a) and the subject of the passive auxiliary
(304b) may refer to an inanimate discourse referent.




























45(303) is taken from Askedal, 1984, p. 22.













[. . . ]46
‘while in the optical area we receive 108 times as much energy from















‘Both constructions are attributed the same constituent structure.’
Example (304b) shows that the animateness restriction that Olsen (1997a, p. 315)
formulates on subjects of dative passive constructions is empirically not justified
since the subject beide Konstruktionen (‘both constructions’) is not animate. Data
like this further support the view that bekommen/erhalten/kriegen are auxiliaries
that do not impose restrictions on their non-verbal dependents.
Examples of dative passives of verbs that do not govern accusative objects have


































































‘Klärle would have more than deserved to be wished a happy birthday,
even an insignificant birthday.’
46Stumpff, Karl, Hans-Heinrich Voigt (Hgg). 1972. Astronomie. Frankfurt/M., Fischer Taschenbuch
Verlag, p. 229.
47This example is from a hardly accessible paper by Leirbukt, 1977. I quoted it from Askedal, 1984,
p. 23.
48The examples in (305) are due to Wegener (1985b, p. 134; 1990, p. 75). (305a) with geholfen can
also be found in Eisenberg, 1994, p. 143.
49Frankfurter Rundschau, 26.06.1998, p. 7.










































[. . . ]51
‘The cashier Markus Riss was wished a happy birthday with the old
Elvis Presley song “I can’t help falling in love with you”.’
Hentschel and Weydt (1995) noted that such examples are not very frequent, but
Wegener (1990, p. 75) explains this with the general low frequency of bivalent
verbs that take a dative object and are unergative.
Dative passives of ditransitive verbs with an optional accusative object that is













‘He was dismissed in November too.’
b. Sie werden mit ihrer Situation alleingelassen bis sie am Arbeitsplatz
immer verhaltensauffälliger werden, schließlich ständig krank sind
und dann möglicherweise gekündigt bekommen.53
‘They are left alone with their situation until their behavior at work
becomes more and more unusual, they are finally constantly ill and
then possibly dismissed.’





























‘When does somebody put something on our plate?’
The fact that examples like (305) – (308) can be found is not surprising given
that the dative passive auxiliaries do not assign semantic roles to their depen-
dents.54 If they did assign a thematic role to an accusative object, (305) – (308)
would be ruled out.
51Mannheimer Morgen, 21.04.1999, Lokales; Motor des gesellschaftlichen Lebens.
52BZK/W69.00593, WE 05.03.1969, p. 10.
53Frankfurter Rundschau, 27.06.1998, p. 3.
54See the discussion concerning (301) and (304).
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Before turning to modal infinitives and other passive-like constructions, I want
to discuss the so-called remote passive which is especially interesting in the con-
text of this study since this phenomenon gets a straightforward explanation if one
assumes that verbs can form complex predicates.
3.1.4.1 Remote Passive
Usually objects of infinitives that are embedded under control verbs do not ap-
pear in the nominative, but Höhle (1978, p. 175–176) noted that this is possible





































‘because many attempts were made to repair the car.’
The examples in (310) are corpus examples:
(310) a. Dabei darf jedoch nicht vergessen werden, daß in der Bundesrepublik,
wo ein Mittelweg zu gehen versucht wird, die Situation der Neuen
Musik allgemein und die Stellung der Komponistinnen im besonderen
noch recht unbefriedigend ist.56
‘One should not forget that the situation of the New Music in general
and the position of female composers in particular is rather unsatisfy-
ing in the Bundesrepublik, where one tries to follow a middle course.’
b. Noch ist es nicht so lange her, da ertönten gerade aus dem Thur-
gau jeweils die lautesten Töne, wenn im Wallis oder am Genfersee
im Umfeld einer Schuldenpolitik mit den unglaublichsten Tricks der
sportliche Abstieg zu verhindern versucht wurde.57
‘It still is not too long ago that the loudest protests were heard in the
Thurgau itself when the most unbelievable tricks in the sphere of debt
policies were applied to prevent relegation in the Valais or at Lake
Geneva.’
c. Die Auf- und Absteigenden erzeugen ungewollt einen Ton, der be-
wusst nicht als lästig zu eliminieren versucht wird, sondern zum
Eigenklang des Hauses gehören soll, so wünschen es sich die Ar-
chitekten.58
‘The people who go up and down produce a tune without intention
55Oppenrieder, 1991, p. 212.
56Mannheimer Morgen, 26.09.1989, Feuilleton; Ist’s gut, so unter sich zu bleiben?
57St. Galler Tagblatt, 09.02.1999, Ressort: TB-RSP; HCT und das Prinzip Hoffnung.
58Züricher Tagesanzeiger, 01.11.1997, p. 61.
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which is not consciously sought to be eliminated but which, rather,
belongs to the individual sound of the building, as the architects in-
tended.’
In remote passive constructions the object of a verb that is embedded under the
passive participle becomes the subject of the clause. For instance, the verb repa-
rieren (‘to repair’) is subcategorized for a subject and an (accusative) object. In
(309b) the object is realized as nominative. Such a realization as nominative is






























































The contrasts in (311) are explained by an analysis that treats the remote passive as


















‘because many attempts were made to repair the car.’
In (311a,c)we do not have predicate complexes. The object of zu reparieren is part
of the VP and therefore it gets accusative. The passives in (311a,c) are impersonal
passives.
The remote passive is not restricted to versuchen. More complex examples are






























‘We were not permitted to enjoy our success.’
59Stefan Zweig. Marie Antoinette. Leipzig: Insel-Verlag. 1932, p. 515, quoted from Bech, 1955,
p. 309. That this is an instance of the remote passive was noted by Askedal (1988, p. 13).
60Haider, 1986b, p. 110.
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But as the examples in (313) show, the accusative of the embedded verb can sur-
face as nominative as in the examples with versuchen (‘to try’), which does not
have nominal objects. The descriptive generalization is: In passive constructions
where a coherent construction is embedded under the passive auxiliary, the first ar-
gument of the predicate complex that has structural case is realized as the subject
and gets nominative.
Having examined the core cases of passive and the interaction of passivization
with the formation of the predicate complex, I now turn to passive-like construc-
tions.
3.1.5 Modal Infinitives
Apart from perfect constructions, haben (‘to have’) and sein (‘to be’) also appear
together with a zu-infinitive. The realization of arguments corresponds to active
sentences in sentences with haben + zu-infinitive (315a) and to passive sentences




























‘The matter is to be settled by you.’
Such sentences have a modal meaning. In sentences with a zu-infinitive and sein,
the modal reading can correspond to können (‘can’), dürfen (‘to be allowed to’),
sollen (‘should’), ormüssen (‘to have to’) (Gelhaus, 1977). The sentences in (316)












































‘Much love and favor is not to be expected from us humans anyway.’
















‘An an angry ostrich is not to be underestimated.’





















‘Presumably the aim/goal could not be reached by him.’
Usually the preposition für (‘for’) is used with the können reading, and with the
müssen/sollen reading, one uses one of the prepositions von and durch.
In general, for every active sentence there is a sentence with the zu-infinitive
and haben and for every passive sentence there is a sentence with the zu-infinitive
and sein (Bierwisch, 1963, p. 72).64
The example (318a) is an active sentence that corresponds to the modal in-
finitive with haben in (315a) and the example (318b) is a passive sentence that


























‘The matter has to be settled by you.’
Note that the reverse does not hold: Not all verbs that form a modal infinitive con-
struction with sein do have a passive with werden. This is shown by the following






















































‘It was still possible to get cards for a long time.’
62Gelhaus, 1977, p. 69.
63Bierwisch, 1963, p. 72.
64The examples (318) are also taken from Bierwisch.
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Haider (1986a, p. 17) discusses the examples in (320) which also show that there
also are some modal constructions with sein that do not have a werden passive:















































‘It is easy to be liked by him.’
Haider explains this difference by assuming that sein is less restrictive than the
passive auxiliary werden: While werden requires a verb that assigns its logical
subject the agent role, sein does not require any particular role assignment.65
The examples in (321) show that the modal infinitive construction with sein



























65Note that this explanation requires a broad understanding of the term agent. For instance the

















As I have shown in Section 3.1.2, one also has to assume inanimate agents (for instance die Gram-
matikalisierung (‘the grammaticalization’)) if passive is made sensitive to the semantic role of the
subject. Hentschel and Weydt (1995, p. 175) explicitely allow for inanimate referents as agents.
66Höhle’s example (319a) is a modal infinitive construction with sein and an unaccusative verb. I
have no explanation for the grammaticality of this example.





















































































Intended: ‘It is easy to be forgotten by you.’
Neither the intransitive versions of the unaccusative verbs in (321a,c) nor the ones
with the dative object in (321e,g) allow a modal construction with sein.
So we do not have a clear picture of the class of verbs that allow for a modal
infinitive construction with sein: Some, but not all, verbs that do not have an agen-
tive passive allow a modal infinitive construction with sein.
3.1.6 lassen Passive
In this section, I discuss passive forms that appear together with lassen. The sen-




















































‘The government has the dead be commemorated by the people.’
The logical subject of reparieren (‘to repair’), helfen (‘to help’), and gedenken (‘to
remember’) is suppressed, but may be realized by the von-PP.
68St. Galler Tagblatt, 23.10.1998, Ressort: TB-ARB; Wo bleibt die Paar-Beziehung?
69The examples in (322b,c) are quoted from Reis, 1976a, p. 19.
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‘The mother let the schnitzel burn.’









‘Peter let it rain.’
‘Peter made it rain.’
In lassen passive constructions, lassen usually has the causative reading. However,
as Reis (1976a, p. 13) noted, the permissive reading is also possible if the subject































‘Finally the singer allowed his female fans to kiss him, so that he could



























‘Gerhard Schröder’s Doppelganger had to have the riot act read to him



























‘to be caressed by the wind and refreshed by the fine spray’
Note that the example (324c) also shows that the logical subject of the embedded
verb may be inanimate.
70Reis, 1976a, p. 13.
71Reis, 1976a, p. 13.
72Mannheimer Morgen, 05.03.1999, Politik; „Derblecken“ auf dem Nockherberg.
73Mannheimer Morgen, 03.08.1998, Sport; „Fun“ beim Sport: Mit Windsurfen fing alles an.
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As the examples in (325) show, the lassen passive is not possible with all verbs
that allow the agentive passive (Reis, 1976a, p. 20). That it is possible for a subset














































Intended: ‘He let everyone believe that he could do nothing more
for the children.’
In (326a) we have the permissive reading which is not possible in the lassen pas-





























The set of verbs that allow the lassen passive is a subset of the verbs that allow the
agentive passive.








Intended: ‘Karl made it rain.’
After the discussion of various passive forms, I provide an analysis in the fol-
lowing section.
3.2 The Analysis
In HPSG grammars for English (Pollard and Sag, 1987, p. 214–218) and in ear-
lier versions of LFG (Bresnan, 1982c), the passive is analyzed using a lexical rule
that takes a base verb as input and produces a passive participle with appropri-
ately changed valence requirements. Kiss (1992, p. 276), Hinrichs and Nakazawa
(1998), Kathol (1998, p. 255), and Müller (2001c) developed similar lexical rule-
based analyses for German. An alternative to such approaches was developed by
Haider (1986a)74 who assumes only one representation for the second participle.
74See also Bech, 1955, p. 37 for an early suggestion of a raising analysis.
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The auxiliaries execute the argument structure of the embedded participle and de-
termine which of the arguments of the embedded verb are realized at the surface.
Various authors working in the HPSG paradigm adopted this view (Kathol, 1991,
1994; Heinz and Matiasek, 1994; Lebeth, 1994a; Pollard, 1994; Müller, 1999a,
2002a). The advantage of such raising analyses is that a single entry for the sec-
ond participle is sufficient for both perfect tense and passive constructions. The
auxiliary for the perfect (328a), passive (328b), or dative passive (328c) attracts
the arguments of the embedded participle geschenkt (‘given’) in a way that is ap-











































‘The boy got the ball as a present.’
In the passive in (328b), the accusative object becomes the subject and the logical
subject of the main verb is suppressed. In the dative passive, a dative object is
promoted to subject.75
The situation is similar with the bare infinitive in the future construction (329a),
in the AcI construction (329b), in the causative passive (329c), and in the middle
construction (329d). Although the infinitive is used in various different construc-



















































‘because Karl has somebody / a mechanic repair the car.’
75Lebeth (1994b) assumes that the object is not promoted to subject, but is represented as object.
















‘because it is impossible to repair the car.’
The infinitive is used in various different constructions and the dependents of the
infinitive are realized in different forms or do not surface at all. In (329a), the aux-
iliary takes over the arguments of the embedded verb, but does not affect the real-
ization at the surface. In (329b), the subject of reparieren (‘to repair’) is realized as
object of lassen and gets accusative. The examples in (329c,d) can be analyzed as
object-to-object and object-to-subject-raising in a similar way to the analyses that
have been suggested for examples like (328b) with passive participles (Gunkel,
1999, p. 151). That the logical subject of reparieren may be suppressed in lassen
passive constructions (329c) and in the middle construction in (329d) is encoded
in the respective lexical entries of lassen (‘to let’).
In what follows, I discuss the object-to-subject-raising analyses that have been
suggested in the literature and show what problems they have. I will extend and
revise Heinz andMatiasek’s approach so that it captures modal infinitive construc-
tions and is consistent with the representations used throughout this book.
As was shown in Section 3.1.1, the so-called unaccusative verbs have subjects
that behave like objects. These verbs have to be distinguishable from unergative
verbs in the grammar. There are basically two ways to achieve this: One can use
a feature that points to the argument with accusative object properties if there is
one, or one can use a feature that singles out the argument with subject properties,
if there is one. The first approach was suggested by Pollard (1994), who builds
on ideas from Kathol, 1991, and it was elaborated by me in my 1999 book. The
second analysis was originally developed by Haider (1986a) in the GB frame-
work and partly transferred to HPSG by Heinz and Matiasek (1994) and Lebeth
(1994a). A version of Heinz and Matiasek’s analysis was also adopted by Gunkel
(1999), who deals with causatives and the lassen passive. Kathol (1994, Chap-
ter 7.3.3) discusses a further variant which is examined in Section 3.3.1. The ap-
proach in which the accusative element is singled out will be discussed briefly in
Section 3.3.2.
Haider suggested designating the argument that has subject properties. This
designated argument is defined to be the subject of unergative verbs. Unaccusative
verbs do not have a designated argument. Heinz andMatiasek assume that subjects
are represented in the SUBCAT list for all verbs, including non-finite ones (For
the representation of the subject that is assumed in this book see Chapter 1.6).
They introduce a new list-valued feature DA that is used to point to the argument
that is designated. The following enumeration gives examples for ankommen (‘to
arrive’), tanzen (‘to dance’), auffallen (‘to notice’), lieben (‘to love’), schenken
(‘to give as a present’), and helfen (‘to help’).
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(330) DA SUBCAT
































The unaccusative verbs ankommen and auffallen have the empty list as their DA
value. The unergative verbs all contain an element in the DA list. This element is
identical to the subject. Note that the intransitive verbs ankommen and tanzen and
the verbs that take a dative auffallen and helfen cannot be distinguished in terms
of the arguments they take. Both intransitive verbs take just their subject and both
auffallen and helfen take a subject and a dative object. Therefore accounts that are
solely based on valence are unable to explain the different behavior of verbs of the
respective classes.
3.2.1 Agentive Passive
Haider suggests blocking the designated argument for participles. Blocking the
designated argument means that it cannot be realized in projections of the par-
ticiple. Only the perfect auxiliary can deblock this argument. Heinz and Matiasek

























This lexical rule subtracts the designated argument from the SUBCAT list. It fol-
lows that this element cannot be realized in a projection of the participle. (332)
shows the output of the rule for the verbs in (330).
76Note that it is not necessary to assume a lexical rule. An alternative is to assume that the argument
blocking is done by the circumfix ge- -t. Which approach is chosen depends on general assumptions
about inflection and derivation. See Chapter 6.2.5 for a general discussion. Note furthermore that Heinz
and Matiasek assume that the lexical rule relates the participle to a bare infinitive. This is a view that is
not adopted in this book. Instead, I assume that both the base form and the participle form are related
to the stem.
The following lexical rules do not contain specifications of the PHON value. The discussion of
inflection will be deferred to Chapter 6.2.5.3.
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(332) DA SUBCAT































Heinz and Matiasek’s passive auxiliary is given in (333), in a notation that was
adapted to fit the notation used in this book.77












The passive auxiliary takes as complement a participle that has a designated ar-
gument, i. e. an element in the DA list. This correctly predicts that the passive of
unaccusative verbs, that do not have anything in DA, is impossible. Since the DA
element is required to be referential, the passive of expletives is excluded.
The lexical entry in (333) accounts for both the personal and impersonal pas-
sive:Whenwird is combinedwith getanzt (‘danced’) or geholfen (‘helped’)we get
a verbal complex that has no argument (getanzt wird) or a dative object (geholfen
wird). Since the dative is a lexical case, the verbal complex does not have an argu-
ment with structural case and hence we have a subjectless construction, i. e. a case
of impersonal passive. When we combine geliebt (‘loved’) or geschenkt (‘given
as a present’) with wird, we get a verbal complex with a valence list that contains
a NP with structural case. This element gets nominative by the case principle that
was introduced on page 15 and hence we have an instance of the personal passive.
Having shown that the lexical entry for the passive auxiliary can account for
the personal and the impersonal passive, I now show how the double application






















‘because the movie was loved.’
77I also added constraints to the respective entries that ensure that the subject of the embedded verb
is referential to exclude passives of expletive verbs.









The sentence (334b) is the personal passive of (334a). Without any constraints
on passivization, one could form an impersonal passive of (334b) which would
be (334c). However, (334c) is excluded by the specification of the DA value in
the lexical entry for the passive auxiliary in (333). The DA value of the passive
auxiliary is the empty list. Therefore the combination of the auxiliary and the
participle is unaccusative in the sense that the resulting encoding is parallel to that
of a simple unaccusative verb. Since the embedding of unaccusative verbs under
the passive auxiliary is ruled out by the appropriate specification of the DA value
of the embedded participle, the embedding of the unaccusative verbal complex
geliebt worden under the passive auxiliary wurde in (334c) is also ruled out.
In contrast to the passive auxiliary in (333), the perfect auxiliary given in (335)
unblocks the designated argument. It takes the concatenation of the DA value and
the SUBCAT list of the embedded participle as its own SUBCAT value.
(335) haben (perfect auxiliary):

DA 1
SUBCAT 1 ⊕ 2
XCOMP
〈




So blocked designated arguments get reintroduced into the valence list by the aux-
iliary. If the DA value is the empty list, i. e., if an unaccusative verb is embedded
under the prefect auxiliary, nothing is added to the SUBCAT list of the embedded
participle. Since nothing is blocked in the case of unaccusatives, all arguments get
realized in the perfect construction.
3.2.2 Stative Passive
Turning to a raising from object-to-subject analysis of the second kind of passive,
the stative passive we saw exemplified in examples (291) is treated exactly parallel
to the agentive passive. The CAT value of the auxiliary sein (‘to be’) for the stative
passive, shown in (336), therefore is identical to that we saw in (333) for the
passive auxiliary werden forming the agentive passive:














The specification of the DA value excludes stative passives of expletive (337a) and
subjectless predicates (337b):


























The dative passive can be described using the same mechanism of argument at-
traction as for the agentive and stative passives. As was shown in Section 3.1.4,
the dative passive is not possible with unaccusative verbs. The lexical entry for
the dative passive auxiliary requires the embedded participle to have a referential
designated argument. Therefore the embedding of unaccusative verbs is excluded:










⊕ 3 ⊕ 4
XCOMP









The subject of the dative passive auxiliary is coindexed with the dative element
of the embedded verb. All elements from the SUBCAT list of the embedded verb
are raised to the SUBCAT list of bekommen except for the dative object which is
promoted to subject.
The lexical entry in (338) differs from the one given by Heinz and Matiasek
(1994, p. 228) in that the SUBCAT list of the embedded verb is not required to
start with an NP with structural case. As was shown in Section 3.1.4, the dative
passive is not restricted to verbs that govern an accusative object. Since the actual











‘I was helped by Karl.’
In the case of (339) the value of 3 in (338) is the empty list.
In sentences like (298b) – repeated here as (340) – the embedded verb has a















‘I get a book as a present.’
In an analysis of the example in (341b), which is the dative passive of (341a), the
4 in (338) is not empty. It contains the PP complement that is realized as auf die













‘Someone rapped them on their knuckles.’























‘that we still had detentions and that we got our knuckles rapped.’
In the previous subsections, I have demonstrated how Heinz and Matiasek’s
approach works for the agentive passive, the stative passive, and the dative pas-
sive. However, the extension of their approach to modal infinitives turned out to
be problematic: Heinz and Matiasek assume that the subject of infinitives with
zu are represented on the SUBCAT list. This has two disadvantages: First, inco-
herently constructing verbs select for a verbal projection that is not fully satu-
rated. This makes impossible a uniform characterization of maximal projections
as something with an empty SUBCAT list. Furthermore, such a representation is
incompatible with Haider’s approach to modal infinitives: According to Haider,
the subject (external argument) of infinitives is blocked. It is deblocked by haben
in the modal infinitive construction and it remains blocked if the zu-infinitive is
combined with sein.
In what follows, I will extend Heinz and Matiasek’s analysis to modal infini-
tives and modify their analysis of the passive so that Haider’s ideas are formalized
properly.
3.2.4 Modal Infinitives
Haider suggests that modal infinitives with sein are not entirely parallel to the pas-
sive. Instead of blocking the designated argument, the infinitival zu blocks the syn-
tactic subject, i. e. the external argument in GB terminology. Our example verbs
are represented as in (342):
(342) DA SUBCAT SUBJ










































The auxiliary haben deblocks the blocked element (represented in SUBJ here)
and the auxiliary sein leaves it blocked. Haider differentiates between bare infini-
tives and infinitives with zu. The subject of zu-infinitives is blocked whereas the
78Frankfurter Rundschau, 03.06.1998, p. 2.
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subject of bare infinitives is not. In the HPSG implementation this would be cap-
tured by different locations for the representation of the subject: Bare infinitives
would have their subject on the SUBCAT list whereas infinitives with zu would
have their subject in the SUBJ list. The drawback of such an encoding is that one
cannot describe the class of subject raising verbs in a uniform way, as was pos-
sible in Chapter 2.2.3. Modal verbs which select bare infinitives would raise the
subject of their verbal complements from the SUBCAT list while verbs like schei-
nen (‘seem’) or anfangen (‘begin’) which select an infinitive with zu would raise
the subject of the embedded verb from its SUBJ list. In order to be able to capture
the generalization about raising verbs, I suggest representing both the subject of
bare infinitives and the subject of infinitives with zu in the SUBJ list. The only
non-finite form that has a different representation of the subject (if there is any) is
the participle. I assume that the SUBCAT list of lexical entries, i. e. of stems, con-
tains all arguments. Furthermore, the stem representation includes a list-valued
DA feature. The list contains the element that has subject properties. The second
participle and the non-finite forms are licensed by lexical rules. The participle lex-
ical rule blocks the element in DA by removing it from the SUBCAT list. The rule
is shown in (343):






























The blocked element is represented as the value of the DA feature and as the value
of the SUBJ feature in the output of the lexical rule. (Remember that there is a
convention that features that are not mentioned in the output of a lexical rule are
carried over from the input.) The infinitival forms have the subject blocked and
this blocked element is also presented as value of SUBJ. Thus we have a uniform
representation of blocked elements and they can be deblocked by the auxiliaries
for the perfect and the modal infinitive with haben in the same way. The adapted
entries for the auxiliaries are shown in (344) and (345):
(344) hab- (perfect auxiliary):

HEAD|DA 1
SUBCAT 1 ⊕ 2
XCOMP
〈
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The auxiliary given in (344) unblocks the SUBJ value of the embedded verb: It
takes the concatenation of the SUBJ value and the SUBCAT list of the embedded
verb as its own SUBCAT value. Since there are no constraints on the SUBJ value of
the embedded participle, both the embedding of expletive predicates (345a) and






















‘The student dreaded the exam.’
The lexical entry for sein ignores the blocked element. The SUBJ value of the
embedded verb is not concatenated with its SUBCAT list. Only the elements on the
SUBCAT list, i. e. the elements which are not blocked, are raised.










Since the participles of unaccusative verbs like angekommen (‘arrived’) and aufge-
fallen (‘noticed’) do not have designated arguments, their SUBJ list does not con-
tain an element and hence nothing has to be unblocked in the perfect construction
with unaccusatives.
Note that this lexical entry does not cover the examples (273) and (274) that
have been discussed in Section 3.1.1. If the subject of angehen (‘to tackle’) and
eingehen (‘to enter’) is taken to be the designated argument, it should be blocked
in the perfect construction. If we decide not to designate an argument, the passive
should be impossible. The only way to capture such sentences seems to be the
stipulation of an additional entry for sein that parallels the entry for haben in
(344) and that can be used with exceptional verbs like angehen and eingehen.
As was motivated in the previous subsection, the auxiliary for the stative pas-
sive is more specific than the perfect auxiliary in that it requires the embedded
verb to have a referential subject:














The specification of the DA value excludes stative passives of expletive and sub-
jectless predicates.
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The following description of a lexical rule is a supertype of the rules that license
lexical items for bse and inf forms. The DA value in the lexical entry for the
stem is ignored. Instead, the first argument of the verb that has structural case is
represented in the SUBJ value of the output of the rule. first-np-str is a relational
constraint that splits the list 1 into two parts 2 and 3 . 2 contains the first NP with
structural case in 1 if there is one and 3 contains the other elements of 1 . If 1
does not contain an NP with structural case, the list 2 is the empty list and 1 and
3 are identical.

























∧ first-np-str( 1 , 2 , 3 )
Values of features that are not mentioned in lexical rules are carried over from the
input to the output. Therefore the DA value of zu- or bse-infinitives is identical to
the DA value of the stem. This is important for the analysis of the lassen passive,
which I discuss in Section 3.2.6.
This means that the lexical items for the second participles contain the un-
derlying subject in SUBJ whereas the lexical items for the other non-finite forms
contain the surface subject in SUBJ, i. e. the least oblique element that is realized
as nominative in the active clause.
The lexical entries for the auxiliaries which are used in modal infinitive con-
structions are parallel to those shown in (344) and (347): haben deblocks the log-
ical subject of the zu-infinitive and sein leaves the logical subject blocked: The
lexical entry for haben does not require the embedded verb to have an element
in SUBJ. Therefore the embedding of expletive predicates (349a) and subjectless


























‘The students have to dread the exam.’
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Since the sein that is used in modal constructions is analogous to (347) and re-
quires the embedded verb to have something in SUBJ, similar examples with sein
are excluded:





















































zu helfen has a blocked subject that can be accessed by ist. The verbal complex
geholfen zu werden is a subjectless construction which therefore cannot be em-
bedded under ist.
3.2.5 Remote Passive
With a lexical entry like (352) for the version of versuchen that appears in coher-
ent constructions, the remote passive can be explained without any new mecha-
nisms:79





















The argument blocking lexical rule in (343) licenses the lexical entry in (353):

















79This lexical entry differs from the one given by Heinz and Matiasek (1994, p. 232) in that the
subjects of the matrix and the embedded verb are not identified. As was discussed in Chapter 2.1.3.2,
control relations are best described with coindexing rather than identity. Furthermore, DA is repre-
sented as a head feature. This ensures that the designated argument is also present at the projections of
versuch-, i. e. in the representation of zu reparieren versucht in (355). This is important for accounting
for interactions of the passive and partial verb phrase fronting. See the discussion of the examples in
Section 3.3.2.
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The result of the combination of the participle in (353) with the zu-infinitive in
(354) is given as (355).
























The object of zu reparieren is contained in the SUBCAT list of zu reparieren ver-
sucht and the subject of versucht which is coindexed with the subject of zu re-
parieren is blocked. Since the passive auxiliary does not deblock arguments, the
SUBCAT list of zu reparieren versucht werden contains the object of zu reparieren
as the one and only element.
Figure 12 on the next page shows this in detail. Because of the control rela-
tion, the subject of versucht is coindexed with the subject of zu reparieren ( 2 )
in (352) and 5 in Figure 12). Since versucht is the result of applying the desig-
nated argument reduction lexical rule, its subject is blocked. It is represented in
the DA list of versucht. The SUBCAT list of the participle versucht is identical to a
list that contains the object of zu reparieren because of the argument raising ( 3 )
in the lexical entry (353). Since no element from the SUBCAT list gets saturated
in verbal complexes, the SUBCAT list of zu reparieren versucht is identical to the
SUBCAT list of versucht ( 2 in Figure 12). The passive auxiliary werden does not
unblock arguments. It just raises the elements on the SUBCAT list of the embedded
verbal complex ( 2 in Figure 12). Since wurde is finite, the subject of wurde is not
represented in SUBJ, but in SUBCAT. The NP that refers to the object of reparie-
ren is the first element of the SUBCAT list of zu reparieren versucht wurde and is
therefore realized as nominative.
Interestingly this also works for the examples with erlauben (‘to permit’):














































































zu reparieren versucht wurde
FIGURE 12 Analysis of the Verbal Complex zu reparieren versucht wurde in: daß der
Wagen oft zu reparieren versucht wurde.
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The Argument Blocking Lexical Rule licenses the lexical entry in (357):





















If one combines (357) with an entry for auszukosten one gets (358).













When this verbal complex is combined with wurde, the designated argument re-
mains blocked and one gets a verbal complex that has the same SUBCAT list as
auszukosten erlaubt. Since the object of auszukosten is the first element with struc-
tural case in the SUBCAT list of auszukosten erlaubt wurde, it receives nominative.
Figure 13 on the following page shows this in detail. The control relation is
established between the dative object of erlaubt and the subject of auszukosten
by coindexing ( 5 in Figure 13). The complements of auszukosten ( 7 ) are raised
by erlaubt. The SUBCAT list of auszukosten erlaubt therefore contains a dative
element and the object of auszukosten. Since no element from the SUBCAT list
is saturated in verbal complexes, the SUBCAT list of auszukosten erlaubt is iden-
tical to the SUBCAT list of erlaubt ( 2 ). The subject of erlaubt is blocked and
the passive auxiliary does not deblock arguments. Therefore the SUBCAT list of
auszukosten erlaubt wurde is identical to that of auszukosten erlaubt. The only
NP with structural case on this list is the object of auszukosten. Therefore this NP
is realized as nominative.
3.2.6 lassen Passive
The passive version of the verb lassen is completely analogous to what has been
shown in Section 3.2.4, for the agentive passive, the stative passive, and the modal
passive, respectively. The only difference is that lassen has an additional argument
( 1 ) which is also the designated argument:












































































FIGURE 13 Analysis of the Verbal Complex auszukosten erlaubt wurde in: daß der Erfolg
uns nicht auszukosten erlaubt wurde.
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3.2.7 Adjectival Forms














The first example shows the adjectival form of an unergative verb and the second
the adjectival form of an unaccusative one. If an unergative verb is used as such
a prenominal modifier, the direct object requirement of the verb and the noun to
be modified are coindexed. In the case of an unaccusative verb, the logical subject
of the verb is coreferent with the modified noun. In both the unergative and the
unaccusative case, the subject or object that is coreferent with the modified noun
is not realized as an argument of the participle.
The prenominal adjectival participles are inflected and if inflection is assumed
to be a lexical process, the input to this process has to be lexical too (Dowty, 1978,
p. 412; Bresnan, 1982c, p. 21). Since in Müller, 1999a, Chapter 7, I assumed in-
flection to be analyzed with lexical rules, I suggested deriving the adjectival forms
with lexical rules also. The rules that I proposed in Müller, 1999a, Chapter 15.5
license adjectives from past participles. In Müller, 1999a, I suggested deriving the
inflected pronominal adjectives directly from the participle. This is not appropri-































‘The 39 year old woman is regarded as not suspended for this period.’
Instead of licensing inflected adjectival forms, I suggest lexical rules that license
lexical items for adjectival stems. The uninflected predicative form is derived from
this lexical item by another lexical rule that also applies to normal adjectives and
so is the inflected attributive prenominal form.
The lexical rule for adjective formation is shown in (362) on the next page. This
rule takes a participle as input that has a referential NP with structural case as the
first element of the SUBCAT list. Since unaccusative verbs do not have a designated
argument and hence no argument is blocked, the first element of their SUBCAT list
is the subject (the element that is said to have object properties). For unergative
verbs that govern an accusative, the first element on the SUBCAT list with structural
80taz, 31.01.2000, p. 17.
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case is the direct object since the subject is blocked. This element is turned into the
subject of the adjective. The subjects of bare infinitives, zu-infinitives, adjectives,
and predicative prepositions therefore are represented uniformly as elements of
SUBJ.
Inflectional lexical rules license the lexical items for adjectives that can be
used prenominally. As was discussed in Chapter 1.7, adjuncts select the head they
modify via the MODIFIED feature. The lexical rule in (363) maps stem forms that
have the feature geometry that is used in copula constructions onto the adjectives
that can be used prenominally:




















































The subject of the adjective is coindexedwith the noun that will be modified by the
adjective ( 1 ). The semantic contribution of the adjective ( 2 ) is set-unioned with
the semantic contribution of the modified noun ( 3 ). The semantic contribution
of head-adjunct structures is projected from the adjunct daughter. In our case, the
adjunct is the adjective or adjectival phrase and the semantic contribution of this
word or phrase consists of an index which is restricted by the contribution of the
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adjective ( 2 ) and the set of restrictions contributed by the modified noun ( 3 ).
The rule in (363) contains neither the specification of the phonology value of
the output sign nor the specification of agreement information. For details of in-
flection see Chapter 6.2.5.
In what follows, I want to demonstrate how this works in detail. The lexical
item for the participle of repariert (‘repaired’) is given in (364). This item is the
result of the application of the participle lexical rule in (343).



























The adjective formation lexical rule in (362) licenses the following stem:























The prenominal adjectival form (366) is licensed by the lexical rule in (363).




































Since the subject of the adjectival participle is the object of the verb and since the
subject of the adjectival participle is coindexed with the modified noun because of
the rule (363), it is explained why the nounWagen fills the theme role of reparierte
in (360a).
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In the case of the adjectival participle angekommene, the participle lexical rule
in (343) licenses the following lexical item:























Since ankommen does not have a designated argument, nothing is blocked and
therefore the subject of the verb is represented in the SUBCAT list of the participle.
Since the first element of the SUBCAT list of angekommen is an NP with struc-
tural case, the adjective formation lexical rule in (362) can apply and licenses the
following stem:






















This stem is the input to the lexical rule in (363) which licenses the prenominal
adjectival form in (369):








































‘the events that happened to them’
81Die Zeit, 11.04.1986, p. 57.
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The subject of zustoßen is not blocked. It is the first element of the SUBCAT list.
As such it is represented under SUBJ in the lexical item for the adjective which
is licensed by the lexical rule in (362). The dative argument of zugestoßene is
realized inside the prenominal AP. This AP is an example of an instantiation of
the lexical rule in (362) where 2 is a list that contains one element.
Having shown how adjectival participles of unergative and unaccusative verbs
are licensed, I now explain how sentences like (371) are excluded: Since the input
to the lexical rule in (362) requires the SUBCAT list of the participle to contain an
NP with structural case, the rule cannot apply to subjectless verbs or unergative
verbs that do not govern an accusative object.





























Since the lexical item of the participle of the unergative intransitive verb tanzen
has an empty SUBCAT list, the rule in (362) does not apply. Therefore the unac-
ceptability of (371b), which contrasts with the grammatical example (360b) with
the unaccusative intransitive verb ankommen, is explained. Similarly the adjecti-
val participle * geholfene is excluded since the participle geholfen has a SUBCAT
list that starts with an NP that has dative, i. e. lexical case.
In Chapter 2.1.3.2, I discussed Höhle’s test (1983, Chapter 6) for determining
the case of unexpressed subjects. In Höhle’s examples, the test was applied to
infinitives, but of course completely analogous examples with adjectival participle






























‘the hooligans who revved up one after the other’
In (372a), the ein- nach d- ander- phrase is ambiguous in case. The case form
is nom∨ acc. But (372b) suggests that the subject of the adjectival participle is
nominative. Note that the NPs in (372) can function as subject and as object in
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a higher clause since the case of the modified noun is independent of the case of
the subject of the adjectival participle. This is accounted for by the lexical rule in
(363). The rule establishes a coindexing between the modified noun and the sub-
ject of the participle. The SYNSEM values of the modified noun and the subject of
the participle are not identical, however. The relation between these two elements
is a control relation rather than a raising relation. It is therefore not legitimate
to call the modified NP the subject (or the external argument) of the participle
as, for instance, Levin and Rappaport (1986, p. 646) and Jacobs (1992, p. 98) do.
Jacobs, developing a theory that is influenced by ideas from Categorial Gram-
mar, assumes that the modified noun is a complement of adjectival participles. He
does not restrict the grade of saturation of arguments in valence specifications and
therefore an (unsaturated) N that is modified may simultaneously be a comple-
ment of the participle. To account for the fact that the case of the modified noun,
which is also reflected by the case inflection of the adjectival participle, is inde-
pendent of the nominative, which the subject normally gets, he assumes that the
case requirements for the subject are overwritten by the value that corresponds to
the inflectional case of the adjective. This means that subjects of participles may
bear all four cases. In particular, dative subjects are predicted, an option that is ex-
cluded by the theory developed here: In German there are no dative subjects. (See
the discussion of (266) on page 119.) NP subjects are specified to have structural
case and dative is lexical.
3.3 Alternatives
In the following section, I discuss alternative proposals. The first two subsec-
tions deal with alternative object-to-subject-raising analyses and Sections 3.3.3
and 3.3.4 with control analyses.
3.3.1 Kathol
Kathol (1994, Chapter 7.3.3) suggests the representation in (373) for participles
and the lexical entries in (374) for the auxiliaries.82




















(374) a. haben (Perfect Auxiliary)[
SUBJ 3
SUBCAT 2 ⊕ 1 ⊕
〈
V[SUBJ 2 , EXT 3 , SUBCAT 1 ]
〉] ∧ 2 6= 3
82The entries were adapted to the feature geometry used in this book.
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V[SUBJ 2 , EXT 2 , SUBCAT 1 ]
〉]











, SUBCAT 1 ]
〉
]
Kathol follows Pollard (1996) in not treating SUBJ as a valence feature (Kathol,
1994, p. 243). So, both the elements in EXT and those in SUBJ are blocked. The
perfect auxiliary haben in (374a) deblocks the EXT and the SUBJ element. In the
case of embedded unaccusative verbs, the auxiliary sein in (374b) is used in per-
fect constructions and the external argument is deblocked.
The advantage of Kathol’s approach is that the logical subject of all participles
is represented uniformly as element of EXT, but note that geliebt does not have
any elements in the SUBCAT list. This falsely predicts that the participle cannot
be combined with any complements. Since in Kathol’s approach the auxiliary hat
deblocks both the external argument and the SUBJ element, seine Frau in (375)
depends on the auxiliary and it is unclear what licenses this NP together with the













‘He never loved his wife.’
Apart from this problem, this approach cannot account for modal infinitives and
incoherent infinitival constructions with one lexical entry: Since the accusative
object is represented as an element of the SUBJ list, no VP can be formed. The only
solution to this problem is to stipulate a separate lexical entry for zu-infinitives that
can form a VP. As was discussed at the beginning of Section 3.2, the avoidance of
the stipulation of two separate entries for non-finite verbs is the goal of the object-
to-subject-raising analyses.
Finally, note that the restrictions that participles embedded under haben have to
have different SUBJ and EXT values is too restrictive since this excludes the haben
perfect with subjectless verbs like grauen.
3.3.2 Kathol and Pollard
Pollard (1994) singles out the argument that has the properties of an accusative
object.83 Pollard assumes that the subject of non-finite verbs is not represented
on the SUBCAT list, but as the value of a special feature SUBJ. The motivation
for this was provided in Section 1.6. For unergative verbs that take an accusative
83Pollard’s proposal is an elaboration of Kathol’s ideas (1991). Kathol introduced a feature named
ERG to single out the complement that has accusative properties. Pollard unifies the analyses for the
personal and impersonal passive and also discusses the remote passive.
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object, the designated argument is the direct object, for unaccusative verbs it is the
subject. Intransitive unergative verbs and bivalent verbs that take a dative have no
designated element. The designated element is represented in a list that is the value
of a newly introduced feature called ERG. If no element is designated, the value
of ERG is the empty list. (376) shows the SUBJ, ERG, and SUBCAT values for the
verbs ankommen (‘to arrive’), tanzen (‘to dance’), auffallen (‘to notice’), lieben
(‘to love’), and helfen (‘to help’). For unaccusative verbs like ankommen and auf-





































fallen, the element in ERG is identical with the element in SUBJ. For unergative
verbs, the element in ERG is identical to the direct object if there is one (lieben),
or the ERG value is the empty list if there is no accusative object, as for instance
in the case of tanzen and helfen.
At the heart of the passivization analysis of Pollard is the object-to-subject
raising lexical entry for the passive auxiliary in (377).84 The passive auxiliary
embeds a verb with the VFORM ppp, i. e. a participle. The auxiliary subtracts the
value of ERG ( 1 ) from the SUBCAT list of the embedded verb.















, ERG 1 ,




The remaining elements ( 2 ) are raised to the SUBCAT list of the auxiliary.
The lexical entry in (377) accounts for both the personal and impersonal pas-
sive and excludes the passive with unaccusative verbs: The passive with unac-
cusative verbs is blocked since the ERG element of unaccusative verbs is identical
to their SUBJ element and not to an object on the SUBCAT list. Therefore ERG is not
a prefix of the SUBCAT list of the participle and unaccusative verbs are excluded
as complements of the passive auxiliary.
84The entry was adapted to the feature geometry used in this book. Pollard does not use a XCOMP
feature. He does not represent the ERG feature as a head feature.
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In the case of tanzen (‘to dance’), the ERG value of the verb embedded under
the auxiliary is the empty list. The result of subtracting the empty list from another
list is the list itself. In the case of tanzen, 2 is the empty list. Since the ERG value
of tanzen is the empty list, the SUBJ value of getanzt werden is also the empty list.
The situation is similar with helfen (‘to help’). Here 2 gets instantiated as〈
NP[ldat]
〉
. The SUBJ value of geholfen werden is identical to the ERG value













































FIGURE 14 Analysis of the Verbal Complex geholfen werden in: daß dem Mann geholfen
werden wird.
helfen is the empty list. It is subtracted from the valence list of helfen. The result
is 2 , a list that contains the dative object. This list is identified with the SUBCAT
list of werden (‘was’) in the lexical entry of the passive auxiliary. The ERG value
of helfen is identical to the SUBJ value of werden. Since this SUBJ value belongs
to the head features of werden ( 1 ), it is projected by the Head Feature Princi-
ple. Therefore the verbal complex geholfen werden has the empty list as its SUBJ
value. Since in verbal complex structures no element from the SUBCAT list gets
saturated, all elements in the SUBCAT list of the head are also present in the SUB-
CAT list of the mother, i. e., the SUBCAT values of head and mother are identical
( 2 ). Therefore the verbal complex geholfen werden has a list that contains the
dative object as its SUBCAT value.
Figure 15 on the following page shows an example analysis of the personal
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FIGURE 15 Analysis of the Verbal Complex geliebt werden in: daß der Mann geliebt
werden wird.
lieben is a list with one element ( 3 ). This list is subtracted from the SUBCAT
list of the participle geliebt resulting in the empty list ( 2 ). This remaining list is
identical to the SUBCAT list ofwerden, i. e., in the case of the transitive verb lieben,
the SUBCAT value of werden is the empty list. The ERG value of the participle
geliebt is identical to the SUBJ value of the auxiliary werden. The Head Feature
Principle takes care of the projection of the head features of werden and, since
the SUBJ feature belongs to the head features, the verbal complex geliebt werden
has a SUBJ value that is a list that contains an element that is identical to the
accusative object of geliebt. When finite verbal complexes like geliebt wird are
built, the underlying accusative object is raised to subject of this verbal complex
in the same way and, since the verb is finite, the underlying accusative object gets
nominative case by Pollard’s case principle.
Having explained Pollard’s analysis, I now turn to its problematic aspects: As
I showed in Müller, 1999a, p. 374, passive examples like those in (378) where




































‘The music theater has not exactly recovered a neglected masterpiece
there.’
The object of erschießen in (378a) can be combined with the participle to form the
phrase zwei Männer erschossen, but then it is not contained in the SUBCAT list any
longer. The passive auxiliary wurden requires that the ERG value of the embedded
participle is a prefix of its SUBCAT list which is not the case for the projection
zwei Männer erschossen. Note that this problem is avoided in Haider’s approach:
The argument blocking takes place when the participle is formed, it is not the
passive auxiliary that blocks elements. Since the accusative object is contained in
the SUBCAT list of the second participle in the formalization of Haider’s approach,
sentences like (378) can be explained.
3.3.3 Kathol
Kathol (1994, p. 250) suggests a lexical entry for the passive auxiliary werden that
is similar to the following:









SUBJ 〈 NP 〉














otherwise: ( 2 = 3 = 〈〉)
If the embedded participle has an accusative object ( 2 = 〈 NP[acc] 4 〉), this ob-
ject is realized as subject of the auxiliary ( 3 = 〈 NP[nom] 4 〉). The result is a
personal passive. If the embedded participle does not have an accusative object
all complements of the embedded participle ( 1 ) are raised, the resulting verbal
complex does not have an element in SUBJ and hence, we get a subjectless con-
struction.
85Webelhuth, 1985, p. 210.
86ECI Multilingual Corpus CD I, Frankfurter Rundschau Korpus, File ger03a01.eci (FR week, end-
ing 5th of July 1992). Thanks to Wojciech Skut for searching this example in the NEGRA corpus and
to Thorsten Brants for finding the exact reference.
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Like Pollard’s approach, this approach fails on sentences like (378a): The pro-
jection zwei Männer erschossen is a complete VP that does not contain anything
in SUBCAT. The lexical entry in (379) is compatible with a participle that does not
have anything in SUBCAT, but the result of the combination is a subjectless verbal
complex. Subjectless verbal complexes are always third person singular, i. e., we
would expect wurde instead of wurden.
3.3.4 Ryu
Ryu (1997) suggests two new features for distinguishing the external (EXTARG)
and the internal argument (INTARG). These features are represented as parts of the
argument structure of a verb. The argument structure is described by a feature de-
scription that consists of a list of referential indeces and the two features pointing
to the external and the internal argument if there are any. (380) shows an example
for the transitive verb schlagen (‘to beat’).
(380) Argument Structure of schlagen (‘to beat’) according to Ryu, 1997, p. 376:
EXTARG 〈 1 〉INTARG 〈 2 〉
ARGS 〈 1 〉 ⊕ 〈 1 〉


He suggests the following lexical entries for the passive auxiliary werden (p. 377,
p. 379):87


























EXTARG 〈 1 〉INTARG 〈 2 〉



























EXTARG 〈 1 〉INTARG 〈 〉








87I adapted his lexical entries to the feature geometry used in this book.
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Examples like (378a) and (383) are problematic for Ryu’s account since he



















‘After all, the book was not given to a boy.’
In (378a) and (383), the Vorfeld is occupied by a complex constituent. This com-
plex constituent is a filler of a nonlocal dependency. wurde is combined with
a trace and the selectional requirements of the passive auxiliary are identified
with the properties of that trace. Since the argument structure is not projected,
the constituent einem Jungen geschenkt is either incompatible with the trace or
the grammar overgenerates: If the value of ARGSTR of phrases is none or some-
thing similar, the analysis fails since the restrictions on the trace are incompatible
with the filler. If the value of ARGSTR of phrases is not constrained, the grammar
wrongly admits sentences like (384) in which the participle of an unaccusative











Intended: ‘The man did not notice somebody.’
(384) can be analyzed as an impersonal passive since the requirement that the
embedded participle has to have an element in EXTARG cannot be enforced since
this information is not present at the projection dem Mann aufgefallen.
3.4 Summary
In this chapter, I showed how the passive can be analyzed as object-to-subject-
raising. I showed howHeinz and Matiasek’s formalization of Haider’s ideas has to
be extended and modified to capture modal infinitive constructions. The passive/
perfect participle is licensed by a lexical rule that blocks the designated argument.
In passive constructions this argument remains blocked whereas it is deblocked
by the perfect auxiliary haben. The other non-finite verb forms differ from the
passive/perfect participle in that the blocked element is not the designated argu-
ment, but the first element on the SUBCAT list with structural case (the logical
subject or the external argument in GB terminology). All blocked elements are
represented under SUBJ. This makes a uniform representation of the deblocking
auxiliaries possible (the perfect auxiliary haben and the haben which appears in
modal infinitive constructions). In addition to analyses of perfect and passive con-
structions, I provided lexical rules that license adjectival participles.
The analyses developed in this chapter are an important basis for Chapters 5
and 6 where the passivization of resultative constructions and particle verbs and
88For a discussion of problems that arise if one projects the argument structure see Chapter 4.2,
page 201.
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the adjective formation of resultative constructions and particle verbs are dis-
cussed.
4Depictive Secondary Predicates
The next two chapters deal with secondary predication. I will show that depictive
predicates have to be analyzed as adjuncts while resultative predicates are part
of the predicate complex and form a complex predicate with their matrix verb.
The subject of the depictive predicate is coindexed with its antecedent element
whereas the subject of the resultative predicate is identical to the object or subject
of the resultative construction, depending on the type of the matrix verb.
4.1 The Phenomena









































In (385a,b) the secondary predicate provides information about the state of the
entity it refers to. This state holds at the time of the event described by the verb. In
(385c,d) the result of an event is specified by the adjective. In this chapter, I will
examine the properties of the predicates in (385a,b), so-called depictive predicates
(Halliday, 1967, p. 63). I will return to the resultative constructions in Chapter 5.
In German, uninflected adjectives and prepositional phrases may appear as de-







































‘I met him in a dark suit yesterday.’
Helbig and Buscha (1970, p. 556) give an example that is similar to (387). I added
the adverb gestern (‘yesterday’) to their example and put the sentence into the
prefect to exclude the possibility of the PP modifying ihn (‘him’) directly.
Schultze-Berndt and Himmelmann (To Appear, p. 52) discuss the following
English example in which an underived common noun is used as a depictive:
(388) Alex arrived at the station a complete wreck.
They note that using bare noun phrases as depictive predicates was possible in Old





















The examples in (385a) and (385b) show that depictive predicates can re-
fer to direct objects and subjects. In the following section, I examine whether
other grammatical functions are also possible as antecedents. In Sections 4.1.2
and 4.1.3, I deal with coordinations of depictive predicates and the case of the
subject of the depictive predicate, in Section 4.1.4 with their linearization, and in
Section 4.1.5 with the possibility to iterate depictives. Section 4.1.6 briefly dis-
cusses focus projections and stress patterns in connection to depictive predicates.
4.1.1 Antecedent Elements
As the examples in (385a) and (385b) show, depictive predicates may refer to sub-
jects and to direct objects.2 Sometimes certain readings are not available because
of selectional restrictions of the depictive predicate. So, nackt can refer to the
book in (386a) only in very artificial contexts. (386a) is not ambiguous because
of the selectional restrictions of the adjective. (386b), on the other hand, has two
readings. Reference to the subject and to the object is possible.
The possibility to refer to non-adjacent NPs makes depictives different from


















‘Little rose, little rose, little red rose, little rose on the heath’
1Paul, 1919, p. 52.
2See also Paul, 1919, p. 49 for examples of predicates referring to nominative and accusative NPs.



































‘And US president Clinton started this fad by excusing himself for his
lies about the Monica Lewinsky matter.’
c. Der dynamischeKapitalismus, [nicht bereit, sich ein gewinnträchtiges
Geschäft zu irgendeiner Zeit entgehen zu lassen], und die Leis-
tungsgesellschaft, die Muße verabscheut, Konsum aber für das große
Glück hält, haben den 24-Stunden-Tag so parzelliert, dass selbst
in ländlichen Gegenden Mittagsruhe und Mittagsschlaf weitgehend
perdu sind.4
‘Dynamic capitalism, not ready to let a lucrative business opportu-
nity escape its grasp at any one time, and the meritocracy that ab-
hors leisure while considering consumerism to be ultimate bliss, have
parceled the 24-hour day to such a degree, that midday rest and siestas
are largely a thing of the past, even in rural areas.’
In (391) the adjective is inside the nominal projection. In (391c) the adjective is
used postnominally since if the adjective were used inflected in prenominal posi-
tion, the sentence would hardly be processable. For other examples of postnominal
adjectives and an analysis see Dürscheid, 2002.
4.1.1.1 Non-Overt Antecedents
In what follows, I want to show that depictive secondary predicates can refer to
non-overt antecedents. Passive examples and examples involving infinitives will
be discussed. Before I start discussing the relevant data, I have to refute Wun-
derlich’s claim (1995, p. 464–465) that the reference of depictives to subjects is































I do not share Wunderlich’s opinion on possible antecedents of angezogen in
(392a). However, an observation that is implicit in the examples given by Wun-
derlich is that there is a strong preference for serializations in which the depictive
3taz, 03.05.2000, p. 12.
4Spiegel, 48/1999, p. 307.
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‘because he eats the apples unwashed.’































(393a) has two readings, (393b) just one. Since the object follows the depictive
in (393b), it is highly dispreferred as an antecedent. So Wunderlich may prefer
(392b) over (392a) because den Fisch does not precede angezogen and therefore
this NP has not to be considered as a possible antecedent. However, the example
in (394) which is parallel to (392a) clearly shows that the reference to the subject















‘because she wanted to read the book dressed.’
The difference between (392a) and (394) is that the selectional restrictions of
angezogen do not allow reference to Buch while dressed fish may be imagined
in bizarre contexts. However, the example in (394) shows that an analysis that is
empirically adequate has to cover both reference to the subject and to the object.
Having established that subject reference is possible, I now turn to reference
to non-overt antecedents. Examples with non-overt antecedents have already been
discussed by Paul (1919, p. 51)6, but it is still sometimes claimed that such con-
structions are impossible. For example, Zifonun (1997, p. 1803) gives the follow-
ing example and claims that the depictive predicate cannot refer to the logical

















‘The apples were carried to the basement unwashed.’
5Lötscher (1985, p. 208) makes this observation explicit with regard to objects. See also Neeleman,
1994, p. 157 for examples from Dutch. For more discussion and exceptions to this ordering rule see
Section 4.1.4.1.
6See also Jacobs, 1994, p. 297 and Müller, 1999a, p. 320.
7Jaeggli (1986, p. 614)—following Chomsky (1986, p. 121)—makes a similar claim for English.
As the translations of the examples in (396) show, this claim is as wrong for English as it is for German.
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That the reading in which the depictive refers to the agent of the carrying is hardly
available is due to another preference rule that makes readings where a depictive
refers to an non-overt antecedent dispreferred. If the reading in which the depic-
tive refers to the logical object of the main verb is semantically implausible, the
























‘The book is to be read naked.’
Example (396a) is a passive construction and in (396b) we have a modal infinitive.













‘Exhausted, tired, the retreat is begun.’





























‘There is also driving drunk in the country.’










‘the woman who is sleeping naked’
8See Plank, 1985, p. 175 for further examples.
9Holtei.
10According to Bresnan (1982a, p. 416–417) similar examples in Icelandic and Norwegian are un-
grammatical. She derives this from a theory that predicts that the passivization of intransitive verbs
whose subject functionally controls a predicate complement is impossible. The HPSG equivalent of
functional control is sharing of SYNSEM values. To account for (398) Bresnan had to assume that the
relation between German state predicates and their antecedents is anaphoric control rather then func-
tional control as in Icelandic and Norwegian. The HPSG equivalent of anaphoric control is sharing
of indices. Alternatively, she could assume that state predicates are not complements in German. In
Section 4.2, I will develop a coindexing-analysis that assumes depictives to be adjuncts.




































‘According to the producer Alfredo Dupetit it contains 87 percent cold
pressed hemp seed oil, and 13 percent essential oils provide the scent
component.’
In (399) Frau is coreferent with the syntactic and the logical subject of schlafende
and Hanfsaatöl is coreferent with the syntactic subject of (kalt)gepreßte, which is
the logical object of pressen. Neither Frau norHanfsaatöl is syntactically realized
in a projection of the deverbal adjective.
In the same vein, depictives may refer to non-expressed subjects in coherent
and incoherent infinitival constructions. In the coherent construction in (400a),
we have readings with reference to the non-expressed subject of the embedded
verb (schlafen, ‘to sleep’) and to the subject and to the object of the matrix verb
(raten, ‘to advise’). In the incoherent constructions in (400b,c), only reference
to elements that depend on heads in the respective coherence field is possible.
Since nackt zu schlafen is a separate coherence field in (400b,c), nackt can only
refer to the subject of schlafen. Since the subject of the controlled verb schlafen
is coreferent with the dative object of the controlling verb (ihr), the element the















‘Naked, he advised her to sleep.’
‘He advised her to sleep naked.’
11taz berlin, 19.11.1994, p. 43.
12An interesting fact about scope in coherent constructions is that the depictive cannot scope over
verbs that do not assign a semantic role to the NP that would be coreferent with the subject of the

















‘He had/let the man kiss the woman naked.’
b. lassen(er, küssen(Mann, Frau)) & nackt(er)
c. lassen(er, küssen(Mann, Frau) & nackt(Mann))
d. * lassen(er, küssen(Mann, Frau)) & nackt(Mann)
So the reading where nackt refers to the man and scopes over lassen is not available. This is another
difference between control constructions (400) and raising constructions (i).






























‘He advised her to sleep naked.’
However, the dative object of raten is optional. If we omit this object we get













‘He suggested sleeping naked.’
Grewendorf (1989, p. 129; 1993, p. 1313) and Haider (1997a, p. 6) discuss the























Grewendorf assumes the non-overt subject of nüchtern to be the empty pronomi-
nal element pro. Haider (1997a, p. 28) assumes that depictive predicates are gener-
ated adjacent to the DP they predicate over. Therefore he is forced to assume some
empty referential element in cases like (402b) and also in passive examples like
(396). However, in GB-theory it is usually assumed that the passive participle does
not assign a theta role to its logical subject (Chomsky, 1993, p. 124). Hence, there
is no element, overt or non-overt, that bears the theta role of the logical subject
and that could function as an antecedent of a depictive.
There are analyses of the passive like Haider’s (1986a) (see also Chapter 3.2)
where it is assumed that the lexical entry for the participle is identical in both
perfect and passive constructions. In perfect constructions like (403), the subject
of the participle (gelesen) is realized at the surface, while it is suppressed in the




















Whether the subject is realized or not depends on the auxiliary. One could claim
that depictives can refer to both overt and non-overt subjects of participles since
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subjects are represented in the lexical entry of participles in a way that makes it
possible to realize them at the surface.
However, examples like (404) show that depictive predicates may refer to ar-
guments of a verb even if there is no syntactic context in which the antecedent of





























‘the book that is to be read naked’
The syntactic subject of geputzte, i. e. the element that corresponds to the object
of putzen, is coreferent with Fenster and the syntactic subject of zu lesende is
coreferent with Buch. The depictive predicate refers to the subject of the verb stem
that underlies the deverbal adjectives in (404). There is no syntactic environment
in which the logical subject of geputzte could be realized as an NP.
Concluding this subsection about non-overt antecedents of depictive secondary
predicates, we can say that reference to non-overt elements is possible in a variety
of cases. It follows that the explanation that was suggested by Williams (1980,
p. 207) for examples like (405b) cannot be valid.
(405) a. Bill strikes John as sick.
b. * John was struck as sick.
Williams states the constraint that every predicate must have an antecedent. What
he means is that every predicate must have an overt antecedent and this claim
cannot be upheld as a constraint on predication for all languages in the light of the
data presented above.
In the next section, I want to explore whether there are restrictions on the gram-
matical function, case, or thematic role of the antecedent element.
4.1.1.2 Reference to Oblique Antecedents
Haider (1985a, p. 94) claims that depictive predicates can refer to NPs with struc-
tural case only. According to Haider, only nominative and accusative are struc-
turally assigned cases in verbal environments while dative is not (See also Sec-
tion 1.4 for Haider’s arguments supporting this view.). In (406a) both reference to
the subject and to the accusative object is possible, while the reading with refer-


















As Haider notes, this could be explained easily by the assumption that the subject
of the predicate and the NP it refers to are identical. The fact that in German, NP
subjects always have structural case explains why a depictive element cannot refer
to a dative NP, because dative is taken to be a lexical case.
Wunderlich (1997a, p. 131) develops an analysis for depictives that posits two
different subanalyses: Depictives that refer to the subject (VP-adjuncts), and de-
pictives that refer to the direct object (V-adjuncts). Datives (including dative ob-
jects of verbs like helfen) are assumed to be indirect objects.13 Therefore he
predicts that reference to dative NPs is not possible. Kaufmann and Wunderlich
(1998, p. 9) claim that the predication of depictive and resultative predicates over
indirect objects is excluded in all languages.
Rothstein (1985, p. 85) gives the English example in (407) that is equivalent to
the German sentences in (408).






























Rothstein explains the impossibility of krank referring to John by a restriction that
allows depictives to refer to agents and patients, but not to goals. A similar claim
is made by Koch and Rosengren (1995, p. 80), who claim that only reference to
agent or theme is allowed.14 That the reference to thematic roles is not suited for
the explanation of the possible antecedents was noted by Koizumi (1994, p. 46–
48). His examples are given in (409a, b). Simpson (In Preparation) provides the
additional example in (409c):
(409) a. They gave the patients j the drugs drunk∗ j.
b. The patients j were given the drugs drunk j.
c. After being given the drugs drunk j, the patients j complained.
Postponing the discussion of the dative of ditransitives for a moment and re-
turning to the structural/lexical case distinction, we can reject Haider’s explana-
tion on the basis of (410) which clearly shows that the reference to dative NPs is
possible:
13Wunderlich (1997a, p. 103) defines indirect object as [+hr, +lr]. hr stands for higher role and lr
for lower role. [+hr, +lr] means that there is both a higher and a lower role. Wunderlich (1997b, p. 51)
states that the dative object of helfen is exceptionally marked [+hr, +lr].
14On page 4 they make this claim with reference to grammatical functions, i. e. subject and direct
object.

























‘Naked it became clear to him that his suit was possibly gone for ever.’
The sentence contains a subject sentence that is not a possible antecedent. The
only possible antecedent is the dative object of klar (‘clear’).
I suggest that the contrast in (406) is not due to a strict constraint that rules out
dative objects as antecedents, but that it is due to the different positions of the da-
tive and the accusative in the accessibility hierarchywhose influence was observed
in connection with a broad variety of phenomena like passive and relativization
(Keenan and Comrie, 1977), constituent order (Pullum, 1977), reductions in co-
ordinated structures (Klein, 1985, p. 15), topic drop (Fries, 1988), non-matching
free relative clauses (Bausewein, 1990; Pittner, 1995; Müller, 1999b), and Bind-
ing Theory (Grewendorf, 1985, p. 160; Pollard and Sag, 1992; Pollard and Sag,
1994, Chapter 6). This hierarchy was originally proposed by Keenan and Comrie
(1977) and has the following form:15,16
SUBJECT > DIRECT > INDIRECT > OBLIQUES > GENITIVES> OBJECTS OF
OBJECT OBJECT COMPARISON
This accessibility hypothesis is further supported by passive examples like those
in (411). In both sentences the reference to the dative NP is considerably better
than in (406b) and (408), where another candidate for coreference appears at the
surface.





















‘John was given the medicine naked.’
15Some authors use case hierarchies instead of this hierarchy of grammatical functions.
16Nichols (1978, p. 120) also mentions the obliqueness hierarchy. She remarks that crosslinguisti-
cally secondary predicates usually refer to the subject or the direct object. She examined Lithuanian,
Latvian, the Slavic languages, and minor West Finnic languages. She discusses Finnish data like (i)









‘He was well paid as a teacher.’ (= impersonal passive lit. him was well paid as a teacher)
Her examples correspond to German (and English) sentences with an als phrase which are not treated
here.
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Of course, both sentences in (411) have a reading where the helper or the giver is
naked, respectively. This reading is indicated by the i-index at nackt which does
not appear anywhere else in the sentence.
In general, it can be said that the reference to dative NPs improves considerably













‘One helped him only half dead.’
Since it is implausible that half dead people help others, the subject is not a plau-
sible antecedent candidate in (412).
Finally, one can even find examples that have overt accusative objects and a
depictive predicate that refers to a dative NP:
(413) Mangos werden manchmal als ‘Badewannenfrüchte’ bezeichnet, weil das
saftige Fruchtfleisch Flecken hinterlassen kann, die schwer oder gar nicht
zu entfernen sind. In den Tropen gibt man sie den Kindern meistens nackt
zu essen.18
‘Mangos are sometimes described as “bathtub fruits” because their juicy
flesh can leave stains that are difficult to remove or are even permanent.
In tropical countries one usually gives them to the children when they are
naked.’
The example in (413) was quoted from the ‘Hohlspiegel’ which is part of the mag-
azine Der Spiegel. The ‘Hohlspiegel’ contains quotations from other publications
that are either semantic nonsense, like a dead man was killed, or ambiguous with































‘The senate clearly plans a legal initiative against dangerous dogs in the
House of Representatives as early as the coming week.’
The ambiguities arise because of several possibilities for PP attachment. The sen-
tence in (413) made it to the ‘Hohlspiegel’ because the relation of reference in
which man (‘one’) is the subject of nackt is the more common one syntactically.
However, from the context of the sentence it is clear that the children are naked,
i. e. the discourse referent that is referred to by the dative object.
17Plank, 1985, p. 175.
18From the magazine ‘Natur und Heilen’, quoted from Hohlspiegel, Spiegel, 9/2000, p. 262.
19Tagesspiegel, quoted from Hohlspiegel, Spiegel, 30/2000, p. 194.
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Wunderlich discusses the following sentences, which are other examples of
depictives referring to dative NPs. I quote his examples here as (415) with his
judgments.






































He argues that ungebügelt in (415a) is a postnominal adjective (see (391) for ex-
amples) since it cannot be an instance of scrambling, as (415b), which he assumes
to be the base order from which (415a) is derived, is ungrammatical. The only
thing that his pair of sentences shows is that it does not make sense to assume a
base order from which other configurations are derived. In a grammar that has just
one representation for every utterance where linearization rules rule out ungram-
matical serializations, one does not have to assume ungrammatical base orders.20





















‘because he wanted to sew a button onto the shirt while it was unironed
yesterday.’
In (416) the noun phrase is separated from the adjective by the adverb gestern
(‘yesterday’). Nevertheless, (416) is of the same quality as (415a). InWunderlich’s
theory, (416) has the same base order as (415a), namely (415b), i. e., (416) must
be derived from an ungrammatical base order. Since such a derivation is possible
for (416), it should be possible for (415a) as well. This shows that Wunderlich’s
argumentation for the postnominal status of the adjective is not sound.
Having rejected Wunderlich’s argumentation, let me try to explain the reason
for the unacceptability of (415b): (415b) is bad since the depictive predicate fol-
lows three NPs that are syntactic antecedent candidates.21 The two preferred can-
didates, i. e. the subject and the accusative object are semantically implausible. In
20See also the discussion of reconstruction of partial verb phrase frontings on page 95.
21The influence of the order of the antecedent and the depictive predicate will be examined in detail
in Section 4.1.4. It will be shown that there is a strong preference for antecedents to precede the
depictive predicate. See also the discussion of (393) on page 176.
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(415a) there are just two candidates and only one is inanimate. Therefore (415a) is
easier to process than (415b). The reference to datives is already marked and the
serialization in (415b) further increases the processing load so that the sentence
becomes unacceptable.
Simpson (In Preparation) notes that changing the polarity and modality to
force a generic conditional interpretation improves reference to recipient/goal ar-















‘You can’t give them injections unconscious.’
From the data presented above it must be concluded that both the restriction
on the case of possible antecedent phrases and the restriction on the grammatical
role of the antecedent phrase are not adequate. In what follows, I will therefore
assume that the subject of the depictive predicate is coindexed, i. e. coreferent
with, the antecedent phrase. I do not assume that the subject of the depictive and
the antecedent are identical, as was suggested by Haider.
Having shown that the reference to dative NPs is possible, I now turn to more
oblique arguments. The reference to NPs inside PPs that are complements of a













‘that Jan talked to Maria naked.’
Kayne (1985, p. 123) gives an example for English, that is not transferable to
German with a similar depictive construction.
(419) a. (?) Why, he’s so enamoured of that chair, he’d even sit in it unpainted.
b. * Er ist ja so verliebt in diesen Stuhl, daß er sogar auf ihm / darauf
ungestrichen sitzen würde.
c. * Er ist ja so verliebt in diesen Stuhl, daß er sogar ungestrichen auf
ihm / darauf sitzen würde.



















‘The book was read naked by most of the readers.’
Bresnan (1982a, p. 378) argues on the basis of (421) that state predicates can refer
to elements in PPs, but this reference could be established indirectly via the subject
of the passivized verb that does not surface, but is nevertheless accessible (see
Section 4.1.1.1).
(421) John said he was passed by Mary in the hall yesterday drunk as usual.
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Since the non-expressed subject of the main verb is coindexed with the PP, the
subject of the depictive predicate can be coindexed with the logical subject of
the main verb and therefore all three phrases are coindexed via transitivity. So, in
order to prove that reference to NPs inside of PPs is possible, one needs examples
in which the PP has object status in both active and passive sentences. The only
corpus example with reference to an NP in a PP I could find so far is (422).
(422) Beim Betreten des Gehwegs sei er mit großerWucht zu Boden geschleud-
ert worden, wo er kurzzeitig das Bewußtsein verlor.
Noch am Boden liegend, sei auf ihn eingetreten worden.22
still on.the floor lying be on him PART.kicked got
‘When he stepped onto the path he was violently thrown to the ground
where he lost consciousness for a short period. While he was still on the
floor he was kicked.’
As in the examples in (411) where we have reference to a dative object, the sen-
tence in (422) is a passive sentence. The subject of eintreten (‘to kick’) was a
police officer and therefore the reference of liegend (‘lying’) to the logical subject
of eintreten is excluded as antecedent by world knowledge. The only remaining
antecedent candidate is the NP in the PP.
4.1.1.3 Reference to Objects of Nominalized Verbs
Rothstein (1985, p. 85) notes that dog can be understood as the subject of sick in
the example (423).
(423) John’s gift of the dogi to Mary j sicki/∗ j
Wilder (1994, p. 224) provides an example for a depictive referring to a prenomi-
nal genitive:
(424) On learning of her arrival dead at the hospital, he wept.
Such constructions are also possible in German. The depictive predicate is always
serialized immediately to the left of the noun. The noun Kaltpressung as used in





























‘They indicate that the oil was heated and not cold-pressed.’
22taz, 10.06.2000, p. 21.
23taz berlin, 19.11.1994, p. 43.





































































On nominalization see also Chapter 6.1.10.2.
The data discussed so far show that the reference to non-overt elements is possi-
ble and that subjects, accusative objects, and more oblique arguments are possible
as antecedents. This could be captured by an analysis that coindexes an element
of the the argument structure of the verb (or deverbal element) with the subject of
the depictive predicate. Such an approach predicts that the reference to NPs that
are not arguments of the verb is excluded. In the next two subsections, I examine
the possibility of referring to non-arguments and the possibility of the reference
to NPs that are contained in argument NPs.
4.1.1.4 Reference to Non-Arguments














‘because Karl slept next to Maria naked.’
Simpson (In Preparation) cites an English reference grammar with the following
example:
(428) ? For Mary he’d do anything, pregnant or not.



















24taz berlin, 19.11.1994, p. 43.
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The example in (429) differs from the examples discussed so far in that the pred-
icate schwanger is serialized to the right of the verbal complex. As (430) shows,






















I therefore suggest that (429) is an instance of a different construction. It is a re-
duced clause. The phrase schwanger oder nichtmay also be used in theMittelfeld,





































I suggest that schwanger oder nicht has to be analyzed as a parenthetical reduced
clause in (431). The reduced clause corresponds to a clause like the one in (432)




























‘He would do everything for Maria, irrespective of whether she is preg-
nant, or not.’
4.1.1.5 Reference to Elements inside of Arguments
















































Intended: ‘that Jan met Maria naked together with her friend.’
25Neeleman (1994, p. 157) gives Dutch examples that are equivalent to those in (433a,b).
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Here we have a clear difference between the depictive secondary predicate (433c)
and the postnominal adjective in (391c). In (391c), we have a coordinated structure
of the same type as in (433c), but the adjective (391c) is a normal attributive
adjective that is in the domain of the noun that it modifies.
Having confirmed the predictions made by a coindexation analysis that refers
to the argument structure, I turn now to Plank’s coordination data (1985, p. 163).
4.1.2 Coordination of Depictive Predicates
As Plank (1985, p. 163) has noted, it is not possible to coordinate two depictive















‘The guest drank the beer lukewarm standing up.’
b. * Der Gast trank das Bier stehend und lauwarm.
This is explained by a theory that assumes that the secondary predicates in (434a)
can predicate independently, while two coordinated predicates have to predicate
over the same subject. (434b) is ungrammatical since if stehend und lauwarm
refers to Gast the selectional restrictions of lauwarm are violated and if stehend
und lauwarm refers to Bier, Bier and stehend conflict.
4.1.3 The Case of the Subject of the Depictive Predicate
The example in (435) shows that the case of the subject of the secondary predicate
































‘He saw the landlord and the driver standing next to each other by the
house.’
As was discussed in Chapter 2.1.3.2, this is evidence for an analysis, in which
the subject of the depictive and the antecedent noun are coindexed rather than
identical. The example further supports the assumption that depictives pattern with
control constructions rather than with raising constructions.
4.1.4 Linearization
In the following subsection, I want to discuss linearization properties of depictive
predicates. I show that depictive predicates can be serialized rather freely and that
they pattern in this respect with adjuncts (in particular adverbs) which can also be
serialized in various ways. From the discussion of the data, it will become clear
that predicate and antecedent have to be treated as two independent constituents.
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4.1.4.1 Linearization with Respect to the Antecedent
As was already mentioned during the discussion of the sentences in (393)—














‘because he eats the apples unwashed.’































Appropriate ordering of the depictive predicate may help to disambiguate sen-
tences. In (436b), the reading where the apples are unwashed is not available.




































‘the unmerited malicious things that you (Sir) do to me’
As Paul remarks, such examples occur quite infrequently. The sentence is remark-
able in another way: The depictive refers to an element in a PP, which is generally
rather marked. See the discussion of (419). While I find the sentence in (438) not









‘because nobody gets in drunk.’
So the ordering constraint for depictives and their antecedents has to be treated as
a rule that has a strong preference, but may be violated. Note that no other possible
antecedent candidate for the depictive is present in (439). There are no ambiguities
that have to be avoided by ordering the elements in an appropriate way.
26von Stechow and Sternefeld, 1988, p. 466.
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4.1.4.2 Fronting
Hoberg (1981, p. 218) observed that depictive predicates can be fronted indepen-
dently of the element they refer to.
(440) a. Sie hatte die Kraft gehabt zu klingeln, aber ohnmächtig fanden die
Herbeieilenden, Tochter und Magd, sie in ihrem Blut.27
‘She had had the strength to ring, but the daughter and maid who
rushed to the scene found them lying unconscious in their blood.’
























‘With clouds of dust dancing around them, the journalists stand in
front of grandiose karstic façades in short-sleeved trousers.’










As Reis (1985, p. 143) has shown, the simultaneous fronting of the depictive and
its antecedent is in general not possible.








































Intended: ‘You best cut the meat into small strips raw.’
The appearance of two constituents in the Vorfeld is restricted by thematic con-
ditions as is discussed in Müller, 2002b. Within an appropriate context, frontings
like the one in (442) may be found, but the fact that without such special condi-
tions frontings like (442) are excluded suggests that den Rotwein and temperiert
are independent constituents.
27Thomas Mann, Die Betrogene, Frankfurt/Main, 1954, quoted from Hoberg, 1981, p. 218.
28Max Goldt 1998. ‘Mind-boggling’ — Evening Post. Zürich: Haffmans Verlag, p. 143.
29Reis, 1985, p. 143.
30Oppenrieder, 1991, p. 130.
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4.1.4.3 Linearization in the Mittelfeld
Depictive predicates can be serialized in the Mittelfeld rather freely. Lüdeling
(2001, p. 51–52, fn. 45) claims that the position immediately before the verb in































According to her, (443a) is much better than (443b). The only thing that her exam-
ples show is that the sentence where gern scopes over heiß is preferred. As (444a)
shows, subject reference is also possible and (444b,c) are deviant in the same way,


























































Intended: ‘because I eat apples often when they are unripe.’
Again, this example is bad for semantic reasons, but the serialization pattern is















‘because I do not eat apples unripe.’
With regard to their serialization, the (adjectival) depictive predicates behave like
adverbs. However, that these predicates should not be treated as adverbs becomes
obvious when one considers languages like English where adverbs are inflected
differently. Rosengren’s English sentences (1995, p. 92) in (447) show an example
for a depictive and one for an adverb:
(447) a. He ate the meat raw / * rawly. (depictive)
31Rosengren (1995, p. 101) gives an example that is similar to (446).
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b. He ate the meat slowly / * slow. (adverb)
There are also adjectives in German that are used adverbially, so that a reference
of an adjective to an event cannot be excluded in general. Rosengren (1995, p. 92)
demonstrates this by the following examples:32
(448) a. The father opened the letter rather nervous.
b. The father opened the letter nervously.
c. Der Vater öffnete nervös den Brief.
The sentence in (448c) corresponds to the two examples in (448a,b). In one read-
ing nervös is used adverbially and in the other reading it is a depictive predicate
that refers to Vater.
Having discussed the linearization properties of depictive secondary predicates,
I now turn to the question of whether more than one depictive predicate is allowed
per clause.
4.1.5 Iteration






























































‘that he ate the apples yesterday in the suit happy.’
Reference to both the subject and to the object is possible with iterated depic-
tives.34 Multiple reference to the subject or object is also not excluded. The fol-
lowing example by Rosengren (1995, p. 108) is a translation of a similar sentence
32Rosengren’s data are taken from an English reference grammar.
33See also Plank’s example (434) on page 189.
34Rapp (1997, p. 184) makes the interesting observation that depictive secondary predicates are





















‘The apples are handed over polished.’
She assumes that serviert and überreicht are adjectives and claims that the depictive and these adjec-
tives have the same syntactic and semantic function and that such functions may not be filled by two
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provided by Winkler (1997, p. 79) and shows two depictive predicates, one with
reference to the subject and one with reference to the object, together with a re-





































‘Unmoved by the young people’s pleas, the lumberjacks sawed an old tree
into pieces while it was still green.’
Such data show that it is inappropriate to assign one single grammatical function
to depictives and resultatives, as it is suggested by Bresnan (1982a, p. 377). For
the same reason a single structure like (451) for both depictives and resultatives is
inappropriate.
(451) [VP V NP AP]
Such a structure is argued for by Rapoport (1990, p. 38), who explicitly excludes
co-occurrence of depictives and resultatives in English. See also Simpson, In
Preparation for such a claim. Simpson discusses examples with both depictives
and resultatives. She judges them marginal and claims that such examples are bet-
ter when the event is interpreted as habitual or generic. The following German











However, the discussion above showed that depictive predicates differ from adjectives in copula con-
structions in various ways. If adjectives in copula constructions had the same status as depictive predi-
cates, one would predict that both can be iterated and can be combined since the iteration of depictives
























‘The lawn is only beautiful when it is green.’
With proper intonation, even (ii) is acceptable.














‘This tea isn’t good cold.’
The exact reasons for the ungrammaticality of (i) are unclear to me.
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‘Gustav chopped the raw meat into little pieces.’
As the examples in (449a–c) show, there are no specific ordering constraints on
depictives. They can be permuted as other adjuncts can in the German Mittelfeld
provided the antecedent precedes the respective depictive predicate. In particular,
there is no nesting requirement: In (449c), the depictive predicate that refers to
the subject follows the depictive predicate that refers to the object. Wunderlich’s
claim (1997a, p. 129) that such orders are not possible cannot be confirmed. Infor-
mants rather had processing problems with both serializations in (449b,c) since
the references are more difficult to resolve for (449b,c) than for (449a). As far
as the examples in (449b,c) are concerned, the informants preferred the lineariza-
tion in (449c), which should be ungrammatical according to Wunderlich. Berthold
Crysmann observed that the length of the constituents and the possibility to have
phrasal breaks plays a role in the determination of the preferred order. Wunderlich
judged (453a) to be ungrammatical, but it has the same linearization as (453b).







































‘because she wanted to eat the fish totally uncooked naked.’
So, if his judgment is justified at all, it is due to non-structural factors.
4.1.6 Focus Projection and Stress
In a very detailed study, Winkler (1997) compares focus projection properties of
depictive and resultative predicate constructions. She shows that a wide focus
reading of resultatives is obtained if the secondary object is directly assigned a
pitch accent, which can indirectly license the resultative predicate as a [+focus]-
constituent. In depictive constructions, a pitch accent on the secondary subject
and the secondary predicate is required to achieve a wide focus reading (p. 310).
Since adjuncts differ from complements in that they form an independent intona-
tional phrase (p. 220), this supports the assumption that depictive predicates are
adjuncts. Furthermore, Winkler’s experiments support a complex predicate analy-
sis for resultative predicates.
After this brief remark concerning focus, I now provide the analysis for depic-
tive secondary predicates.
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4.2 The Analysis
In the preceeding data section, I showed that depictive predicates behave like ad-
juncts: They can be serialized independently of their antecedent, they can be se-
rialized rather freely in the Mittelfeld, and there is no restriction on the number
of depictive predicates per clause. Since the discussion in the data section showed
that the subject of the depictive predicate can be coreferent with a dative NP, or
with an NP inside of a PP, a raising analysis that identifies the subject of the depic-
tive predicate with its antecedent cannot be adequate. Instead, I suggest a coindex-
ing analysis whereby the subject of the depictive secondary predicate is coindexed
with an element of the argument structure of the primary predicate. In HPSG
grammars, the argument structure of a head is represented in a list (ARG-ST). This
list contains synsem-objects, i. e. both syntactic and semantic information about
all arguments of the head (Pollard and Sag, 1994, Chapter 9). The HPSG Bind-
ing Theory is set up with reference to this list which is ordered according to the
obliqueness hierarchy that was discussed in Section 4.1.1.2. To capture the adjunct
properties of depictive secondary predicates, I suggest a lexical rule that recate-
gorizes predicative adjectives and prepositions so that they can modify verbal el-
ements. In the HPSG treatment of modification that was suggested by Pollard and
Sag (1994, Chapter 1.9), the modifier selects the head it modifies via the feature
MOD. The modifier can access syntactic and semantic properties of the modified
head. In particular, the modifier has access to the argument structure of the mod-
ified head and therefore the coindexing of the subject of the depictive secondary
predicate and the antecedent that is an element of the argument structure of the
modified head can be established in the lexical rule that licenses the appropriate
lexical item. To see how this works, let us discuss the lexical rule on the next page.
It maps a predicative element that can be used in copula constructions or subject
or object predicatives onto a depictive predicate.35 In the lexical rule in (454), the
index of the subject of the input predicate ( 1 ) is structure-shared with the index
of an element of the ARG-ST list of the element that the depictive predicates over.
The ARG-ST list is a list that contains the complete argument structure of a pred-
icate, i. e., both subjects and other dependents of finite and non-finite verbs are
members of this list. The structure sharing of the indices of a depictive predicate
and its antecedent is equivalent to the structure sharings of a modified noun and
a modifying adjective (as in rotes Buch (‘red book’)) or adjectival participle (as
in geliebte Frau (‘loved woman’)). The modification of the verbal element can be
seen as an instance of control: The depictive controls an argument of the verbal
head.
Haider’s approach is equivalent to identifying the complete SUBJ element of
the input predicate with the left-hand side of the member-relation. It is a raising
approach. Since subject NPs always have structural case, only reference to the sub-
35The semantic representation is of course a simplification. It is a place holder for whatever turns
out to be the correct semantic representation for depictive predicates. For several different semantic
patterns see for instance Plank, 1985.
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XP 1 = member( 3 )
ject and the direct object of the modified verbal element is predicted to be possible.
This is empirically not correct, as the data that was discussed in Section 4.1.1.2
showed.















The entry for the predicative version of nackt that is used in copula constructions
like (455a) is shown in (456).
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The entry in (456) is the input for the rule (454). The result of the rule application
is shown in (457).


















































XP 3 = member( 1 )
This version of nackt selects a verbal element via MOD. One element (XP 3 ) of
the argument structure ( 1 ) is selected by the member relation. If nackt is com-
bined with sehen, member provides both the subject and the object of sehen. The
element returned by member is coindexed with the subject of the depictive predi-
cate which is also linked to the theme role of nackt. The semantic contribution of
the modified head ( 2 ) is combined with the semantic contribution of the depic-
tive predicate (nackt( 3 )). This incorporation of the meaning of the modified head
into the adjunct is the standard treatment of semantics in head-adjunct structures,
which was also used in Chapter 1.7.
After this explanation of an example, I now explain the other details of the
rule in (454): Since the input specification of the lexical rule in (454) requires
a subject, subjectless predicates like, for instance, the subjectless version of the








The specification of the subject as referential rules out expletive predicates as
input.36 (459b) means that the rain is cold, not that it is cold in general. It may be
cold rain in warmweather. The predicate kalt cannot refer to the expletive nominal
complement of regnen.
36Note that the es in (459a) is ambiguous between a referential and an expletive es. Only the exple-
tive reading matters here.













The condition on referentiality cannot be imposed on the subject of the verb that is
modified since verbs with expletive subjects allow for depictives if the depictives















‘He was carried out of the bend without having his seatbelt on.’
The item at the left hand side of the member-relation is specified as an XP in
(454). Therefore the rule admits the predication of depictives over subjects, direct
and indirect objects, and genitive objects. It also allows complement PPs to occur
as antecedents of depictives since complement PPs have a CONT value of the type
nom-obj, i.e., the preposition does not contribute to the meaning of the PP and the
meaning of the complement PP is identical to the meaning of the NP contained
in it (Pollard and Sag, 1994, p. 255, p. 347). We therefore can refer to the index
of the NP inside of the PP by referring to the index of the PP. That examples of
reference to PPs and genitive objects are hardly acceptable can be explained by
their low accessibility on the scale. In order to capture this formally, one has to
introduce some means for expressing the markedness of analyses into the HPSG
formalism.While such means are not discussed in the linguistic literature, they are
used in practical systems for processing HPSG grammars. In the HPSG grammar
that was developed in the Verbmobil project (Müller and Kasper, 2000), numeric
preference values are assigned to lexical entries. A more elaborated system of
preference marking in an LFG grammar is described in Frank, King, Kuhn, and
Maxwell, 2001. Such a preferencemechanism can be integrated in the relation that
picks an antecedent from the argument structure of the modified verb. The actual
preference values which have to reflect the gradedness of the different possibilities
can be determined experimentally using an experimental procedure described, for
instance, in Keller, 2000.
The coindexing analysis that has been developed here has interesting conse-
quences for the overall architecture of the grammar. As Kaufmann (1995a, p. 87–
88) observed, the coindexation approach enforces the modification of lexical pred-
icates if one assumes that the argument structure is represented only at lexical
items. This is unproblematic for grammars with flat dominance structures for the
German clause, but with binary branching structures it is not trivial to establish
the coindexing. Figure 16 on the following page shows the standard analysis for
(461) with binary branching dominance structures.













‘because he helps the woman naked.’
V[fin, SUBCAT 〈〉]
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er nackt der Frau hilft
FIGURE 16 Binary Branching Structures and Depictive Predicates (Continuous)
In (461), nackt modifies the projection der Frau hilft, which is non-lexical and
does not contain the argument structure. It is not possible to establish the coindex-
ing by accessing the semantic contribution of hilft, which is, of course, contained

















‘because she sees him help the woman naked.’
sie, ihn, and der Frau are dependents of the verbal complex helfen sieht, but as
was argued in Chapter 2.1.6.4, neither ihn nor der Frau is a semantic argument of
the sehen relation and hence the coindexing cannot be established with reference
to the arguments of the highest predicate in the representation of (462). Note that
it does not help to allow searching representations like sehen(sie,helfen(er,Frau))






















‘He claimed naked that the robber stole his clothes.’
The representation of the main predication is given in (464).
(464) behaupten(er,stehlen(Räuber,Sachen))
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While this is similar to the representation for (462), the structure of the sentences
differs: (462) is a coherent construction in which nackt may scope over helfen
or sehen. In (463), on the other hand, we have a biclausal structure where nackt
belongs to the matrix clause and therefore can scope over the matrix predicate
only. While in (462) the reference to embedded predicates has to be allowed, it
would have to be ruled out for sentences like (463).
To solve the problem of the accessibility of the argument structure in binary
branching structures, one could project the argument structure. Kiss (2001) and
others suggest making ARG-ST a head feature.37 The problem with the projection
of the argument structure is that it is incompatible with the standard approach to
coordination in HPSG suggested by Pollard and Sag (1994, p. 202). In the stan-
dard treatment of coordination, it is assumed that the CAT values of two coordi-
nated elements have to be identical. If we have coordinations of sentences that
have ARG-ST lists of differing length, coordination fails, which does not reflect
the empirical situation. Consider, for instance, the example in (465). Since the el-
ements in the ARG-ST lists of sleeps and washes are still present in the maximal
projections, coordination fails because these lists differ in length.
(465) The woman sleeps and the man washes the dishes.
The situation is even worse: (466), which contains two verbs with the same arity,
cannot be analyzed either since the projected ARG-ST list also contains semantic
information and this information must not be identified (dog 6= zebra).
(466) The man beats the dog and the child kicks the zebra.
So, if we wanted to project the argument structure, this would have to happen
outside of the features the values of which are identified in coordination sturctures,
i. e. outside of CAT. Apart from the coordination problem, the projection of the
complete argument structure violates the HPSG conception of locality since the
internal structure of a maximal projection could be selected by governing heads.
Another possibility to overcome the problem of the accessibility of the argu-
ment structure is to treat adjuncts as complements and introduce them into the
SUBCAT list of the head they modify (van Noord and Bouma, 1994). Since then
modification is treated in the lexicon, the combination of depictives and the predi-
cates they modify can be established before argument saturation takes place. This
approach, which will be discussed in detail in Section 4.3, is also problematic.
Instead, I will suggest an alternative here that builds on earlier work on adjuncts.
In Müller, 1999a, Chapter 17.6, I assumed for independent reasons that adver-
bials modify lexical elements or quasi-lexical elements, like verbal complexes.
The lexical rule in (454) is set up accordingly. The analysis of (461) is shown in
Figure 17 on the next page. Since depictive predicates may be iterated, the ar-
gument structure must be present at the mother node in head-adjunct structures.
37See also Przepiórkowski (2001) for an analysis in which the argument structure of certain words
gets projected.
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V[SUBCAT 〈〉,






























er der Frau nackt hilft
FIGURE 17 Binary Branching Structures and Depictive Predicates (Discontinuous)
Adjunction does not change the status of heads as far as lexicality is concerned.
See also Footnote 73 on page 87 for similar assumptions in systems that use MIN/
MAX features to describe projection levels.
There are some more things to notice about the lexical rule (454): Since ad-
jectival forms that are derived from verbs are also categorized as verbal elements,
















‘the woman who sleeps naked’
Instead of using a binary feature VERBAL for distinguishing between verbal and
non-verbal heads, one could of course refer to the type of the semantic contribution
of the modified verb or adjectival participle.
The linearization rule in (468) expresses the preference for depictives to be
ordered after their antecedent element.




] ∧ 1 == 2
Like other ordering rules that affect the elements in the Mittelfeld, it is a prefer-
ence rule only. The less such weighted rules are violated, the better a sentence is
(Uszkoreit, 1987, Chapter 5).
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The rule cannot test for the unification of the index of the depictive since oth-
erwise no phrase with a compatible index could be positioned after the depictive.













‘because she saw the woman naked.’
Rather, an identity test of the two indices has to be made. The structure sharing
of the indices is established by the modification and the member relation that is
attached to the lexical item for the depictive predicate. The structure sharing must
not be established by linearization rules via unification.
The examples in (440), in which the depictive predicate is located in the Vor-
feld, are not affected by this linearization rule, as the elements in the Vorfeld are
fillers and not arguments. The rule applies only to arguments in head-argument
structures..
Before I turn to alternative analyses in the next section, I want to make some re-
marks on interesting coordination data presented by Plank (1985, p. 163). Plank’s
coordination examples in (434)—repeated here as (470)—are explained by the co-
ordination theory of Pollard and Sag (1994, p. 202) that assumes that CAT values















‘The guest drank the beer lukewarm standing up.’
b. * Der Gast trank das Bier stehend und lauwarm.
The sharing of CAT values entails that the SUBJ values of the coordinated adjec-
tives, which are located under HEAD, are shared and therefore depictive predicates
that are coordinated must have the same antecedent.
4.3 Alternatives
An alternative to the analysis suggested in this chapter is to handle depictives
as complements and use a lexical rule that introduces depictive predicates into
SUBCAT lists. Van Noord and Bouma (1994) suggest introducing all adjuncts in
the lexicon. They suggest a lexical rule that is similar to the lexical rule in (471).
This rule does modification ‘in the lexicon’.38 A modifier is introduced into the
38Dowty (1979, Chapter 5.8.1) discusses a similar analysis for the internal reading of (i) in his
decomposition approach.
(i) John opens the door again.
He introduces an additional lexical entry for open with the semantics in (ii), where S gets instantiated
by again.
(ii) cause(become(S(open)))
He dismisses this proposal in favor of one with an ambiguous adverb (p. 267).
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SUBCAT frame of the head. At the same time, the semantic contribution of the
head is changed in a way that reflects the semantic contribution that one would
obtain after a combination of an adjunct and a head in syntax ( 5 ). Such a lexical
rule renders the Head-Adjunct Schema superfluous. To see how this rule works,
consider (472). The rule in (471) applies to singen. The rule licenses a new lexical
item for singen that contains an adjunct in its SUBCAT list. The semantic contribu-












‘Karl often sings this song.’
In (472), oft would be a complement of singen and the meaning of oft singen
would already be represented in singt in an underspecified way, and would get
instantiated by the adverbial complement of singen with the predicate oft.
There are several problematic aspects of this treatment which will be discussed
in the following subsections.
4.3.1 Permutation in the Mittelfeld
All accounts that represent adjuncts in valency lists have the problem that scope
interactions between adjuncts cannot be explained easily. To see this consider the
example in (473). The reordering of NPs in (473a) does not change the core mean-
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‘because Hans does not laugh often.’
The meaning of (474a) is given in (475a) and the one of (474b) in (475b):
(475) a. oft(¬lachen(Hans))
b. ¬oft(lachen(Hans))
Both formulae in (475) can be derived with appropriate lexical entries for both
(474a) and (474b). For instance, (474a) can get an analysis with the meaning in
(475a) in an analysis that uses the lexical item that subcategorizes for the two ad-
juncts. But (474b) can also be derived if the lexical item that is needed for (474b)
is used and the adjuncts are permuted like other elements on the SUBCAT list, as
for instance the NPs in (473) are. The permutation of adjuncts cannot be prohib-
ited in general since genuine subcategorized adjuncts can be permuted without



















‘because not a soul wants to live in such a five star hotel.’
If one uses a schema for head-adjunct structures, a linearization rule can be used
together with this schema. But with the lexical rule in (471) one cannot tell apart
adjuncts that are truly subcategorized from those that were introduced by the rule.
This means that we have to change the rule in (471) in such a way that newly in-
troduced adjuncts are marked for being not permutable. This is a rather unwanted
consequence since it implies that we have a fixed order with regard to a subpart
of elements in the valence list. There are subcategorized elements that have a rel-
atively fixed position, but this fixed position is relative to the head of the element
and not to other elements that depend on other heads.
4.3.2 Coordination
As Robert Levine pointed out at the HPSG 2000 conference in Berkeley, the fol-
lowing sentence is even more problematic for the adjuncts-as-complements anal-
ysis.40
39See for instance Steinitz, 1969, Chapter 2 and Kaufmann, 1995a, p. 119 on the status of the PP
dependent of wohnen (‘to live’).
40Levine’s example is also discussed in Cipollone, 2000.
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(477) John came in, found a chair, sat down, and pulled off his logging boots in
exactly thirty seconds flat.
The problem that such sentences pose for adjuncts-as-complements analyses is
that the adjunct phrase in exactly thirty seconds flat scopes over the coordinated
VPs. With a lexical rule like (471), the adjunct semantics is combined with the
meaning of the verb in the lexicon. It is easy to get an analysis for (477) in which
the adjunct scopes over the last conjunct: This is the normal VP modification with
the structure in (478).
(478) John came in, found a chair, sat down, and [pulled off his logging boots in
exactly thirty seconds flat].
However, this is not the intended reading of (477). To get the intended reading
one could assume that the sentence in (477) is an instance of Right Node Raising
where the adjunct is extracted, but then the adjunct has scope over each individual
verb, which is also not the right reading. Alternatively, one could assume that the
conjuncts are coordinated unsaturated sharing their last ‘complement’, namely the
adjunct. But again, this would yield a meaning where the adjunct scopes over each
verb separately. In fact one would not even get an analysis since the HEAD|MOD
values of the three lexically introduced adjuncts differ and therefore the SUBCAT
values of the three verbs are incompatible and the three verbs cannot be coordi-
nated.41 The only way that seems to yield the right reading is to first build the
coordination came in, found a chair, sat down, and pulled off his logging boots
and then attach the adjunct in a head-adjunct relation. The adjunct then has scope
over the whole coordination.
The following example shows that an analysis that suggests a lexical introduc-
tion of depictive secondary predicates faces the same problems:42
(479) The professor drove to the university, held a lecture and met with his doc-
toral students stoned (the whole time).43
The depictive predicate stoned predicates over the subject of the three coordinated
verb phrases.
It is clear that it is not trivial to account for sentences like (479) in an argument
structure-based approach. To make a coindexing possible, one has to assume that
the coordination structure has an argument structure. Coordinated structures could
be analyzed as complex heads whose argument structure contains all arguments
that depend on all conjuncts.44 In the case of (479), this argument structure con-
41In an MRS-based analysis the three events of the three verbs get unified which should be blocked
by the grammar. On Minimal Recursion Semantics (MRS) see Copestake, Flickinger, and Sag, 1999.
42For instance, Wunderlich (1997a) suggests treating object oriented depictive predicates as lexi-
cally introduced V-adjuncts.
43Thanks to Andrew McIntyre for this example.
44See also footnote 74 on page 87 and the discussion of (248) on page 111 for the value of the LEX
feature in coordinated structures.
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After this rather speculative remark about the analysis of depictives and coor-
dination, I summarize this chapter in the following section.
4.4 Summary
In this chapter, an analysis for depictive predicates has been developed that treats
depictives as adjuncts. The subject of these adjuncts is coindexedwith one element
in the argument structure of the verbal element that is modified by the depictive
predicate. Since the depictive refers to the argument structure and not to valence
lists, it can be explained why depictives can refer to elements that do not appear
at the surface. As I have shown, depictive predicates may refer to subjects, direct
objects, and more oblique arguments. The reference to oblique arguments is more
marked than the reference to direct objects and subjects. This corresponds to the




In this chapter, I will discuss resultative predicate constructions. I will show that
they have properties similar to the subject and object predicative constructions
that were discussed in Chapter 2. I suggest a lexical rule that licenses for each
intransitive verb another lexical item that takes a secondary predicate as comple-
ment and forms a predicate complex. The resultative component in the meaning
of resultative predicate constructions is contributed by the lexical rule.
5.1 The Phenomena
























But there are also resultative constructions with certain verbs, where the result
is only claimed to be true. The combinations gesundlügen, krank schreiben, and

























‘The judgment criteria had been formulated in such a way that they





















1taz, 08.12.1994, p. 7.
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gesund.“2
well









































‘What his trick is, is to question details about the holocaust, to point-
edly make them appear insignificant, and hence to make the mass-
murder disappear.’
The resultative predicate can be expressed by an adjective (481a) or a PP (481b).
According to Maienborn (1994), constructions with a directional PP like (483)




























































‘The bank robber could escape over the border.’
Directional PPs do not appear in copula constructions, i. e. in primary predication,
like adjectives and locative PPs do. In Maienborn’s analysis, non-local verbs in
(483) are reinterpreted as movement verbs. I assume the syntax of this construc-
tion to be similar to the one of resultative constructions that will be discussed in
this chapter.
Nominal predicates are restricted in English and impossible in German:
(484) a. He sprayed his new car a brilliant shade of green.4
b. * Er sprühte sein Auto einen schönen leuchtenden Grünton.
2taz, 31.10.1988, p. 5.
3taz, 04.12.2000, p. 3.
4Rothstein, 1985, p. 81.
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In the following subsections, I investigate resultative constructions in which
the primary predicate does not assign a semantic role to the accusative NP. After
having done this, I will discuss English data that was used to show that transitive
verbs form resultative constructions that differ from the resultative constructions
that are formed with intransitive verbs. I examine expletive predicates in resulta-
tive constructions and then turn to passive examples that show that resultative con-
structions involving unergative verbs may be passivized, which suggests a treat-
ment of the subject of the resultative predicate as object of the primary predicate.
One of the following subsections is devoted to unaccusative verbs in resultative
constructions. As I will show, there is a clear difference between unergative and
unaccusative predicates and hence resultative constructions can be used to clas-
sify predicates with regard to their unaccusativity. The constituent order tests that
have been used in Chapter 2.1.2 to distinguish between verbs that allow incoherent
constructions and verbs that construct only incoherently are applied to resultative
constructions and the possibility of iterating resultative predicates is examined.
5.1.1 Non-Selected Accusatives
The examples in (485) and (486) show intransitive verbs in resultative construc-
tions.5 The verb does not assign a semantic role to the accusative NP in these





















































[. . . ]6



























































‘The company had already made its name as an expert matchbox
5The examples in (485) are taken from Wunderlich, 1995, p. 455.
6taz, 01.02.1999, p. 9.
7taz, 08.09.1994, p. 3.
8Note that examples like (486b) and (485b) show that the subject of a verb in a resultative con-
struction may be inanimate or even a weather es.
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house builder in apartheid times, many of these were simply blown
away during a heavy storm that struck the area a few weeks ago.’
The examples in (487) and (488) are examples of resultative constructions with
optionally transitive verbs. The examples show that the accusative NP in such





























































‘Nowadays the hooligans abstain from drinking before and during



































‘Do you remember when in A Fish Called Wanda one little doggy























‘From the surrounding mountains their artillery held the town under
gunfire until it was ready to be attacked.’
The pubs in (488a) are not the object of trinken (‘drink’) and neither are the dogs
an object of fahren (‘drive’) in (488b). The verb schießen (‘shoot’) in (488c) can-
not be used with a town as direct object. If one refers to a process like the one
in (488c) without expressing a result, the verb beschießen (‘to shoot at’, ‘to bom-
bard’) has to be used.
9Note that the fact that the adjective and the base verb are spelled as one word in (488b) is just
an orthographic convention. In cases where the resultative predicate is a PP, the PP and the primary
predicate are spelled separately. With longer adjectives, as in (488c), the adjective and the verb are
spelled as two words.
10Wunderlich, 1995, p. 455.
11Mannheimer Morgen, 16.07.1998, Politik; Kanther sagt Hooligans den Kampf an.
12taz, bremen, 03.03.1990, p. 27.
13taz, 07.15.1995, p. 11.
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As was noted by Oppenrieder (1991, p. 112), the object of the main verb cannot

















Having shown that both intransitive and transitive verbs may enter resultative con-
structions without assigning the accusative object a semantic role, I now turn to
the interpretation of the accusative in such constructions.
5.1.2 The Interpretation of the Accusative and Fake Reflexives
When the event that is described by the base verb affects the referent that is ex-
pressed by the subject of the base verb, a reflexive pronoun can be used to indicate
the coreference. Simpson (1983, p. 145) called these reflexive pronouns fake re-
flexives. As the data to be discussed below show, in German these reflexives are
normal pronouns that in many cases can be replaced by non-reflexives.
The examples in (490) are resultative constructions with an intransitive verb.
The reflexive pronoun in (490a) is not an argument of the base verb. It is the NP
the resultative predicate predicates over, and it is coindexed with the subject of
the base verb because of general constraints on pronoun binding. In (490b) a full




































































‘But it was also too much for Alba to mark the great player Tyus
Edney; neither Bogojevic nor Rödl could keep up with him, and he
achieved the outstanding result of 16 points, 7 assists and 4 rebounds.’
(Literally: ‘He run Bogojevic and Rödl tired.’)
The sentence in (490b) is possible since the running of one player causes the
other players to run too, and their own running makes them tired. Following the
same pattern, resultatives are possible with a lot of verbs without reflexivization.









‘He works himself tired.’
14taz, 01.08.2000, p. 22.









If a working process is organized in a way that one person depends on the output
of another person, the latter’s fast work can result in more work for the first person
and the first person can get tired by this.
In some constructions, a reflexivization is obligatory due to the meaning of the



















‘that a human being starves themself to death in prison.’
A context in which the starving of one person causes another one to die is hardly
imaginable.
FollowingWunderlich (1995, p. 460; 1997a, p. 123), I assume that the grammar
should assign sentences like (493) an underspecified semantics, the actual instan-
tiation of which is determined by the context. So, (493) can mean that he drove a











‘He drove the car to a wreck.’
But it can also mean that he rode a bicycle and crashed into a car. (494) shows a

























































‘The experts had also established: Armando O. had crashed into the car
at a speed of at least 91km/hr and had still not applied the brakes before
completely crushing the minibus.’
The driver of the truck (LKW) did not brake, continued to drive, and finally flat-
tened the minibus. In the reading one gets for (494), the verb fahren does not
assign a semantic role to Kleinbus. A raising analysis where the subject of the
adjective platt is raised to the object of fahren, and hence does not get assigned a
semantic role by fahren, is appropriate here.
15Mannheimer Morgen, 04.10.1989, Politik; Suche nach Lösung beim RAF-Hungerstreik.
16taz, bremen, 05.25.1993, p. 24.
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In analogy to the perception verb examples that were discussed in Chap-
ter 2.1.6.4 on pages 63–64, I assume that (493) is analyzed as a raising con-
struction even when the car is actually the object of drive.17 So, in contrast to
Simpson (1983) and other authors, who assume a raising and a control analy-
sis for respective types of resultative constructions, I follow Oppenrieder (1991,
p. 116) and Wunderlich (1995), who assume one unified analysis for both kinds
of resultative constructions, namely a raising analysis.
As already mentioned, Oppenrieder (1991, p. 116) treats resultative construc-
tions in German as derived from intransitive verbs or from intransitive versions
of verbs with more complements. Wunderlich (1995, 1997a) also assumes such
an analysis and supports his claim by providing examples that show that German
behaves differently from English and that such an analysis is indeed justified for
German. The English data will be discussed in the following sections.
5.1.3 Resultatives with Transitive Verbs
Carrier and Randall (1992) discuss a broad variety of phenomena and show that
resultatives from intransitive and transitive verbs behave differently. The verbs in
(495) obligatorily select an object.
(495) a. The bears frightened *(the hikers).
b. The baby shattered *(the porringer).
c. The magician hypnotized *(the volunteers).
They can appear in resultative constructions like (496), but they cannot appear in
resultative constructions like (497).
(496) a. The bears frightened the hikers speechless.
b. The baby shattered the porringer into pieces.
c. The magician hypnotized the volunteers into a trance.
(497) a. * The bears frightened the campground empty.
b. * The baby shattered the oatmeal into portions.
c. * The magician hypnotized the auditorium quiet.
Carrier and Randall explain this by the fact that the selectional restrictions of the
main verbs are violated. The verbs cannot be used in sentences like (498).
(498) a. * The bears frightened the campground.
b. * The baby shattered the oatmeal.
c. * The magician hypnotized the auditorium.
17See also Hoekstra, 1988, p. 118 for the claim that the interpretation of the subject of the resultative
predicate as the object of the main predicate is a shadow interpretation similar to those with perception
verbs.
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If the transitive verb assigns its normal object role to the subject of the resultative
subject and hence imposes its selectional restrictions on this NP, examples like
(498) are ruled out.
Note that Carrier and Randall’s judgments are not uncontroversial. For in-
stance, McIntyre (2001a) points out that certain metaphorical examples like the
one in (499) allow the suppression of the direct object:
(499) They frightened the daylights out of the campers.
Now consider the following German examples from Wunderlich (1995, p. 460):


























The resultative constructions are not possible at all with these verbs. This is
explained by Oppenrieder’s and Wunderlich’s assumption that only intransitive
(forms of) verbs can be used in resultative constructions.
This assumption is further supported by inherently reflexive verbs like those
in (501). As Oppenrieder (1991, p. 133) notes, inherently reflexive verbs cannot
appear in resultative constructions since the reflexive pronoun is obligatory and











Intended: ‘As a result of relaxing Karl gets rested / healthy.’





























[. . . ] (Spiegel, 19/2000, p. 280)























































‘You ought to be utterly ashamed.’
According to him, this pattern is also lexicalized.
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5.1.4 The Middle Construction
Another test that was applied by Carrier and Randall (1992) was the formation
of the middle construction. According to them, transitive base verbs allow for
middles (502), intransitives do not (503).19
(502) a. NP water the new seedlings flat.
b. New seedlings water flat (easily).
c. NP won’t scrub my socks clean.
d. My socks won’t scrub clean (easily).
e. NP iron permanent press napkins flat.
f. Permanent press napkins iron flat (easily).
(503) a. NP run competition shoes threadbare.
b. * Competition shoes run threadbare (easily).
c. NP talk Phys Ed majors into a stupor.
d. * Phys Ed majors talk into a stupor (easily).
e. NP walk delicate feet to pieces.
f. * Delicate feet walk to pieces (easily).
Goldberg (1991, p. 72; 1995, p. 185) examines the middle construction more thor-
oughly. She argues that the middle construction requires the unexpressed agent
to be volitional and that middles are excluded for resultative constructions with a
fake object since these resultative constructions are often used to express a nega-
tive outcome. With an appropriate context middles are fine:
(504) a. He drove fifty tires bald.
b. Go buy some cheap tires for that scene, those inexpensive tires drive
bald really quickly.





































‘The chairs are easily soaked by the rain.’
19See also Wilder 1991, p. 228; 1994, p. 233 for such a claim.
20See also Koch and Rosengren (1995, p. 17) for similar data.
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So Goldberg’s data show that Carrier and Randall’s claim is not correct for English
and Wunderlich’s examples show that it is not correct to assume constraints that
rule out middles with resultative constructions of intransitive verbs for German.
5.1.5 Adjectival Participles
The next thing Carrier and Randall examinedwas adjectival participles. According
to them, adjectival participles are impossible with resultative constructions with
intransitive verbs (506), but they are possible with transitive verbs (507).
(506) a. * the danced-thin soles
b. * the run-threadbare shoes
c. * the crowed-awake children
d. * the talked unconscious audience
(507) a. the stomped-flat grapes
b. the spun-dry sheets
c. the scrubbed-clean socks
Again, this contrast does not hold for German. The sentences in (508) show ex-
amples in which the modified noun does not fill a semantic role of the base verb













[. . . ]22











‘The result: bald tires, emergency stop.’
c. mit durch nichts zu rechtfertigendem Schmunzeln sah er an ihrem
Hinterkopf eine plattgelegene Stelle in ihrem Haar, das sie größten-
teils vergeblich darüber gekämmt hatte.24
‘with an unjustifiable grin he observed that there was a flat patch of
hair at the back of her head that she had attempted to comb over,
without much success.’
So again one of the criteria that have been proposed to distinguish resultative
constructions involving intransitive from those that involve transitive verbs cannot
be used for German.
21Winkler (1997, p. 421) suggests in a footnote that such examples seem to be possible in German.
She provides a slightly marked example with a fake reflexive resultative construction. The sentences
in (508) are not marked.
22taz, 11.01.1997, p. 14.
23Mannheimer Morgen,?.06.1991, Lokales; sind es oft die kleinen Freuden des . . . .
24taz bremen, 01.03.1994, p. 24, tageszeitungs-Roman, part V.
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5.1.6 Nominalizations
The last phenomenon that was examined by Carrier and Randall is result nominals.
According to them, result nominals are possible with transitive verbs (509), but
impossible with intransitive verbs (510).25
(509) a. The watering of the tulips flat is a criminal offense in Holland.
b. The slicing of cheese into thin wedges is the current rage.
c. The painting of fire engines the color of school buses is strictly
prohibited by state law.
d. The Surgeon General warns against the cooking of food black.
(510) a. * The drinking of oneself sick is a commonplace in one’s freshman
year.
b. * The talking of your confident silly is a bad idea.
c. * What Christmas shopping means to me is the walking of my feet to
pieces.
d. * The jogging craze has resulted in the running of a lot of pairs of
shoes threadbare.
The German example in (511) shows that nominalizations are possible even in
cases where the object of the resultative construction is not a subcategorized argu-





























[. . . ]26
‘Although the EU wants to reduce the fleets fishing for edible fish by 40%
because of over-fishing in the North Sea, . . . ’



















(512b) shows that the NP die Nordsee is not an argument of fischen. Although the
NP die Nordsee is the subject of leer it can be realized as the genitive dependent
of the nominalized resultative construction as (511) showed.
So the last test for distinguishing resultative constructions involving intransi-
tive verbs from those that involve transitive verbs is shown to be non-applicable
25See also Wilder 1991, p. 229; 1994, p. 233.
26taz, 06.20.1996, p. 6.
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for German. It is therefore possible to treat both resultative constructions with in-
transitive base verbs and resultative constructions that seem to involve transitive
verbs uniformly as the result of the transitivization of an intransitive verb.
In the following subsection, I will discuss examples that seem to be counterex-
amples to Oppenrieder’s and Wunderlich’s transitivization analysis.
5.1.7 Transitivization
If one assumes that resultatives are derived from intransitive forms, the construc-
tions in (513) cannot be derived by this process since machen (‘make’) cannot be


































Instead, one has to assume a lexical entry formachen that has the same form as the
resultative constructions discussed above and that is listed in the lexicon.28 This
version of machen selects a subject, an object, and a predicate that predicates over
the object.29,30 Since machen is a support verb that contributes nothing but the
cause relation to the meaning of the utterance, this special treatment of the verb is
justified.
27Helbig and Buscha, 1970, p. 543.




































(taz, 07.22.1994, p. 4)
‘But letters containing death threats like “Someone ought to do away with you as quickly as
possible” were also received.’
In (i) we have a particle verb with an idiosyncratic meaning.
29See also Dowty (1979, p. 223) for a similar suggestion regarding make. Steube (1994, p. 245) and
Kunze (1997, p. 132) also remark that machen should have its own lexical entry and should not be
treated as an instance of the productively derived resultative construction.
30AsAndrew McIntyre pointed out to me, there is a further interesting difference between resultative
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At first glance, the caused-motion example in (514) looks like a counterexam-


















‘Karl washes the soap out of his eyes.’
Winkler (1997, p. 348), discussing a similar example, assumes that sich waschen
as in (515a) takes the additional argument die Seife. But the sich in (514) is not a
direct complement of waschen. At first glance, (514) may seem related to (515a),
and the phrase die Seife aus den Augen seems to be the subject + predicate of the
resultative construction. But that the sich is actually a dative is shown by (515b)
where the reflexive sich is replaced by the pronoun him whose case is unambigu-
ously dative. (514) is related to (515c) and the sich is a possessive dative which is





















































31See Engel, 1977, p. 168–169 on the possessive dative. Kunze (1997, p. 133) remarks that the dative













‘I write my fingers to the bone.’

















‘He got the soap washed out of his eyes.’
This suggests that the dative is introduced as a complement of the resultative predicate aus den Augen
waschen which then can undergo dative passive. On the dative passive see also Chapter 3.1.4.
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‘Their conversation becomes increasingly heated.’
The plural and the reflexive are obligatory.
After this discussion of examples with possessive datives, I want to discuss the
sentence in (517a) which is a stative passive that corresponds to (517b). It has to
be assumed that (517d) is the basis for the resultative formation in (517a–c). This
seems strange since the meaning of brennen (‘to burn’) in (517d) is different from
the meaning in (517a) and (517c). The intransitive form of the verb brennen that




















































So (517a) seems to be another counterexample to the assumption that resultative
constructions are the result of a transitivization process. However, there are exam-














































‘I only went out to murder and to burn because I was a servant.’
32Schiller, Die Glocke.
33Kempcke, 1984, p. 204.
34The sentences in (518) are from theWörterbuch der deutschen Gegenwartssprache (Klappenbach
and Steinitz, 1977).
35Brecht, Gedichte, 261.
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This shows that the version of brennen that is required for the analysis of (517a)
can also be used without an object and hence examples like (517a–c) are not coun-
terexamples to the transitivization analysis.
The following examples that are discussed by Rapp (1997, p. 101) would be
problematic for the analysis suggested above if Rapp’s claim that streicheln (‘to
stroke’) and kämmen (‘to comb’) cannot be used without an object were true:
















































‘He combed the hair off hic face.’
However, as the data in (521) and (522) show, streicheln and kämmen can be used
without an overt object:
(521) a. Es darf nach Herzenslust gestreichelt und geschmust werden: Lämm-
chen, Zwergziegen und Kälber lassen geduldig Kraulen und „Ach-
wie-süß“-Rufe über sich ergehen.36
‘It is allowed to stroke and to cuddle: little lambs, dwarf goats, and

























































36Mannheimer Morgen, 23.04.1991, Lokales; Mistgabel gibt den Ton an.
37Mannheimer Morgen, 18.09.1999, Lokales.
38Mannheimer Morgen, 03.06.1998, Lokales; Über die Liebe.
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The examples in (521a,b) are impersonal passives, i. e. passives that correspond to
active sentences without an accusative object.
On page 108, Rapp discusses examples with schieben (‘to push’) and rasieren
(‘to shave’). She marks the intransitive use of schieben with a question mark and
the intransitive use of rasieren with a star. The following examples show that both

















‘It is really a hitch. We have to push it.’
b. Wird ein Fahrzeug während der Fahrt bei Nacht betriebsunfähig und
muß geschoben werden, darf die rückwärtige Beleuchtung durch
schiebende Personen nicht verdeckt werden.40
‘If a vehicle breaks during the night and if it has to be pushed, the rear
light must not be covered by those who push the vehicle.’
The participle schiebende (‘pushing’) is used without its object in (523b). The
PP formed with the participle of the transitive version is durch das Fahrzeug
schiebende Personen (‘by the vehicle pushing persons’), but the vehicle is not
mentioned in the participle phrase in (523b) since the discourse referent of the















‘that nobody of his people was able to shave somebody.’
b. ich
I






















‘The main reason for my being famous was that I shaved people with
my left hand.’











































39Bildzeitung, 11.02.1967, p. 3.
40Anweisung für Fahrer von Dienstfahrzeugen, 01.03.1962, p. 15
41Goethe, Wilhelm Meisters Wanderjahre, Hamburger Ausgabe, Band 8, p. 380.
42Goethe, Wilhelm Meisters Wanderjahre, Hamburger Ausgabe, Band 8, p. 380.

































While sentences like (527) are possible, the verbs stellen (‘to put’) and leeren (‘to





















‘We have to fell the tree because of the storm damage.’
leeren can be used intransitively, but this seems to be restricted to containers that
are emptied regularly:
(528) a. Jetzt muss ich von Binz bis zur Sihlpost fahren, um einen Brief nach
18 Uhr aufzugeben, statt nur bis Witikon, wo am Sonntag komischer-
weise erst um 18.15 geleert wird.43
‘I have to drive from Binz to the Sihlpost now to post a letter after
6pm, instead of Witikon where the mailbox funnily enough is emptied
at 6:15pm on Sundays.’
b. Damit [. . . ], wurde die Anzahl der Papier- und Abfallkörbe verdichtet.
Geleert wird werktags zwei bis drei Mal täglich und am Wochenende
ein bis zwei Mal pro Tag.44
‘In order to [. . . ] the amount of waste bins was increased. They are
emptied two to three times on working days and one to two times at
the weekend.’
The status of the object in (525b) is not clear since die Milch can refer both to
the substance and to the container. (529) shows that it is really possible to have an



























‘There were two plastic bags in the box. Joe emptied them so that their
content got on the kitchen table.’
43Züricher Tagesanzeiger, 06.07.1999, p. 27.
44Mannheimer Morgen, 19.10.2000, Lokales; Saubermänner verstärkt auf Tour.
45Mannheimer Morgen, 07.08.2000; Die dunkle Seite des Mondes Martin Suter.
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However, the verb leeren is combined with a directional PP in (525b) and (529).
So it could be argued that these examples are instances of a different pattern.
stellen differs from other constructions that have been discussed so far in that
two arguments are suppressed one of them being the position something is placed
in. So such constructions also deserve a special treatment.
Concluding the discussion in this section, we can say that sentences that at first
appear to be counterexamples to the transitivization analysis can be explained
without problems.
In the following sections, I discuss properties of resultative constructions that
were discussed in the context of verbal complementation and predicate complexes
involving adjectives in Chapter 2. I first look at the embedding of expletive and
subjectless predicates which was used as an important criterion to distinguish
between control and raising predicates. I will then look at the behavior of NPs
in passivized resultative constructions and at the unaccusative/unergative differ-
ences and, finally, I apply all the constituent order tests from Chapter 2 and check
whether iteration of resultative predicates is possible as was the case for depictive
predicates.
5.1.8 Expletive Predicates and Subjectless Constructions
As was shown in Chapter 2.1.10.5, subject and object predicative constructions






































While the es in (530) can be understood as non-referential, this is not possi-
ble for (531): (531a) cannot mean that the party guests caused the room to get
warm by sitting around. Since resultative constructions with unselected objects
like (486) and (487) are possible, one cannot argue that the expletives are ruled
out because of the role assignment of the primary predicate. Instead, I suggest that
expletive secondary predicates are excluded in resultative constructions because
of the meaning of the resultative construction itself, which I assume to be: Event X
causes Y to become Z.46 Y is the subject of the predicate Z. This expresses the fact
that there has to be an affected entity in resultative constructions (Simpson, 1983,
46Note that I do not assume a representation of the form X causes that Y becomes Z by V-ing as was
suggested, for instance, by Breindl and Engel (1997, p. 1114) since such a representation excludes ex-
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p. 146; Kaufmann, 1995a, p. 218; Goldberg, 1995, p. 188; Winkler, 1997, p. 339–
340). Under this assumption, impersonal predicates in resultative constructions






























































Subjectless predicates can be combined with an expletive es which functions as
a semantically empty subject (532b). This expletive cannot surface as accusative
object (532e).
Subjectless verbs like those in (533) cannot appear in resultative constructions,
but this is due to the semantic type of the verbs.


























































Intended: ‘The fact that he is freezing makes Max happy.’
amples like (485b) where the causing event does not have a participant that could function as a causer.
Goldberg’s representation (1995, p. 188), which is cause-become(agt, pat, result-goal) is problematic
for the same reasons.
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Plank (1985, p. 176) judges (534) as grammatical, but I find it totally impossible.
The only syntactic analysis that seems available is the one with stocksteif as de-
pictive predicate, but this is ruled out by world knowledge: Stiffness is usually the








‘He was frozen stiff.’
Expletive predicates may appear as primary predicates in resultative construc-











‘The chairs were soaked by the rain.’
The difference between (532d,e) and (535) is that in (532d,e) the embedded pred-
icate is expletive whereas in (535) the matrix predicate is expletive.
Plank’s examples with expletive matrix predicates in (536)—judged with a
question mark by him—are totally unacceptable.48















Intended: ‘It rained so much everything was soaking wet.’
In a transitivization analysis, (536a) is excluded on syntactic grounds since there
is no accusative element as is needed in resultative constructions with unergative
base verbs (see Section 5.1.10 for a discussion of resultative constructions with
unaccusative verbs). (536b) is excluded since the reflexive pronoun cannot be in-
terpreted as coindexed with the expletive. Such coindexings are not excluded in












(536b) is blocked by the description of the meaning of resultative constructions
that was given above: If the subject of the resultative predicate has to be referen-
tial, the sich must be referential and since it is reflexive, it has to be bound to an
47Wunderlich, 1995, p. 455.
48On the interaction of the semantics of dunkeln with the semantics of resultative constructions see
Kaufmann, 1995a, p. 202.
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antecedent in a local domain, but this is impossible since the es-complement of
regnen cannot be coindexed with the referential sich.
The data discussed in this subsection show that impersonal constructions and
expletive predicates are excluded as secondary predicates in resultative construc-
tions. At first glance, this seems to contradict the assumption that resultative con-
structions are raising constructions, as was argued in Section 5.1.2. However, the
fact that the embedded predicate has to have a referential subject is explained by
the semantics of the resultative construction, i. e. by the fact that there has to be
an affected entity.
5.1.9 Passive
Although the semantic properties of the accusative are primarily determined by
the resultative predicate, the accusative nevertheless behaves like an object of the
matrix verb: As Wunderlich (1995, p. 455) noted, the accusative changes into a
nominative in passive and middle constructions. The middle versions of (485) and






















































The example in (539) is a state passive that corresponds to an active sentence that













‘On 27 September Kabul had been under fire long enough to be ready for
attack.’
Passive involves arguments of the verb. These can either be raised from an em-
bedded predicate, as in the case of object predicatives (see Chapter 2.1.10.6), and
in the case of the remote passive (see Chapter 3.2.5), or they can be real argu-
ments of the verb, i. e. arguments to which the verb assigns a semantic role. The
data in (538) – (539) suggest that the accusative in the active sentence is a comple-
ment of the resultative construction that can be promoted to subject and then get
nominative.
Boas (2000, p. 217) notes that passives with fake reflexives are excluded:
49See also Helbig and Buscha, 1970, p. 543, Simpson, 1983, p. 144, and Oppenrieder, 1991, p. 114
on passivization of resultative constructions.
50taz, 11.06.1996, p. 18.
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(540) * Himself was talked hoarse.
Examples like (540) are explained by the fact that himself is accusative and there-
fore is excluded in subject positions (for similar arguments regarding reflexives
in subject positions see Brame, 1977, p. 388 and Pollard and Sag, 1994, p. 262).
The reflexive pronoun is required by the meaning of the resultative construction,
but since reflexives do not have a nominative, passivization of such resultative
constructions is impossible.
















‘You are not allowed to wash here.’
Wunderlich’s example in (541) shows that the reflexive in such constructions is
special in not agreeing in number with the agent expressed by the von-phrase. So,
it seems justified to treat German passives like (542) as special cases that have to

















‘because people talked themselves hoarse at this conference.’
See Nerbonne, 1982, p. 345; 1986, p. 917; Wunderlich, 1985, p. 222; Abraham,
1986; Pollard, 1994, p. 287, and Müller, 1999a, Chapter 15.3.4 for a discussion of
such examples.
5.1.10 Unaccusative Verbs
Kaufmann (1995a, p. 146) discusses the following examples that show that adjec-
























































51Wunderlich, 1985, p. 222.
52But see Kaufmann, 1995b, p. 416 where she claims that unaccusative verbs do not enter resultative
constructions at all.
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The sentences in (544) are corpus examples of resultative constructions with an
unaccusative verb and a prepositional phrase as resultative predicate:





























































‘Then Juliane Lumumba relates how, as a result of there being no air-












































‘Then they would run out of paper or the candles they had ordered had





















‘In that type of total calculation the tax difference melts down to a
trifle.’
While the difference in acceptability in the examples in (543) is pretty clear, ex-
amples of resultative constructions involving unaccusative verbs and adjectives
can be found:
(545) Solange [. . . ], deckt man die Erde zwischen den Pflanzen in jedem Herbst
mehrere Zentimeter mit humosem Material ab. Darunter friert die Erde
weniger hart, und im Sommer bleibt sie selbst am sonnigen und warmen
53Frankfurter Rundschau, 16.09.1999, p. 3.
54Frankfurter Rundschau, 05.08.1997, p. 3.
55Frankfurter Rundschau, 028.02.1998, p. 8.
56Züricher Tagesanzeiger, 04.01.1997, p. 1.
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Platz so feucht und kühl, wie Schneeheide es liebt.57
‘As long as [. . . ], the soil between the plants is covered over with several
centimeters of humus every fall. The soil does not freeze so hard under-
neath and the soil remains moist and cool in summer, even in sunny, warm
places, just as snow heather likes it.’


























[. . . ]59
‘A lake will only freeze solid if . . . .’
Kaufmann and Wunderlich (1998, p. 22) note that the acceptability of of unac-
cusatives with result APs is higher if the adjective focuses on the degree of the
achieved property. They provide the examples in (548):

















‘Alice shrunk extremely small.’
Kaufmann andWunderlich’s observation is also relevant for (545): The result hart
(‘hard’) is modified by weniger (‘less’).
In addition to examples with resultative APs and resultative PPs, examples with









‘The river froze over.’
As Kaufmann (1995a, p. 144) notes, it is not possible that the resultative pred-
icate predicates over an NP that is different from the one selected by the base
verb. The sentences (550) cannot have the meaning in the glosses. The resultative
predicate always predicates over the argument of the base verb.
57Mannheimer Morgen, 02.01.1999, Ratgeber; Eine robuste, kleine Winterschönheit.
58Note that this example is exceptional in that there are two result states, one expressed by the PP
zu Eis and the other one expressed by fest.
59Die Zeit, 04.04.1986, p. 81.
60Boas, 2000, p. 14. See also Ryu, 1997, p. 235.
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Intended: ‘The growing (of the plants) turns my room into a dark
hole.’



























































‘Their tongues froze tight onto the aluminum posts whilst licking the
ice on the lamp posts.’
However, these examples are not parallel to the English examples often discussed
in the literature. Verbs like regnen and frieren are not unaccusative and allow























‘The chairs were soaked by the rain.’









61Grimms Märchen, Sechse kommen durch die ganze Welt, p. 390.
62Frankfurter Rundschau, 04.02.1998, p. 38.
63Kaufmann (1995a, p. 153) cites Wunderlich with this example.
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I suggest that the examples in (551) are resultative constructions involving an ex-
pletive primary predicate. As in (554), the expletive is suppressed in (551). Of
course, sentences like (555) cannot be used in Modern Standard German, but it
seems plausible that festfrieren is a lexicalized form that developed from a con-

















Kaufmann (1995a, p. 146) claims that the causative variant of unaccusative
verbs does not allow for adjectival resultative predicates. This claim is contra-

















‘That sounds as though the culture nation is to be shrunk to health.’
b. Bibliotheken sollten kleiner werden und sich gesundschrumpfen,
überfüllte Hörsäle müßten sich wieder leeren, und das Studium sollte
nach amerikanischemModell verkürzt werden.65
‘Libraries should get smaller and shrink to a healthy size, over-
crowded auditoriums should get less cramped, and the time taken
to get a degree should be shortened in accordance with the American
model.’
The intransitive version of schrumpfen (‘shrink’) is unaccusative, but the transitive
version, where a causer is the subject, is not. In the sentence in (556a), the causer is
different from the affected entity, in (556b) with the reflexive, causer and affected
entity are identical due to the use of the reflexive pronoun.
The construction in (557a) is probably derived from the optionally transitive




























‘We aged the metal artificially.’
Note, however, that the resultative constructions in (556) seem not to be the
product of a transitivization process since the sentences in (558) cannot be under-
stood as an intransitive version of the causative form.
64taz, hamburg, 12.31.1998, p. 25.
65taz, hamburg, 01.09.1998, p. 22.
66taz, 12.02.1991, p. 13.









I leave it open whether this is due to a strong preference for the non-agentive
reading as in the case of brennen (see the discussion of (517) on page 222), or
whether a special process for cases like (556) has to be assumed.
Having discussed unaccusative verbs in resultative constructions, I now turn to
constituent order phenomena.
5.1.11 Permutation in the Mittelfeld

















































This is parallel to the serialization in subject and object predicate constructions,
which were discussed in Chapter 2.1.10.2. The possibility to permute the NPs can
be explained if one assumes that the NPs in the Mittelfeld are dependents of the
same head.
5.1.12 Intraposition
Resultative predicates are usually positioned next to the verb. In sentences with
both depictive and resultative predicates, the depictive precedes the resultative



















‘Gustav chopped the raw meat into little pieces.’
This is explained by an analysis that treats the resultative predicate as part of the
predicate complex and depictives as adjuncts that can be serialized in the Mit-
telfeld.
The assumption that resultative predicates are part of the predicate complex is
also supported by the fact that usually no material is allowed to intervene between
the base verb in final position and the resultative predicate.68
67Oppenrieder, 1991, p. 126.
68The examples in (561) are from Lötscher, 1985, p. 216.















































Intended: ‘He drained the cup with big gulps.’
Neeleman (1994, p. 85) gives a Dutch example with a resultative predicate sepa-






































Lüdeling (1998, p. 56) provides the following example in which the resultative









































‘I want the prince to cut the onions into small cubes for the soup and into
rings for the salad.’
In these examples, we have an intraposition into theMittelfeld that is due to focus
movement (Neeleman, Lüdeling). As was discussed in Chapter 2, the same kind
of focus split can be observed with adjectives in copula and in subject and object
predicative constructions.
5.1.13 Extraposition
Extraposition of subcategorized predicates in copula constructions and in subject
and object predicate constructions is impossible or at least marked in German (see
also Chapter 2.1.9.3 and 2.1.10.3).70 Some examples are given here as (565):
69Oppenrieder, 1991, p. 126.
































































































































The non-extraposability is not a property of predicative constructions in general
since sentences with extraposed depictive prepositional phrases are much better



















‘Yes, I met him in his new suit.’
An analysis that treats depictive predicates as adjuncts and resultative predicates as
complements belonging to the predicate complex predicts that depictive secondary
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5.1.14 Fronting
One finds another similarity with other complex predicates looking at the exam-
ples in (568).71






































































As the examples in (82c), (153b), and (178)—repeated here in (569)—show, the
fronting of material that embeds other parts of the predicate complex is impossible
if the embedded parts remain in the Mittelfeld.






































Intended: ‘He considered him to be clever.’
The unacceptability of (568a,c,d,e) can be explained along the same lines: The
primary predicate and the resultative predicate form a complex and frontings of a
head in predicate complexes without the complex parts that are embedded under
this head is not permitted.
Depictives differ from resultatives in that they do not have a tight relation to
the verb. No predicate complex is formed. Hence, a depictive predicate like roh in
(570) can remain in theMittelfeld like an adverb.
71The example in (568a) is from Uszkoreit, 1987, p. 105, the examples in (568b,c) are from Lötscher
(1985, p. 216), those in (568d–e) are from Oppenrieder (1991, p. 127).













‘You have to cut the meat raw!’


























































‘He ate everything that was on the plate.’




























Data like (571) can be explained easily as an instance of normal constituent
fronting as was discussed in Chapter 1.9.2. (572) and (573) can be explained by
an analysis of complex fronting as was discussed in Chapter 2.2.2.
5.1.15 Iteration
Resultatives differ from depictive predicates in that there is at most one resultative
predicate per base verb (Simpson, 1983, p. 152; Rothstein, 1985, p. 19). As the
examples in (574) show, the iteration of resultative predicates is impossible.

























Intended: ‘He drank everything in the pub and because of this it
went bankrupt.’
72Oppenrieder, 1991, p. 127.
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This is just natural if the formation of the resultative construction is seen as a tran-
sitivization process: Once a verb is transitivized, it cannot be transitivized again.
In addition to such syntactic reasons that prevent iteration, there are, of course,
semantic reasons that make iteration of resultative predicates impossible. Winkler
(1997, Chapter 6.2.1) follows Tenny in assuming that resultative predicates de-
limit a non-delimited event. An event may be delimited only once and therefore
iteration is excluded.
As was noted in Chapter 4.1.5, resultative and depictive predicates are not mu-
tually exclusive. If it is assumed that base verb and resultative predicate form a
complex that selects an accusative, the properties of which are restricted mainly
by the resultative predicate, it can be explained why a depictive predicate can re-
fer to a nominal expression that is not in the valence representation of the primary













‘Susanne eats everything on the warmed-up plate.’
Concluding the data section, it has been shown that the resultative predicate
should be treated as a complement of a transitivized version of the primary predi-
cate and that the resultative predicate forms a complex with the governing head.74
Resultative constructions pattern with raising constructions in that the matrix
predicate does not assign a semantic role to the subject of the embedded pred-
icate. Nevertheless, the embedding of subjectless or expletive predicates is not
possible which is due to the semantics of the resultative construction.
Having discussed the properties of resultative constructions, let me now explain
the details of the analysis.
5.2 The Analysis
Oppenrieder (1991, Chapter 1.5.3.7.4) and Wunderlich (1995; 1997a) analyze re-
sultative constructions with unergative verbs in German as transitivizations of in-
transitive verbs. Following these approaches, I assume a lexical rule that has an
intransitive verb as input and licenses a lexical item for a verb that contains the
subject of the embedded predicate on its SUBCAT list. The rule for unergative
verbs is shown in (576) on the facing page.75 In lexical rules, only information
that changes is mentioned in the output. So for instance, the specification of the
73Oppenrieder, 1991, p. 126.
74For other complex predicate analyses of resultative constructions see for instance Bach, 1979;
Dowty, 1979; Simpson, 1983; Di Sciullo and Williams, 1987; Neeleman and Weermann, 1993; Neele-
man, 1994; Koch and Rosengren, 1995; Winkler, 1997; Williams, 1997.
75The specification of the argument structure is omitted in the lexical rules in (576) and (584). The
argument structures are the concatenations of the SUBJ and the SUBCAT value. To have the newly
introduced arguments on the ARG-ST list is important for explaining reflexivization with so-called
fake reflexives (the HPSG Binding Theory refers to the ARG-ST) and the possibility for depictives to
refer to this argument. See (575) for an example, and Chapter 4.2 for the analysis of depictives.
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path SYNSEM|LOC|CAT|HEAD in the input structure is taken over into the out-
put structure. An unaccusative intransitive verb, i. e. a verb that has a designated
argument and an empty SUBCAT list, is the input for this rule. The output is a
verb that selects a predicate via its valence feature XCOMP. The subject of this
predicate ( 4 ) is identical to the object of the matrix verb. The subject of the em-
bedded predicate has to be referential since it is the nature of these resultative
constructions that an entity is affected by the action expressed by the matrix verb.
The resultative meaning of the whole construction is represented under CONT in
the output of the rule. Following Dowty (1979, p. 99), I assume that cause is an
abstract logical operator that relates two events.
For the example in (512a)—repeated here as (577)—, the lexical rule is applied
to the intransitive verb fischen (‘to fish’), a lexical entry of which is given in (578),
and the valence information for a predicate and an object that is raised from the
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The theme of fischen is not linked to any element in the valence representation
and hence the value of the THEME feature in (578) is visualized as an empty box.

























































In an analysis of (577), the predicate that is selected via XCOMP gets saturated by



























The combination of (579) and (580) yields (581).
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Since both NPs are dependents of the same head, the permutability of these argu-


























‘because nobody fishes the pond empty.’
The first NP in the SUBCAT list with structural case gets nominative in active sen-
tences like (582) and the second one accusative (see page 15 for the discussion
of the Case Principle). In passive constructions, the subject (the first NP) is sup-
pressed and the second one is promoted to subject. Since the promoted NP is the











‘The pond was fished empty.’
The iteration of resultative predicates is not possible since the rule in (576) cannot
be applied to its own output. The input sign has to have a SUBCAT list with exactly
one element and the empty list as XCOMP value. Since the lexical rule adds an
element to both lists, it cannot be applied recursively.
Having explained resultative constructions with unergative verbs, I now turn
to unaccusative verbs. (584) shows the lexical rule that is needed for resultative
constructions with unaccusative verbs.
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As was shown in the data section, the resultative predicate always predicates over
the subject of the unaccusative verb.76 The subject of unaccusative verbs has ob-
ject properties and is therefore not contained in the DA list. The head features and
the SUBCAT value of the input sign are not changed in the output. By convention,
76Shortly before this book went to the printer, Andrew McIntyre pointed out to me that there seem










‘The plants in my room grow in such a way that the room is full of them.’ or ‘The plants in
front of my room grow in such a way that the windows are covered by plants.’

















‘Some cellars filled up (with water).’ (Mannheimer Morgen, 26.05.2000, Lokales)
Such examples are not covered by the rule in (584). I leave it for further research whether the lexical
rule should be adapted to cover such cases or whether they should be treated as lexicalized exceptions.
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the values on the left-hand side and the values on the right-hand side of a lex-
ical rule are identical unless specified differently. The lexical rule cannot apply
to its own output since the output has one element in XCOMP and the input re-
quires XCOMP to be empty. Therefore the iteration of resultative predicates with
unaccusative verbs is also predicted to be impossible.
The rules in (576) and (584) produce lexical items that are very similar to the
lexical entry for subject predicatives like erscheinen (‘seem’) and object pred-
icatives like finden (‘find’), respectively. Compare, for instance, the entry on
page 106. The only difference is that the embedding of predicates with an exple-
tive subject or subjectless predicates is not allowed in resultative constructions for
semantic reasons.
Boas (2000) criticizes several Small Clause and Predication Theory approaches
since—according to him—it is not possible to formulate restrictions on the ob-
ject NP and to include world knowledge to rule out both unacceptable objects
and unacceptable resultative predicates. In the lexical rules formulated above, the
referential index of the subject of the resultative predicate is accessible and there-
fore it is possible to state constraints on this NP. Such constraints are specified as
the value of the feature BACKGROUND. The value of BACKGROUND is a set that
contains appropriateness conditions associated with a given type of phrase. See
Pollard and Sag, 1994, Chapter 8.4, Chapter 2.5. Since all information about the
involved elements is available in the lexical rules, restrictions on possible resulta-
tive predicates can also be formulated.
The output of the rules for resultative constructions can be input to passiviza-
tion (argument blocking, see page 151) and adjective formation lexical rules (see
page 160). Therefore examples like those in (508)—some of them are repeated
here in a shorter form as (585)—and examples like (586) can be analyzed. The
examples in (585) are adjectival participles of unergative verbs and the example

































77Mannheimer Morgen, 03.02.1998, Lokales; Zugefrorene Seen: schön, aber tückisch.
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The lexical rules in (576) and (584) take over the DA specification of the input
sign and hence the designated argument can be blocked by the Argument Block-
ing Lexical Rule. The Adjective Formation Lexical Rule ensures that adjectives
like those in (585) predicate over the object of the resultative construction, while
adjectives like the one in (586) predicate over the subject of the resultative con-
struction.
Having explained resultative constructions with an adjective as resultative
predicate, I want to briefly explain resultative constructions with PP predicates:
















‘because he cuts the sausage into slices.’
The PP in Scheiben is combined with schneidet to form a predicate complex. The
subject of the predicative PP is realized as the object of the predicate complex and
as such receives accusative.
Before turning to the fronting data, I want to discuss some interesting dif-
ferences between resultative constructions and object predicative constructions:
Wilder (1991, p. 227; 1994, p. 232) noticed that object predicatives cannot appear
in middle constructions in English.
(588) a. * German children make happy easily.
b. * That boy considers handsome easily.
c. * That girl believes to be intelligent easily.
The same is true for German:








































As was discussed in Chapter 2.1.10.6, object predicative constructions can be pas-
sivized, and so can resultative constructions. As Wunderlich’s examples (1995,
p. 455), which were discussed in Section 5.1.4, show, resultative constructions can
appear in middle constructions even if the accusative does not get a role from the
matrix verb. What is the difference between resultatives and object predicatives?
The latter require the embedded predicate to have a subject, but they restrict nei-
ther its form nor its referentiality. The lexical entries for resultative constructions
that are licensed by the rule (576) embed a predicate that has a referential NP as
subject that is affected. If the process that licenses middle constructions is made
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sensitive to whether or not the object of a verb gets a semantic role from the verb
or from background restrictions, the differences between resultative constructions
and object predicative constructions are explained. Such a requirement is similar
to the requirement that a verb has to assign a semantic role to its subject in order
to allow for passivization (see page 128).
As expected, the fronting examples involving resultative constructions are sim-
ilar to the fronting data discussed in Chapter 2.2.2. The examples in (568d,e)
on page 238—repeated here as (590)—are ruled out for the same reasons as the
frontings of parts of the predicate complex in (82c), (153b), and (178).
























The XCOMP list of the fronted schneiden is not empty, but müssen requires a
complement with an empty XCOMP list. das Fleisch cannot be combined with
schneiden since the XCOMP element of schneiden is not saturated, which prevents
schneiden from functioning as the head daughter in the Head-Argument Schema
(see page 88). If the transitive version of schneiden is used, das Fleisch and schnei-
den can be combined, but it is impossible to integrate klein into the clause.
Having provided an analysis for resultative constructions, I now turn to the
discussion of an alternative analysis which was suggested byWechsler (1997) and
Wechsler and Noh (2001).
5.3 Alternatives
Wechsler (1997) and Wechsler and Noh (2001) suggest analyses for resultative
constructions that are similar to the one proposed here. Wechsler distinguishes two
types of resultative constructions: Resultative constructions in which the subject of
the resultative predicate is the direct object of the matrix verb (control resultatives)
and what they call ECM type resultative constructions in which the subject of the
resultative predicate does not fill a semantic role of the matrix predicate. For every
verb, a canonical result state is specified. The lexical entry in (591) is an example
























78Oppenrieder, 1991, p. 127.
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A lexical rule applies to this lexical entry and appends a list with the resultative
AP to its SUBCAT list:























The semantic contribution of the AP ( 1 ) is identified with the canonical result
in the BECOME representation of the matrix verb. Since the subject of the AP is
linked to the theme role in the representation of the AP, it is clear that the subject
of the matrix predicate and the subject of the AP are coreferent: They both have
the index i.
Some verbs have a lexical representation in which the result state is specified
























Wechsler and Noh (2001, p. 401) suggest using the version with the specified re-
sult state to derive (594a) and the version without the specified result state to
derive ECM resultatives like (594b).
(594) a. Robert ran clear of the fire.
b. We run our Nikes threadbare.
The AP-adding lexical rule applies to the entries and produces (595) and (596)
respectively:
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Wechsler and Noh (2001) assume a lexical rule that adds an object that is identical
to the AP’s subject in case the subject of the AP is not bound by an argument of a
higher predicate. This results in:


















By introducing the canonical result state into the representation of simplex verbs,
Wechsler and Noh (2001) have some control over the semantic type of predicates
that can appear in control resultative constructions. For ECM type resultatives they
assume that no restrictions apply.
The account that I formulated above is less restrictive than the one proposed by
Wechsler (1997) and Wechsler and Noh (2001). In the data section, I made very
vague remarks about the role of the utterance context for the felicity of resultative
constructions. I did not attempt a formalization. However, the account that was











‘He wrecked the car by driving.’ (his car or someone else’s)
An external interpretation process that takes into account contextual information
determines whether the driven car or some other car was destroyed. In a system
with a difference between control and ECM resultative constructions, one would
assume that the control analysis is used for the reading where the actually driven
car got damaged and the raising analysis is used for the reading where some car
not involved in the driving event got damaged.
InWechsler and Noh’s account, the canonical result state of the movement verb
is a location (p. 401). The adjective in (598) does not specify a location (compare
also the examples (490) with müde laufen (‘run tired’) on page 213). So the only
possible analysis in Wechsler’s system is the ECM analysis, i. e. the one without
any restrictions on the result state. This means that the advantage of Wechsler’s
account, namely that one can rule out subjective properties or other properties that
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do not qualify as result states in control resultative constructions by specifying a
canonical become predicate is lost for such examples. Since there are no restric-
tions on the result state in ECM constructions and since this is the only option left











‘He drove and as a result the car got ugly.’
Another drawback of Wechsler’s approach is that it is unclear how preposi-
tional secondary predicates as in (544) can be analyzed. (544a) is repeated here as
(600) for convenience:
















In (600), the PP zu Eis specifies the result. The semantic representation of the NP
does not match the specified canonical result solid. One could argue that a prop-
erty of ice is to be solid, but this does not necessarily extend to the other examples
in (544): A black mass is not necessarily liquid. One can imagine integrating a
kind of compatibility check for these result PPs, but this is certainly a rather com-
plicated issue.
I therefore stick to the analysis that does not formulate any restrictions and
defer the correct semantic representation of such restrictions to further research.
5.4 Summary
In this chapter, I have developed an analysis for resultative constructions that treats
the resultative predicate as a complement in a complex predicate construction. The
complex predicate is licensed in the lexicon by a lexical rule that accounts both
for the resultative semantics of the resulting complex predicate and for the valence
change. The lexical rules that I suggested above do not combine two adjacent el-
ements. Rather, they license for every input entry another lexical item that has the
potential to combine with another predicate. This predicate may be modified or
may be extracted or intraposed into the Mittelfeld. The matrix verb may appear
in clause initial position separated from the embedded resultative predicate. The
resultative PP or AP is a complement of the V and they are realized similarly
to other embedded predicates in copula constructions and in subject and object
predicatives. The difference between these predicative constructions and resulta-
tive constructions is that the lexical entries for the former are listed in the lexicon
while the lexical items for the latter are licensed by lexical rules. What these con-
structions have in common is that the subject of the embedded predicate may be
permuted with other dependents of the matrix predicate. As in object predicative
constructions, the subject of the embedded predicate in a resultative construction
79Frankfurter Rundschau, 16.09.1999, p. 3.
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with an unergative verb is realized as accusative in active sentences and as nomi-
native in passive sentences. This is explained by the assumption of structural case
for subjects in German and a Case Principle that interacts with valence changing
operations like passive.
The fact that this complex predicate formation for resultative predicates is done
in the lexicon explains why certain resultative constructions get lexicalized and




Building on the analyses developed so far, I will now show how particle verbs
can be integrated into the wider picture. I will show that the syntactic properties
of particle verbs resemble the properties of other constructions we have seen so
far and I will argue that particle verbs should be analyzed as part of the predicate
complex and that the base verb is the head of the construction. I will provide lex-
ical entries for non-transparent particle verbs and lexical rules that license lexical
entries for productive particle verb combinations.
This chapter is more complex than previous chapters since a large part of it is
devoted to morphology. In the morphology sections, I will discuss both inflection
and derivation and suggest a lexical rule-based analysis.
6.1 The Phenomenon
In German there is a class of verbs that consists of two parts that can be separated
by morphological material (601) and by syntactic material (602). The part that ap-
pears to the left of the main verb in verb-final position and that is stranded when
the finite verb is in initial position is traditionally called a separable prefix (ab-
trennbares Präfix). Since prefixes are by definition not separable, most researchers
use the term (verbal) particle nowadays.1 In (601), the particle über and the stem























‘The ferryman tries to take Karl across.’
1Other terms are Verbzusatz and preverb. Stiebels (1996, p. 10) uses the term Verbzusatz to refer to
both particles and prefixes. Fourquet (1974) uses the term particle both for prefixes and for particles
that can be separated from their verb. Lüdeling (1998) uses the term preverb in a sense that also
includes ordinary adverbs.
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The particle is serialized to the right of non-extraposed complements and adjuncts
and constitutes the right sentence bracket.
Many particles correspond to adjectives (603a), adverbs (603b), nouns (603c),










































‘He had to repeat a year (in school).’
There are particles like dar (darlegen ‘to explain’, ‘to expound’), inne (innehal-
ten, ‘to stop’, ‘to pause’) and acht (achtgeben, ‘to take care’, ‘to watch out’) that
do not fall into one of the mentioned categories. Furthermore, there are particle
verbs for which there is no corresponding verb that lacks the particle like abstatten
(‘to visit’) in einen Besuch abstatten and anstrengen (‘to make an effort’, ‘to try
hard’) in sich anstrengen. Particle verbs can contain a verb that is derived from an
adjective (aufheitern (‘to brighten-up’, ‘to clear up’, ‘to cheer up’), aufhellen (‘to
brighten (up)’)) or a noun (einölen (‘to rub with oil’), eindellen (‘to make a bump
in s.t.’), ankreuzen (‘to mark with an ‘×’’), anprangern (‘to denounce’)).2
2Stiebels and Wunderlich, 1992, p. 20.
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6.1.1 What are Particle Verbs?
In many cases it is not obvious whether certain verbs should be treated as particle
verbs or whether they are regular combinations of verbs and adverbs or verbs
and nouns. Many researchers, including me (see Müller, 1999a, Chapter 19) have
become confused by orthographic conventions, but in some respect the German
orthography rules are rather arbitrary. See also page 212 for different spellings
of resultative constructions. So in some cases, verbs and dependent parts were
written as two words (604c) and in others they were spelled as one word (604d).
This was changed in the orthographic reform. According to Duden (1996, R 38),




























‘I rode a bike.’
Since radfahren and Bus fahren have the same properties, they should be treated
in the same way. In the remainder of this section, I will seek to establish criteria
for what has to be counted as a particle verb.3
6.1.1.1 Stress
In particle verb combinations, the particle gets the word accent. The particle can
get the main accent of the whole predicate or sentence or, if a complement is

















‘that Hans told me the following.’
Separable verbs behave like compounds in this respect. In homonymous prefix
verb combinations the stress is on the main verb.
3The subsections on non-productive particle verb combinations, the fronting of particles, the sep-
aration of particle and verb in verb-final contexts, and the one about the Ripuarian and Bavarian data
are also published as Müller, 2002d.






















‘since he drove around the grandmother.’
6.1.1.2 Fronting
One criterion that is sometimes used for the definition of the notion particle verb
is the non-frontability of the particle (Zifonun, 1999, p. 212). However, as the data
that will be presented in Section 6.1.2 show, various kinds of particles can be
fronted under certain conditions.
6.1.1.3 Referentiality
Zeller (1999, Chapter 3.2.2) looks at data like the sentences in (607) and observes









































‘There’s a gas leak here.’
Verbs that occur with a particle that corresponds to a pronominal adverb that starts
with an h, he calls h-verbs. Following McIntyre (2001b), he formulates the gener-
alization that the particles of h-verbs like the ones in (607) are always referential
and specific and the prepositional particles do not refer and are not specific. Zeller
and McIntyre use referentiality as a criterion for being a particle verb: particles
of particle verbs do not refer. Zifonun (1999, p. 223) also observes that what she
calls preposition-based adverbs can be replaced by PPs in a regular way. Zifo-
nun’s preposition-based adverbs are not restricted to h-elements, but also include
pronominal adverbs with da (there) like (darin (‘there.in’), daraus (‘there.out’),
davor (‘there.before’)). Verbs like hereinkommen (‘to come in’), hereingehen (‘to
go in’), hereinschauen (‘to look in’), hereinblinzeln (‘to peak in’), she calls ‘par-
ticle verbs in a broader sense’. ‘True particle verbs’ are verbs where a change of
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meaning has taken place. So (608a) is a particle verb and (608b) is a particle verb














(in a normal context:
true particle verb)














in a broader sense)
‘He put it in.’
6.1.1.4 Depictives and Resultatives vs. Lexicalized Forms






















‘because he beats him almost to death’
Words like totschlagen (‘to beat to death’) and totarbeiten (‘to work to death’)
were written as one word (Duden, 1951). This was changed in the orthographic
reform. According to the 1996 version of the Duden words are spelled separately
if the first part is an adjective that can be used comparatively (Duden, 1996, R 39).
Despite the spelling in (609a), it is not reasonable to treat verbs like totschlagen
as particle verbs. They are normal resultative constructions that can be derived in
a regular way (Oppenrieder, 1991, Chapter 1.5.3.7.4).
Other verbs were probably taken to be resultative constructions because of their











‘The doctor signs Peter off sick.’
The sentence has a resultative reading, where the writing of the doctor causes Peter
to get sick. The reading may be plausible in a context in which the prescriptions
of the doctor are so expensive that Peter gets sick because he is worried about the
bills for the pills. But the normal use of krank schreiben is given in the translation.
This reading does not imply that the one who has the certificate is sick since
firstly malingerers can also get the certificate and secondly one can already have
recovered but still have the certificate, i. e. be krank geschrieben. Because of the
non-transparent meaning, I assume that the version of krank schreiben in (610) is
a particle verb.
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For the same reason, I assume that kaputtgehen (‘to get broken’) is a particle
verb and not a resultative construction with reference to the subject as is assumed










The broken state of the vase is not caused by walking.









Idiomatic: ‘Peter played hooky.’













‘Peter’s parties made his neighbors ill.’
(612a) has two readings. Firstly, there is the idiomatic reading where Peter pre-
tends to be sick and then there is the depictive reading where Peter is sick while
partying. In (612b) krank is used in a resultative construction. The difference be-
tween the idiomatic reading of (612a) and the depictive or resultative construction
is that the adjective is not a predicate in the idiomatic reading (Zeller, 1999, p. 97).
To sum up, I regard examples like (610), (611), and (612a), that have lexical-
ized meanings, as particle verbs while transparent cases like (609) are treated as
predicative constructions despite their spelling.
6.1.1.5 The Syntactic Activeness of Particles
Another possibility for differentiating between particles and elements of the cate-
gories they are related to is to examine their syntactic properties. Many particles
have lost their combinatorial potential or do not take part in usual inflectional
alternations. These phenomena will now be discussed in more detail.
Adjectives: Comparatives and Superlatives Zeller notes that the form of ad-














They cannot appear in the comparative or superlative.
4The examples in (612) are taken from Zeller, 1999, p. 97.
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Nouns: Modification and Passivization As Uszkoreit (1987, p. 103) observed,
















Intended: ‘He very rarely rode with an early bus.’
A further difference was noted by Booij (1990, p. 49) for Dutch. The negation el-
ement nicht can be combined with a determiner ein(ig)- to form kein. Bech (1955,
p. 76–78) called this combination cohesion (Kohäsion). Usually the combination
of the particle with kein is not possible. If one combines Bus fahren with keinen






















‘He did not ride a bus (but a bike) / he did not go by bus (but by train).’
The reading of busfahrenwhere someone else drives the bus and er (‘he’) refers to
a passenger is not available in (615a). For verbs like Probe fahren the combination

















‘He did not do a test drive with the car.’
This test can also be used to decide whether mass nouns and bare plurals should
be treated as particles or not. So in addition to the difference in referentiality that
can be observed (see Section 6.1.1.3), the ability to combine with a (negated) de-
terminer without changing the meaning, except as far as negation is concerned,
is a further criterion that can be used to determine whether noun-verb combina-
tions are particle verb combinations: If a (negated) determiner is impossible, the
combination is a particle verb construction.
Apart from this, a grammar that assumes that elements like Karten in (617) are
not objects predicts the facts in the example (617b) by Kroch and Santorini (1991,
p. 295).5
5See also Abraham, 1986, p. 19; Kathol, 1995, p. 248; Kathol, 1998, p. 232.









(i) means to use certain cards in a game.




















‘There was frequent card playing.’
The noun Karten does not take part in the object-to-subject promotion that takes
place in passive constructions. If it did, the passive auxiliary wurde would have to
agree with the subject Karten in number, which is not the case.
Note that Karten spielen behaves differently from idiomatic expressions like


























‘This scoundrel was read the riot act.’
In (618b) the accusative object die Leviten is raised to subject. The finite verb
shows plural agreement. Therefore the examples in (617) cannot be explained on
the basis of the non-transparency of kartenspielen.
Verbs: Passive, Double Infinitives, Scope The exceptional behavior of the sen-
tences in (619) that was noted by Reis (1973) and Höhle (1978, p. 170) can be ex-
plained along the same lines. These sentences are passive variants of what seems
to be an AcI construction with lassen, but as the examples in (620) show, the












































‘The light was left on.’
6See Reis, 1985, p. 153 on similar data with the kriegen passive.













‘The corpse was left (lying) there.’









































Intended: ‘The dog was allowed to be stroked.’
This contrast can be explained if one analyzes the verbs in (619) as complex verbs,
as Reis (1973, p. 524) already noted.7 Höhle notes further that the verbs that allow
passivization while embedded under lassen do not obligatorily occur in double
infinitive constructions, i. e. with a so-called Ersatzinfinitiv. In perfect construc-
tions, it is usually a participle that is embedded under haben (‘have’), but when
modals and AcI verbs are embedded under haben, they obligatorily appear in the
infinitive form, as is shown by the examples in (621). Since there are two verbs



















































‘They let somebody stroke the dog.’
7But see Reis, 1976a, p. 68.
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‘They left the corpse (lying) there.’
There is some uncertainty about the use of the Ersatzinfinitiv. The Duden (1991)
admits both forms of fallenlassen for verbs with the transferred reading. I do not
find all of the examples in (622) totally acceptable. However, the sentences in





























‘The authority had dropped a fining system in the same matter as early
as 1998.’
b. Anna Skljaretskaja vom Vagrius Verlag erklärte am Freitag, sie habe
das Projekt wegen der Lage auf dem Balkan fallengelassen.10
‘Anna Skljaretskaja of the Vagrius publishing house declared on Fri-
day that she has dropped the project because of the situation in the
Balkans.’
8I changed the pronoun wir (‘we’) that was used in Höhle’s examples to sie (‘they’).
9taz, 27.01.2000, p. 18.
10taz, 29.03.1999, p. 28.
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The same uncertainty can be observed with some other particle verbs that have a















‘Five sessions were necessary for that.’
Although I prefer rangemußt in (624), the sentence is not totally out.
If the verbs in (619) and (623) together with lassen are analyzed as particle
+ verb combinations, the difference in passivizability and perfect formation is
explained. Further evidence for this view is that the adverbs in (625) have scope















‘The hammer was dropped fast/often.’











‘Karl didn’t leave Maria.’
If one tries to impose the narrow scope reading on a sentence like (626), the
verb takes on its literal meaning. So we are faced with the same situation as with
Bus fahren vs. radfahren. The orthographic rules do not conform to the syntactic
facts.13
After this discussion of criteria for being a particle verb, I now discuss one of
the proposed criteria, namely the frontability of the particle, in more detail.
6.1.2 Fronting
Particles can be fronted, although this is often denied. There are different claims
about frontability that will be explored in the following. I examine whether there
are restrictions on the type of particle that influence frontability. Section 6.1.2.1
deals with cases of simple fronting, i. e. cases where just the particle is fronted and
Section 6.1.2.2 deals with examples in which the particle is fronted together with
other material.












‘She didn’t let him touch her/him/it. or She didn’t let him get at her/him/it.’
12taz, 26.04.1993, p. 17.
13According to the new rules, combinations of verbs are always spelled separately. The spelling
sitzen bleiben is ambiguous between the lexicalized and the compositional form.
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6.1.2.1 Simple Fronting
In the following subsection, I first repeat claims that were made in the literature
with regard to particle fronting and then examine fronting patterns that involve
particles that are homonymous to elements of various syntactic categories.
After the discussion of the data I try to provide an explanation for the accept-
ability differences of fronting patterns that can be observed.
What Can be Fronted? Bierwisch (1963, p. 103) claims that particles like ab
(‘off’), an (‘to’), auf (‘on’), aus (‘out’), ein (‘in’), über (‘over’), unter (‘under’)
are not frontable. But as the examples in this section show, there are instances of
particle fronting for many of these particles. The frontability is not a property of
the particle but rather a property of the particle verb.
Haider (1990b, p. 96; 1993, p. 280; 1997a, p. 35–36; 1997b, p. 86–87, p. 93)14,
Fanselow (1993, p. 68), Neeleman and Weermann (1993, p. 473), Kiss (1994,
p. 100), Haider, Olsen, and Vikner (1995a, p. 17), Kathol (1996), Olsen (1997b,
p. 307; 1997c, p. 21), and Eisenberg (1999, p. 306) deny the frontability of par-
ticles. These authors do not mention any exceptions and some of them take the
non-frontability claim as evidence for ruling out certain sentence structures for
German.
Zifonun (1999, p. 227) uses the non-frontability as a defining property of parti-
cle verbs. She explicitly excludes cases like (627) from the class of ‘true’ particle
















‘We will get in, but how are we going to get out.’
However, on page 223 she states that all particle verbs that have a preposition other
than mit as particle are ‘true’ particle verbs. As the data below will demonstrate,
even particles that have the form of prepositions can be fronted. Non-frontability
of the particle therefore cannot be a necessary condition for being a particle verb.
Engel (1977, p. 213; 1994, p. 192) claims that only particles that correspond to

















The corresponding examples with the particle fronted are given in (629):
14The sentence (667b) contains a particle together with an argument of the verb in fronted position.
This sentence was taken from the main text of a paper by Haider. Haider (1993, p. 203) discusses
frontings of copula particles like in (629) and an example with feststehen parallel to (641a).


























‘You shall close the door.’
Grewendorf (1990, p. 106) claims that only those particles which assign a theta
role can be fronted. Stiebels and Wunderlich (1992, p. 3) give the following ex-































‘The ball was thrown far out.’
Similarly, Webelhuth and Ackerman (1999) developed an LFG analysis that seeks
to explain what kind of particles can be fronted. They claim that only particles that
have a resultative meaning can be fronted.
There are some authors, however, who realize that the fronting of particles is
possible in a variety of cases that do not fall under those described above (Reis,
1976a, p. 68; Lötscher, 1985, p. 211; Hoeksema, 1991b; Bennis, 1991; Hoberg,
1997; Lüdeling, 1997).
Since it is so often claimed that particles are non-frontable, an extensive discus-
sion of data will be provided in the remainder of this subsection. In what follows,
I discuss particles that are homonymous to nouns, verbs, adjectives, and preposi-
tions.
The examples in (631) contain particles in fronted position that are related to
nouns.
15I find sentence (630a) rather strange. The reason for this is that it is a part of the meaning of the
verb zuschlagen that the door is closed afterwards. So there is no way to leave the door partially open
while slamming it.
Note furthermore that while (630b) can be uttered to establish a contrast, (630a) cannot. The verb
aufschlagen, which could be used to express this contrast, is usually not used for the opening of doors.











‘He rammed the door open.’
Stiebels (1996, p. 160–161) notes a difference in frontability with different base verbs. She notes that
particle frontings in particle verb constructions where the base verb is a support verb like machen are
better since the verb is semantically almost empty.











‘Karl would like to go by bus / to ride a bus.’
b. „Liebe Freundinnen und Freunde, meine Damen und Herren“, redet











‘ “Dear friends, Ladies and Gentlemen”, thus he addresses his audi-
ence, gaining a round of respectful applause. However, it is clear that
nobody is carried away.’
c. Die Volkspartei SPD, von ihrer Geschichte her eigentlich zuständig














‘None of them has worked shifts.’
d. Schlange stehen bereits Hans Jürgen Syberberg, der noch 1990 von
der Entscheidungskraft der SS-Leute an der Rampe von Auschwitz
schwärmte, und Botho Strauss, der singende Brandenburger Bock, der
das Höhere Faseln ebenso beherrscht.18
‘Hans Jürgen Syberberg, who was still raving in 1990 about the SS
men’s decisiveness at the ramp of Auschwitz and Botho Strauss, the
singing Brandenburg stud who is also well-versed in stilted gibberish,
are already queuing up.’









[. . . ]20

















16Süddeutsche Zeitung, 09.04.1998, p. 3.
17Spiegel, 48/1999, p. 305. From an article about sleeping disorders, in which problems of shift-
workers are discussed.
18Wiglaf Droste, taz, 27.02.1998, p. 20.
According to the orthographic rules, Schlange stehen is spelled discontinuously. Like Bus fahren /
mit dem Bus fahren, Schlange stehen (‘to stand in a queue’, ‘to queue up’) is derived from in einer
Schlange stehen. I treat Schlange stehen as a particle verb. See also Wunderlich, 1987a, p. 98.
19Stiebels and Wunderlich (1994, p. 962) list verlorengehen (‘get lost’, ‘lose’), stiftengehen (‘to hop
it’), spazierengehen (‘to go for a walk’, ‘stroll’), and flötengehen (‘to go west’) as particle verbs.
20Mannheimer Morgen, 01.07.1998, Lokales; Wenn Ruben die Eskimorolle zeigt.









‘After that, the games against the Humboldt secondary school and the
Benz high school were also lost.’
Since these particle verbs resemble ordinary verbal complexes, it is not really
surprising that such examples can be found.














































‘Opinions differ on fundamental issues in green politics, but above all
also on the red-green coalition.’











‘A young officer jumped out.’
In (634) we have a particle verb in the broader sense, but the examples in (635)








































‘We wanted to develop a racehorse and ended up producing a camel.’
21Mannheimer Morgen, 13.03.1998, Lokales; Basketballteam auf Erfolgswelle.
22taz, 13.07.1999, p. 20.
23NEGRA corpus.
24Uszkoreit, 1987, p. 100.
25taz berlin, 28./29.11.1998, p. 25.
26Spiegel, 50/1999, p. 88.
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c. Raus kam der „Schwindel“ erst gestern: Etwa 20 Demonstranten pro-
testierten vor dem Tor der niederbayrischen Kaserne gegen die Arre-
stierung.27
‘The fraud was only revealed yesterday: about 20 demonstrators






































‘As an argument against this, it has to be said that modern mathemat-
ics is a pure structure science which has nothing to do with quantifi-
cation.’









‘It is out now.’
This is not the case for the rauskommen/herauskommen in (635a) and (635b).
These verbs are used metaphorically. The same is true for dagegenhalten. The
original meaning of halten is not present anymore.









‘In addition to that there is riot tourism.’
b. Hinzu kommen die in Haider (1992a) formulierten Bedenken gegen
die Postulation von AGR-Obj im Deutschen.30
‘In addition to that there are the doubts against the postulation of an
AGR-Obj for German that were formulated in Haider (1992).’
c. Hinzukommt, daß Partikel-Verb-Kombinationen durchaus produktiv
sind, . . . 31
‘In addition to that, particle verbs are productive.’
27taz, 06.08.1998, p. 9.
28In the main text of Heringer, 1973, p. 93.
29taz berlin, 08./09.05.1999, p. 25.
30In the main text of Fanselow, 1993, p. 12.
31In the main text of Grewendorf, 1990, p. 116. On page 119 in the same paper there is another
hinzukommt example. Other examples with the same spelling can be found in the main text of Fourquet,
1974, p. 100.
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d. [. . . ], hinzu kommt eine reflexive Ellipse: [. . . ]32
‘There is also a reflexive ellipsis.’
e. Hinzu kommt, daß zwei Dative aus diesen Klassen in einem Satz nicht
zusammen auftreten können, . . . 33
‘In addition to that, it is impossible to have two datives from these
classes in one sentence.’
At first glance, it might appear that dazukommen and hinzukommen should be
treated as ‘true’ particle verbs since a change in valence and selectional restrictions
in comparison to the simplex verb kommen can be observed. The verb kommen as
it is used in Peter kommt. (‘Peter comes.’) allows neither for abstract entities as
subject, nor for clausal subjects. If kommen is used with a clausal complement, a
different meaning results that cannot be used together with the pronominal adverb
to derive the meaning of utterances like (637a) or (637c) compositionally.



















However, there is another variant of kommen that obligatorily takes a locative PP























































‘To these oddities come those that I have already pointed out.’
d. Zu dieser Magenverstimmung aus frühster Jugend kam, daß sich Herr
Taziet den ohnehin verdorbenen Magen restlos verdorben hatte, als
32In the main text of Zifonun, 1999, p. 220.
33In the main text of Olsen, 1997a, p. 310.
34In the main text of Haider, 1986a, p. 19.
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er, ans Krankenbett gefesselt, gezwungen gewesen war, «wiederholt
Kohlstrünke» zu essen, [. . . ]35
‘To this childhood indigestion came that Mr Taziet had upset his al-
ready upset stomach as he had been forced to eat cabbage stalks re-
peatedly when he was bed-ridden.’
So, it is reasonable to assume that the hinzukommen examples are instances of the
pattern in (639) with the pronominal adverb filling the slot of the PP complement.
Therefore the verbs in (637) should not be regarded as ‘true’ particle verbs.






















[. . . ]37















































‘In contrast, it is difficult to make a general assessment of the offers
that are currently brought out almost on a weekly basis by Media


























‘With that they also lose control over the sums of money, inflation and
interest.’
35Jochen Schmidt, Triumphgemüse, Verlag C. H. Beck oHG, München, 2000, p. 77.
36St. Galler Tagblatt, 25.03.2000, Ressort: TB-OST; Exponiert.
37Mannheimer Morgen, 02.06.1999, Lokales; Abschiednehmen fällt schwer.
38c’t, 12/2000, p. 189.
39taz, 23.09.1998, p. 8.
40Dictionaries like the Handwörterbuch der deutschen Gegenwartssprache (Kempcke, 1984) and
Wahrig, 1966 list verlustig as an adjective that takes a genitive complement. In (640d) a dative appears
instead of the subject (ihnen) and the genitive is realized as the subject of verlustig gehen. verlustig
gehen in (640d) reminds one of the use of verloren gehen. See example (632a).
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e. Der Mann, den die argentinische Spezialeinheit Sonnabend in einem
Luxushotel festnahm, ist Thomas Drach, mutmaßlicher Kopf jener
Bande, die vor zwei Jahren den Hamburger Sozialwissenschaftler
aus seinem Haus entführte und 33 Tage gefangenhielt. Frei kam
Reemtsma erst nach Zahlung von 30 Millionen Mark.41
‘The man who was arrested by the Argentinian Special Branch on
Saturday is Thomas Drach, the presumed leader of the gang that kid-
naped the Hamburg social scientist at his home keeping him prisoner
for 33 days. Reemtsma was only released after 30 Million DM had
been paid.’
In (640e) an adjective is combined with kommen (‘to come’). There are also sim-
ilar constructions with kommen with PPs like zu Tode (‘to death’) / in Not (‘in
need’) / in Schwierigkeiten (‘in difficulties’) / ins Schwimmen (‘in swimming’ =
‘to lose one’s grip’) kommen or unter den Hammer kommen (‘to come under the
hammer’ = ‘to be auctioned off’) / unter die Haube kommen (‘to come under the
bonnet’ = ‘to get married’), but these patterns are not productive anymore. Many
of the PP + kommen combinations have an idiomatic reading.




























scene of the crime
ist.42
is.
‘But it is also certain that the culprit is no longer in the vicinity of the

















. . . 43
‘In any case, it seems to be certain that . . . ’
c. Fest scheint auch zu stehen, daß nicht nur der zu verbalisierende Sach-
verhalt, sondern auch die Stellungnahme des Sprechers zum Sachver-
halt in den jeweiligen Satzpaaren identisch sind.44
‘It also seems to be certain that not only the facts that are to be verbal-
ized, but also the speaker’s opinion on the matter are identical in the
respective pairs of sentences.’
The particle can neither be exchanged for another adjective or adverb (642a), nor
can it be omitted (642b). The particle cannot predicate over a sentential comple-
41taz, 31.03.1998, p. 1.
42tv-news, Tagesschau, 21.03.1998.
43Reis (1976a, p. 68) discusses this sentence in the context of the raising verb scheinen (‘seem’), but
she explicitly mentions the fact that a particle is fronted.
44In the main text of Engel, 1977, p. 219.
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ment (642c).45







b. * Daß nicht nur der zu verbalisierende Sachverhalt, sondern auch die
Stellungnahme des Sprechers zum Sachverhalt in den jeweiligen
Satzpaaren identisch sind, steht.
Intended: ‘That . . . stands.’
c. * Daß nicht nur der zu verbalisierende Sachverhalt, sondern auch die
Stellungnahme des Sprechers zum Sachverhalt in den jeweiligen
Satzpaaren identisch sind, ist fest.
Intended: ‘That . . . is certain.’
Since embedding under raising verbs like scheinen (‘seem’) is possible, Zeller’s
assumption (1999, p. 65) that Fest steht, daß can be analyzed as a fixed phrase is
questionable.
The particles in (643) are related to prepositions:
(643) a. Ob er seine Strafe dort absitzen muß, war gestern ebenso unklar wie











‘Whether he has to serve his sentence there was as unclear yesterday
as the question whether he will be locked up for the complete eleven





























‘Coalition and opposition accommodated each other in the question
of traffic reduction in Titus street.’
c. Entgegen kam der EuGH den Streitkräften, indem er der Regierung die
Entscheidung überlässt, welche Verwendungsbereiche sie von dem



















‘It is certain that Peter will hold the speech.’
These predicates are restricted to a certain context. They cannot be used to derive the semantics of
feststehen in a compositional way.
46taz, 15.07.1999, p. 19, about Dieter Kunzelmann, who was hiding from the police for more than a
year and came back on his birthday to go to prison.
47NEGRA corpus.
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Gleichbehandlungsgebot ausnehmen wollen.48
‘The European Court of Justice accommodated the troops by leaving














[. . . ]49







. . . 50
‘It is noticed that . . . ’
The following sentences show some more frontings of particles that are related
to prepositions. The examples in (644) are from novels and those in (645) – (646)
from poems.
(644) a. – da warf es endlich das Gestell mit dem Spielzeug um: und das
Glockenspiel läutete Ostern ein, auf schrie die Ziehharmonika, die
Trompete mag wem was geblasen haben, alles gab gleichzeitig Ton
an, . . . 51
‘Then at last the toy-stand was thrown to the ground. The glockenspiel
caused a mighty hullabaloo, the accordion shrieked, the trumpet blew











‘There was a knock on the door. The teacher came in.’
The particle auf in (644a) marks the sudden begin of an event. The ein in (644b)
is related to the preposition in (Olsen, 1997b, p. 307).
Other meanings of auf can be seen in (645). In (645a–b,d) the auf stands for an
event that is directed upwards. The auftauchen in (645d) is used metaphorically.







. . . 53
‘The jet rises.’
48taz, 12.01.2000, p. 1.
49Spiegel, 26/2001, p. 163.
50Duden, 1991, p. 62.
51Günter Grass, Die Blechtrommel, München: Deutscher Taschenbuchverlag, 1993, p. 272.
52Walser, Ohne einander, p. 51, quoted from Hoberg, 1997, p. 1621.
53Conrad Ferdinand Meyer. Der römische Brunnen. Cf. Haftka, 1981, p. 721.
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‘Vibrant green paper meadows burst into bloom, three cows stand





















‘Someone asked ‘Can you see anything?’ // ‘I can see through’, I said.’
In (647) the particle los is fronted. In general, this particle marks the begin-
ning of an event (losfahren (‘start to drive’), losrennen (‘start to run’), losschreien
(‘start to shout’)).60 In (647) the verb with los is a lexicalized form. The core















‘It already started this week.’
54Mosen. Ahasver. The examples (645b) – (645d) were found with the help of Dühmert, 1969.
55Zettel. Komet.
56M. R. Stern.
57Goethe. Wiederfinden. Berliner Ausgabe, Volume 3, p. 109, Berlin: Aufbau-Verlag, 1960.
58Jakob van Hoddis. Andante, In Karl Otto Conrady (Ed), Das große deutsche Gedichtbuch.
München: Artemis & Winkler Verlag, 3rd edition, 1994, p. 444.
59Steffen Mensching. Erinnerung an eine Milchglasscheibe, In Karl Otto Conrady (Ed), Das große
deutsche Gedichtbuch. München: Artemis & Winkler Verlag, 3rd edition, 1994, p. 925.
Thanks to Barbara Schmidt, who found this example.
60Cf. Engel, 1988, p. 440.
61taz, 10.11.1995, p. 4.
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b. Los ging das 1985, da haben wir uns unseren Proberaum bei Stefan
Schüler in der Liebigstraße im Friedrichshain ausgebaut und haben
angefangen zu proben.62
‘It started in 1985, we built our rehearsal room in Stefan Schüler’s
house in Liebigstraße in Friedrichshain and started to practice.’
Finally, the Duden (1996, p. 33) discusses the spelling of fehlschlagen in con-
nection with particle fronting. Corpus examples of this fronting pattern can be



































































‘The Danish world champion Wilson Kipketer failed in his attempt to
break the world record, but won the 800m in 1:42,59.’
Fehl is a word that only appears in fixed expressions in Modern Standard German.
Many of the examples above contain fronted particles that do not predicate over
another element in the clause or in the argument structure of the respective verbs
(for instance the examples with auffallen (‘to notice’) and fehlschlagen (‘to fail’)).
Therefore these examples show that restricting the class of frontable particles to
predicates is not empirically correct.
Having shown that particles that are homonymous to verbs, nouns, adjectives,
adverbs, and prepositions can be fronted in principle, I want to discuss reasons for
and restrictions on such frontings in the next subsection.
Why Are these Frontings Possible? The frontability seems to depend on the
semantic content of the particle and the content of the verb. The more content a
particle has, the better the fronting is. As was discussed above, most researchers
agree about the cases in which a particle that can also appear in copula construc-
tions is fronted.
62Toster in an Interview in Ronald Galenza and Heinz Havemeister (eds). Wir wollen immer artig
sein . . . Punk, New Wave, HipHop, Independent-Szene in der DDR 1980–1990, Berlin: Schwarzkopf
& Schwarzkopf Verlag, 1999, p. 309.
63Frankfurter Rundschau, 30.08.1997, p. 22.
64Züricher Tagesanzeiger, 12.08.1996, p. 37.
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One can observe that even particles that cannot appear as predicates in copula
constructions can be fronted if they are contrasted (Haftka, 1981, p. 720–721).
Hoeksema (1991b) and Bennis (1991) discuss the fronting of particles in Dutch.

























‘The sun rises in the east, but sets in the west.’
A similar example has been provided by Hoberg (1997, p. 1622):
(650) Auf geht die Sonne heute um 6.36 Uhr (, unter um 17.50 Uhr).
‘The sun will rise at 6:36 am today and set at 5:50 pm.’
Examples like (651a) are rather odd, but if a contrast is established, as in (651b),
the sentence is felicitous.



























‘Karl is not dyeing the cloth a different color. He is dyeing it for
the first time.’
Uszkoreit (1987, p. 101) claims that the fronting of semantically non-autonomous
particles is blocked even if it establishes a semantic contrast. He tries to prove this

























Intended: ‘He can take part, but it is more difficult for him to lose
weight.’
However, the reason for this ungrammaticality is that the meaning of the verbs in
(652) is totally unrelated. Imagine a context where an actor has to gain 10 kilos to
have the right shape for a particular role in a movie. In a conversation, one speaker
claims that he has read that the actor has to lose 10 kilos to get the role. Then the

















‘He has to gain weight, not lose it.’
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So the generalization seems to be that the fronting of semantically non-au-
tonomous particles is possible if a contrast is established between two particle
verbs that have the same verb but different particles which add information to the
core meaning of the verb. The verb färben (‘dye’) has a meaning that is related
to the meaning of umfärben. This is not the case for einfallen (‘remember’). The



















Intended: ‘I did not notice the fact, I remembered it.’
That the particle an of anfangen as used in (655) can hardly be fronted is due to






















Since anfangen is non-transparent, it is impossible to establish a contrast between
particles or base verbs.
Examples like (643) – (648) are not very frequent. They cannot be explained as
contrastive readings. Hoberg (1997, p. 1621) assumes that the particles are fronted
to allow nominal constituents to occupy the rightmost position in a clause, which
is sometimes desired for reasons of information structuring. The fact that frontings
like (644b)—repeated here as (656a)—are unacceptable if the particle verb is non-














‘We got started on this by talking about . . . ’
The sentence was uttered to explain to someone who entered the room why the people in the room
were talking about a strange topic. I asked the two people involved in the conversation for judgments
of (i). Both considered (i) normal. The information structuring in (i) is different from that in (655a).
The subject in (655a) is an expletive pronoun, whereas the subject in (i) is a referential pronoun. In
(655a) the Vorfeld is filled with a semantically empty element. If the speaker does not want to front
the pronominal adverb of (i), fronting of the particle is the only option since a positional es as in (657)
can hardly be used in sentences that contain referential pronouns (see Erdmann, 1886, § 94).
The example in (ii) is a corpus example involving a fronted an:
(ii) Im ersten Übermut und in einem Anfall von Größenwahn steckte ich mir hundert Mark ein und
lud den Dicken und den Kleinen auf die berliner Kirchweih. Anfing es bei Richard Alexander.
(Tucholsky Gesammelte Werke. Bd. 3, p. 327, Rowohlt Verlag)
‘Full of high spirits and in an attack of megalomania I took 100 deutschmarks and invited the
fat one and the small one to go to the Berlin Kirchweih. It started at Richard Alexander.’
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finite is explained by her assumption since in (656b), in which eintreten is non-


















Intended: ‘The teacher had entered.’
However, this explanation cannot account for fronting of particles in sentences
where the particle verb takes a sentential complement. As sentential complements














‘Both his hands were torn off.’






























scene of the crime
ist.
is.
‘But it is also certain that the culprit is no longer in the vicinity of the
scene of the crime.’
Zeller (1999, p. 64) explains the contrasts in (659) via focus assignment.69



























66Walser, Ohne einander, p. 51, quoted from Hoberg, 1997, p. 1621.
67taz, 06.10.1997, p. 12.
68It is unclear whether the es in (658) is a positional es or an antecedent of it-extraposition. An-
tecedents of it-extraposition are not expletive. But the actual distinction of both possibilities is not
relevant for the rest of the argument.
69See also Uszkoreit (1987, p. 100) for the observation that many particle frontings are better when
the verb is in second position, i. e. adjacent to the particle.
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In (659b), particle and verb are adjacent and the complete verb is focused. The sen-
tence (659b) could be continued with und er starb 1994 (‘and he died in 1994’),
which would establish a contrast between the whole verb abtreten (‘to resign’)
and sterben (‘to die’). Since this focus on the whole verb cannot be established
in (659a) as easily as in (659b), where the two elements of the verb are adjacent,
(659a) is marginal and (659c), in which the complete verb is fronted, is preferred.
In the perfect construction in (659c), the complete verb is fronted and one contin-
uous element can be focused.
While Zeller’s assumptions explain most of the data that were discussed above,



























‘None of them has worked shifts.’
c. Fest scheint auch zu stehen, daß nicht nur der zu verbalisierende Sach-
verhalt, sondern auch die Stellungnahme des Sprechers zum Sachver-
halt in den jeweiligen Satzpaaren identisch sind.72





































‘As an argument against this, it has to be said that modern mathemat-
ics is a pure structure science which has nothing to do with quantifi-
cation.’
Of course, (i) in footnote 65 on page 277 is also problematic. These sentences
show that the adjacency of particle and verb is not a necessary condition for
fronting. In (660b), the particle verb is embedded under the perfect auxiliary
haben (‘have’), in (660c) it is embedded under scheinen (‘seem’), and in (660d) it
is embedded under the modal sein (‘be’). In (660b), it is clear that the contribution
of the noun is focused. In (660c) and (660d) aspect of the lexicalized meanings of
70Uszkoreit, 1987, p. 101.
71Spiegel, 48/1999, p. 305.
72In the main text of Engel, 1977, p. 219.
73In the main text of Heringer, 1973, p. 93.
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feststehen and dagegenhalten are focused. That frontings of idiom parts are possi-
ble was shown by Fleischer (1982, p. 55), Uszkoreit (1987, p. 107), and Nunberg,
Sag, and Wasow (1994). The examples in (661) show frontings of idiom parts
that are similar to (660) in that the verbal parts of the idioms are embedded under



































































‘It was also significant that he began the season without any injuries
for the first time.’
The verb in the left sentence bracket is a perfect auxiliary (661a,c) or a modal
(661b). So, as with the particle verb frontings in (660), there is no adjacency be-
tween heads and complements in idiomatic expressions.
Having discussed cases where just the particle occupies the Vorfeld, I now turn
to data where the particle is fronted together with other material.
6.1.2.2 Complex Fronting
It is usually assumed that German is a verb-second language. This means that
the position before the finite verb (the Vorfeld) can be occupied by exactly one
constituent. In the following, I will discuss cases of particle fronting where the
Vorfeld seems to be occupied by two constituents. There are six possible relations
between the particle or the verb and the other fronted constituent:
. the second fronted constituent is a modifier of the particle. the second fronted constituent is a complement of the particle. the second fronted constituent is a modifier of the base verb (for productive
particle verb combinations). the second fronted constituent is a complement of the base verb (for productive
particle verb combinations)
73Mannheimer Morgen, 26.08.1989, Wirtschaft; Tick-Tack-Tec.
74Mannheimer Morgen, 31.05.1989, Weltwissen; Raucher in den USA auf dem Weg ins . . . .
75taz, 28.08.1999, p. 18.
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. the second fronted constituent is a modifier of the particle verb (for non-
productive particle verb combinations). the second fronted constituent is a complement of the particle verb (for non-
productive particle verb combinations)
These possibilities will be examined in the following sections.
Fronting of Complements and Particles Von Stechow and Sternefeld (1988)
claim that particles can sometimes even be fronted together with arguments of the













‘He opened the door.’
This sentence can be a reply to the question Was hat er gemacht? (‘What did he
do?’). (662) is an instance of the causative machen that can appear with different











Both auf and müde can be used in copula constructions with sein (‘be’), as the















The machen + predicate construction is an instance of a general pattern in which
the subject of a predicate is realized as an object of the matrix verb.78 These con-
structions were discussed in Chapter 2.1.10 and an analysis was provided in Chap-
ter 2.2.8. The fronting in (662) is a fronting of a predicate together with its subject.
Such constructions have been discussed extensively in the literature on partial verb
phrase fronting. Similar examples with adjectival and verbal predicates are shown









‘There wasn’t much happening.’
76von Stechow and Sternefeld, 1988, p. 476.
77Helbig and Buscha, 1970, p. 543.
78On machen + predicate see also Plank, 1985, p. 160–161 and the discussion in Chapter 5.1.7.
79Max Goldt, Die Kugeln in unseren Köpfen. München: Wilhelm Heine Verlag. 1997, p. 200.


































































































‘More than enough of the exotic is provided by the candidate for
a left-wing splinter group called “Spiritual Heritage”, Wladimir
Semago, who until recently was a member of the communist party


























































‘The child’s heart beat and it shuddered.’
80taz berlin, 15.05.2002, p. 24.
81taz berlin, 29.11.2002, p. 21.
82taz, 14.12.1999, p. 13.
83News Magazine, Tagesthemen, 23.11.1995.
84Haider, 1982, p. 13.
85Oppenrieder, 1991, p. 57.
86Wegener, 1990, p. 98.















‘This time his hands were not shaking.’
Frontings of predicates together with their subject are not very frequent and are
often judged marginal.88
This discussion has shown that the example in (662) should not be accepted
as an instance of the case where a particle is fronted together with a complement,
but rather be treated as an instance of predicate fronting in which a predicate is
fronted together with its subject. However, the examples in (667) contain particles










































‘This goes hand in hand with a reduction of the sentence structure of
the complement.’
c. Damit einher geht die Betonung der grundsätzlich gradienten Na-
tur aller sprachlichen Erscheinungen – gegen die übliche Annahme
87Höhle, 1997, p. 114.
88Note in passing that the examples (666d) and (666e) are frontings of participles together with
their definite subject. Kratzer (1984, p. 45–46) and Haider (1990b) observed a definiteness effect for


























‘She would never make a mistake.’
While the difference in acceptability in (i) is pretty clear, approaches like the one suggested by Wurm-
brand (2001) that rule out definite subjects plus participle in the Vorfeld on syntactic grounds have to
be rejected as too strong in the light of examples like (666d) and (666e).
89van de Felde (1978, p. 136) provides another example for the fronting of damit einher from a
scientific text.
90Spiegel, 49/1997, p. 254.
91In the main text of Haider, 1986b, p. 82.
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(auch) kategorischer grammatischer Regeln – und, damit zusammen-
hängend, die Lockerung bzw. Aufhebung der o. a. Rahmendistinktio-
nen.92
‘This comes hand-in-hand with the stress on the fundamentally gradi-
ent nature of all linguistic phenomena—against the usual acceptance
of (sometimes) categorical grammatical rules—and connected to that,





















‘The fact that certain constituents can more easily be placed before
others is also connected to this.’
e. Damit zusammen hängt auch ein großer Abstand zu den National-
sozialisten, die, kaum an die Macht gekommen, die politischen Fre-
unde des Vaters verhaften:93
‘This is related to a considerable difference from the National Social-
ists, who, hardly having come to power, have (the) father’s political
friends arrested.’
Wahrig (1966) lists einher as an adverb with a meaning similar to daher (‘from
there’), heran (‘right up to sth.’), and umher (‘around’). This adverb can appear
together with verbs of motion like brausen (‘rush’), fahren (‘drive’), and gehen
(‘go’). But the examples in (667a–c) are clearly not of this kind. In (667a–c) a
lexicalized non-transparent form of einhergehen is used. At first glance it might
appear that the examples in (667) might be instances of adverbial phrases, but note
that all examples given above are either ungrammatical or have a totally different































Literally: ‘That certain constituents can more easily be placed be-
fore others is hanging.’
92In the main text of Reis, Marga. 1986. Die Stellung der Verbargumente im Deutschen. Stilübun-
gen zum Grammatik:Pragmatik-Verhältnis. In Proceedings des 5. Lunder Symposiums „Sprache und
Pragmatik“, 12.–16. Mai 1986, p. 5.
93NEGRA corpus.
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Of course, one could claim that gehen behaves like wohnen (‘live’), which obliga-
torily selects a locative adverbial (Steinitz, 1969, Chapter 2) or—following Kauf-

















But in the case of einhergehen, there may be no alternation of the element occur-
ring with gehen; only einher is possible. The only option to explain that gehen in
(667) has to appear with einher is to analyze it in the way idioms are analyzed.94
The head has to subcategorize for some material that contains a certain lexeme. In











‘to tell somebody a tall tale’
This is accounted for by subcategorizing for something that contains Bär instead
of subcategorizing a phrase with the phonological form einen Bären directly.
However, if one follows this approach for (667), it remains mysterious why (671b)






















‘This went hand in hand with many worsenings.’
c. weil damit keine Verschlechterungen einhergingen.
d. ?* weil damit einher keine Verschlechterungen gingen.
The einher is not serialized like other adverbs. Adverbs can be placed between
objects and subjects, which is not the case for particles like einher. They have to
be placed in the right sentence bracket. (671b) therefore is an instance of NP-ex-
traposition, which is marked in German.95 See also Section 6.1.3 for linearization
data with particles that are homophonous to elements of other syntactic categories.
Having shown that einher in (667) is not an adverb, I now turn to the question
of whether the elements that appear in the Vorfeld together with the particle are
adjuncts/complements of the verb or whether they are dependent on the particle
94For an analysis of idioms in HPSG see Erbach, 1992; Krenn and Erbach, 1994 and also Sailer,
2000 and Riehemann, 2001 for different approaches.
95See Müller, 1999a, Chapter 13.1 on NP-extraposition.
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‘The train drives through something.’
In these constructions, a PP with a preposition of a form that corresponds to the
particle provides further information about the element that remains implicit if just
the particle verb is used. The PP durch den Park is analyzed as an optional depen-
dent of durch. However, the situation with verbs that have a transferred meaning
is different: It is hardly possible to omit the PP, as (673) shows.

































Literally: ‘That certain constituents can more easily be placed be-



















Literally: ‘Also a big distance to the national socialists hangs to-
gether.’































‘In contrast to this, the incorporation of a prepositional meaning with co-
inciding argument inheritance for particle verbs is not typical.’
96In the main text of Olsen, 1997c, p. 11.
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On the basis of (674), it can be argued that einhergehen takes a subject and themit-
PP modifies either the particle or the complete verb einhergehen. For instances of
the latter pattern see the examples in (675) below.
Turning to the remaining cases with zusammenhängen, there are two possible
explanations for the ungrammaticality of (673b,c): Either one assumes that the PP
is a complement of the particle verb, then (667d) and (667e) are cases of multiple
constituents in the Vorfeld, or one has to find a way to ensure that the particle
obligatorily selects a PP. I will opt for the second possibility. The obligatoriness
of the PP argument will be explained as follows: Adverbs like zusammen refer to
at least two entities or a mass. Since the daß clause neither refers to more than one
entity nor to a mass, the adverb has to be further specified and a second entity has
to be added.
Concluding this section, it can be said that particles may be fronted together
with a complement just in case this element depends on the particle. The fronting
of complements of idiomatic particle verbs together with the particle is not at-
tested.97
Fronting of Adjuncts and Particles (675) shows examples in which a particle
is fronted together with an adverb, adjective, or participle. As was already men-
tioned, the standard assumption about constituent order in German is that exactly
one constituent can appear in front of the verb (see Chapter 1.9.2). If one follows
this assumption, the adverbials in (675) must be analyzed as a modifier of the
particle.98
(675) a. Gut zurecht kommt derjenige, der das Leben mit all seinen Über-
raschungen annimmt und dennoch verantwortungsvoll mit sich um-
geht.99
‘Those who accept life with all of its surprises and still behave respon-
sibly towards themselves will cope without any problems.’






























The examples in (i) are subject predicative constructions. The predicate that is embedded under ausse-
hen is fronted together with the particle. If examples like (i.b) are possible, then they are instances of
frontings where a complement that does not depend on the particle but on the complete particle + verb
combination is fronted together with the particle.
98Of course, there is the option that both particle and adverb depend on a common invisible head.
This option is explicitely excluded by many authors. For discussion see Müller, 2002b and Sec-
tion 6.2.3.
99Balance, Broschüre aus der TK-Schriftenreihe zur gesundheitsbewußten Lebensführung, Tech-
niker Krankenkasse. 1995.




















































































‘Peter couldn’t help writing a novel about the sublime as well.’
f. Die Zeitschrift ›Focus‹ hat vor einiger Zeit auch die Umweltdaten
deutscher Städte miteinander verglichen. Dabei heraus kam u. a., daß
Halle an der Saale die leiseste Stadt Deutschlands ist.104
‘Some time ago the magazine Focus also compared the environmental
data of German towns. The results included the discovery that Halle

















‘It already starts at 15th of April.’
h. „Wir werden alles tun, um den Amateursport in Mannheim zu er-
halten“, versprach Adler-Geschäftsführer Harold Herrmann gestern.
Ganz klar stellte er aber auch, „daß wir keine Altlasten überneh-
men“.106
‘ “We will do everything we can to keep amateur sports going in
Mannheim”, Adler manager Harold Herrmann promised yesterday.
But he also made it clear “that we will not pay any outstanding debts”.’
The examples in (675) are frontings of a ‘true’ particle together with an adjunct,
and the examples in (676) are examples of frontings of particles in a ‘broader
sense’ together with adjuncts.
100Radio program, 02.07.2000, I thank Andrew McIntyre for this example.
101Becher, Ulrich. Die ganze Nacht. Hamburg, 1955. p. 50, quoted from Ulvestad, 1975, p. 381.
102Frankfurter Rundschau 14.07.1984, p. 11, quoted from Fehlisch, 1998, p. 234.
103Grewendorf, 1990, p. 90.
104Max Goldt, Die Kugeln in unseren Köpfen. München: Wilhelm Heine Verlag. 1997, p. 18.
105taz, 01.03.2002, p. 8.
106Mannheimer Morgen, 15.07.1998, Sport; MERC ist noch nicht vom Eis.

















‘The travel agent Kuoni is still in the lead by a wide margin.’
b. Den Umschwung im Jahr 1933 stellt Nolte als „Volkserregung“ und
„Volksbewegung“ dar. (. . . ) Nicht hinzu setzt Nolte Zeugnisse repub-
liktreuer Sozialdemokraten und Zentrumsleute, die im Januar 1933
von lähmendem Entsetzen befallen (. . . ) waren.108
‘Nolte described the change in 1933 as “general excitement” and a
“people’s movement”. Nolte does not take into account reports by so-
cial democrats and the center party who were dedicated to the republic





















‘What makes it even more difficult is the pressure to do well which
even the research departments are subjected to.’
The sentences in (630) given by Stiebels and Wunderlich are also examples in
which a particle and an adjunct are fronted. But while in (630) the adjunct scopes
over the fronted particle, the adjuncts in (675) – (676) scope over the complete
verb. There are three possibilities to analyze examples like those in (675) – (676):
Firstly, one can assume that the complete verb was part of the Vorfeld and is scram-
bled back somehow, or that the verb is scrambled out of the VP before the VP is
fronted, or secondly one can assume that the semantics of the complete verb is
present in the particle and that the adjunct attaches to the particle. The two op-









b. [Gut zurechtzurechtkommen] kommt derjenige.
In the GB paradigm, the first option is always argued against and I will not argue
for it. The second approach is not without problems either since it does not extend

















[. . . ]109
‘The social insurance contributions are totally lost if . . . .’
107Clément and Thümmel, 1975, p. 126.
108Die Zeit, 19.03.1993, p. 82, quoted from Hoberg, 1997, p. 1633.
109http://www.kaufundspar.de/verbrauchertipps/2001/010326a.htm.









































‘Basic rebuilding measures which would secure faster evacuation and
basic requirements for the security training of the crew are totally ne-
glected.’
For idioms like (678a), it is implausible to assume that unter den Tisch contains
the meaning of the complete idiom.
The third option is to assume that the examples in (675) are instances of multi-
ple frontings. That such multiple frontings are possible with constituents of vari-
ous syntactic categories is demonstrated in Müller, 2002b (See also the discussion
of (200) on page 93). In Müller, 2002b, I assume an empty verbal head that is part
of the predicate complex and that has the properties of the most deeply embedded
verb. For (675a) one gets the analysis in (679):
(679) [Gut zurecht]i kommt derjenige _i.
Having shown that particles may be fronted separately or with other material, I
now turn to examples in which the Vorfeld is occupied by the base verb while the
particle is stranded.
6.1.2.3 The Impossibility of Fronting the Base Verb
A non-finite particle verb cannot be fronted without its particle.111 This is demon-
strated by the sentences in (680), which contain particles that are related to differ-
ent categories.




























Intended: ‘He will get free.’
110taz, 28.09.2000, p. 2.
111See Höhle, 1982, p. 101, Haftka, 1981, p. 721, Olszok, 1983, p. 127, Lötscher, 1985, p. 212, and
Uszkoreit, 1987, p. 104 for similar examples.
















































Intended: ‘Karl wants to start to read the book.’














‘Karl will walk in, not run.’
The example in (681) seems to improve further if we replace the pronominal ad-

















‘Karl will walk into the house, not run.’
The examples of particle fronting discussed in the previous section are parallel
to examples where verbs or adjectives with or without dependents are fronted. The
ungrammatical examples in (680) are parallel to those in (683).



















































Intended: ‘You have to cut the meat into small pieces!’
112Oppenrieder, 1991, p. 127.
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As has been discussed in the respective chapters, the generalization about the un-
grammatical examples in (683) is that if parts of the predicate complex are fronted
(alone or with adjuncts or complements), all parts of the predicate complex that
are governed by fronted heads have to be fronted together with these heads. For
instance, in (683a), müssen governs erzählen. If müssen is fronted, erzählen has
to move as well. If particles are analyzed as dependents of the respective base
verb and as parts of the predicate complex, the ungrammaticality of the sentences
in (680) is explained. If one treats the particle as head—as was suggested by
Trost (1991, p. 438)—, one cannot use this explanation for the ungrammatical-
ity of (680).
Having shown that particle verb combinations are similar to other construc-
tions that form a predicate complex as far as fronting is concerned, I now turn
constituent order phenomena.
6.1.3 Linearization
In the following subsection, I will show that the particle is serialized in the right
sentence bracket although intraposition of the particle can also be observed. Sec-
tion 6.1.3.2 deals with the permutation of particle verb arguments in theMittelfeld
and in Section 6.1.3.3, I discuss particularly interesting linearization patterns from
German dialects in which particle and verb are serialized discontinuously even in
head-final contexts.
The discussion below is similar to the discussion in Chapters 2 and 5. However,
while the phenomena discussed in pervious chapters are clearly syntactic, the sta-
tus of particle verbs is still under discussion. Many researchers suggest treating
particle verbs as morphological objects. I will use the linearization data together
with the fronting examples that were discussed in the previous subsection to argue
for a syntactic analysis.
6.1.3.1 The Right Sentence Bracket and Intraposition into theMittelfeld
Particles are serialized similarly to verbs and adjectives that are part of the pred-
icate complex. They are located in the right sentence bracket.113 To see this con-










































‘She immediately looked at the man who came through the door.’
c. * Sie sah den Mann sofort, der zur Tür hereinkam, an.
113Cf. Drach, 1937, p. 55.
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The examples in (684b,c) show that the extraposed relative clause has to be placed
to the right of the particle. The position of the particle is the same as the position
of the non-finite verb in (684a).
Further evidence for the assumption that particles occupy the right sentence



























As was discussed in connection with (671), the example in (685b) is a case of NP
extraposition, which is marked in German. The argument can be strengthened by






















‘Karl suggests to the woman to go to town.’
b. * Karl schlägt vor der Frau, in die Stadt zu gehen.
If serializations of the particle in adverb positions were possible, orders like those






















‘Karl persuaded the woman to go to town yesterday.’
b. Karl überredete gestern die Frau, in die Stadt zu gehen.
But this is not the case. (686b) is totally ungrammatical. This is explained by the
assumption that the particle vor constitutes the right sentence bracket and that the
linearization of der Frau and in die Stadt zu gehen in (686b) is an instance of
multiple extraposition with an NP and a VP. NP extraposition as such is rather
marked, but together with an extraposed infinitive, it becomes unacceptable.
This suggests that particles occupy the same position as that occupied by non-











‘He beat the dog.’
The particle marks the right sentence boundary. If particle + verb combinations are
licensed by the same grammar rule as the auxiliary + verb combination in (688),
the facts can be explained easily.
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The examples in (689) and (693) seem to contradict the assumption that parti-
cle and verb form a predicate complex since particles and verbs are not adjacent































‘On the way from California to Australia Andrew Halsey strayed way off
course.’
In (689) the meaning of the particle ab is further specified by a von-PP. Usually
such further specifications can be provided by PPs with a preposition that corre-


































‘He posted the letters.’
There are no particle verbs in German that have a von as particle. ab is used instead
(Fourquet, 1974; Stiebels, 1996, p. 86, p. 94). If the particle ab is further specified,
a von-PP is used, as in (689).
Phrases of the form weit ab + von-PP can also appear as regular adjuncts as
in (691) and to avoid the conclusion that particles may be separated from their
head in verb-final contexts, it could be argued that (689) is an instance of the same
construction.
(691) Weitab vom Zentrum [. . . ] eröffnete Alfred Bauer [. . . ] am 6. Juni das
Filmfest im alten Titania-Palast aus den 20er-Jahren.116
‘Far from the center Alfred Bauer opened the film festival in the old 20’s
Titania Palace on 6 June.’
In (691) the phrase weit ab vom Zentrum (‘very far form the center’) specifies the
location of eröffnen (‘to open’). However, that the ab in (689) is really a particle
and not an adjunct as in (691) is clear if we compare (689) with (692) where the
ab + von-PP has been omitted. The sentence without ab has a totally different
meaning:
114taz, 10.04.1999, p. 20.
115See Olsen, 1997b on such constructions.
116taz berlin, 05.02.2000, p. 25.





















‘He came on the way from California to Australia.’
This shows that ab in (689) really is a part of a particle verb. The particle is further
specified by a von-PP and therefore the ab is not adjacent to gekommen. However,
the phrase weit ab vom Kurs is adjacent to gekommen. Sentences like (689) are
unproblematic for analyses that assume that particle and verb are combined in
syntax.



























‘I know that the sun rises in the east and sets in the west.’
But as Lüdeling (1998, p. 58) notes, these examples are caused by focus split. That
it is possible to intrapose certain parts of the predicate complex was also shown by
the examples with adjectives in copula constructions in Chapter 2.1.9 and by the
examples from object predicative constructions in Chapter 2.1.10. The examples
in (563) – (564) in Chapter 5.1.12 showed that intraposition of resultative pred-
icates in resultative constructions is also possible. So, this is another similarity
between these four constructions.
Before turning to the permutation of arguments in the Mittelfeld, I want to
briefly discuss Lüdeling’s delimination problem. Lüdeling (2001) argues that
‘there is no theoretically significant class of constructions that one could call par-
ticle verbs’ (p. 22). She assumes that preverb verb constructions (PVCs) where
the preverb is neither N nor V form a natural class. On page 20 she gives the fol-
lowing examples: leer trinken (‘to drink empty’), nackt küssen (‘to kiss somebody
naked’), abfahren (‘to drive away’), aufstellen (‘to put up’), anlesen (‘to start
reading’), schnell lesen (‘to read quickly’), hineingehen (‘to go into something’).
She claims that it is justified to put these elements into one class since all preverbs




























The sentence in (694b) shows that the manner adverb schnell can hardly precede
the time adverb morgen, it does not show that adverbs in general have to be verb
adjacent in German. And in fact this is not the case; consider (695).
117Lüdeling, 1998, p. 58.













In (695) the accusative object separates adverb and verb. Sentences like (695)
differ from sentences in which the particle is serialized in theMittelfeld in that the
adverb is not necessarily focused. That the adjacency requirement does not hold
for depictives either has been already shown in Chapter 4.1.4.3.
Lüdeling’s examples can be classified without problems: Depictives and ad-
verbially used adjectives like schnell syntactically behave like adverbs, i. e., they
can be serialized rather freely in theMittelfeld. The difference between adverbials
like schnell and depictive secondary predicates is semantic in nature. Coherent
verbal constructions, resultative constructions, copula constructions, and subject
and object predicatives are grouped together with particle verbs since all of these
constructions form a predicate complex. The elements of this group can be further
distinguished by their meaning (resultative or not), by the main verb (copula or
not, subject/object predicative verb or not), and the general syntactic properties
of the constructions under consideration. All verbs that do not fit into the class of
coherent verbal constructions, resultative constructions, copula constructions, or
subject and object predicatives, whether syntactically or semantically, are particle
verbs.
Having discussed adjacency requirements and the delimination problem, I now
turn to the permutation of arguments in the Mittelfeld.
6.1.3.2 Permutation in the Mittelfeld
The particle an combines with an intransitive verb like lachen, as used in (696a),
and forms a transitive verb (696c). Arguments that are introduced by the particle





























This is parallel to the complex constructions with adjectives, coherent construc-
tions with verbs, subject and object predicative constructions, and resultative con-
structions.
Having discussed the linearization properties of particle verbs in Standard Ger-
man, I now discuss linearization patterns from German dialects that differ from
those of Standard German in an interesting way.
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6.1.3.3 Particle Placement in German Dialects
Grewendorf (1990, p. 99) gives the German example in (697) where the particle
verb anfing (‘to start’) appears discontinuously in a head-final context.
(697) Heut im Traum sah ich sie wieder
Und von allen Bergen ging solches
Grüßen zu mir nieder
Daß ich an zu weinen fing118
that I PART to cry caught
‘I saw her in my dream again today, and the mountains gave me such a
welcoming feeling that I started to cry.’
It is tempting to count this example as an intentional breach of the rules since it is
quoted from a poem, but such orders are attested in some German dialects. Werner
(1994, p. 356) gives the examples in (698), which are quoted from Sperschneider
and were spoken in the northwest of Sonneberg/Thuringia.
(698) a. a
he






































‘Did they just start to eat?’
In (698) the phase verbs angefangen (‘started’) and aufgehört (‘stopped’) appear
discontinuously. The embedded verb intervenes between the base verb of the ma-
trix verb and the particle that belongs to the matrix verb. Furthermore, Werner
(1994) discusses sentences like those in (699) in which a particle verb is embed-
ded under a modal (699a) or under a perfect auxiliary and a modal (699b,c). The
particle verb appears discontinuously with the particle at the left periphery of the
verbal complex.119
118Joseph von Eichendorff, Erinnerung, Gedichte [Ausgabe 1841], Eichendorff-W. Vol. 1, p. 77.
119Similar constructions can be found in Dutch, where particle and verb also may be serialized dis-













‘because Carol can call him.’





































‘because he wanted to change Brander’s mind completely’


































‘because he had to go to town / away.’
Particle verbs developed historically from adverb+verb combinations. The canon-
ical position of adverbs is in front of the verbal complex. Most of these adverbs
changed their meaning and the combinations became lexicalized. In the East Fran-
conian/Thuringian dialect, the canonical order with respect to modals is preserved.
The fact that particle and verb may be separated even in head-final contexts
both in Standard German and especially in German dialects is explained easily by
a syntactic analysis.
Having discussed constituent order phenomena, I now turn to the question of
whether particles can be iterated.
6.1.4 Iteration of Particles
It is not possible to have more than one particle per base verb (Stiebels and Wun-
derlich, 1994, p. 925; Neeleman, 1994, p. 271). This is demonstrated by the fol-
lowing examples: (701b,c) show the combination of the particles los and an with
the verb lachen. los attaches to intransitive verbs and forms an intransitive verb. an
attaches to intransitive verbs and forms a transitive verb. In principle, it should be








120Werner, 1994, p. 349.
121Werner, 1994, p. 355.
122This is the order of the elements in the verbal complex in Thuringian. For Standard German it is
hat gehen müssen.

























Intended: ‘because Maria starts to smile at Karl.’
The reading that (701d) would have is not semantically implausible. Therefore the
ungrammaticality of (701d) has to have syntactic reasons. That structural factors
are responsible for the ungrammaticality of particle iteration is also shown by
McIntyre’s examples (2001c, p. 26) in (702).






The verbs angeben and prahlen are semantically similar. The reason for the un-
grammaticality of (702a) is that angeben is a particle verb and hence cannot be
combined with a further particle.
Stiebels and Wunderlich (1994, p. 926) analyze sentences like (703a) as back-
formations. Zifonun (1999, p. 218) explains the partial acceptability of (703a) by
the similarity to a construction with a prefix like vórbestellen and áuserwählen.



























With the verb in initial position as in (703b), the similarity is destroyed and the
sentence is not accepted. Therefore examples like (703a) are not counterexamples
to the claim that only one particle can be combined with a verb.
In the following, I discuss how the particle verb formation interacts with the
constructions that were discussed in previous chapters.
6.1.5 Particle Verbs and Heads that Select for Another Predicate
In Chapter 5.1, I demonstrated that resultatives cannot be iterated, and the same
was shown for particle verbs in the previous section. In what follows, I will exam-
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ine whether subject and object predicative constructions and resultative construc-
tions can be combined with particle verbs.
6.1.5.1 Subject and Object Predicatives
There are particle verbs like vorkommen (‘seem’), aussehen (‘look’), and ein-

































‘He thinks he is probably reliable.’
(704) shows subject predicate constructions and (705) is an example of an object
predicate construction. The matrix verbs of these predicative constructions cannot
be combined with resultatives, nor is the combination with particles in productive
particle verb combinations possible.
6.1.5.2 Resultative Predicates
As Keyser and Roeper (1992, p. 97), Neeleman and Weermann (1993), Neeleman
(1994, p. 271), Lüdeling (1998, p. 129–130), and others observed, resultative con-
structions are impossible with particle verbs. Many particle verbs cannot be com-
bined with resultative predicates for semantic reasons, but sentences like (706c)
cannot be ruled out on semantic grounds since it is entirely plausible that one gets
tired by reading back and forth in a book. Nevertheless, sentences like (706c) are
ungrammatical with the resultative reading.123 herum is a particle that combines
productivelywith intransitive verbs. The resulting particle verb is also intransitive.


















Intended: ‘that Karl reads aimlessly.’
123There is a marginal reading in which (706c) is grammatical, but in this reading herum (‘around’)
has a directional meaning similar to durch (‘through’) in sich durchfragen (‘to ask one’s way’) or hoch
(‘high’) in hochdienen (‘to work one’s way up’), and müde (‘tired’) is a depictive predicate.











Intended: ‘that Karl gets tired by reading aimlessly.’
Neeleman and Weermann (1993) and Lüdeling (1998, p. 129–130) discuss appar-









































‘that the prince fries the meat crisp.’
They argue that in these sentences, grün and kross are not resultative predicates,
but rather adverbially used adjectives. Therefore such examples do not constitute
evidence against the claim that particles do not cooccur with resultative predicates.
After this section, which is the last one concerning syntactic properties of par-
ticle verbs, I now turn to data involving morphology and lexical properties of
verbs that were also used to argue for an analysis of particle verbs as morpholog-
ical or syntactic objects, respectively. In the next subsection, I discuss differences
between prefix and particle verbs. In Section 6.1.7, I discuss data from German
dialects that were used to support the assumption that particle verbs are words,
and in Section 6.1.8, I discuss lexicalized particle verbs. In Section 6.1.9, I dis-
cuss differences in argument structure that can be observed when particle verbs
are compared to their base verbs. Section 6.1.10 is devoted to the morphology
of particle verbs and whether the insights that have been gained so far may be
integrated with an analysis of the morphology data will be considered.
6.1.6 Prefix Verbs vs. Particle Verbs
Zeller (1999, p. 57) observed that in coordinated structures the base verb of a par-
ticle verb combination, but not the base verb of a prefixed verb, can be deleted.124





































He argues that this follows from the fact that particles are verb parts.
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‘because Franz plays the piano and Maria plays the violin.
The same deletion process can be observed with parts of the verbal complex (710)
and with resultative constructions (711).


























‘while the bei pattern is already heavily lexicalized and not productive
anymore.’
The difference between (i) and the grammatical examples in (709) is that anrufen is non-transparent
and the rufen cannot be accessed whereas the simplex verbs in (709) are accessible.
125In the main text of Olsen, 1997a, p. 325.










































‘Because Maria beat her husband to death and Peter beat his dog uncon-
scious.’
This shows one more time that particles behave like parts of the verbal complex
and like resultative constructions. An analysis of particle verbs that is parallel to
the analyses presented in previous chapters and that treats prefix verbs as insepa-
rable words can explain the data.
6.1.7 Nominalizations in German Dialects
Stiebels and Wunderlich (1994, p. 927) discuss the following data from two Ger-
man dialects and argue that this data constitute evidence for a morphological anal-
ysis of particle verbs. The examples in (712) and (713) are from Ripuarian and
Bavarian, respectively. am and zum are amalgamated prepositions. am together
with the auxiliary sein expresses the progressive aspect. The zum is equivalent
to the zu of the infinitive in Standard German. Stiebels and Wunderlich note that
all NP complements have to appear before am and zum, respectively. According
to Stiebels and Wunderlich, the prepositional elements am and zum take a nom-
inalized infinitive and have to appear immediately before it. According to them,
sentences like (712b) and (713b) in which a NP follows the am/zum are ungram-
matical. Sentences like (712c) and (713c) in which the particle is separated form





















































‘She forgot to carry it up for him.’




























‘She forgot to carry it up for him.’
Stiebels andWunderlich conclude that the particle is part of the word and therefore
can and must appear after am or zum, respectively. However, when I heard Detmar
Meurers speaking, I realized that this is not the complete story. He uttered (714)















‘We are ordering all of them now.’
In (714) an adverbial, i. e. syntactic material follows am. This means that ei-
ther the nominalization of syntactic combinations is allowed in this position, i. e.,
Komplett-Durchbestellen is a noun, or—if just Durchbestellen or bestellen is the
nominalization—that syntactic material is allowed after am. In any case, Stiebels
and Wunderlich’s argument is weakened.


















‘He is permanently indulging in self-promotion.’
I asked several speakers of Ripuarian and they considered sentences like (714) and
(715) normal.
It is not clear to me what the exact restrictions on this construction are, but
in the present context they are not important.128 The examples in (714) – (715)
are sufficient to show that these nominalizations are not relevant for claims about
the status of particle verbs. Even if examples like (714) – (715) did not exist, the
examples in (712) and (713) would not be evidence for particle verb combinations
being non-syntactic, as was claimed by Stiebels (1996, p. 44). As I will show in
Section 6.1.10.2, nominalized verbal complexes, predicative constructions, and
resultative constructions show the same order of internal material as nominalized
particle verbs. The predicate complex forms a unit in nominalizations. The data in
(712) and (713) therefore have to be regarded as additional evidence that particle
verb combinations are similar to verbal complexes, predicative constructions, and
126Detmar Meurers, Tübingen, 09.03.2000.
127Uli Krieger, personal communication, 2000.
128On some constraints see Bhatt and Schmidt, 1993.
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resultative constructions, i. e. to other constructions that are regarded as syntactic
combinations.
6.1.8 Non-Productive Particle Verb Combinations
Many particle verbs have a non-transparent reading. It follows that this has to be
represented in the grammar/lexicon somehow, but it does not follow that parti-
cle verbs are words.129 The point is that there are also other constructions that
have non-regular meanings and that are clearly phrasal and take part in syntac-
tic processes. For instance, the examples in (716) and (717) show that idiomatic
expressions can appear in various forms of passive.130 (716a) and (717a) show
the active sentences. (716b) and (717b) are agentive passives, (716c) is a dative































































































‘Gerhard Schröder’s Doppelganger had to have the riot act read to him































129See for instance Levitiene, 1966, p. 285 for the claim that non-transparent particle verbs must be
words because of their non-transparency.
130See also Höhle, 1978, p. 7 for passivizations of idioms.
131Mannheimer Morgen, 02.05.1998, Lokales; Kommentar Debattierclub.
132Mannheimer Morgen, 09.10.1989, Feuilleton; Witzig und skurril, mit Charme und Hintersinn.
133Mannheimer Morgen, 05.03.1999, Politik; „Derblecken“ auf dem Nockherberg.





‘The hundred thousands who went on the streets for weeks on end to























‘In Heidelberg “parasitic elements” among the professors are done
away with’
For some idioms ‘compositional’ analyses have been suggested (Nunberg, Sag,
and Wasow, 1994). Fischer and Keil (1996) assume a special interpretation for
Bären and for aufbinden, when both constituents stand in a head-complement re-

















‘She tells him a unbelievably tall tale.’
In Fischer and Keil’s approach, the NP einen Bären introduces a discourse referent
which makes it possible to explain why the adjective unglaublichmay modify Bär















‘and he believed the tall tale.’
The semantics of idioms where no involved phrase can be modified or referred to,
like for instance Garaus machen, might be represented at the head.
Non-transparent particle verbs can be analyzed parallel to idioms like Garaus
machen: The particle is a syntactic dependent of the base verb. The form of the
particle is selected by the base verb and the semantics that is represented in the
base verb corresponds to the meaning of the complete particle verb. But there
might be cases that have to be analyzed along the lines suggested by Fischer and
Keil (1996) for the Bären aufbinden examples. In any case, an analysis has to
be provided for non-transparent idioms that are syntactically active. This analysis
can be used for non-transparent particle verbs as a special case and hence the
non-transparency of some particle verbs does not constitute evidence for their
morphological status.
134Bundestagsprotokolle (2. Hj. 1990), Sitzung Nr. 219, Bd. 154, p. 17359–17375, 90.08.08,
p. 17364.
135Mannheimer Morgen, 28.06.1999, Sport; Schrauben allein genügen nicht.
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Having discussed arguments for the morphological status of particle verbs that
refer to their non-transparency, I now turn to productive particle verb combina-
tions where the argument structure of the complete particle verb differs from the
argument structure of the base verb. The changes in argument structure have also
been used to justify morphological analyses.
6.1.9 Productive Particle Verb Combinations and Argument Structure
According to Stiebels and Wunderlich, 1994, p. 930, there are five patterns of
particle verb combinations of the form P + V:
1. P is a one-place predicate that can function as a verbal modifier,
2. P is a one-place predicate that can saturate a predicative argument position
of V,
3. P is a two-place predicate that can saturate an argument position of V, given
that the internal argument of P may remain implicit,
4. P is a two-place predicate that can undergo functional composition with V
so that the internal argument of P becomes the direct object of the complex
verb, or
5. P is a functor of V.
The first two options are realized by the so-called particle verbs in the broader
sense with particles like zusammen (‘together’), hinauf (‘up’), or herein (‘in’).
The third option is possible for some prepositions auf (‘up’), vor (‘before’), but

































Option four is not very frequent and rather restricted. The instances of this pattern











‘She paints onto the statue.’
136Note that there are also particle verbs like nebenordnen (‘coordinate’) and nebenschalten (‘con-
nect in parallel’). The object of neben has to be realized as dative object of the particle verb. These
particle verbs do not belong to pattern three.






















The pattern (721b) does not extend to cases like (721c). (721c) cannot be under-
stood as She paints the figure.
Examples like those in (722) basically also follow pattern four; only the se-





























‘The boy grinned at the teacher.’
The particle expresses that the action denoted by the base verb is directed towards
some person or object (Stiebels and Wunderlich, 1994, p. 956). The complement
that represents the entity to which the action is directed is introduced by the parti-
cle.
An example for the fifth option is an in productive cases like anlesen (‘read
partly’) and anschmoren (‘braise something lightly’). The particle functions as an
Aktionsart marker contributing the interpretation that the action denoted by the
base verb is not fully completed but only carried out to a certain degree. This form























‘They discussed the problem up to a certain degree.’
Some authors take the change in argument structure in examples like (722c) as
evidence for a morphological status of particle verbs (see for instance (Levitiene,
1966; Booij, 2002, p. 29), but this argumentation should also apply to resultative
constructions and one would not want to analyze resultative constructions with PP
predicates as morphological objects. See also McIntyre, 2001b, p. 30 on this point.
If one does not allow the change of argument structure in syntax, it follows that
particle verb formation, like resultative predicate formation, should be licensed in
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the lexicon, but it does not follow that the combination of particle and base verb
has to happen in the morphology component.
Having shown that arguments that have been put forward for a morphological
analysis of particle verbs are inconclusive, I now turn to the morphology of par-
ticle verbs and show that the data is compatible with an analysis that has been
suggested for other constructions so far. It will turn out that the suggested analy-
sis has an advantage over previous approaches since certain morpho-syntactic and
morpho-semantic bracketing paradoxes do not appear.
6.1.10 Inflection, Derivation, and the Bracketing Paradox
Since inflectional affixes are sensitive to morphological properties of the elements
they attach to, Bierwisch (1987) suggests that the inflectional material is combined
with both the verbal stem of simplex verbs and the verbal stem of particle verbs.
He argued that this leads to a bracketing paradox in the case of particle verbs since
the semantic contribution of the inflectional information scopes over the seman-
tic contribution of the complete particle verb. This paradox will be discussed in
Section 6.1.10.1. In Section 6.1.10.2, I will discuss nominalizations and adjective
derivation, which are also problematic because of various bracketing paradoxes.
In Section 6.2.5, I will suggest a solution to these apparent paradoxes that assumes
that inflectional and derivational prefixes and suffixes always attach to a form of
a stem that contains the information about a possible particle already, but without
containing a phonological realization of the particle. The particle is a dependent of
the verb and is combinedwith its head after inflection and derivation.With such an
approach, no special mechanisms for the analysis of particle verbs are necessary.
6.1.10.1 Inflection
Both particle and prefix verbs always have the same inflection class as their base
verb. This means that the inflectional suffix has to have access to the morpho-
logical features of the stem. This is accounted for easily in an analysis in which
inflectional material is combined with the stem before the particle is added, i. e.









FIGURE 18 Alternative Structures for aufhören
meaning of the verb aufhören (‘end’) is not transparent with regard to the combi-
nation of auf and hör-, but combinations of the form auf-hör-t-est and auf-ge-hör-t
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are transparent with regard to the combination of the meaning end and the con-
ceptual content of the inflectional affixes. He claims that one needs structures like
the one in Figure 18b because of this, and hence he has a structural paradox. Bier-
wisch (1987, p. 165), Stiebels and Wunderlich (1994, p. 934), and Stiebels (1996,
p. 46) suggest rebracketing mechanisms to derive the structure in Figure 18a from
the one in Figure 18b. However, as I have shown in Section 6.1.8, the paradox is
not a real one since the situation with idioms is similar as far as compositionality
is concerned.137 It is not justified to assume that a head that is part of an idiomatic
expression is combined with all parts of the idiom before it is inflected. Thus, only
the structure in Figure 18a is required; assuming that the semantics of non-trans-
parent particle verbs is constructed parallel to the semantics of (a certain class of)
idioms.
For transparent particle verb combinations I also assume the structure in Fig-
ure 18a. I assume that the inflectional affix attaches to a stem that contains the
information that it will combine with a particle, i. e. a stem that is subcategorized
for a particle. This stem has the meaning of the complete particle verb combina-
tion although the exact meaning is not fully instantiated until the particle combines
with the (inflected) stem. Since the semantic information that will be contributed
by the particle is accessible in the stem entry already, the ending can scope over
it.
6.1.10.2 Derivation
Similar bracketing paradoxes seem to arise in derivational morphology. Some
derivational affixes are sensitive to the argument structure of the head they com-
bine with and some others are sensitive to the semantics of the heads they combine
with, some affixes are sensitive to both kinds of properties. In the following sec-
tions, I will examine various forms of nominalization and adjective formation.
Many researchers have claimed that constructions that are clearly syntactic can-
not take part in morphological processes. So for instance, Neeleman and Weer-
mann (1993, p. 441, p. 471) claim that resultative constructions in Dutch cannot
be input to nominalization. Neeleman and Weermann state that particle verbs are
morphologically active while resultatives are not. They capture this proposed dif-
ference by assuming that particle verbs are part of morphology while resultative
137Bierwisch (1987, p. 166) gives examples from compounding that suggest that rebracketing may
be needed and, of course, there are famous examples of a similar kind from English; but for the cases
at hand a rebracketing mechanism is not necessary as will be shown in Section 6.2.5.
Stump (1991) discusses a wide variety of morphosemantic mismatches in English, Breton, Georgian,
and Sanskrit and suggests paradigm functions that allow inflectional or derivational material to attach
to a head that is contained inside other material, i. e., he assumes a structure like the one in Figure 18b.
On page 714 he remarks that in derivational paradigms in which the derived member belongs to a
syntactic category distinct from that of the base member, the derived member generally fails to allow
this kind of structure where the inflectional or derivational material attaches to the head. He remarks
that nouns derived from particle verbs are exceptions (hang on→ hanger on, pass by → passer-by).
With my analysis, particle verbs can be analyzed without a paradox and therefore they do not constitute
an exception to his generalization. I will discuss Stump’s approach in Section 6.3.3 in more detail.
For an analysis of the transformational grammarian paradox see Spencer, 1988.
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constructions are analyzed in syntax. Zeller (2001, p. 264) claims that productive
resultative constructions do not enter derivational processes. He gives examples
from -er-nominalizations, -ung-nominalizations, and -bar-derivations. As I will
show in the following, many of the nominalizations are also possible with re-
sultative predicate constructions, with object predicative constructions, and with
machen + predicate constructions.
Nominalizations Particle verbs participate in the following suffix derivations: -
e, -er, -ling, -sel, -ung, and the combined derivationGe- -e, as shown in (724) (see
Lüdeling, 1998, p. 101).
(724) -e: Abnahme (‘removal’)← abnehmen (‘to take off, to remove’)
Vorhersage (‘prediction’)← vorhersagen (‘to predict’)
-er: Ansager (‘announcer’)← ansagen (‘to announce’)
Abnehmer (‘buyer, client’)← abnehmen (‘to take off’, ‘to buy’)
-ling: Ankömmling (‘newcomer’)← ankommen (‘to arrive’)
Eindringling (‘intruder’)← eindringen (‘to enter’, ‘to intrude’)
-sel: Anhängsel (‘appendage’)← anhängen (‘to hang on’, ‘to append’)
Mitbringsel (‘little present’)← mitbringen (‘to bring along’)
-ung: Abschreibung (‘writing off’)← abschreiben (‘to write off’)
Aufladung (‘charge’)← aufladen (‘to load’, ‘to charge’)
Ge- -e: Herumgerede (‘constant or repeated talking’, ‘babble’)←
herumreden (‘to talk/chat away’, ‘to babble’)
-e, -ling, and -sel are only weakly productive or not productive at all. In the fol-
lowing, I will concentrate on the productive derivations with -er, -ung, and Ge- -e.
ung-Nominalizations After the suffix -er, the suffix -ung is the most produc-
tive suffix in nominalization (Fleischer and Barz, 1995, p. 172). The nouns that are
derived with -ung are feminine. In comparison to the nominalization of infinitival
forms that will be discussed below, -ung-nominalizations allow plural formation
and therefore can describe several single events (Ladungen (‘loads’), Schwankun-
gen (‘fluctuations’)). The nominalized infinitive can describe one continuum only
(Fleischer and Barz, 1995, p. 175).

















































The nominalizations in (727) – (729) are -ung-nominalizations with productive
particle verb combinations. These examples are derivations of the particle verbs
einfärben (‘to dye’), einbetonieren (‘to cement-in’), einölen (‘to rub with oil’),
einsargen (‘to put in a coffin’), einrahmen (‘to frame’), einkesseln (‘to surround’),
einkreisen (‘to circle’) that are derived from the nominal bases Farbe (‘color’),
Beton (‘cement’), Öl (‘oil’), Sarg (‘coffin’), Rahmen (‘frame’), Kessel (‘encircled
area’), and Kreis (‘circle’), respectively. The particle ein corresponds to the prepo-
sition in. For particle verbs with ein in general see the works cited in Olsen, 1998.
The particle verbs that are the basis for the nominalizations in (727) belong to
a class of verbs that can be used to describe actions where an object is covered
with the substance of the base noun. In (728) the nominal base of the particle verb
refers to a container. The verbs describe events of putting something into the con-
tainer that is described by the nominal base. This pattern is productive (Fehlisch,
1998, p. 168). The example in (729) shows another -ung-nominalization that is
derived from the particle verb combination einmeißeln (‘to chisel in’) which is
derived itself from the nominal base Meißel (‘chisel’). The derivation of particle
verbs with ein and a nominal base that refers to a tool also follows a productive






































‘the presenter’s invitation to rub the catch-as-catch-can-wrestling sis-



































138taz, 20.06.1996, p. 2, DPA.
139taz, berlin, 02.12.1994, p. 28, Matsch-Kultur in Hellersdorf.
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bemerkten.140
noticed
‘According to a report from a daily newspaper, the locals had alarmed





























































































‘Wieland accused the police of having provoked demonstrators com-
ing from Kreuzberg by surrounding them on Schönhauser Allee; the







































‘Where the fact that various other major European powers surrounded



















140Mannheimer Morgen, 30.04.1991, Politik; Rosaroter Sowjet-Panzer erhitzt die Gemüter.
141taz, hamburg, 04.09.1993, p. 30.
142taz, hamburg, 16.02.1995, p. 24.
143taz, berlin, 03.05.1996, p. 21.
144taz, 02.01.1995, p. 10.













[. . . ]145
‘In the blueprint it was planned to carve 4.2 million Jewish NS victims’
names into the stone, but in practice this is difficult to execute.’
The data in (727) – (729) clearly show that Lüdeling’s claim (2001, p. 104) that
-ung-nominalizations are only possible with listed preverb verb combinations is
incorrect.146 Lüdeling tries to prove her claim by comparing the nominalizations
Groß/Kleinschreibung (‘to spell/write a word with a capital/a small letter’) with







































‘In the orthography reform I will vote for the consequent capital-



































These examples show nothing about particle verb combinations in -ung-nominal-
izations since groß, klein, schwarz are normal adverbials and not particles (see
page 295 on the delimination problem). Lüdeling examines what she terms pre-
verb verb combinations (PVC), preverbs including adverbs and adjectives adja-
cent to the verb. However, the cases with normal adverbials are not interesting
for the present study. The contrast between (730) and (731) can be explained by
semantic properties of -ung-nominalizations: -ung-nominalizations refer to a sin-
gle event and in order to get more text on a page one would have to do several
145taz, 07.07.1995, p. 5 AFP.
146Lüdeling (2001, p. 84) defines listedness in the following way: A simple or complex linguistic
expression is listed, iff all terminal nodes are associated with phonological information.
This definition means that the lexicon may consist of trees. Such a definition only makes sense for
grammar models that assume operations on trees since without such operations it cannot be explained
why parts of a listed expression can be extracted. One can define listedness in a more theory neutral
way: A complex linguistic expression is listed, iff the phonological form of its parts is specified.
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Kleinschreibungen. Instead of Kleinschreibung, the nominalization of the infini-






































‘Writing in black is fashionable again.’
Paul (1920, p. 74) notes that many -ung-nominalizations are blocked if simpler
forms are available and that they are sometimes blocked by nominalized infini-
tives. I think that this also influences the acceptability of examples like (730c) and
(731b).
Lüdeling (2001, p. 104) observes that -ung-nominalizations are not possible
with all resultatives and claims that it is only possible for listed, i. e. non-transpar-
ent combinations.147 This would imply that all the resultative constructions that






















































‘the destructive over-renovation of many places’
147See also Zeller, 2001, p. 266, where this view is also adopted.
148In her talk on February the 4th, 2000 in Leipzig, Anke Lüdeling suggested two causes for listed-
ness: Entities can be listed because of their idiosyncrasy or because of their high frequency. So this
means that if the resultative construction wach küssen (‘to kiss awake’) is used in some context very
frequently, this combination gets lexicalized and the formation of * Wachküssung becomes possible.
149taz, 20.06.1996, p. 6.
150taz, 02.09.1987, p. 8.
151taz, 19.04.1990, p. 5.
152taz, 08.01.1988 p. 8.


















[. . . ]154















‘for shrinking the former state-owned businesses to health’
Lüdeling (2001, p. 104) argues in a footnote that nouns like Rotfärbung and
Blaufärbung are not counterexamples to her claim since these are compounds
from the result reading of Färbung (‘coloring’) and rot (‘red’) or blau (‘blue’).

















Intended: ‘Dyeing Sleeping Beauty’s hair red took two hours.’
I think that the oddity of (734) is due to the context in which the compound ver-






















































‘Tartrazine is the coloring that is most often used to make wine gums
and other sweets yellow.’
c. Tomaten waren gestern die bevorzugten Wurfgeschosse von schät-
zungsweise 350 Studierenden, die vor der CDU-Zentrale am Wall ge-
gen die geplante Neufassung des Bremischen Hochschulgesetzes de-
monstrierten (die Tomaten dürften jedoch auch als Antwort auf die
153taz, 26.10.1995, p. 13.
154taz, 27.04.1992, p. 17.
155taz, 29.05.1991, p. 5.
156taz, 14.08.1995, p. 3.
157Mannheimer Morgen, 27.05.1988, p. 12.
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‘Tomatoes were the favored missile of approximately 350 students
who yesterday demonstrated against the planned revision of Bremen’s
University law at the Wall in front of the CDU headquarters (however,
the tomatoes were probably also meant as an answer to the petition
campaign against dual nationality). The police did not intervene while



















































‘The grandfather had made the family’s fortune through trading in
willow, a plant, formerly only found in Thuringia, used for dyeing
fabric blue.’
Other examples of -ung-nominalizations from predicates that are probably not
listed are the examples in (736) which are nominalizations of the causativemachen
+ predicate. The combination of machen and predicate is also a syntactic one. It

































































‘He would like to become the party’s vice president, so the question
158taz, bremen, 22.01.1999, p. 21.
159taz, hamburg, 15.03.1995, p. 19.
160taz, berlin, 21.06.1997, p. 26, Landowsky ohne Brett vorm Kopf.
161Quoted from Angela Merkel, taz, 03.20.2000 p. 6.
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to Angela Merkel is: what does she think of it: “A demonstration that
he wants to get involved.” ’
Other -ung-derivations from machen + predicate that I found in the COSMAS cor-
pus are: Bewußtmachung (‘to make s. o. aware of s. t.’), Breitmachung (‘to spread
(oneself) out’), Dienstbarmachung (‘to make s. o. servile’), Freimachung (‘to put
a stamp on s. t.’, ‘to free s. o. or s. t.’), Fruchtbarmachung (‘to make fertile’),
Glaubhaftmachung (‘to make believable’), Gleichmachung (‘to make equal’),
Haltbarmachung (‘to conserve’), Irremachung (‘to drive insane’), Kenntlich-
machung (‘to make recognizable’), Konsequentmachung (‘to make consequent’),
Lächerlichmachung (‘to ridicule’), Nutzbarmachung (‘to make useful/usable’),
Öffentlichmachung (‘to make publicly known), Plausibelmachung (‘to make plau-
sible’), Rückgängigmachung (‘to reverse’), Schiffbarmachung (‘to make naviga-
ble’), Schmackhaftmachung (‘to make s. t. tempting), Seßhaftmachung (‘to make
s. o. sedentary’), Sichtbarmachung (‘to make visible’), Störfreimachung (‘to free
from interference’), Unfruchtbarmachung (‘to sterilize’), Unschädlichmachung
(‘to make harmless’), Urbarmachung (‘to clear land so that it can be culti-
vated’), Verächtlichmachung (‘to cause belittle s. t. / s.o.’), Verständlichmachung
(‘to make comprehensible’), Wehrhaftmachung (‘to make s. o. or s. t. be able
to defend itself’), Wiederbewohnbarmachung (‘to make s. t. habitable again’),
Wiedernutzbarmachung (‘to make reusable’), and Wiedersichtbarmachung (‘to
make visible again’). The nominalizations Bekanntmachung (‘to make known’),
Geltendmachung (‘enforcement’),Mobilmachung (‘to mobilize’), andWiedergut-
machung (‘to make amends’) are lexicalized forms.
Fleischer and Barz (1995, p. 105) note that adjectives that are prefixed with
erz-, miß-, un-, and ur- are not productive as the first constituent of nominal com-
pounds. According to them, forms like Unkenntlichmachung (‘to make unrecog-
nizable’, ‘to deface’) are derivations of verbal phrases. The wieder- -machung ex-
amples in (737) are interesting since they confirm this claim: They are instances







































162Mannheimer Morgen, 10.04.1991, Regionales; Gemeinsam über den Abfallberg?
163Mannheimer Morgen, 29.03.1989, Politik; Mit drei Modellen gegen die Altlasten.







‘in the digital reconstruction of former buildings’
d. so sieht die SPD das Dresden der Zukunft: – Unverzichtbarkeit der hi-
storischen Stadtsilhoutte – keinerlei Bebauung der Elb-Flußlandschaft
im Stadtgebiet – Wiedersichtbarmachung der ursprünglichen Einbet-
tung der Stadt in die natürliche Umgebung – Sicherung, Aufbau und
Pflege unserer kulturhistorischen Bausubstanz und der historischen
Wohnviertel.165
‘This is how the SPD sees the Dresden of the future: – the historical
town silhouette will be essential, no development on the inner-city
Elbe-bank region, the original harmony of the town within its natural
environment will be recreated – safeguarding, restoration and upkeep
of our cultural and historical architecture and residential areas.’
Fleischer and Barz (1995, p. 105) provide other examples of phrasal -ung-deriva-
tion: Farbgebung (‘to give s. t. color’), Grundsteinlegung (‘to lay the foundation
stone’), Indienststellung (‘to hire’), Zugrundelegung (‘to make s. t. the basis of
s. t.’). Selbstzurschaustellung (‘to behave like an exhibitionist’) is a more complex
example. Paul (1919, p. 215) uses the word Nebeneinanderstellung (‘to compare’,
‘place side by side’) in the main text. Paul (1920, p. 132) notes that such nominal-
izations cannot be analyzed as compounds containing an ung-derived noun since
nouns like * Gebung, and * Legung do not appear in isolation. Stellung (‘job’,
‘position’) does not have the semantics needed for the nominalizations Indienst-
stellung and Selbstzurschaustellung.166
With the assumption that -ung-nominalization can apply to phrases, examples


















































‘For the gentle cold-pressing method is only of significance for edible
oils.’
164Mannheimer Morgen, 02.06.1998, Lokales; Wiedersichtbarmachung der Klosterstadt.
165Wendekorpus, SPD. Dresden aktuell. Sozialdemokratische Wahlzeitung; Dresden; Mai 1990, p. 3.
166For Dutch examples of particle verb nominalizations with -ing see Groos, 1989, p. 55–56.
167taz berlin, 19.11.1994, p. 43.
168taz berlin, 19.11.1994, p. 43.
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(738b) is a nominalization of a verb with a depictive predicate. In Chapter 4, I
showed that the depictive predicate kalt has to be analyzed as an adjunct. The
nominalization in (738b) can be analyzed as a nominalization of the combination
of kalt and press-.
I have shown that productive particle verb combinations, resultative construc-
tions, and machen + predicate can undergo -ung-derivation. This section hence
concludes that listedness cannot be the criterion relevant for the possibility of
-ung-nominalizations.
-er-Nominalizations -er-nominalizations are very productive. The nouns de-
rived by -er are masculine. They refer to a person who performs the action that is
described by the verb or to an instrument that is used to perform the action (Paul,
1920, p. 60). Those nouns that refer to persons can be divided into three groups:
persons who act professionally (Dreher (‘lathe operator’), Gießer (‘caster’),
Lehrer (‘teacher’)), persons who act habitually (Denker (‘thinker’),Herumtreiber
(‘vagabond’, ‘good-for-nothing’), Raucher (‘smoker’)), and persons who act oc-
casionally (Finder (‘finder’), Gewinner (‘winner’), Leser (‘reader’), Verlierer
(‘loser’)) (Fleischer and Barz, 1995, Chapter 2.3.2.4). For further meanings of
-er-nominalizations see also Fleischer and Barz, 1995, Chapter 2.3.2.4.
The examples in (739) are -er-nominalizations of the causativemachen + pred-
icate, the one in (740) is an example of -er-nominalization of an object predicative
construction, those in (741) are -er-nominalizations of resultative constructions,

















b. Solche Fundamentalisten waren auch die Kaputtmacher der „Weima-
rer Republik“.170
‘It was fundamentalists like this that were responsible for the decline
of the Weimar Republic.’
c. Der ambitionierte Klub aus demWestend wurde vom Frontläufer zum
Kaputtmacher des dänischen Klub-Fußballs.171
‘The ambitious Westendclub degenerated from being a winner to be-
coming the destroyer of Danish club football.’
d. Fast, denn verziehen wird ihm das Lied „Wir“ nicht, worin er 1968
den langhaarigen Kaputtmachern eine hochkochende Volksseele an-
169Die Zeit, 10.10.1986, p. 88.
170Leserbrief, taz, 09.10.1993, p. 18.
171taz, 29.08.1992, p. 27.
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brutzelte, die zum NPD-Parteitag das Maggi in der Suppe war.172
‘Almost, for he will never be forgiven for his song “Wir” (us); which
sparked off an explosive national soul in the long-haired hooligans
in 1968, and that, in turn, provided the icing for the NPD’s (German

















































































‘because we thought the nail would be good enough, because we, yes,
because we sinned and did not use it. It, the great attachment imple-





‘someone the likes of which made Auschwitz possible’
The examples (739e) and (739f) show the meaning that was also discussed by
Lüdeling (1998, p. 103): A Festmacher in a harbor is somebody whose job it is to
moor boats or a rope with which boats are moored. (739g) shows that Festmacher
also can be used in other contexts, for instance referring to a rawlplug.
The example (739h) shows that complex nominalizations that include the ac-
cusative object of the machen constructions, i. e. the subject of the embedded
predicate, are possible. Note that this sentence and other sentences that will be dis-
cussed below show that Hoeksema’s constraint on Dutch nominalizations (1991a,
p. 705) which rules out nominalizations in which both a predicate and an NP ar-
gument is part of a nominalization should not be formulated in a grammar of
German.
The example in (740) is a nominalization of an object predicative construction.
The object that is predicated over (Krieg ‘war’) is also realized as the first part of
172taz, 01.06.1989, p. 21.
173taz, 16.08.1997, p. 12.
174taz, bremen, 29.09.1995, p. 23.
175Fritz Eckenga, taz, 11.06.1999, p. 20.
176Wiglaf Droste, taz, 10.03.2000, p. 20.






‘our people who find war good’














































‘During this they took it in turns to attack, amongst others, the land-
lord, with a so-called killer (cudgel) and a bottle of red wine.’
c. mit
with












‘somebody who used to always drink all the contents of his beer bot-
tles’
Like Festmacher, Totschläger may refer either to a person who beats other people
to death (741a) or to an instrument that can be used for beating other people to
death (741b).
The data above show that Zeller’s claim (2001, p. 264) that -er-nominalizations
of resultatives are impossible is not correct. That nominalizations with resultatives
are possible is not really surprising if we look at examples like Klamotten-am-
Vortag-Rausleger (‘person who puts their clothes out on the day before’), Alle-
die-mich-kennen-Grüßer (‘person who says “hello to everyone I know” on the ra-
dio/TV’), and Aspirin-vor-dem-Schlafengehen-Einnehmer (‘person who takes an
Asprin before going to bed’). These nominalizations clearly take phrases as input.
This shows that the ‘No Phrase Constraint’ does not hold for -er-nominalizations.
177Wiglaf Droste, taz, 23.11.2001, p. 20.
178taz, bremen, 24.05.1996, p. 24.
179taz, hamburg 21.07.1999, p. 22, Skins verurteilt.
180taz, 25.08.1989, p. 20.
181taz, 13./14.01.2001, p. 32.
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These words were taken from an article in the Spiegel (14/2000) dealing with
swearwords. The article describes a game of a radio station where swearwords are
collected. The initial pattern for these swearwords is said to have been provided by
Harald Schmidt (a German late night talk-show host), who used the word Warm-
duscher (‘person who takes warm showers’) during the soccer championship in
1998. Note that many of the examples I gave above are from the eighties or the
early nineties, i. e. before Schmidt’s making the pattern popular. A phrasal -er-











‘You’re a right at-parties-asleep-faller.’
This example by Kaufmann (1995a, p. 166) also shows how -er-nominalizations
like Einschlafer that are bad in isolation can be made acceptable. er-nouns make
reference to the situation denoted by their base verb. The referent is character-
ized only by its participation in the event. Participation in an event is a suitable
characterization of an object only if either the referent displays the characteris-
tic property in a specific situation that can be identified by the speaker and the
audience, or the referent displays the characteristic property habitually, i. e. is reg-
ularly involved in such an event (Kaufmann, 1995b, p. 398). Since to fall asleep
is not a property that discriminates between people, the noun as such is strange.
The same is true for Aufsteher (‘up-getter’, ‘riser’) without an appropriate context
(Kaufmann, 1995b, p. 398). Lüdeling (1998, p. 104) provides a context where the
property of getting up discriminates between people and therefore can be used
without further specification: The situation is a hospital where a certain group of
patients is allowed to get up during the day while the others have to stay in bed.
In this situation it is possible to refer to a member of the first group as Aufsteher
(‘person who gets up’) and to a member of the second group as Liegenbleiber
(‘person who does not get up’).
Since -er-nominalization can take a phrasal input it comes as no surprise that






































‘a bourgeois man whom he recognizes as the naked dancer he had
encountered during a night of drinking’
182Kaufmann, 1995a, p. 166.
183taz, berlin, 06.07.1994, p. 20.
184taz, berlin, 21.02.1995, p. 24.
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Lüdeling (2001, p. 102) discusses the noun Nacktschläfer (‘somebody who (usu-
ally) sleeps naked’).
Ge- -e-Nominalizations The Ge- -e-nominalization is the only discontinu-
ous or combinatorial noun derivation in German; it consists of the prefix Ge-
and the suffix -e. The suffix -e can be used optionally following the unstressed
syllables -er, -el, -en where it is usually suppressed for phonological reasons
(Rumgeeiere185 vs. Rumgeeier186) (see Olsen, 1991, p. 351). Ge- -e-derivation is
quite productive for transitive as well as for intransitive simplex verbs. Deverbal
Ge- -e-nouns have the meaning of ‘constant/repeated V-ing’ and they usually have
the connotation that the constant V-ing is somehow negatively evaluated.
Particle verbs also allow for Ge- -e-derivation. It is interesting that the ge-












































































‘After your anti-Semitic statements in November and the unspeak-




















185Frankfurter Rundschau, 05.12.1998, p. 1.
186Frankfurter Rundschau, 29.09.1998, p. 3.
187taz, hamburg, 24.12.1993, p. 37.
188taz, hamburg, 27.03.1997, p. IV.
189Dr. Sabine Wendt, Marburg/Lahn, reader’s letter, taz, 04.01.1989, p. 16.











‘Without gays no sex in the toilets, without blacks no groping, without

































































‘The main thing is that the running around is interrupted by the occa-
sional goal.’
The examples in (744) areGe- -e-derivations from listed particle verbs196, those in
(745) are derived from productive particle verb combinations.Ge- -e-nominaliza-
tions of particle verbs with the particle herum (‘around’) are quite frequent. The
an of Angebrülle (‘at-shouting’) is Stiebels’ an5 (1996, Chapter 7.4.1). According
to Stiebels, this pattern is highly productive.
Ge- -e-derivation from resultative constructions also seem to be possible, al-
though, as Lüdeling (1998, p. 109) remarks, they are not very frequent. Fleischer
and Barz (1995, p. 208) give the example in (746).
190article about a theater play about Nazi-skins, taz, hamburg, 02.02.1995, p. 23.
191taz, 15.10.1993, p. 16.
192taz, hamburg, 01.02.1996, p. II.
193taz, Magazin, 07.03.1998, p. 8.
194taz, 07.01.1998, p. 3.
195taz, 01.02.1999, p. 16.
196See Stiebels, 1996, p. 105 on verbs like angrapschen (‘to grope’), anpacken (‘to grap’), anrühren
(‘to touch’), antatschen (‘to paw at s. t./s.o.’), and antippen (‘to tap’).
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(746) Totgeschlage
beating.to.death






















‘It gets on my nerves that you are always finding other women beauti-
ful!’
It shows that the predicate that is embedded by finden can be separated by the





Concluding the discussion of Ge- -e-nominalization, it can be said that it ap-
plies to particle verbs that belong to a productive pattern and also to resultative
and object predicative constructions.
As Lüdeling (1998, p. 109) notes, the interesting thing about these Ge- -e-nom-
inalizations is that there again seems to be a bracketing paradox: If one combines
the stem renn- with Ge- and -e one gets Gerenne, which means ‘repeated or con-
stant running’, or more technically ‘repeated running events’. However,Herumge-
rennemeans ‘repeated instances of aimless running events’. The ‘aimless’ part of
the meaning is contributed by herum.198 This meaning ofHerumgerennewould be
expected if the Ge- -e were combined with the whole particle verb combination.
Lüdeling considers for a moment an account in which an abstract predicate is
added to the semantic contribution of rennen, but dismisses this suggestion since,
according to her, this solution would not extend to listed particle verb combina-
tions. I do not understand this argumentation since the non-transparent forms are
always the unproblematic ones in terms of scope relations. A lexical item that is
subcategorized for a particle can be listed in the lexicon and the meaning contri-
bution of the complete non-transparent particle verb is represented in this lexical
item. See Section 6.1.8 on non-transparent particle verb combinations. Lüdeling
suggests the analysis in Figure 19b. It is unclear how the prefix ge- is supposed to
get in-between the particle and the verb without the assumption of rebracketing.
In what follows, I will assume the structure in Figure 19a. I assume that the stem
renn- that is used to derive Herumgerenne already contains the information that it
combines with a particle, although the exact semantic and syntactic contribution
197http://www.forum.goosh.de/druckversion.cgi?forum=7&topic=5, 26.05.2002.
198This is not the only meaning that herum has. For other meanings see McIntyre (2001a,b).
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FIGURE 19 Alternative Structures for Herumgerenne
of the particle is still underspecified. The Ge- -e-nominalization can therefore ac-
cess the semantic contribution that will be instantiated by the particle and the right
scope relations can be established.
Note that I do not claim that nouns like Herumgerenne are the result of com-
pounding the Ge- -e-nominalization of the simplex verb renn- with herum since—
as McIntyre (2001c, p. 22) shows—double particles like herum do not appear in
normal compounds with a nominal head: While the verb herumkritisieren exists,
there is no compound * Herumkritik.
Nominalizations of Infinitival Forms The examples in (749) show nominal-
izations that correspond to the object predicative in (160b) and the examples in
























[. . . ]199























‘which does not necessarily have to be the premise for liking this al-
bum’
The data in (749) clearly falsify Rosengren’s claim (1995, p. 102) that object pred-
icatives do not appear in nominalizations. She makes the same claim for depic-
tives, but as the data that was discussed in Chapter 4.1.1 on page 187 show, various
forms of verb nominalizations together with depictive predicates are also possible.
The sentences in (750) and (751) are examples of a nominalization of an infinitive
together with a depictive.
199taz hamburg, 22.05.1995, p. 23.
200taz, 29.10.1993, p. 16.

























‘Even if nude bathing has been common in many places for a long time,
naked jogging is still forbidden.’
The sentences in (751) are examples with the noun Rohessen which was claimed
to be non-existent by Koch and Rosengren (1995, p. 13):















































‘It can also be eaten raw, for instance together with Carpaccio.’































































‘To bring letting-off steam to its ultimate limit, to conjure up the ir-
rational, to lull all order into destruction, these appear to be the main
goals of this Hungarian band and others producing similar music.’
201taz, 05.11.2000, p. 20, dpa.
202Frankfurter Rundschau, 21.08.1998, p. 25.
203Züricher Tagesanzeiger, 02.10.1996, p. 19.
204taz, 25.03.1993, p. 20.
205Mannheimer Morgen, 16.10.1989, Feuilleton; Am Rande des Wahnsinns.































‘during the faith-healing of the dollar’
e. In Indien und China finden Heilrituale im Tempel statt, in Sri Lanka
spielen Dämonen beim „Gesundbeten“ eine Rolle.208
‘In India and China healing rituals are performed in the temple, in Sri
Lanka demons are involved in the faith-healing.’
f. Jones wandte sich obskurem Gesundbeten zu und verstieg sich in den
Wahn, seinen Gefolgsleuten Gottersatz zu sein.209
‘Jones got involved with obscure faith-healing and mistook himself to
be his followers’ God.’
In many examples in (749) – (752) the complements of the verb are realized in the
way that is known from other nominalizations: Accusative objects can be realized
by genitive NPs or von-PPs.
The nominalization of verb + modal combinations follows the same pattern
as the nominalizations discussed so far. Compare the sentences in (753) with the




































‘the wish to sleep’
206taz, 02.12.1991, p. 13.
207taz, 28.08.1987, p. 8.
208taz Hamburg, 29.10.1992, p. 24.
209taz, 07.03.1989, p. 12.












‘the wish to be always right’
Corpus examples of nominalizations of predicate complexes are given in (755).
(755) a. Menschen
humans














































‘that women, due to the way they are brought up and the way that they
are, possess certain qualities that men do not.’
These nominalizations are entirely regular and one would not want to list the verbs
in the lexicon that can appear as complements of the modals.
Having shown that it is not reasonable to assume listedness to be a criterion for
nominalization and having discussed an apparent bracketing paradox with Ge- -e-
nominalizations, I now turn to adjective derivation.
Adjective Derivation Particle verb combinations participate in adjective deriva-
tions with the suffixes: -bar, -ig, and -lich. The following examples are provided
by Lüdeling (1998, p. 110):
(756) -bar: auffindbar (‘discoverable’)← auffinden (‘to discover’)
zusammenklappbar (‘collapsible’) ← zusammenklappen (‘to fold
up’)
-ig: nachgiebig (‘yielding’, ‘compliant’)← nachgeben (‘to give in’, ‘to
yield’)
auffällig (‘striking’, ‘conspicuous’) ← auffallen (‘be striking’,
‘conspicuous’)
-lich: nachdenklich (‘thoughtful’, ‘pensive’) ← nachdenken (‘to think’,
‘to reflect’)
Only -bar is productive.
210Mannheimer Morgen, 20.10.1989, Lokales; Vom Chaos hinter der Ordnung.
211taz, 18.03.1989, p. 10.
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-bar-Derivation -bar-derivation applies to transitive or ditransitive verbs, i. e.
to verbs that have an accusative object. The logical subject of the verb is sup-
pressed and the accusative object is promoted to the subject of the adjective.
Sometimes the logical subject of the verb is expressed by a PP. There are also
a few -bar-adjectives like brennbar (‘flammable’) that have an intransitive base
verb, but these are listed in the lexicon (Riehemann, 1998) and not derived by the
productive rules. The -bar-suffix adds a modal meaning, usually possibility, but
sometimes also necessity. The -bar-adjectives are similar to the modal infinitives
with sein that were discussed in Chapter 3.1.5.






























































































‘But the catcher responded only for a few minutes, not even an emer-



















212taz, 18.08.1999, p. 16.
213taz, 12.06.1987, p. 5.
214taz, taz-mag, 17.07.1999, p. 4–5.
215taz, bremen, 15.12.1993, p. 20.





















‘When Ulrike Meinhoff was still a journalist she wrote a book with
the title “The Dignity of Man is not Invulnerable”.’
The examples in (757) are -bar-derivations with particle verbs that have a non-
transparent meaning.
Lüdeling (2001, p. 108) remarks that most of the -bar-derivation are deriva-
tions of listed particle verb combinations. She compares coordinated structures
with -bar-derivations of particle verb combinations that have both a non-transpar-
ent and a transparent reading and concludes that only the derivations from non-
transparent particle verbs are well-formed. She discusses the examples in (758)
and (759) which show that anbaubar can only be formed with the fully lexicalized
variant to cultivate although the passive of anbauen + können with the meaning
to build onto, to add in the first part of (758b) is grammatical. A similar contrast



















































Intended: ‘Can the shed be built as an extension here or can’t an














































Intended: ‘Can the Christmas tree be put up here or is it impossible
to put it up here?’
216taz, bremen, 28.04.1999, p. 24.
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While these data are interesting, the interpretation is not correct. The only thing
it shows is that the use of the -bar-derivations of a productive form seems to
be strange if a -bar-derivation from a non-transparent particle verb is also avail-
able. The examples in (760) – (769) show that -bar-derivation is also possible with
transparent particle verb combinations. Some of the patterns are productive. I
classified the following sentences according to Stiebels’ classification (Stiebels,
1996).





























































[. . . ]218
‘after those are laminated into a clip-on badge along with other per-
sonal data, only then are you allowed to enter’
This form of an is used with (causative) contact verbs and other verbs of fastening.
Examples are ankleben (‘to stick (on)’) and annähen (‘to sew (on)’).
Stiebels’ an2 (Stiebels, 1996, Chapter 6.1.2) is combined with motion verbs:
anjagen (‘to race up’), anhüpfen (‘to jump up’), anschleichen (‘to sneak up’),
anrennen (‘to run up’). These verbs are intransitive and therefore do not allow the






































‘That women possess certain qualities that can evidently also not be
learned or acquired by training that quickly.’
217taz, 30.01.1995, p. 15.
218taz, 24.01.1989, p. 14.
219taz, 22.08.1997, p. 14.
220taz, 18.03.1989, p. 10.
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‘They instilled punctuality into the children.’
According to Stiebels (1996, p. 130), combinations with an are not productive for
knowledge transfer verbs, although new forms may be constructed by analogy.


















‘a verre églomisé landscape with a light-up sun’







































































‘Airport Schönefeld can now by accessed by plane in any weather.’
221taz, berlin, 27.03.1990, p. 24.
222taz, 17.09.1992, p. 14.
223taz, 05.06.1997, p. 22.
224taz, berlin, 04.02.1992, p. 22.













































[. . . ]226
‘Those who never stop running, slug away in the defense, are always























‘With the [. . . ] City-Call they can be reached from any telephone.’
This an expresses that the action that is described by the base verb is directed to a
thing or a person. The particle can be combined with intransitive agentive verbs.
This pattern is highly productive. Examples are verbs of uttering (767) and verbs





















































‘He gazes at the great diva adoringly.’
225taz, 08.07.1999, p. 13.
226taz, 22.02.1999, p. 16.
227taz, bremen, 09.03.1989, p. 18.















‘He marvels at the acrobat / the cathedral.’
Stiebels also considers verbs like anfunken (‘to contact by walkie.talkie’), an-
blinken (‘to flash (at)’), anleuchten (‘to shine (at)’), anstrahlen (‘to beam at some-
body/something’), and anscheinen (‘to shine at’) that describe the transfer of op-
tical or acoustic signals as members of this an-class.













‘In principle, it is possible to start thinking about the concept.’
This version of an is the most productive one of the particles and prefixes Stiebels
examined in her study. The an expresses a partiality of the action that is described
by the main verb. It can be combined with verbs that describe incremental or
decremental processes, which makes an early termination plausible. The group of
an-verbs can be divided into those where the an expresses a spatial relation: an-
bohren (‘to begin to bore a hole’), anknabbern (‘to nibble’), anlecken (‘to (begin)
to lick’), annagen (‘to (begin) to gnaw’), and those where the an is a progressive
marker: andrucken (‘to start to print’), anlesen (‘to begin to read’), ansingen (‘to
begin to sing’).
Concluding the discussion of -bar-derivations with particle verbs with an, it
can be said that it is possible with transparent particle verbs, including verbs that
follow productive particle verb combination patterns.
Having established that particle verb combinations that are the result of a pro-
ductive process can take part in -bar-derivations, I am faced with another apparent
bracketing paradox: There are particles that only combine with intransitive verbs
and add another argument. On the other hand, -bar only combines with transitive
verbs productively. If one assumes the structure in Figure 20a on the facing page
with fahr- being the stem of the intransitive version of fahren, one has to explain
why -bar can combine with intransitive verbs. Furthermore, the modal operator
that is contributed by -bar scopes over the complete meaning of the particle verb.
In the light of pairs like (770), the structure in Figure 20a seems implausible since
there is no way of deriving the meaning of the second word from the meaning of
the first:
(770) a. schaffbar (‘do-able’)9wegschaffbar (‘possible to be got rid of’, ‘dis-
posable’)
b. greifbar (‘reachable’)9 angreifbar (‘possible to be attacked’)
c. stellbar (‘possible to stand/set up’) 9 darstellbar (‘possible to be
represented’, ‘representable’), einstellbar (‘possible to set’, ‘employ-
able’), herstellbar (‘possible to manufacture’), vorstellbar (‘imagin-
able’)
228taz, 06.11.1997, p. 2.
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Even worse, a bar-adjective without particle does not exist for the examples given
in (771).
(771) a. gleichbar9 ausgleichbar (‘possible to even out’)
b. weisbar9 nachweisbar (‘possible to prove’)
At first glance, Figure 20b seems to be the only option. Bierwisch (1987) and
Stiebels and Wunderlich (1994) assume a uniform analysis for inflectional and
derivational morphology of particle verbs whereby the inflectional and deriva-
tional material attaches directly to the verbal stem, i. e. the structure in Figure 20a.
Since an analysis that treats inflection and derivation in a uniform way rather than
stipulating different structures for various morphological phenomena on a case by
case basis is to be preferred, I also assume the structure in Figure 20a since this









FIGURE 20 Alternative Structures for anfahrbar (‘reachable by car’)
seem to be problematic for the reasons mentioned above, it is not problematic in
constraint-based theories. I assume that the stem in Figure 20a contains a slot for
the particle that will be added in a later step. The valence and the semantics of the
whole combination is represented at the stem of the particle verb so that -bar may
access it.
Having dealt with inflection and derivation and various bracketing paradoxes,
I now want to discuss the problem of non-existing bases.
6.1.10.3 Non-Existing Bases
It has been noted by many researchers that there are particle verbs that have a base
verb that cannot be used without the particle (for instance anstrengen (‘to strain’)
and * strengen).
Similarly there are particle verb formations (772a) and derivations (772b,c)
where the derived base never appears without particle.
(772) a. Dose (‘tin’), eindosen (‘to tin’), but * dosen229
b. rauben (‘to steal’), ausrauben (‘to rob’),
Ausraubung (‘robbing’), but * Raubung230
229See Fehlisch, 1998, p. 162 for a long list of denominal particle verbs with ein where no simplex
base verb exists.
230Fleischer and Barz, 1995, p. 173.
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c. ausbreiten (‘to spread out’), but * breiten,
Ausbreitung (‘out-spreading’), but * Breitung231
Similar examples have been discussed in the previous subsection about -bar-
derivation. Such data is explained by an analysis in which the derivation applies
to the linguistic object that represents the particle verb. So if the -ung-nominal-
ization applies to a lexical representation for raub- that contains the information
that there will be a particle, the constraints that block the derivation of * Raubung
from the simplex base raub- do not apply to this lexical entry and the derivation
succeeds. For the same reason, it is not necessary to list * strengen in the lexicon
as a verb that could appear without a particle: The lexicon contains a lexical entry
for the verb stem streng- that selects the particle an. The stem is inflected and after
inflection it is combined with the particle. With such an approach examples like
(772) do not pose a problem.
Before I conclude the discussion of syntactic and morphological properties of
particle verbs, I want to make some brief remarks about the visibility of the mor-
phological structure.
6.1.10.4 Visibility and Modularity
Neeleman and Weermann (1993, p. 471–473) treat particle verbs as morpholog-
ical objects. To explain why iterated particles, iterated resultatives and the com-
bination of particles and resultative predicates are impossible, they formulate the
Complexity Constraint which rules out certain structures (see Chapter 7.1 for a
more detailed discussion of this constraint). Since this constraint operates both
on syntactic structures (resultatives) and—according to them—on morphological
structures (particle verbs), they conclude that morphological structures must be
visible in syntax.
Stiebels and Wunderlich (1994, p. 917) criticized this assumption as far too





























































‘Alcohol does not inhibit him, but makes him irritable.’
231Paul, 1920, p. 75.















Morphological negation always has word-internal scope and is therefore not visi-
ble for a connector like sondern (‘but’).
Stiebels and Wunderlich propose an analysis where particles are part of mor-
phological structures and they restrict the visibility of elements in syntax to the
base verbs and these particles. The visible elements are marked by a stipulated
feature MAX+. When the verb is positioned in the initial position, the two mor-
phological objects enter the syntax component separately. When the particle verb
enters derivation, the MAX value is changed to ‘−’ and the particle verb cannot be
split anymore.
In the approach that I will formalize in the next section, no morphological
structures are visible in syntax. If particles are complements and parts of the verbal
complex, it is clear that they are syntactic objects. They are only combined with
their base verb in the morphology component when a derivation has taken place.
The derivation structures are not visible in syntax. If the base verb is just inflected
without prior derivation, the particle is simply a normal complement that is part
of the predicate complex.
Complex syntactic expressions can be combined with other elements via com-
pounding (das alte Scheiße-schwimmt-oben-Prinzip232 (‘the old shit swims on the
top principle’)).233 The discussion of -er and -ung-nominalizations showed that
the ‘No Phrase Constraint’ does not hold for derivation either. In terms of visi-
bility, this means that morphology must be able to take syntactic objects as in-
put both for compounding and for derivations. However, there is no need to look
inside such syntactic objects. No access to the internal syntactic structure is re-
quired. Thus it is possible to see syntax and morphology as two separate modules
of grammar that share a certain vocabulary (Di Sciullo and Williams, 1987).
6.1.11 Conclusion of the Data Section
To sum up, one can conclude that particles behave in a way that is known from
other elements in the predicate complex. All classes of particles can be extracted
and positioned in the Vorfeld. The restrictions on these frontings are not syntactic,
but depend on contrast, and discourse structure. The particle can also appear sep-
arated from a verb in final position if it is contrasted (focus split) or if an element
that further specifies the meaning of the particle intervenes. In dialects of German,
the particle always appears at the left periphery of the verbal complex. So, particle
verbs can be discontinuous even in head-final contexts. This strongly suggests that
particles have a syntactic life of their own.
On the other hand, we are faced with the evidence from derivational morphol-
ogy. Particles can appear in the middle of complex entities that are derived by
morphological processes.
232taz, 01.11.1999, p. 15.
233See also Schmidt, 2000 for examples.
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Inflectional affixes like ge- -t in auf-ge-hör-t (‘ended’) and derivational affixes
like Ge- -e in Herum-ge-renn-e (‘repeated instances of aimless running events’)
attach to the stem of the verb, although they scope over the meaning of the com-
plete particle verb combination. A uniform treatment of both inflection and all
derivations of particle verbs, i. e. an approach where the affixes always attach to
the verbal stem before the combination of particle and verb, is to be preferred over
an approach that assigns structures on a case by case basis. An analysis that as-
sumes that inflection and derivation applies to stems that contain the information
about particles to be added later makes the right predictions without any bracket-
ing paradox and copes with the problem of non-existing bases.
6.2 The Analysis
Given the data in Section 6.1, it seems reasonable to treat particles as elements
that take part in complex formation.234 In the following subsections, I provide the
basic lexical entries for non-transparent particle verbs, and I discuss a lexical rule
that allows a template to be derived for some prototypical particle verbs that are the
result of productive particle verb combinations. Analyses for the verb position, for
the fronting of particles and for the verbal complex in Franconian/Thuringian is
provided. I deal with both inflection and derivation of particle verbs, resultatives,
and subject and object predicates.
6.2.1 Lexical Entries for Nontransparent Particle Verbs and Verb Position
(774) shows the relevant aspects of the LOCAL value of the lexical entry for the
non-transparent particle verb vorhaben (‘to plan’). The semantic contribution of






















the particle verb is not computed compositionally from the meaning of the verb
and the particle when they are combined in the sentence, but is represented as the
CONT value of the stem. The form of the particle that has to be combined with the
(inflected) stem is fully specified in the lexical entry as the XCOMP element.
I follow Olsen (1999b, p. 238) and McIntyre (2001b, p. 44) in assuming that
particles like vor are not prepositions, but are related to prepositions by lexical
234Tilman Höhle suggested using the same rule for the combination of particle and verb as for the
verbal complex in his 1976 dissertation. The chapter of his dissertation that deals with this issue was
published as Höhle, 1982. Höhle deals mainly with morphological problems. The syntactic properties
of the particle verb constructions are not explored in detail.
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redundancy rules. Hence, the element in XCOMP is not of category P or PP, but










‘because he plans to do this’
V[SUBCAT 〈〉,
XCOMP 〈〉,




























er das vor hat
FIGURE 21 Analysis of weil er das vorhat.
Since vorhat is finite, the subject is represented as a member of the SUBCAT list.
Particle and verb are combined in a head-cluster structure and then the accusative
object and the subject are combined with the head in further projections licensed
by the Head-Argument Schema.
For the sentence (776), in which the verb is in initial position, I assume the









‘Does he plan to do this?’
The tree shows dominance relations. The constituents do not appear in surface
order in such trees. The surface order of the elements is represented in the con-
stituent order domain (DOM) of each node. The dominance structure is entirely
the same, only the serialization of the main verb differs.
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V[SUBCAT 〈〉,
XCOMP 〈〉,




























er das vor hat
FIGURE 22 Analysis of Hat er das vor?
For subject predicative verbs like aussehen (‘to look’) and vorkommen (‘to
seem to somebody to be’), I assume that they select both the particle and the
embedded predicate via XCOMP.























For the analysis of sentences like (704a) and (704b)—repeated here as (778a) and






















Having explained the basic assumptions about particle verb combinations and
the representation of non-transparent particle verbs, I now turn to particle verbs
that follow a productive pattern.
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6.2.2 Lexical Items for Productive Particle Verb Combinations
A large group of particle verbs is transparent and can be analyzed compositionally.
The most detailed study of the semantics of German particle/prefix verb combina-
tions was done by Stiebels (1996). She examined several meanings of the particles
an and auf. She uses indices to distinguish certain meanings of these particles. I
have already used her indices in the discussion of -bar-derivation in the data sec-
tion. In what follows, I will give some sample analyses of transparent particle
verbs that are representative for certain classes of particle verb combinations.
(779) shows examples where the particle is an aspectual marker. The particle




















(779c) shows that it is impossible to have an additional NP complement that is
not selected by the base verb as is possible in resultative constructions. (780a,b)
show that transitive verbs cannot be combined with the particle los if the object is
expressed.

















‘He starts to read.’
















It adds an argument. The base verb must be intransitive and agentive (Stiebels and
Wunderlich, 1994, p. 950). This contrast suggests that the particle is responsible
for the argument structure of the complex verb. an5 adds an argument, but los
does not. Both particles can combine with intransitive verbs only. Furthermore,
the particle selects the semantic class of the base verb. It is not adequate to an-
alyze the particle as the head of the particle verb since the particle is embedded
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under the verb in the predicate complex, as was argued above. I therefore suggest
treating particles like los and an as lexical adjuncts. Since they are adjuncts, they
can impose their selectional restrictions on the head they combine with and can
modify the meaning of their head. Since they are analyzed as lexically introduced
dependents, they can contribute to the argument structure of the lexical object.
This contribution is done by argument composition, a technique that was demon-
strated in Section 2.2.1 where I introduced the analysis of verbal complexes. As
was shown in Section 1.7, adjuncts select the head they modify via the MOD fea-
ture. Since MOD has a synsem object as its value, both syntactic and semantic
properties of the modified head can be selected. On the other hand, the data in
Section 6.1 suggested treating the particle as an element of the verbal complex.
I will unify these two insights and analyze the particles in (779b) and (781a) as
subcategorized modifiers. The lexical rule in (782) takes a verb with the empty list
as XCOMP value as input and produces a new lexical item that subcategorizes for
a particle.


























































The lexical rule in (782) is very similar to the rule for resultative constructions
that was given in (576) on page 241. The difference is that the format of the input
sign is not restricted by the rule except for the restriction of the XCOMP value. The
rule applies to all verbs with an empty XCOMP value. Predicate complex forming
verbs are excluded as input to the rule since their XCOMP value is not empty.
This correctly predicts that the iteration of particles is not possible. Note that my
account does not predict that particle verbs which embed another predicate do
not exist. In fact, various types of such verbs do exist. Examples are the subject
predicative vorkommen (‘to seem to somebody to be’) and aussehen (‘to look’)
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in (778) and also the phase verb anfangen (‘to start’) that will be discussed in
Section 6.2.4. These verbs are not derived via productive rules. They are listed as
such in the lexicon.
Whether a verb that is licensed by the rule in (782) is actually used in an anal-
ysis depends on the presence of a particle that can be combined with this verb.
The valence requirements of the output verb are determined by the particle: The
SUBCAT and SUBJ value of the particle are attracted by the output verb. The rule
licenses verbal stems that select particles that modify the base verb semantically.
This is indicated by the structure sharing of the MOD value of the particle and the
SYNSEM value of the input verb ( 1 ).235
Particles like those in (780) and (781) have the form of adjuncts. They select
their head via MOD. The entry for los is shown in (783).
































lates the semantics of this verb ( 1 ) under the relation it contributes (’begin).
When lexical items that are licensed by the lexical rule in (782) are combined
with the particle, they take the semantic contribution from the particle. This is en-
sured by the structure sharing 5 in (782). The particle does not introduce its own
arguments. Therefore the value of its SUBJ list and its SUBCAT list is the empty
list.
As an example, consider what happens if the lexical rule applies to the entry of
the base verb lachen (‘to laugh’).


















235The rule in (782) is in a certain way similar to the Adjunct Introduction Lexical Rule that van
Noord and Bouma (1994) use: Like in van Noord and Bouma’s rule, an adjunct is introduced into a
valence feature list. See Chapter 4.3 for a discussion of this rule.
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Since the analyses are rather complex, I will demonstrate them discussing trees
that show only the syntactic or the semantic aspect of an analysis. After such an
introduction, I provide the complete analysis with feature descriptions.
Figure 23 shows the representation of valence information in an analysis of
loslachen in which the particle los is combined with a lexical item that is licensed
by the particle verb lexical rule on the basis of the lexical entry for the intransitive
version of lach- (‘to laugh’) in (784).





V[SUBCAT 1 ⊕ 2 ⊕ 3 ,
XCOMP
〈




5 V[SUBCAT 1 〈 NP[str] 〉, XCOMP 〈〉]
los lach
FIGURE 23 Combination of los and lachen (valence information)
The particle verb lexical rule applies to the stem entry of lach- and licenses a
lexical item that contains a particle in XCOMP. The licensed lexical item is a stem
that has to be inflected before it can be combined with the particle. Since inflection
has not been dealt with yet, inflection is not represented in Figure 23. The details of
inflection will be explained in Section 6.2.5.3. The concatenation of the SUBCAT
value of the input to the lexical rule ( 1 ) and the SUBJ and the SUBCAT value ( 2
and 3 , respectively) of the selected particle is identical to the SUBCAT value of
the output of the lexical rule. This technique of argument attraction is the same we
have seen in Chapter 2.2.1 where I discussed the analysis of the verbal complex. In
the next step, the verb is combined with the particle los in a head-cluster structure
(Schema 4 on page 87). Since los neither has an element in SUBJ nor in SUBCAT,
both 2 and 3 are the empty list. The concatenation of two empty lists is the empty
list and therefore the SUBCAT value of the verb lachen that is subcategorized for
a particle contains just one element, namely the subject of the base verb lachen
which is contained in the list 1 . Since the SUBCAT value of the mother is identical
to the SUBCAT value of the head daughter in head-cluster structures, the SUBCAT
value of the complete particle verb is also 1 ⊕ 2 ⊕ 3 and hence the SUBCAT value
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of (the finite verb) loslachen also contains exactly one element, and loslachen is
thus an intransitive verb.
Since the particle verb lexical rule identifies the MOD value of the particle with
the SYNSEM value of the base verb ( 5 in Figure 23), the particle los can access
properties of the base verb it attaches to and can hence also impose constraints on
the length of the SUBCAT list of the base verb. It can therefore be ensured that los
attaches to intransitive verbs only.
Now consider the representation of semantic information in the analysis of
loslachen, which is shown in Figure 24. The particle verb lexical rule applies to
V[CONT 1 ]
CL H
2 Part[MOD 3 [CONT 4 ]
CONT 1 begin( 4 )]
V[XCOMP
〈





3 V[CONT 4 lachen(x)]
los lach
FIGURE 24 Combination of los and lachen (semantic information)
lach- and licenses a lexical item that selects a particle the MOD value of which
is identical to the input of the rule ( 3 in Figure 24). Therefore this particle can
access the semantic information contributed by the base verb. The output of the
lexical rule has a CONT value that is identical to the CONT value of the particle
( 1 ). The actual value is not constrained by the feature structure of the lexical item
that selects the particle. The only thing one knows at this point is that there will be
a particle and that it will contribute some meaning. In the next step, the verb that
selects for the particle is combined with the particle. This combination is licensed
by the Head-Cluster Schema which was given on page 87. The Semantics Princi-
ple ensures that the meaning contribution of the head in the head-cluster structure
is identical to the meaning contribution of the mother, hence 1 is the CONT value
of the complete particle verb. The actual value of 1 is determined by the particle.
In the case of los, the particle contributes the begin relation. The argument of the
begin relation is the semantic contribution of the base verb: lachen(x). The particle
can access the meaning contribution of the base verb since the MOD value of the
particle is identified with the SYNSEM value of the base verb ( 3 ). In the lexical
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entry (783) for los it is specified that the CONT value of the modified element is
the argument of the begin relation. The full semantic contribution of the particle
in Figure 24 is therefore begin(lachen(x)) where x is linked to the agent of lachen.
Since this meaning contribution is identified with the meaning of the verb select-
ing for the particle and also with the meaning of the complete particle verb, the
meaning of the complete verb is also begin(lachen(x)).
I now turn to the complete analysis, unifying syntactic and semantic aspects
discussed above. Readers who only want to get the general idea may skip the
following and continue to read below (787).
The result of the application of the particle verb lexical rule in (782) to the
lexical entry for lach- in (784) is shown in (785):


























































This item has to be inflected in order to be usable in syntax. The result of the in-
flection will be a lexical item that is very similar to (785): For finite verbs, only
the phonological form is changed, i. e., inflectional material is concatenated with
the phonological representation of the stem, and information about the verb form
(VFORM) and agreement is added. For non-finite verbs, the subject is removed
from the SUBCAT list, as was discussed in Chapters 1.6 and 3.2.4. Alternatively,
(785) may be used in derivations. In the following, I will use the entry in (785) to
explain the combination of particle and verb. When a form of the entry in (785) is
combined with the particle in (783), the structure under CAT|XCOMP gets instan-
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tiated in the following way:






























































The information that was added by the particle is the structure sharing 5 between
the semantics of the original base verb that was the input to the lexical rule (782)
and the argument of the relation contributed by the particle. The semantics of the
combination of lachen and los is taken from the adjunct ( 6 ) and is also repre-
sented as the semantics of the complete combination. The SUBJ value ( 3 ) and
the SUBCAT value ( 4 ) of los is raised to the SUBCAT list of lachen. Since los has
neither a subject nor a complement, the combination of los and lachen remains
intransitive. The result of combining the particle with the verb is shown in (787).




















If one combines the result of the lexical rule application that was given in (785)
with an5 instead of los one gets a different result since the lexical entry of an5
differs from the entry for los in that it introduces its own argument:

































The additional argument—an NP bearing structural case—is represented as an
element in the SUBJ list. This element is linked to an argument of the directed-
towards relation ( 2 ). The other argument of this relation is identified with the
content provided by the base verb.
Figure 25 shows the valence representations in the analysis of the combination
of the particle an with a finite form of lachen. This figure is parallel to Figure 23
V[SUBCAT 1 ⊕ 2 ⊕ 3 , XCOMP 〈〉]
CL H
4 Part[MOD 5
SUBJ 2 〈 NP[str] 〉,
SUBCAT 3 〈〉]
V[SUBCAT 1 ⊕ 2 ⊕ 3 ,
XCOMP
〈




5 V[SUBCAT 1 〈 NP[str] 〉, XCOMP 〈〉]
an lach
FIGURE 25 Combination of an and lachen (valence information)
on page 346 which showed the analysis of loslachen. The only difference is that
an has an element in SUBJ. Therefore 2 ⊕ 3 is a list that contains exactly one el-
ement. The verb anlachen has two NP[str] in its SUBCAT list, i. e., it is a transitive
verb.
The composition of the meaning of anlachen is completely analogous to the
meaning composition for loslachen which was shown in Figure 24 on page 347.
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Turning to the complete analysis, consider again the lexical item for lacht in
(785) which is the result of the particle verb lexical rule. The result of the unifica-
tion of an5 and the specification in the XCOMP list of this lexical item for lacht is
shown in (789).


































































The result of the combination of lachen and an5 is shown in (790).






















Since an5 contributes an element via its SUBJ value, the resulting verb is transitive.
For finite verbs we get a complex head that contains both the subject of lachen
and the element that was contributed by an5 in its SUBCAT list. These elements
are dependents of the same complex head and therefore they can appear in any
order in the domain of their head, as the examples (696c,d), which are repeated as
(791) for convenience, show:


















‘because nobody smiles at him.’
Both elements have structural case and therefore the first one (the subject of the
base verb) gets nominative and the second one (the element contributed by an5)












‘because nobody ever smiled at him.’
The example in (701d)—repeated here as (793)—is ruled out for the same










Intended: ‘because Maria starts to smile at Karl.’
The lexical entries for los and an as given in (783) and (788), respectively, are
adjuncts and nothing so far prevents these adjuncts from modifying a simple in-
transitive verb. The combination of particles with a verb via the Head-Adjunct
Schema is not desired since this makes wrong predictions with respect to the
frontability of the verb and other distributional facts that were discussed in the data
section. This problem can be solved very easily by assuming that adjunct daugh-
ters have to be LEX− while particles are specified to be LEX+ in the lexicon. All
other adjuncts are underspecified with respect to their LEX value, no projection is
necessary for adverbs like gestern (‘yesterday’) that do not take complements.236
6.2.3 Particle Fronting
Von Stechow and Sternefeld (1988) suggest a structure like (794) for their exam-














‘He opened the door.’
In (794) the verb gemacht is moved back after fronting die Tür aufgemacht.237
Instead of the structure in (794), I assume a structure like the one in (795).
236Thanks to Detmar Meurers for some discussion on this point.
237Alternatively, one can assume that gemacht is moved out of die Tür auf gemacht before die Tür
auf is moved. Such an analysis has never been proposed in HPSG, but an analysis where elements that











[ _ j gemacht].
made
Since such sentences with machen + predicate have to be regarded as construc-
tions with an obligatorily subcategorized predicate like finden (‘find’, ‘think’) and
nennen (‘call’), I will demonstrate my analysis with the sentence (643a) which
contains a non-transparent particle verb. In von Stechow and Sternefeld’s analy-









Haider (1990b, p. 96; 1993, p. 280; 1997a, p. 35–36; 1997b, p. 86–87, p. 93), Fan-
selow (1993, p. 68), Haider, Olsen, and Vikner (1995a, p. 17), Wöllstein-Leisten
(2001, p. 181), and Wurmbrand (2001, p. 646) explicitly rule out structures like









However, since sentences like (643a) are possible, structures like (796) should
also be possible. As was explained in Chapter 1.9, I do not assume a verb move-
ment analysis for German. Therefore the verb is not moved away from the par-
ticle and hence I do not have to assume movement back from the Vorfeld. But
even with verb movement analyses like the ones suggested by Jacobs (1986), Kiss
and Wesche (1991), Netter (1992, 1998a), Egli and von Heusinger (1992), Frank
(1994), Kiss (1995), and Meurers (2000, p. 206–208)238 structures like the one in
(796) are not necessary: If the particle is analyzed as a complement (_i) of the fi-
nite verb (_ j), as it is shown in (798), the extraction of the particle has the normal










‘He plans (to do) that.’
In my approach, sentences (641c) and (643a) have structures like those given
in (799).
depend on a head in the Vorfeld are moved back into the Mittelfeld has been suggested by Hinrichs
and Nakazawa (1994b, 1999).
238Meurers (2000, p. 207, fn. 10) suggests that the element that introduces the dependency for the
verb in initial position contains the phonology of the particle if the moved verb is part of a particle
verb. With such a treatment one is forced to assume structures like (797).
239Kiss and Wesche (1991) use the feature DSL to establish the connection between the finite verb in
initial position and its trace. Jacobson (1987) used this feature to account for the position of particles
in English. The analysis in (798) is basically Jacobson’s head movement analysis (1987, p. 55) applied
to German.
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. . . .
‘It seems to be certain that . . . .’




DOM 〈 vor, hat, er, das 〉]
F H
Part[LOC 1 ] V[SUBCAT 〈〉,
XCOMP 〈〉,
SLASH 〈 1 〉,
DOM 〈 hat, er, das 〉]
C H
2 NP[nom] V[SUBCAT 〈 2 〉,
XCOMP 〈〉,
SLASH 〈 1 〉,
DOM 〈 hat, das 〉]
C H
3 NP[acc] V[SUBCAT 〈 2 , 3 〉,
XCOMP 〈〉,
SLASH 〈 1 〉,
DOM 〈 hat 〉]
CL H
4 Part[LOC 1 ] V[SUBCAT 〈 2 , 3 〉,
XCOMP 〈 4 〉]
vor er das _ hat
FIGURE 26 Analysis of Vor hat er das.
necessary to assume that the particle is projected in some way, as it would be in
X-theory. See also Section 2.2.2 on this point.
Having explained particle fronting, I now turn to the serialization patterns in
German dialects in which the particle is serialized independently from its verb at
the left periphery of the verbal complex.
6.2.4 The Verbal Complex in Thuringian
Phase verbs like anfangen (‘start’) and aufhören (‘stop’) are raising verbs. They
are able to form a verbal complex with the verb they embed (See Kiss, 1995 and
Chapter 2.1.4). The important thing to focus on here is the relation of base verb
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and particle, and how the order in the verbal complex in examples like (697)—













‘that I started to cry.’
(801) shows the LOCAL value of the lexical entry for anfangen.




SUBCAT 1 ⊕ 2
XCOMP
〈











Figure 27 on the following page shows how the sentence in (802) that has Standard











‘that I started to cry.’
A verbal complex is built from an and fing. This complex is combined with the
infinitive zu weinen. All three elements are serialized in the same order domain
(see page 90 on domain formation in head-cluster structures). In the analysis of
(802), the particle verb is serialized continuously while in the analysis of (800)
which is given in Figure 28, the particle is serialized at the left periphery of the
predicate complex.240 The dominance structure in Figures 27 and 28 are identical.
Only the serialization of the element in the predicate complex differs.
A similar analysis can be given for the sentence in (699c)—repeated here with















‘because he wanted to change his mind.’
The analysis for (803) is given in Figure 29 on page 357.
Having discussed the syntactic aspects of the analysis of particle verbs, I now
turn to inflectional and derivational morphology.
6.2.5 Morphology
There are two basic approaches to inflectional and derivational morphology. The
first is called the ‘Item-and-Arrangement (IA) approach’, ‘Morpheme-based ap-
240See Bouma and van Noord, 1998 for an analysis of particle placement in Dutch that also uses
linearization domains.
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V[SUBCAT 〈〉,
XCOMP 〈〉,


































ich zu weinen an fing
FIGURE 27 Analysis of daß ich zu weinen anfing.
V[SUBCAT 〈〉,
XCOMP 〈〉,


































ich zu weinen an fing
FIGURE 28 Analysis of daß ich an zu weinen fing.
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V[SUBCAT 〈〉,
XCOMP 〈〉,
































































er ihn um stimmen wollen hat
FIGURE 29 Analysis of weil er ihn um hat wollen stimmen.
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proach’, or ‘Word Syntax approach’. It is assumed that words consist of mor-
phemes that are form/meaning pairs. Such morphemes are combined in a way
that is similar to what is known from syntax. The alternative proposal is called
the ‘Item-and-Process (IP) approach’. Here it is assumed that stems are related to
other stems or to words by realizational rules.241 Affixes are not elements of the
lexicon. The phonological material that is contributed by an affix in the Item-and-
Arrangement model is introduced in the process that derives a form from a given
stem. For a comparison of the two approaches see Hockett, 1954 and Anderson,
1988.
As an example consider the inflected form fragt (‘asks’) which consists of the
stem frag- and the ending -t. In a morpheme-based approach, both the stem and the
ending are morphemes and it is assumed that both bear meaning. The word fragt
has the structure frag- + -t. In a Item-and-Process approach there is no lexical
entry for -t. Instead, the form fragt is licensed by a process that relates the stem to
the fully inflected word (frag ⇒ fragt). The information that -t is an appropriate
ending for the present tense is contained in the definition of the relation that relates
the stem to the word.
In the HPSG paradigm both Item-and-Arrangement and Item-and-Process
analyses have been developed: Trost (1991, 1993), Krieger and Nerbonne (1993,
Chapter 7.4), Krieger (1994), van Eynde (1994, Chapter 4), and Lebeth (1994a)
suggest an affix-based approach and Pollard and Sag (1987, Chapter 8.2), Orgun
(1996), Riehemann (1998), Ackerman and Webelhuth (1998), Kathol (1999), and
Koenig (1999) use lexical rules that relate stems to other stems or words.242 Pol-
lard and Sag use Meta-Level Lexical Rules and the other authors use Description-
Level Lexical Rules.
One advantage of the IP view is that one does not have to stipulate zero mor-
phemes for cases of zero inflection or conversion. Another advantage is that the
stipulation of subtractive morphemes is not necessary. Hockett (1954, p. 224) dis-
cusses cases from Chinese and French where a shorter form is regarded as derived
from a longer more basic one (bon vs. bonne is the French example). A mor-
pheme-based analysis would have to stipulate an abstract entity that has some
meaning, but no phonological form. If it is combined with some other element,
phonological material of this element is deleted. In the IP view, on the other hand,
there is just a mapping from bonne to bon and the fact that something is deleted
is encoded in this mapping. A morpheme-based analysis of German nominaliza-
tions can be found for instance in Bierwisch, 1989. Bierwisch uses an abstract
morpheme /Ablaut/. If a stem is combined with this morpheme the result is an
object with an appropriately modified phonology.
The discussion in the literature in favor of one of the approaches is similar to
discussions of the status of empty elements in the area of syntax. In what follows,
241See Becker, 1993 for a proposal that does not assume stems, but relates words to words.
242For non-HPSG-based approaches see for instance Dowty, 1979, p. 304; Stump, 1991; Aronoff,
1994.
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I will show that three alternatives have to be considered in syntax for the analysis
of many phenomena: An empty head, a unary projection, and a lexical rule. In
many cases it is possible to convert grammars of one format into grammars of the
other format. For feature-based grammars the introduction of auxiliary features
is sometimes necessary, which makes some of the analyses less elegant. I will
apply these insights from syntax to morphology and will show that many of the
problems with empty elements that arise in syntax do not arise in morphology.
I will further show that the only difference between the IA and the IP approach
is that the change of phonological material is encoded in a different place in the
grammar. Having done this, I will suggest an approach to inflection and derivation
that is based on Description-Level Lexical Rules, i. e. an IP approach, since this
seems to be the more direct encoding.
6.2.5.1 Unary Projections, Lexical Rules, and (Empty) Elements
Syntax In Chapter 1.9.2, I assumed a phonological empty element for the in-
troduction of nonlocal dependencies. This was mainly for explanatory reasons.
In principle, there are three ways to introduce nonlocal dependencies: an empty
element, a unary projection, and a lexical rule. For context free grammars it is
known that grammars with epsilon productions can be transformed into grammars
without epsilons (Bar-Hillel, Perles, and Shamir, 1961, p. 153, Lemma 4.1). Take,
for instance, the grammar in (804). This grammar can be transformed into the
grammar in (805) by adding rules in which a symbol that can be rewritten as ε is
omitted.








For a grammar as the one in (806) which represents valence in lists and that as-
sumes binary and unary branching structures only, the result of grammar transfor-
mation is (807):
(806) H[SUBCAT X]→ H[SUBCAT X ⊕ 〈 Y 〉], Y
Y→ ε
(807) H[SUBCAT X]→ H[SUBCAT X ⊕ 〈 Y 〉], Y
H[SUBCAT X]→ H[SUBCAT X ⊕ 〈 Y 〉]
In addition to the binary branching rule that combines a head H with one element
(Y), there is another rule that discharges Y without realizing it. In an HPSG, the
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LOCAL value of this element is introduced into SLASH. This solution has been
argued for in Müller, 1999a, Chapter 9.4.2.243
The third possibility to introduce nonlocal dependencies is a lexical rule that
licenses new lexical itemswith changed valence properties (Pollard and Sag, 1994,
Chapter 9.5; Sag and Fodor, 1994). So for the example grammar in (808), the ε-
production can be eliminated and additional lexical items for geben (‘to give’),
lieben (‘to love’), and schlafen (‘to sleep’) have to be introduced.
(808) v→ v-ditrans, np, np, np v-ditrans→ geben
v→ v-trans, np, np v-trans→ lieben
v→ v-intrans, np v-intrans→ schlafen
v→ v-subjless
np→ ε
The result of such a lexicon transformation is shown in (809).
(809) v→ v-ditrans, np, np, np v-ditrans→ geben
v→ v-trans, np, np v-trans→ lieben ∨ geben
v→ v-intrans, np v-intrans→ schlafen ∨ lieben ∨ geben
v→ v-subjless v-subjless→ schlafen ∨ lieben ∨ geben
The ‘∨’ stands for a disjunction. So v-trans can be rewritten as lieben or geben.
For a grammarwith valence information represented in lists, the transformation
of the lexicon (809) results in (810).
(810) V[SUBCAT 〈 NP, NP, NP 〉]→ geben
V[SUBCAT 〈 NP, NP 〉]→ lieben
V[SUBCAT 〈 NP 〉]→ schlafen
(811) V[SUBCAT 〈 NP, NP, NP 〉]→ geben
V[SUBCAT 〈 NP, NP 〉]→ geben
V[SUBCAT 〈 NP 〉]→ geben
V[SUBCAT 〈〉]→ geben
V[SUBCAT 〈 NP, NP 〉]→ lieben
V[SUBCAT 〈 NP 〉]→ lieben
V[SUBCAT 〈〉]→ lieben
V[SUBCAT 〈 NP 〉]→ schlafen
V[SUBCAT 〈〉]→ schlafen
The LOCAL values of the elements that are removed from the SUBCAT list are rep-
resented in the SLASH list of the respective lexical items. Bouma, Malouf, and Sag
(2001) suggest a variant of the lexicon-based approach. Instead of using lexical
rules to relate lexical entries with different SUBCAT values, they assume relational
243An early formulation of an equivalent rule in Categorial Grammar can be found in Hoeksema,
1991a, p. 693.
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constraints that maps dependents of a lexical head either to the SUBCAT list or to
SLASH.
The grammar in (804) contains epsilons for non-heads. Kathol (2000, p. 92)
argues against head movement approaches for the verb position, claiming that
traceless accounts are not possible. However, there is a possible transformation of
grammars like (812) that is trivial: The result of eliminating the epsilon in (812)
is (813).
(812) v→ np, ε
(813) v→ np
To demonstrate the transformation for the feature-based grammar, I assume the
verb movement analysis of Netter (1992). Netter uses an empty verbal element
that subcategorizes for an unspecified list of complements ( 1 ) and the verb in
verb-first position that takes the same list of arguments.244


















‘Does Peter bring the load?’
Abbreviated and in rule notation, a grammar with the Head-Complement Schema
and such a trace looks like (816).
(816) H[SUBCAT X]→ H[SUBCAT X ⊕ 〈 Y 〉], Y
V[SUBCAT 〈 V[SUBCAT X] 〉 ⊕ X]→ ε
The trace in (816) can be eliminated, yielding (817):
(817) H[SUBCAT X]→ H[SUBCAT X ⊕ 〈 Y 〉], Y
V[SUBCAT 〈 V[SUBCAT X ⊕ 〈 Y 〉]〉 ⊕ X]→ Y
The grammar in (817) does not combine a trace for a verb with a complement,
but rather projects from the complement directly. See Figure 31 on the following
page for an example analysis. I implemented a similar approach in the Verbmobil
grammar (Müller and Kasper, 2000, p. 243). Note that trace elimination becomes
more difficult if more than one empty element is involved. In a sentence like (818),
we have a fronted adjunct:
244I have adapted Netter’s trace in a way such that the order of elements on the SUBCAT list corre-
sponds to the order that is assumed by Pollard and Sag (1994) and throughout this book.





















1 , 2 , 3
〉
]
bringt Peter die Ladung −




















bringt Peter die Ladung
FIGURE 31 Analysis for sentences with the verb in initial position with unary projection
instead of a verbal trace.












‘Peter brings the load tomorrow.’
To account for such sentences, one has to assume a grammar rule that projects the
NP die Ladung to a verbal element that is modified, i. e. something that has a local
object in SLASH that is compatible with the fronted adjunct. The resulting rules
are difficult to understand, but the trace elimination is nevertheless possible.
However, the cases with empty heads differ from cases with empty non-heads
in that the lexical rule-based transformation cannot be applied, and this was what
Kathol had in mind with his statement. In principle, one can imagine a lexical
rule-based approach that maps every head the projections of which can be a com-
plement of a verb onto a verb, inheriting the complements of that head. The noun
Bild (‘picture’) would be mapped as is shown in (819) and (820):
(819) N[SUBCAT 〈 DET, PP 〉]→ Bild
(820) V[SUBCAT 〈 V[SUBCAT X ⊕ 〈 NP 〉]〉 ⊕ X ⊕ 〈 DET, PP 〉]→ Bild
Of course, this is totally absurd. The determiner and the PP would be complements
of a verbal head and therefore linearization patterns would be predicted that differ
fromNP internal serialization patterns. Furthermore, this approachwould fail with
nominalized verbs since if they are mapped back to verbs, case assignment princi-
ples would assign case as it is done in verbal environments, i. e. accusative instead
of genitive. Nevertheless, there is a way to transform a grammar with empty heads
into one without empty heads, as I have shown above.
Another example for the elimination of phonologically empty heads is the rel-
ative clause analysis. Pollard and Sag (1994, Chapter 5) suggest an empty rela-
tivizer for the analysis of relative clauses. This empty relativizer is the head of the
relative clause.245
(821) RC→ XP, S/XP, Relativizer
It can be replaced by a binary unheaded projection that has the complements of
the relativizer as daughters and projects a relative clause.
(822) RC→ XP, S/XP
245In fact Pollard and Sag suggest an analysis that is more in line with the X theory:
(i) a. RelativizerP → XP, Relativizer’
b. Relativizer’ → Relativizer, S/XP
If one applies the technique described above to these rules one gets:
(ii) a. RelativizerP → XP, Relativizer’
b. Relativizer’ → S/XP
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See Müller, 1999a, Chapter 10.3.2; Müller, 1999b for such a proposal. The alter-
natives are discussed in more detail in Müller, 1999a, Chapter 10.3. Sag (1997)
also suggests an analysis for relative clauses that does not use empty elements,
but his analysis cannot be seen as a result of a grammar transformation of the
kind discussed above. While in my proposal the effect of the empty head is in-
tegrated into the grammar rule without changing the specifications of the other
daughters, the status of the daughters is changed in Sag’s proposal: He turns the
verb into a head that can modify an N. Since adjuncts of Ns are required to have a
nominal semantics in Pollard and Sag’s grammar (1994), Sag (1997) has assume
a nominal semantics for a verb that is used as a head in a relative clause, which
he motivates using Korean data that shows that verbs in relative clauses have a
special inflection. For languages like English and German, which do not have spe-
cial inflection of verbs in relative clause constructions, determining the nominal
semantics of relative clauses in the lexical entries of verbs is similar to the con-
version of the lexical head Bild from a noun in (819) to a verb in (820). Instead of
changing the lexical specification of verbs, Sag changes the rest of the grammar:
Verbs keep their verbal semantics, but the way the meaning of head-adjunct struc-
tures is computed is changed. He introduces very specialized constructions for the
combination of an N and a relative clause.
Wunderlich (1987b) argues against the stipulation of empty elements in syntax




















































‘He only read interesting ones.’
Instead of assuming an empty nominal head (Olsen, 1987; Netter, 1998a, Chap-
ter 4.6) or an empty determiner one can use unary projections to project an NP
(or DP) from an adjective, a noun, or a determiner. Note that grammars that use
both empty determiners and empty nouns have to provide an explanation for why
NPs are excluded that consist solely of an empty head and an empty noun (Netter,
1998a).
Before turning to morphology, I want to discuss some interaction of empty ele-
ments with other parts of the grammar. Although grammar transformations as the
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ones discussed above can be done automatically for context free grammars and al-
though this is also possible for feature-based grammars under certain conditions,
this is not what the linguist is interested in. In order to make grammars of the var-
ious forms identical in coverage, features and constraints are necessary in some of
the grammar formats that are not necessary in the other. As an example, consider
the trace that was used in Chapter 1.9.2 (see page 33). This trace corresponds to
the second rule in (806). The problem with it is that it is totally underspecified.
Without any further restrictions, this empty element could also be used as a head






















Another problemwith the trace is that the coordination of traces has to be blocked:
In coordinated structures, the CAT and the NONLOC values of conjuncts are shared
(Pollard and Sag, 1994, p. 202). The sharing of the NONLOC values explains cases
of across the board extraction where one filler corresponds to several gaps in the
conjuncts as in (825).
(825) Bagelsi [[I like _i] and [Alison hates _i]].
In (825) two sentences are coordinated that each contain a gap. The descriptions
of the gap constituent are identified in the coordination and therefore the filler
fills both gaps simultaneously. The problem with traces now is that without fur-
ther constraints, sentences like the one in (826) would be permitted (Sag, 2000;
Bouma, Malouf, and Sag, 2001).
(826) * Bagelsi I like [_i and _i].
In (826) Bagels also fills the two gaps in the conjuncts. The coordinated structure
is the object of like. As Bouma, Malouf, and Sag note, this problem disappears if
one does not assume traces for modeling extraction.
Finally traces are problematic for languageswith a more liberate constituent or-
der since it is not clear where they should be serialized (Nerbonne, 1994, p. 147–
148). Meurers (2000, p. 178) argues that traces are unproblematic as far as se-
rialization is concerned since only the phonology of signs is serialized. While
this is true for the approach to constituent order that was suggested in Pollard
and Sag (1987, p. 178), it is not true for a domain-based approach as is assumed
in this book. Traces are inserted into the domain of their head as any other de-
pendents are. The serialization problem also exist in other approaches to con-
stituent order: For instance, Gunji (1986), Hinrichs and Nakazawa (1989b), Pol-
lard (1996), Engelkamp, Erbach, and Uszkoreit (1992), and Kiss (2001) suggest
using a set rather than a list to represent valence information. The valence principle
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is adapted appropriately and it is possible to combine two (adjacent) elements in
head-complement structures if the argument is an arbitrary element of the SUBCAT
set of the head. When a sentence like (827) is analyzed, there are three possible
















‘The man gave the woman the book.’
For a general discussion of constituent order see Müller, To Appear a.
All these problems can be solved technically. Traces as heads can be blocked by
a feature or by a type specification in the schemata. In the same way, traces in co-
ordinated structures can be ruled out. Kathol (1995, Chapter 5.4.1) deals with the
serialization problem by using a special relational constraint for domain formation
that is sensitive to traces and does not insert them into higher order domains.
If one did not have traces in the first place, one would not have to invent such
devices to block their occurrence where they are not wanted. Approaches that as-
sume unary projections or lexical rules do not have these problems and they do
not have to introduce special blocking features or special relational constraints.
On the other hand, one needs several grammar rules for the introduction of non-
local dependencies (one for complements, one for adjuncts, one for every valence
feature from which extraction is possible: SUBCAT, XCOMP in my grammar) or a
system of lexical rules that can also account for adjunct extraction. Such lexical
rules were suggested by van Noord and Bouma (1994). They produce an infinite
lexicon since adjuncts are introduced into the SUBCAT list from where they can be
extracted (see also Chapter 4.3 for a discussion of this proposal). Since I do not
like the idea of an infinite lexicon, I have used unary projections in my grammar.
Another difference between the projection-based approach and the lexicon-based
approach to extraction is that the lexical rule-based approach changes the order
in which elements on the valence list get saturated. If the accusative object of a
ditransitive verb is extracted, this nonlocal dependency is introduced before syn-
tactic combination starts, i. e., the accusative object is saturated before the dative
object, whereas in the schema-based approach the dative object is saturated first
and then the unary projection applies and extracts the accusative object. In that
way the unary projection resembles the effects of a trace more closely.
Having discussed empty elements in syntax, I now turn to morphology.
6.2.5.2 Morphology
For morphology, one basically has the same options: One can treat affixes as heads
or one can use lexical rules (in the morphology literature they are often called
realizational rules). In the lexicon, unary projections are equivalent to Description
Level Lexical Rules. The first approach combines the two linguistic objects frag-
(‘ask’) and -t (3rd.sg-morpheme) to form fragt (‘asks’) and the second one derives
fragt directly from frag- by changing the phonological information by the rule.
The following two grammars may serve as an example.
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In (828) a rule is used that combines a stem with a suffix. For inflection, it is
usually assumed that the stem is the head and for derivation the affix is assumed
to be the head. Van Eynde (1994, Chapter 4) analyzes inflection with the Head-
Marker Schema and derivation with the Head-Complement Schema. Since the
phonology values of the suffixes in the grammar in (828) are known and since
the number of these elements is finite, the suffixes that can be derived by rules in
(828) can be merged with the first rule in (828). The result is (829).
(829) word1 → stem
word2 → stem
stem→ frag
Instead of having two suffixes, one has two rules. In feature-based grammars that
employ type hierarchies, the fact that the rules in (829) are rather similar when
affixes of the same class have been used to derive these rules can be captured by
assigning a common supertype to them.
The differences between the two approaches are similar to those with the trace-
based/traceless accounts: Approaches that assume that affixes are independent lin-
guistic objects have to provide mechanisms that block these elements from occur-
ring in syntax. This can easily be done by a feature or by appropriate typing of
the objects. But this is not a real drawback in comparison with the rule-based ap-
proach since the latter also has to take care of the uninflected stems. They cannot
be used in syntax.246 So the mechanism that blocks frag- and -t in (828) from
appearing in syntax also has to be available for frag- in (829).
Ackerman and Webelhuth (1998, p. 140) argue that in cases such as the prefect
participle in German (ge+frag+t), it is not clear which part of the ge- -t-circum-
fix bears the meaning of participle of the perfect and that therefore a lexical rule-
based account has to be preferred. This argument is not really conclusive since
the circumfix is not necessarily represented by two separate linguistic objects. But
even if one did assume a prefix ge- and a suffix -t and binary branching struc-
tures, the situation is not very different from idiomatic constructions in syntax.
An idiomatic phrase has its idiomatic meaning only when all parts of the idiom
are present in a certain syntactic environment. An example for a binary branch-
ing analysis of [[ge lach] t] would be one where the -t is subcategorized for ge-.
The ge- takes over the semantics of the stem it embeds and the -t contributes the
246This statement is probably too general. An easy way to account for derivations that include phrasal
material is to admit uninflected stems in syntax. The only thing that has to be ensured in such a system
is that uninflected material does not show up in non-head positions and that complete utterances are
inflected.
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meaning of the perfect participle.247 As Orgun (1996, p. 52) observed, the fact that
certain languages signal certain information by truncating parts of words can be
captured easily in the lexical rule-based analysis. But since the phonology value
that results from the combination of a stem and an affix is related to the phonolo-
gies of stem and affix by a relational constraint anyway, this relational constraint
can be used to truncate parts of words. Such a relational constraint is encoded in
the lexical rules in a lexical rule-based approach. In an affix-based approach, one
can either encode it in a zero or rather ‘negative’ affix or attach it to the rule that
combines stem and affix and make it truncate parts of the stem phonology only if
a certain class of ‘negative’ affixes is present.248
The fact that one has to use zero morphemes for zero inflection and conversion
is considered a drawback of the IA analysis, but having a zero morpheme with
a certain meaning is not worse than having an empty relativizer that contributes
to the meaning of an utterance. Similar abstract empty elements are used in the
GB literature en mass. Problems similar to the problems one has in syntax, i. e.
coordination of invisible affixes and the serialization of invisible affixes, do not
arise in morphology. It is always clear whether a given affix is a prefix or a suffix.
In what follows, I suggest a lexical rule-based approach. This is mainly for
uniformity: Since I do not use empty elements in syntax, I try to do without them
in morphology too. In Chapter 3, I argued for analyzing passive with a lexical rule.
In order to capture generalizations, -bar-derivation should also be analyzed with
a lexical rule since this derivation is passive-like in the sense that the changes to
valence features resemble the personal passive.249
6.2.5.3 Inflection
The lexical rule in (830) on the next page is used to derive inflected lexical items
from entries that are listed in the lexicon or that have been derived by other lexical
rules that map uninflected lexical items to other uninflected lexical items. So it can
be used to derive lachst (2nd person) from various forms of lach- (‘laugh’). One
entry for lach- is the one that is listed. Another one is derived by the lexical rules
for resultatives (see (576) on page 241) and can be used in sentences such as er
lacht sich heiser (‘he laughs himself hoarse’), and the third one is derived by the
rule for productive particle verb combinations (see (782) on page 344), and can be
used in sentences like er lacht los (‘he starts to laugh’).
The lexical rule (830) produces a finite form from the stem that may be basic
or derived. The function f combines the phonological representation of the rule
247See for instance Bierwisch, 1989, p. 30 who suggests an analysis for Spekulation (‘speculation’)
where the stem spekul- combines with the suffix -at and then with the suffix -ion. spekul-at is an object
that cannot be inflected and is only compatible with the further affix -ion. On page 33, Bierwisch
comments on Ge-sing-e (‘singing’) which is similar to gefragt with regard to branching.
248For a morpheme-based analysis of non-concatenative morphology using Koskenniemi’s two-level
morphology (1984) see Trost, 1991. How two-level morphology can be encoded in feature structures
is described in Krieger, Nerbonne, and Pirker, 1993.
249The analysis of the morphology of particle verbs that is explained in the following will also appear
as Müller, To Appear b.
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(830) Lexical rule for the 2nd person singular, present:



















































input ( 1 ) with the ending -st. The function may add, delete, or change phonolog-
ical material if necessary. For instance, the combination of red- and -st is redest
(‘talk’). The VFORM value is instantiated appropriately and the first element on
the SUBCAT list with structural case is restricted to second person singular.250
The meaning of the input ( 4 ) is embedded under the present relation.251 The
agreement information is directly represented at the subject. The rule in (830) is a
subtype of a general lexical rule for the formation of finite verbs. For other forms
of the inflectional paradigm there will be other subtypes that add other phonolog-
ical information to the stem and that enforce different agreement features on the
subject. For subjectless verbs and verbs with clausal subjects there is a version of
the rule above that adds a third person singular ending to the phonology value of
the stem without imposing agreement constraints on a dependent. An alternative
to having multiple subtypes is a complex (distributed) disjunction or a relational
constraint that contains the information about the paradigm and the appropriate
250The lexical rule in (830) is a slight simplification since the first element with structural case is
not necessarily the first element on the SUBCAT list. In verbal complexes that arise in remote passive






























To capture these examples, a relational constraint has to be used that finds the first element with
structural case in the SUBCAT list 2 . This element is restricted to be second person singular. See the
discussion on page 153.
251This representation of tense is a simplification. It can be replaced by a more appropriate analysis.
See Sag and Wasow, 1999 for a representation using Minimal Recursion Semantics (MRS).
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agreement constraints.
If the lexical rule in (830) is applied to the listed entry for the simplex verb
lach- in (784), one gets (831).





























Figure 32 shows what happens if the inflection lexical rule is applied to the output
of the particle verb lexical rule (p. 344). This figure is similar to Figure 24 on
page 347, which was used to explain the semantic composition of particle and
verb, but is more detailed since it includes the effects of the inflection lexical rule.
In the output of the particle verb lexical rule, the CONT value is structure shared
V[CONT 1 ]
CL H
2 Part[MOD 3 [CONT 4 ]
CONT 5 begin( 4 )]









3 V[CONT 4 lachen( 6 )]
lach
FIGURE 32 Inflection of lach- and combination with los
with the CONT value of the particle ( 5 ). This CONT value is embedded under
the present relation in the output of the inflection lexical rule. When a particle is
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combined with the inflected form of lach-, the actual semantic contribution gets
instantiated. In the case of los the semantic contribution is begin( 4 ) where 4 is
the semantic contribution of the base verb.
Turning to morphological aspects of inflectional rules, the participle inflection
is dependent on the stress pattern of the verb: If the first syllable is stressed the
participle is formed with ge- (832a), if it is not stressed the ge- is omitted (832b).
(832) a. gerédet (‘talked’), geárbeitet (‘worked’)
b. diskutíert (‘discussed’), krakéelt (‘made a racket’)
The distribution of ge- is the same for simplex and particle verbs. Therefore it is
sufficient to assume that the lexical rule that licenses the participle form is sensi-
tive to the phonological form of the base verb. The phonological contribution of
the particle that will be combined with the verb is totally irrelevant for the distri-
bution of ge-. Since the form of the particle does not matter as far as the phonology
of the participle inflection is concerned, it is unproblematic that the particle and
the base verb are discontinuous in verb-initial sentences.
Geilfuss-Wolfgang (1998) develops an OT analysis for the distribution of ge-,
including the distribution in particle verbs. He tries to capture the data on a purely
phonological basis. In order to achieve this, he has to stipulate four constraints,
one specific to ge- and one specific to particle verbs. Such stipulations are not
necessary in the approach suggested in this book: ge- and -t are attached to the
stem by an inflectional lexical rule and the particle is added in a later step as part
of the predicate complex.
Before I turn to derivational morphology, I provide the full analysis of los-
lachst: The result of applying the inflection rule to the derived entry for the particle
verb combinations with lach- in (785) is shown in (833).
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Although the semantics of the particle verb combination ( 5 ) is still underspec-
ified since the particle is not combined with the verb yet, it can be referred to.
The content of the particle that will be filled in later is embedded under the tense
relation. When the particle los is combined with the lexical sign in (833), we get
the structure in (834).





























The combination of particle and verb works as it was described in Section 6.2.2.
The only things that have been added are the agreement information and the se-
mantic information about tense.
6.2.5.4 Derivational Morphology
In the following subsections, I will show how Ge- -e-nominalizations and -bar-
derivations can be analyzed without getting the bracketing paradoxes that were
discussed in Section 6.1.10.
Nominalizations As is clear from looking at the examples discussed in the data
section, there are various ways in which the arguments of a verb can be realized
after nominalization has been applied. The subject or object of the verb can be

























Rather than giving a detailed account of the various ways in which arguments can
be realized, I will consider the case where all arguments are suppressed. The main
purpose of this subsection is not to provide all the details of argument realizations
in nominal environments, but rather to show how Ge- -e-nominalizations can be
accounted for without any bracketing paradox.
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The lexical rule in (836) can be used to derive nominalizations like the one that
was given in (835c).
(836) Lexical rule for Ge- -e-nominalizations:





















































Again, f is a function that combines the PHON value of the input with Ge- -e. The
e is optional if it follows the unstressed syllables -er, -el, -en as, for instance, in
Rumgeballer. The result of the rule application is a noun stem. This stem has to
be inflected before it can be used in syntax.252 Zero-inflection gives nominative,
dative, and accusative; appending an s results in genitive.
The rule applies to all verbs. The valence properties of the nominalized verb
are ignored since this lexical rule licenses only the bare noun with a determiner
without any complements that could be inherited from the verb. Following Pollard
and Sag (1994, Chapter 1) and Demske (2001), I assume that the noun selects a
determiner, i. e., I assume an NP analysis rather than a DP analysis, but the rule
in (836) could be easily changed. For a DP analysis in HPSG see Abb, 1994. A
special variant of a DP analysis can be found in Netter, 1994 and Netter, 1998b.
Since nouns derived by Ge- -e-nominalization are neuter, the lexical rule li-
censes a noun that has a referential index with the GEN value neu. Ge- -e-nomi-
nalizations do not have plural forms (Bierwisch, 1989, p. 34). Since the number
is also specified in the output of the lexical rule, plural inflectional affixes cannot
be combined with stems licensed by (836). The referential index ( 2 ) is identical
with the value of the INST feature of the repeated-event relation.
As an example of the rule application, consider first Gerenne as it can be de-
rived from the verb renn- without a particle. The LOCAL value of the entry for
252See also Koenig (1999, p. 118) for a similar proposal for the interaction of inflection and deriva-
tion.
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If this lexical entry is fed into the lexical rule in (836), the result is (838).




































The agent of rennen is not linked to any element in the valence representation and
hence the value of the AGENT feature in (838) is visualized as an empty box.
Next I want to discuss the analysis of Herumgerenne. Like los, the particle































There are several meanings of herum. The one that is of interest here adds a com-
ponent to the meaning of the base verb that the action is aimless. The LOCAL value
of the lexical entry for herum is given in (840) on the facing page. It is parallel
to the one for los which was discussed on page 345. The analysis of Herumge-
renne is shown in Figure 33 on the next page. To derive Herumgerenne, we first
have to apply the lexical rule (782) for productive particle verb combinations to
the entry for renn- that is listed in the lexicon. The result is a lexical item that se-
lects a particle via XCOMP ( 2 ). The meaning contribution of this particle ( 5 ) is
identified with the meaning of the lexical item that is licensed by the particle verb

























2 Part[MOD 3 [CONT 4 ]
CONT 5 aimless( 4 )]









3 V[CONT 4 rennen( 6 )]
renn
FIGURE 33 Analysis of Herumgerenne
lexical rule. The nominalization lexical rule applies to this item and encapsulates
the semantic contribution under the repeated-event relation. In the next step, the
noun is combined with the particle. Since the noun is the head in a head-cluster
structure its meaning contribution ( 1 ) is identical to the meaning contribution
of the mother. The meaning contribution of the particle is now known. Via its
MOD value, the particle can access the semantic contribution of the base verb ( 4 )
and can embed this under the aimless relation. The result is aimless(rennen( 6 )).
Since this semantic contribution is embedded under repeated-event by the nomi-
nalization rule, we get repeated-event(aimless(rennen( 6 ))) and hence the correct
semantic representation.
Having sketched the analysis, I now provide the full version: (841) shows a
feature description of the lexical item that is licensed by the particle verb lexical
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rule in (782). This entry is similar to the one for lach- that was shown in (785). The
only difference is the semantic representation that was inherited from the lexical
entry that fed the rule.


























































The lexical rule forGe- -e-nominalization applies to this item. The result is shown
in (842).









































































The semantics of rennen + particle ( 2 ) is an argument of repeated-event. In (842)
the actual value is still underspecified, but when (842) is combined with the parti-
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cle, 2 gets instantiated. The result of combining the particle herum in (840) with











































As with the simple Gerenne in (838), the agent of rennen is not specified in (843).
The scoping of particle and derivational material in (843) is correct and no re-
bracketing mechanism is necessary.
The derivation with object predicatives and resultatives is completely analo-
gous: The rule in (836) is applied to the lexical entry for the object predicative
find- (‘find’) producing gefinde-, which is then combined with schön (‘beauti-
ful’) to yield Schöngefinde (‘beautiful.finding’). In the case of resultative con-
structions, the listed entry for schlag- (‘to hit’) is fed into the lexical rule (576)
for resultative constructions. The output of this rule is the input to (836), yielding
geschlage-, which is then combined with tot (‘dead’), resulting in Totgeschlage
(‘dead.beating’).
Having dealt with inflection and with Ge- -e-nominalization, I can now explain
the most difficult part of the analysis: the -bar-derivation.
Adjective Derivation The -bar-derivation with particle verbs is the most diffi-
cult part since both syntactic constraints and proper scope relations are relevant
for this derivation.
Riehemann (1998) assumes a schema for -bar-derivation that is similar to the
rule given in (844) on the following page. This lexical rule applies to a transitive
verb and blocks its subject, i. e. the first element on its SUBCAT list with structural
case. This process is similar to passivization, which was discussed in Chapter 3.2.
The accusative object is promoted to the subject of the adjective as was the case
for adjectival participles discussed in Chapter 3.2.7.
The output of this lexical rule is a stem that has to go through an inflectional
lexical rule in order to become a word that can take part in syntactic combinations.
An inflectional rule that does not add phonological material licenses a lexical item
that can be used predicatively in copula constructions. Other rules that add phono-
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(844) Lexical rule for the derivation of adjectives with -bar:






















































logical material license the attributive forms that are inflected and can be used
prenominally. Syntactic and semantic aspects of these rules were discussed on
page 160.
To start with a simple example, I show what happens with a transitive verb
without particle. The feature description in (846) corresponds to the transitive use

































The rule in (844) promotes the object of fahren to the subject of the adjective. The
subject of fahren is suppressed.
The result of the rule application is shown in (847) on the next page. The agent
of fahren is not linked to an argument of the adjective. This is represented by the
empty box.
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‘wheels’ / ‘the car’
Havong discussed a simple example, I now turn to -bar-derivation with particle












‘The shops must remain accessible by car.’
I split the discussion into two parts, first discussing valence properties and then
turning to the semantics.
Figure 34 shows the application of the particle verb lexical rule. The result of
V[SUBCAT 1 ⊕ 2 ⊕ 3 , XCOMP
〈




V[SUBCAT 1 〈 NP[str] 〉, XCOMP 〈〉]
fahr
FIGURE 34 Application of the particle verb lexical rule to fahr-
the rule application is a lexical item that has an underspecified SUBCAT value. The
actual value is constrained by the particle once the particle is combined with its
head.
The -bar-derivation lexical rule requires its input to have an object NP with
structural case. Since the output of the particle verb lexical rule is compatible with
253taz, 03.20.1999, p. 30.
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this requirement, the -bar-derivation lexical rule can apply to it. This is shown in
Figure 35. The SUBCAT value of the input to the -bar-derivation is constrained
Adj[SUBJ 〈 4 〉, SUBCAT 5 , XCOMP
〈




V[SUBCAT 1 ⊕ 2 ⊕ 3 = 〈 NP[str], 4 NP[str] 〉 ⊕ 5 ,
XCOMP
〈




V[SUBCAT 1 〈 NP[str] 〉, XCOMP 〈〉]
fahr
FIGURE 35 Application of the -bar-derivation lexical rule to fahr- with particle in XCOMP
to be a list that starts with two NP[str] (〈 NP[str], 4 NP[str] 〉 ⊕ 5 ). Since the
SUBCAT value of the input to the -bar-derivation in Figure 35 is the concatenation
of the SUBJ and SUBCAT value of the particle in XCOMP, only particles that have
an NP[str] in their SUBJ list or in their SUBCAT list may combine with the result
of the -bar-derivation.
Figure 36 on the facing page shows the combination of an5 and fahrbar. The
particle has an NP[str] in its SUBJ list ( 2 ). Its SUBCAT value ( 3 ) is the empty list.
Therefore the concatenation of 2 and 3 is a list that contains exactly one NP[str].
This element is identified with the element 4 which is raised to subject by the
-bar-derivation lexical rule. Therefore the adjective anfahrbar has as its subject
the element that was introduced by the particle and the SUBCAT list of anfahrbar
is empty. Since there is no other element in the concatenation of 2 and 3 , 5 is the
empty list.
The interesting thing is that this analysis not only derives (850a), it also blocks














Corresponding to: ‘*the shops that can be started to drive’
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Adj[SUBJ 〈 4 〉, SUBCAT 5 〈〉, XCOMP 〈〉]
CL H
6 Part[SUBJ 2 〈 NP[str] 〉,
SUBCAT 3 〈〉]






an V[SUBCAT 1 ⊕ 2 ⊕ 3 = 〈 NP[str], 4 NP[str] 〉 ⊕ 5 ,
XCOMP
〈




V[SUBCAT 1 〈 NP[str] 〉, XCOMP 〈〉]
fahr







‘the cars that can be driven off’
The reason is that los does not introduce arguments. Since los only combines
with intransitive verbs, the result of such a combination is again an intransi-
tive verb. Although there is a form for fahrbare, it cannot be combined with los
since the constraint imposed by the -bar-derivation lexical rule ( 1 ⊕ 2 ⊕ 3 =
〈 NP[str], 4 NP[str] 〉 ⊕ 5 ) would be violated: 1 ⊕ 2 ⊕ 3 would contain only
one element, namely the subject of fahr-.
Note that (850c) has a marginal resultative reading for losfahrbar, with the
resultative predicate los (‘off’). A context would be ten cars that are stuck in the
snow and some of them can be freed by driving. This form of losfahrbar is also
derived with the lexical rule (844), but it is derived from an item for fahr- that is
the result of the resultative predicate lexical rule (see Chapter 5.2), and not from
a lexical item that is licensed by the particle verb lexical rule. The lexical item
with the resultative meaning cannot be used in an analysis of (850b) since the
selectional restrictions of the resultative predicate los block the combination with
Geschäfte (‘shops’).
Now consider the representation of semantic information in the analysis of
anfahrbar, which is shown in Figure 37 on the next page. The particle verb lexical
rule introduces a particle into the XCOMP list that selects the input representation
via MOD ( 3 ). In the output of the lexical rule, the CONT value of the output
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Adj[CONT 1 ]
CL H
2 Part[MOD 3 [CONT 4 ]
CONT 5 directed-towards( 4 , 6 )]









3 V[CONT 4 fahren( 7 )]
fahr
FIGURE 37 Combination of an5 and fahrbar
( 5 ) is structure shared with the CONT value of the particle in XCOMP. The -bar-
derivation lexical rule embeds this CONT value under modal-op. At this point no
particle is present and therefore the actual value of 5 is not constrained. In the
next step, the particle is combined with fahrbar. The particle has the form of an
adjunct. ItsMOD value is identified with the SYNSEM value of the representation of
the stem fahr- since this is specified accordingly in the XCOMP value of the derived
fahr- ( 2 ). Therefore the particle an can access the semantic contribution of the
base verb fahr- and can integrate it into the semantic contribution of the particle.
The result is directed-towards( 4 , 6 ), where 4 stands for fahren( 7 ), i. e., we get
directed-towards(fahren( 7 ), 6 ). 6 and 7 are linked to the object and subject of
anfahren, respectively. Only after the combination of an and fahrbar, is it clear
what the value of 5 is. This value is an argument of the modal-op relation that
was contributed by the -bar-derivation. Since fahrbar is the head of anfahrbar,
the meaning of anfahrbar is identical to the meaning of fahrbar ( 1 ).
After this sketch of the analysis, I now provide the full version. Those who are
not interested in the details may skip to the discussion of (855) on page 385.
Consider what happens if the lexical rule for -bar-derivation in (844) is applied
to the lexical item in (851) for fahr- + particle. The lexical item in (851), which is
the representation for fahr- + particle, is parallel to lach- + particle in (785).
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(852) shows the structure that results when (851) is unified with the LEX-DTR of
the -bar-derivation lexical rule in (844).
(852) fahrbar (‘possible to drive’ + particle with daughter):



































































































I kept the original tag numbers that were used in the lexical rule. The tags that were
used in the entry for fahr- have been marked with an apostrophe. In addition to the
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tags that were used in the lexical rule, I used the tag 5 to mark the identity of the
XCOMP value of the LEX-DAUGHTER and the mother. As was explained earlier,
information that is not mentioned in lexical rules is carried over by convention. In
(852) the sharing of the XCOMP values has been made explicit. If one only looks
at the mother node of (852), one gets (853).






































































⊕ 3 = 1′ ⊕ 3′ ⊕ 4′
The constraint says that the valence list of the particle verb, which is determined
by the particle ( 1′ ⊕ 3′ ⊕ 4′ ) has to be split into two lists with an NP with
structural case and a rest ( 3 ). The rest is the SUBCAT list of the mother. With the
assumption that the SUBJ list of the particle has zero or one element, this relational
constraint can be reformulated into a disjunction.
The semantics that is embedded under modal-op is not the semantics of fahren
but rather the semantics of fahr- + particle. So whatever is contributed by the
particle will be embedded under modal-op.
When the structure in (853) is combined with the particle an5 that was given
in (788) on page 349, one gets (854) on the facing page. In this structure the tags
that are instantiated by the particle are marked with two apostrophes. The particle
contributes a subject and instantiates 3′ with 〈 NP[str] 2′′ 〉. Since the SUBCAT
list of the particle is empty, 4′ is instantiated as 〈〉. The subtraction of 〈 NP[str],
2 NP[str] 〉 from 1′ ⊕ 3′ ⊕ 4′ yields the empty list and therefore 3 is 〈〉. The
subject of the -bar-adjective in (854) is identical to the subject that was introduced
by the particle. It is the second argument of the directed-towards relation. The
agent of fahren is suppressed.
Before turning to alternative analyses in the next section, let me briefly discuss
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the examples in (855), which show that elements that are derived from particle







In (855a) annehmbar is prefixed with un- and in (855b)Herumgerede is combined
with Pseudo-. Therefore it is necessary that the schema that combines the particle
with the derived adjective or noun applies in the morphology component. The
result is then the basis for the combination with elements like un- or Pseudo-.
6.3 Alternatives
Having developed an analysis that accounts both for the syntax and the morphol-
ogy of particle verb combinations, I now turn to alternative proposals: In Sec-
tion 6.3.1, I discuss the idea of discontinuous lexical entries for particle verbs that
was formalized by Kathol (1995, p. 244–248; 1996) in the HPSG framework. Sec-
tion 6.3.2 discusses the notion of lexical relatedness that was used by Stiebels and
Wunderlich (1994) to account for bracketing paradoxes, and Section 6.3.3 deals
with Stump’s paradigm functions (1991). The discussion of the work of Neeleman
and Weermann (1993) and Ackerman and Webelhuth (1998), Construction Gram-
mar proposals, and Small Clause analyses will be deferred to Chapter 7 since these
proposals also deal with constructions other than particle verbs.
6.3.1 Discontinuous Lexical Entries
In a grammar that allows for discontinuous constituents it is tempting to assume
that particle verbs are discontinuous lexical entries. This has, for instance, been
suggested byWells (1947, p. 106) (see alsoMcCawley, 1982, p. 91). Kathol (1995,
p. 244–248) formalizes this idea using the constituent order domains that were
255Stiebels, 1996, p. 40.
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introduced in Chapter 1.9.1. Kathol suggests the following lexical entry for the
non-transparent particle verb aufwachen (‘wake up’):
(856) aufwachen (‘wake up’, according to Kathol (1995, p. 246)):

. . . |HEAD 1 verb
. . . |XCOMP 〈〉
DOM
〈 〈 wachen 〉. . . |HEAD 1















This lexical entry represents syntactic structure in the lexicon. The DOM value is
identical to the DOM value that would result from a combination of particle and
verb in syntax. That the domain objects of the particle and the verb are related is
encoded in the XCOMP value of wachen. Kathol’s approach has the advantage that
a feature that ensures that the base verb selects the right particle, i. e. auf instead
of vor or something else, is not necessary. However, his approach is problematic
since it cannot explain why particles can be fronted, unless two different kinds
of fronting are assumed (see the discussion on page 32). Kathol distinguishes be-
tween compositional and non-compositional particle verbs and assumes that the
compositional ones are licensed by his verb complex schema and non-composi-
tional ones are listed in the form of lexical entries like (856).
As has been shown in Section 6.1.2, transparent and non-transparent particle
verbs allow for the fronting of the particle. I therefore suggest that all particle
verbs are represented in the same way and that fronting is restricted by general
conditions for fronting and not by different lexical representations for different
classes of particle verbs.
A further disadvantage of Kathol’s proposal is that the fact that the particle
verbs form a predicate complex is not represented in the SYNSEM part of their
lexical entries: The XCOMP value of aufwachen in (856) is the empty list. It is not
obvious how the formation of resultative constructions with particle verbs like in











Intended: ‘that Karl gets tired by reading aimlessly.’
In the analysis developed here, the particle is selected via XCOMP and the resul-
tative construction lexical rules require an input with an empty XCOMP list. Since
the XCOMP list of particle verbs contains the particle, it is correctly predicted that
particle verbs cannot be input to a lexical rule that licenses resultative construc-
tions. See page 352.
Having discussed Kathol’s discontinuous lexical entries, I now turn to the re-
bracketing analyses of Stiebels and Wunderlich (1994).
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6.3.2 Rebracketing and Lexical Relatedness
Stiebels and Wunderlich (1994, p. 935) and Stiebels (1996, Chapter 3.2.1) assume
the structure in (858) for nominalizations like Einführung (‘introduction’).256
(858) [ein [[führ]V ung]N]
They assume a notion of lexical relatedness that is similar to the one that was
proposed by Williams (1981b):
(859) Lexical relatedness:
A compound of the structure [P [α V β ]X], where X is a noun or adjec-
tive formed from a verb (with α,β as possible derivation affixes), may be
interpreted as if α , β were applied to the respective verb [P V]. α and β
may be (phonologically) empty.
As they note, this principle violates strict compositionality: They assume that
Führung (‘leadership’), Gabe (‘gift’), and sehbar (‘watchable’)257 are parts of
256For a general discussion of Stiebels and Wunderlich’s account see also McIntyre, 2001c and
Fehlisch, 1998, Chapter 4.2.7. In the following section, I will focus on Stiebels and Wunderlich’s
arguments regarding lexical relatedness.
257sehbar is often discussed as an example for blocking (see Briscoe, Copestake, and Lascarides,
1995 for a formal account for blocking). However, only one sense of sehen is not available. The


































































‘That, however, the play is more watchable than the majority of the productions on private
TV channels.’ (taz, 08.05.1996, p. 14)
d. Die deutschen Spiele von Fußball-WM und -EM [. . . ] sollen danach frei sehbar sein.
‘After that it should be possible to watch all games involving Germany in the Football
World Cup and in the European Cup, as well as [. . . ] on free TV.’ (taz, 29.11.1997, p. 4)




























(taz berlin, 06.09.1994, p. 18)
‘The announcement of the Zapfenstreich AG to protest against the ceremonial audibly and
visibly.’
The reason for this unusual form is probably the coordination of the two verb stems.
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the words Einführung (‘introduction’), Abgabe (‘delivery’), and absehbar (‘con-
ceivable’).
Stiebels and Wunderlich argue that such a postponed interpretation is needed
for other cases of compounds too since—according to them—Aufsteher (‘riser’)
is ungrammatical and Frühaufsteher (‘early.riser’) is grammatical. As was dis-
cussed on page 323, Aufsteher is not ungrammatical and therefore such examples
do not count as independent evidence for a postponed interpretation in Stiebels
and Wunderlich’s sense.
On page 939 they discuss the data in (860):
(860) a. bieten ≈ Gebot (‘offer’)
b. verbieten≈ Verbot (‘forbid/ban’)
c. anbieten ≈ Angebot (‘offer’)
d. aufbieten≈ Aufgebot (‘exert/exertion’)
verbieten is a prefix verb and anbieten and aufbieten are particle verbs. The root
noun related to bieten is Bot, which was subject to a prosodically triggered ge-
prefixation in West Germanic. The prefixed root noun Verbot is listed and there-
fore the ge-prefixation does not apply. The nominalizations of particle verbs are
formed with Gebot. Stiebels and Wunderlich conclude from this that Angebot and
Aufgebot are compounds that are formed from Gebot and a preposition. However,
the data is also compatible with the analysis presented in the previous section: The
ge-prefixation applies to a stem that contains a representation of the particle in its
valence lists. No lexical relatedness is needed.
That leadership (‘Führung’) has anything to do with introduction (‘Einfüh-
rung’) is highly implausible and any analysis that does not have to make such
assumptions should be preferred over that of Stiebels and Wunderlich. Further-
more, in their approach, not just the interpretation has to get postponed, but the
evaluation of other constraints as well. Stiebels and Wunderlich do not have a so-
lution to the problem of non-existent bases: To derive Ausbreitung (‘spreading’)
they have to assume * Breitung as part of the analysis. Apart from this, it is not
clear when the passive-like promotion of the accusative object should apply in
-bar-derivations of verbs like anfahren. In their view, the -bar-derivation applies
to an intransitive verb and the particle is combined with the result later. Only then
is the additional argument that is introduced by the particle available. As was dis-
cussed in the data section, -bar-derivation productively applies only to transitive
verbs.
6.3.3 Paradigm Functions
Stump (1991) suggests so-called paradigm functions that relate stems to stems
or stems to words (roots to roots and roots to words in his terminology). These
functions may be defined in a way that allows inflectional or derivational material
to attach to a head contained in a more complex structure. With such a definition
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he can account for Pesetsky’s unhappier puzzle (1985): In general, the compar-
ative suffix joins with short adjectives and does not attach to trisyllables, so a
bracketing [[un-happy] er] is not possible since unhappy is trisyllabic. Because
of the shortness constraint, [un [happi-er]] is the only available structure, but se-
mantically one needs the first structure. For this comparative formation, Stump
defines paradigm functions that attach the comparative ending to the head inside
[un-happy]. As was mentioned in footnote 137 on page 310, he also allows com-
binations of derivational material with heads in complex structures. On page 714
he remarks that in derivational paradigms in which the derived member belongs
to a syntactic category distinct from that of the base member, the derived member
generally fails to allow this kind of structure where the inflectional or derivational
material attaches to the head. He remarks that nouns derived from particle verbs
are exceptions (hang on→ hanger on, pass by→ passer-by). In the previous sec-
tion, it was shown how similar German examples can be handled without violating
Stump’s generalization. For -bar-derivation one does not need [[an-fahr]-bar] and
Ge- -e-nominalization can be handled without the Ge- -e attaching to the head
inside [herum-renn]. The account that was presented in the previous section has
another advantage over a imaginable application of Stump’s proposal to German
particle verbs: It can deal with particle verbs like eindosen (‘to tin’) that are not
derived from base verbs. A verb * dosen does not exist (see Section 6.1.10.3).
In the approach presented in the last section, eindosen is derived from the noun
Dose (‘tin’). The result of the application of a lexical rule is a verbal stem that
selects the particle ein. This stem has to be inflected. In an adaption of Stump’s
approach to German particle verbs, the inflectional material could not attach to a
HEAD since the category of eindosen (V) differs from Dose (N) and therefore ein-
dosen is headless (see Stump’s definition of head on page 681). This means that
an adaption of Stump’s approach cannot provide a uniform treatment of inflection
and derivation for all classes of particle verbs where the inflectional or derivational
material attaches to the stem directly.
6.3.4 Linearization-Based Morphology
Crysmann (1999) developed an account for morphosyntactic paradoxes in Fox
that uses linearization domains for the representation of stems and inflectional
and derivationalmaterial.With such an approach it is possible to combineKathol’s
representation of particle verbs, which was discussed in Section 6.3.1, with a mor-
phology component that circumvents the paradoxes. The participle aufgewacht
(‘woken up’) can be analyzed as the result of a lexical rule application to a lexical
item that contains auf and wach in a list of morphological objects. The lexical rule
adds the morphological objects ge- and -t to this list. Linearization rules ensure
that the ge and t attach to the verbal stem.
It is interesting that such a solution is possible in the HPSG framework, but
I have shown that the additional machinery that would be needed to guarantee
the proper linearization of the inflectional and derivational material and the extra
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list for the representation of morphological material is not justified for German.
Furthermore, this proposal, of course, has the problems discussed in Section 6.3.1
since it is based on Kathol’s analysis.
6.4 Summary
After an extensive discussion of data, an account of particle verbs that treats par-
ticles as part of the predicate complex has been developed. Particle fronting can
be analyzed as an instance of complex fronting. No new mechanisms have to be
introduced. In particular, no extraction of the finite verb from the fronted con-
stituent, as is needed in other theories, is necessary. The particle is selected by
the same valence feature as other complements that form a complex with their
head. The lexical rules that license particle verbs which follow a productive pat-
tern do not combine two adjacent elements, but for every input entry, they license
another lexical item that has the potential to combine with a particle. This particle
may be modified, extracted, or intraposed into the Mittelfeld. In the cases where
modification, intraposition, or extraction is impossible, this impossibility is due
to additional constraints. Since the matrix verb and particle do not form one sin-
gle (morphological) object, the matrix verb may appear in clause initial position
separated from the embedded particle.
The proposed analysis explains similarities with object predicatives and resul-
tative constructions. The impossibility of resultative constructions with particle
verbs also follows from the valence specification of the latter. Since particles are
selected via XCOMP, the resultative formation lexical rule cannot introduce a re-
sultative predicate since XCOMP is already filled. For the same reason, particles
cannot be added to stems that have been derived by the resultative predicate lexical
rule. The iteration of particles is also excluded.
In the last part of this chapter, I developed an approach to inflectional and
derivational morphology that handles the data without powerful devices like re-
bracketing. Inflection and derivation apply to stems directly, the particle is at-
tached to fully inflected signs by an instance of the same grammar rule, either in
morphology or in syntax.
7A Comparison with Other Approaches to
Complex Predicates
In this chapter, I discuss some alternatives that could not be dealt with in the pre-
vious chapters since the analyses presented here aim to account for all phenomena
discussed so far or for subsets thereof.
In Section 7.1, I will discuss the approach to resultatives and particle verbs of
Neeleman and Weermann. In Section 7.2, I will discuss Ackerman and Webel-
huth’s proposal. Their book provided the most detailed HPSG-inspired analysis
of complex predicates to date. They discuss auxiliary constructions, causative for-
mation, modal infinitives, and particle verbs. I will show that their approach has
quite serious empirical problems and that it does not capture the generalizations
about coherent constructions in German. In Section 7.3, I deal with Construction
Grammar and in Section 7.4, I will discuss Small Clauses and explain why Small
Clause analyses have not been used in HPSG grammars.
7.1 The Complexity Constraint: Neeleman and Weermann (1993)
Neeleman and Weermann (1993, Section 5) and Neeleman (1994, Chapter 6.3.2)
analyze particle verbs in morphology and resultative constructions in syntax. They
observe that particles and resultative predicates are mutually exclusive. Neeleman
and Weermann (1993, Section 5) and Neeleman (1994, Chapter 6.3.2) stipulate a
Complexity Constraint that is supposed to rule out the presence of both resultative
predicates and particles. However, their constrint also rules out object predicative
constructions (Neeleman’s consider-type predicates) with particle verbs, which












‘This seemed silly to him.’
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Parallel examples can also be constructed for Dutch. The examples show that
the formulation of constraints such as the Complexity Constraint is not justified
since complex heads of the kind Neeleman and Weermann want to rule out do
exist. The restrictions, rather, have to be placed on the productive processes that
form resultative constructions and that license the productive cases of particle verb
combinations. Verbs like vorkommen (‘to seem to somebody to be’) and aussehen
(‘to look’) are instances of complex heads that are listed in the lexicon and that
are not derived by productive rules.
7.2 Lexical Adicity and the Inversion of the Selection: Ackerman
and Webelhuth (1998)
Ackerman and Webelhuth (1998) propose an interesting approach for a single
unique lexical representation of predicates that may surface in different ways.
They address the fact that passive, tense, and causatives are expressed analytically
in some languages and synthetically in others. Ackerman and Webelhuth develop
analyses for tense, passive, causatives, and particle verbs. In their book, they de-
velop the analyses in the order just given and I will comment on their analyses in
the same order in the next subsections.
The analyses for languages that realize their predicates analytically assume a
lexical rule that takes a lexical entry as input and adds an appropriate auxiliary to
a special purpose valence list that contains auxiliaries. This means that Ackerman
and Webelhuth reverse the direction of selection: It is not the auxiliary that em-
beds a main verb or another verbal complex, but instead the main verb selects all
auxiliaries.1
Ackerman and Webelhuth use a feature geometry that is strongly influenced by
the LFG view of Ackerman. For instance, they have an f-structure. In LFG, uni-
versal functional information, such as grammatical functions like subject, direct
object, indirect object, is represented at the level of f-structures. Since the intro-
duction of this feature geometry would go beyond the scope of the discussion, I
took the liberty of translating their rules into a form that the reader is more fa-
miliar with. The parts of the analyses discussed here are completely analogous to
those suggested by Ackerman andWebelhuth. For the details I omitted, the reader
is referred to their book.
7.2.1 Lexical Rules
Ackerman and Webelhuth emphasize the point that their approach is superior to
lexical rule-based accounts as they use types. They claim that it is impossible
1A similar analysis was suggested by Karttunen (1986, Chapter 2.4) for the treatment of Clause
Union in Finnish in the framework of Categorial Grammar.
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to express generalizations with lexical rules. As Krieger, Nerbonne, Copestake,
Briscoe, and Meurers have shown in several publications (Krieger and Nerbonne,
1993, Chapter 7.4.1; Copestake and Briscoe, 1992; Meurers 1995; 2000, Chap-
ter 4; 2001) and as was discussed in Chapter 1.8, lexical rules can be written in
the same way as immediate dominance schemata. The lexical rule in (862) is just
another way to write (863).







The only difference is that the type of the feature structure is not specified in
(862). The argument of Ackerman and Webelhuth is only true for so-called exter-
nal lexical rules, i. e. Meta Level Lexical Rules. In what follows, I will therefore
use the term lexical rule when I refer to the descriptions used by Ackerman and
Webelhuth.
7.2.2 Tense
(864) is the counterpart of the types that Ackerman and Webelhuth give on
pages 203–206.



























The lexical rule in (864) takes a participle form as its input (LEX-DTR). The output
of the rule takes an arbitrary form of haben in addition to other auxiliaries that have
already been subcategorized for by the input ( 3 ). The head features of the output
are taken over from the head features of the added auxiliary. When the lexical rule
is applied to schlafen, the result is (865).
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During an analysis of (866), the haben auxiliary is instantiated by the finite
verb hat. The HEAD value of the complete construction is determined by the head









‘because Karl has slept’
For the analysis of (867), another lexical rule is needed that maps the perfect











‘because Karl will have slept.’
The output of such a rule is (868).













Ackerman and Webelhuth motivate their approach mainly by the principle of Lex-
ical Adicity, which states that the valence of a lexical entry must be entirely de-
termined and that it may not be changed depending on its syntactic environment.
This motivation is not a very strong one since Lexical Adicity also holds for the ar-
gument attraction approaches of Hinrichs and Nakazawa (1989a). In approaches
based on argument attraction, the arguments of the auxiliaries in particular and
the arguments of raising verbs in general are actually specified in the lexicon. The
combination of elements in syntax does not introduce new arguments at heads.
The matrix verbs in argument attraction constructions have specified valence fea-
tures. For instance, the SUBCAT value of the future auxiliarywerden is the concate-
nation of the SUBJ value and the SUBCAT value of the embedded verb (compare
the lexical entry on page 86). The actual form and number of the complements of
perfect auxiliaries is underspecified in their lexical entries, but nevertheless this
information is present and it is projected from this head until it gets saturated in
head-argument structures.
Another argument which Ackerman and Webelhuth discuss (on pages 140 and
167–168), is that a theory that analyzes auxiliaries in the way suggested by Hin-









‘why he has cried.’







‘why he has cried.’
In earlier stages of German it was possible to omit the perfect auxiliary as in
(869b). Ackerman and Webelhuth represent the hat as an optional element in the
AUX list. However, that heads may be omitted is not an unusual thing in German.




















































‘He only read interesting ones.’
Regardless of whether we assume the determiner or the noun to be the head in the
nominal structures in (870), we have structures without a phonologically realized
head in (870). This can be analyzed by phonologically empty elements or by unary
projections, as was discussed in Chapter 6.2.5.1. If we assume a phonologically
empty hat for the cases in (869), this hat would have the very same structure,
the same type, as the phonologically realized versions of haben (‘to have’). The
assumption of a lexical rule for the finitivization of the participle was criticized
by Ackerman and Webelhuth (1998, p. 141) since the construction in (869) would
be described partly in the lexicon and partly in syntax. This point is also invalid
since the difference between a lexical rule and a unary projection is zero in this
case. The ellipsis rule that can be assumed for (869) as an alternative to an empty
head is a part of syntax in the same way as the combination of perfect auxiliary
and embedded verbal complex is.
To conclude, I can say that all arguments that Ackerman and Webelhuth put
forward to support their inversion of selection are either very weak or wrong.
7.2.3 Causatives
Ackerman and Webelhuth assume a lexical rule for causatives that is parallel to
the one in (871).
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This special rule that was suggested for causatives in German does not account
for the fact that other AcI verbs (like perception verbs) behave like lassen. Since
these verbs have another meaning, the semantic contribution of the head has to be
transferred from the AcI verb to the output lexical entry in addition to the head
information.











































The question that now follows immediately is how the linking between the subject
of the AcI construction and the semantic role in the predicate of the AcI verb can
be established. Because of their assumptions about Lexical Adicity, Ackerman and
Webelhuth are forced to assume that the subject of the AcI verb is directly con-
tained in the output of the causativization lexical rule. It cannot be raised from
the AcI verb. The filling of the roles in (871) is only possible because it is known
what the feature name of the subject role is (CAUSER). For perception verbs, the
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subject role is not a causer, but an experiencer.2 The causative rule in (872) can
only be generalized to the other AcI cases if possible roles that come from the
AcI verb are specified disjunctively. How this could look like is shown in (873) .
Furthermore, in the generalized rule in (872), the AcI verb does not have access to
the predicate that it embeds logically. It is therefore not possible to integrate the
semantic contribution of the embedded predicate ( 6 ) into the semantic represen-
tation of the AcI verb. This also has to be done in the lexical rule which therefore
has to have knowledge about the semantic roles to be filled.
























































Turning to a more general point, if one were to seriously pursue Ackerman and
Webelhuth’s interpretation of Lexical Adicity, one would have to analyze coherent
constructions by lexical rules like (873). As the sentence in (874) shows, the verbal





















‘because I let Cecilia help Hans feed the hippos.’
Füttern (‘to feed’) is the transitive main verb. The object control verb helfen (‘to
help’) introduces its own subject and another argument is added by lassen (‘to let/
to have’). Of course, the number of verbs in the verbal complex is restricted by
performance factors. Up until now I have been unable to find a non-constructed
2Ackerman and Webelhuth (1998, p. 335) use role names like CALLER and CALLED for the pred-
icate call-up. With such predicate specific role names the disjunction in (873) would get even more
complex since it would have to include SEER and SEEN, HEARER and HEARD and so on. The disjunc-
tion in (873) would basically have to list all role names for all AcI predicates. The same holds for a
lexical rule for other verbs that are heads in a coherent construction. See the discussion around (874).
3As was shown on page 65, the claim that predicate complexes have to have argument structures
that correspond to those of simplex lexical entries is empirically not correct.
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example for a coherent construction with more than four verbs, but to model this
in syntax would be as wrong as the assumption of an upper limit for the number































The sentence in (875) is not ungrammatical, but it is hardly understandable for
humans.
The consequence of the iterability of embedding of verbal complexes under ob-
ject control verbs and AcI verbs is that Ackerman und Webelhuth have to assume
an infinite number of lexical items. There is no trigger for the prediction of these
lexical entries. In a syntax-based account such as the one that is presented in this
book, only material that is present is combined.
If Ackerman and Webelhuth did not handle such coherent constructions with
their lexical rule but in syntax instead, as they suggested later (personal com-
munication, 2000), they would have two totally different analyses for coherent
constructions: In causative constructions the base verb is the head and lassen the
dependent, and in coherent constructions involving ordinary control verbs, the
control verb is the head and the other verb the dependent. The only thing the two
structures would have in common would be the fact that they are headed struc-
tures, they would not even have similar selecting heads.
7.2.4 Semantics and Pronominalization
According to Ackerman and Webelhuth, the meaning of all auxiliaries is repre-
sented in the semantic contribution of the base verb that selects for auxiliaries
and causatives. As was discussed on the preceding page, Ackerman and Webel-
huth’s analysis had to be extended to all coherent constructions. The question then
is how they want to explain the possibility of the pronominalization of different
predicates in a clause. In cases like (876), it is usually assumed that the pronoun


























































‘I had to put on an act to get you, but now that I have you I do not
have to do that anymore.’ (es = Komödie spielen)
4Bech, 1955, p. 212.
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Now, according to Ackerman and Webelhuth, all semantic information is already
contained in the lexical entry of the main verb, i. e. in gespielt and spielen, respec-
tively. The consequence of this is that pronouns must be able to look inside these
lexical entries.
7.2.5 Particle Verbs
Ackerman and Webelhuth use a separate valence feature PART for the selection of
particles. The value of this feature is a list that contains a particle if the verb occurs
in verb-initial position and that is empty when the verb occurs in final position.
Their lexical entry for an+ruft is shown in (877) in a notation that is adapted to
the one that I have used throughout the book.
(877) (an) ruft verb-initial version according to AW (1998, p. 334–335):

















The proper distribution of the particle in both the valence feature and the phono-
logical representation is ensured by type constraints that rule out the cases with a
phonological representation anruft + particle an and the phonological representa-
tion ruft without a particle. With the types multiplied out, (877) is equivalent to
(878) and (879). (878) is the entry that is needed for clauses with the finite verb in
the left sentence bracket.
(878) (an) ruft verb-initial version according to AW:

















For the verb-final case, they do not select the particle via a valence feature, but
have the phonological contribution of the particle integrated in the phonological
representation of the lexical entry.
(879) anruft verb-final version according to AW:














So, the disjunctive specification in (877) is equivalent to two separate lexical en-
tries. The representation of particle verbs which I suggested in Chapter 6.2 is free
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of disjunctions. One single lexical entry for each particle verb is sufficient. In
Chapter 10.2.2 of their book, Ackerman and Webelhuth argued at length against
theories that stipulate two lexical entries for particle verbs, whether related by lex-
ical rules or not. Of course, two lexical rules that derive two lexical entries from
one representation in a stem lexicon can be reformulated as one lexical rule pro-
ducing a disjunctively specified output. That is what Ackerman and Webelhuth
did. So, if their argument has any force at all, it is an argument against their own
theory.
The lexical entry in (879) states that particle and verb constitute a single object
that may not be separated. As should be clear from the discussion of the data in
Section 6.1.3, there are several problematic aspects of such an approach. Firstly,
it cannot explain why the particle may appear separated from the verb, even in
verb-final sentences. Example (689)—repeated as (880) for convenience—shows































‘On the way from California to Australia Andrew Halsey strayed way off
course.’
This example further shows that there are particles that have a syntactic life in that
they can be modified. This fact is not accounted for by Ackerman andWebelhuth’s
approach at all. Apart from that, they cannot explain the separation of verb and
particle in Thuringian verbal complexes which was discussed in Chapter 6.1.3.3.
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. . . 8
‘It seems to be certain that . . . ’
In these sentences the particle is fronted and the base verb is non-finite. In Ack-
erman and Webelhuth’s approach such non-finite particle verbs are analyzed as
5taz, 04.10.1999, p. 20.
6Spiegel, 48/1999, p. 305.
7In the main text of Heringer, 1973, p. 93.
8In the main text of Engel, 1977, p. 219.
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words. Therefore Ackerman and Webelhuth would have to assume extraction out
of words to explain these sentences.
Ackerman and Webelhuth do not deal with resultative constructions in their
book at all, but if they assume a lexical rule for resultative constructions, the im-
possibility of particle verbs to appear in resultative constructions would have to
be enforced by the stipulation of the value of PART as the empty list in the lexical
rule for resultative constructions. But this stipulation does not help in the case of
verb-last particle verbs since the particle is not contained in the valence list of
verb-last verbs. The only way to block a resultative predicate lexical rule from
applying is to stipulate that it does not apply to words of the type compound-li.
This means that Ackerman and Webelhuth have to stipulate two different reasons
for why particle verbs cannot be input to resultative predicate lexical rules. The
iteration of particles has to be excluded too and again there will be two differ-
ent reasons why the iteration of particles is impossible. In the approach presented
here, the fact that particles cannot be iterated and that particles and resultative
predicates are mutually exclusive follows from the fact that the productive rules
add to the same valence list and that this list has to be empty in the input of the
rules. Furthermore, it has to be remarked that with their use of a separate valence
feature for particles, Ackerman and Webelhuth do not capture the similarities be-
tween verbal complexes and particle verb combinations. If they were consistent,
they would have to list the particles on their AUX list.
Ackerman and Webelhuth (1998, p. 333) assume the following morphological



































They assume that a fully inflected particle verb like anruft is created by com-
pounding the particle with the fully inflected word form ruft which bears the same
inflectional features (INFL) as the resulting compound.
This approach cannot account for particle-verb combinations with non-existent
base verbs like eindosen (‘to tin’) (see section 6.1.10.3). Since there is no verb
* dosen, it cannot be used for compounding in a schema like (882).
9I omitted their LME feature. POS stands for part of speech and INFL for inflection.
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7.3 Construction Grammar
Proponents of Construction Grammar have argued that some utterances have a
meaning that cannot be computed from the meaning of the individual words, but,
rather, has to be attributed to the construction the words are used in. Goldberg
(1995) argued, for instance, that the meaning of the caused-motion construction,
the resultative construction and the way construction should be attributed to the
phrasal configuration in which directional PPs, resultative predicates, and posses-
sive + way appear. Jackendoff (1997, p. 171) proposed a Resultative Construction
and Booij (2002) suggests treating particle verbs as Constructions. In what fol-
lows, I show why I consider Goldberg’s analysis problematic and not compatible
with general assumptions made in HPSG.
Goldberg (1995) provides a hierarchy of Constructions that mention gram-
matical functions, but does not make explicit her assumptions about syntax. On
page 152, she gives a syntactic structure for the Caused-Motion Construction.
(883) SUBJ [V OBJ OBL ]
(883) has internal structure: A VP node and a subject NP. On page 192, she sug-
gests a ternary branching structure for resultative constructions that also corre-
sponds to (883). This means that Goldberg’s constructions are trees. She relates
these trees via inheritance links that are also organized in hierarchies. Since sen-
tences with resultative predicates may be passivized, Goldberg has to have another
Construction that accounts for passivized resultative constructions. The inheri-
tance link that relates the Active Resultative Construction to the Passive Resulta-
tive Construction is equivalent to a meta rule in GPSG or to a transformation that
maps one tree onto another tree. If one were to transfer Goldberg’s account to the
fragment for German that has been developed in this book, the structure assigned
to Resultative Constructions would be:
(884) [SUBJ OBJ OBL V]
Alternatively, one could assume binary branching structures, but such an assump-
tion would in no way simplify the grammatical system. As we saw in Chapter 5,
there is considerable freedom in constituent order: Subject and object can be per-
muted, adjuncts can appear at any place in the Mittelfeld, the verb can appear in
verb-initial position, and the subject, the object, an adjunct, or the resultative pred-
icate can be fronted. The consequence is that one had to have Constructions for
all these possible combinations:
(885) a. [OBJ SUBJ OBL V]
b. [SUBJ OBL OBJ V]
c. [OBJ OBL SUBJ V]
d. [OBL OBJ SUBJ V]
e. [OBL SUBJ OBJ V]
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f. [V SUBJ OBJ OBL]
g. [V SUBJ OBL OBJ]
h. [V OBJ SUBJ OBL]
i. [V OBJ OBL SUBJ]
j. [V OBL SUBJ OBJ]
k. [V OBL OBJ SUBJ]
If extraction is not modeled with traces one needs the following Constructions in
addition:
(886) a. [V SUBJ OBL] (OBJ extracted)
b. [V OBL SUBJ] (OBJ extracted)
c. [V OBJ OBL] (SUBJ extracted)
d. [V OBL OBJ] (SUBJ extracted)
e. [V SUBJ OBJ] (OBL extracted)
f. [V OBJ SUBJ] (OBL extracted)
Since some arguments are licensed by the Construction and not by the lexical
items involved, lexical rules cannot be used to explain unbounded dependencies.
A further problem is that it is not trivial to account for adjuncts in such a sys-
tem: Adjuncts can be inserted anywhere in the Mittelfeld. To account for (887)















‘that he quickly fishes the pond empty’
(888) [SUBJ OBJ Adjunct OBL V]
Since the number of adjuncts per head is not limited, one would get infinitely many
Constructions unless one introduces devices like the Kleene star and assumes that
this abbreviation is expanded when the rule is actually applied.10 Goldberg (1995,
p. 74) explicitly states that she assumes her Constructions to be static, i. e., Con-
structions are not created on the fly. Since she allows for default specification and
non-monotonic inheritance relations between different Constructions, she has to
assume that each Construction is fully specified and that the relation between Con-
structions is not computed online (p. 98). Therefore she has to assume infinitely
many Constructions.
The approach that I suggested in Chapter 5 is a valence-based approach. The
information about dependent elements is encoded in the lexicon and the actual
10One solution to this problem is of course to assume that Constructions parallel the ID schemata of
HPSG, i. e., that they do not encode information about precedence. The generalization about the rules
in (885) could then be captured. To account for the adjuncts in the middle of a Construction, Goldberg
could assume discontinuous Constructions.
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surface realization is governed by general principles that hold for all predicates in
German: The verb is either serialized in the left or in the right sentence bracket,
elements in theMittelfeld may be permuted. Lexical rules for English resultatives
will be very similar to the ones that I suggested for German, but the surface syntax
of English is entirely different. The Construction-based account cannot explain
this, the Resultative Construction that was suggested for English has very little in
common with the structures that would be needed for German. What it does have
in common are the grammatical functions and this is exactly what is captured in
the lexical rule-based approach.
Figure 38 shows the Construction Grammar analysis and the analysis that I













‘The joggers trampled the lawn.’
Construction Grammar Lexical Rule-Based Approach (HPSG)
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FIGURE 38 Constructions vs. Lexical Rules
The figure shows that the two analyses are quite similar: In the Construction
Grammar approach, one lexical predicate that is plugged into a syntactic Con-
struction exists. The Construction integrates the meaning of the lexical entry into
the parts of the meaning that is contributed by the Construction. Something similar
happens in the lexical rule-based approach. A lexical entry licenses another lexical
item that has extended valence specifications and, according to the valance infor-
mation, it has additional meaning components. Goldberg argues that the become
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part should not be part of lexical entries since it is only present in the resultative
construction. Note that the become part is not contained in the lexical entry for
laufen in the lexical rule-based approach. There is just the basic form listed in
the lexicon. This lexical entry licenses another lexical item that has an additional
object and an additional predicate. Only when these dependents are realized in
syntax, does one get the resultative meaning.
In Chapter 1.4.5 of her book, Goldberg argues against lexical rule-based ap-
proaches on the basis of experimental data from sentence processing. It has been
observed that there are differences in processing times when real lexical ambiguity
in comparison to usage of two verbs with the same core meaning is involved.
(890) a. Bill set the alarm clock onto the shelf.
b. Bill set the alarm clock for six.
(891) a. Bill loaded the truck onto the ship.
b. Bill loaded the truck with bricks.
Misinterpreted lexical ambiguity creates a more marked processing load increase
than misinterpreted uses of the same verb. In the experiments, there was a bigger
difference in answering times for the sentences in (890) than there was in (891).
However, there was a difference in reaction times for (891a) and (891b). In Gold-
berg’s system, one would explain this by different preference values for the Con-
structions. In the lexical rule-based approach, one would explain this by assuming
that one valance representation is basic and the other one is licensed by a lexical
rule. The application of the lexical rule is time consuming, but since the lexical
entries are related, the processing load is not as high as it is with two totally un-
related verbs. This argumentation shows that the lexical rule-based approach can
explain the data as well, and therefore the Construction-based approach does not
have any advantages over it.
On page 107, Goldberg argues against lexical rule-based accounts for the loca-
tive alternation since these have to assume that one form of the verb is more basic.
(892) a. He loaded hay onto the wagon.
b. He loaded the wagon with hay.
She observes that this is problematic for some other verbs since there is no clear
intuition about what is the basic form and what is derived. She argues that an ad-
vantage of Constructions is that one can relate the Constructions without making
claims about which one has to be assumed to be basic. However, this argument
against lexical rules is not sound. In a lexical rule-based approach, one can as-
sume a representation of the verb stem that is listed in the lexicon. Furthermore,
one assumes a pair of lexical rules that map the stem entry onto lexical entries that
can actually be used in syntax. These two lexical rules can inherit from a com-
mon supertype and therefore their commonalities are captured. We thus have the
very same situation as we have with Constructions in which a lexical entry can be
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plugged into one of two related Constructions, the only thing that is different is
that everything happens one level deeper, namely in the lexicon.
7.4 Small Clauses
Many authors have proposed Small Clause analyses for some or all phenomena
handled in Chapters 2.2.8, 5, and 6 (Kayne, 1985; Hoekstra, 1988; Grewendorf,
1990; Wilder, 1991, 1994; and others). The assumption of these Small Clause
analyses is that a certain predicate combines with its subject to form a (small)
clause. This Small Clause is embedded by a higher head. The subject may or must
later move to positions in domains of higher heads.
Such analyses are problematic for several reasons that have been discussed in
the literature (Bresnan, 1982a, Section 9.6; Williams, 1983; Booij, 1990, p. 56;
Hoeksema, 1991a; Neeleman and Weermann, 1993; Neeleman, 1994, 1995; Pol-
lard and Sag, 1994, Chapter 3.2; Stiebels, 1996, Chapter 10.2.3; Winkler, 1997,
Chapter 2.1). Many arguments for Small Clauses either do not apply to a theory
like the one suggested in this book or are empirically incorrect (see for instance
the discussion of the embedding of it under consider on page 84). I will not re-
peat the arguments against Small Clauses here, but instead focus on interactions
that such an analysis would have with the analyses of phenomena that have been
discussed in this book so far.
7.4.1 Constituent Order: Movement vs. Base Generation
In Chapter 1, I showed how the order of constituents can be analyzed in the HPSG
framework. What I suggested was a linearization-based analysis of the German
clause. The positioning of the elements in the Mittelfeld is, in certain respects,
similar to a base generation approach in GB, the similarity being that the ordering
of the elements in the Mittelfeld is assumed to be different from processes that
describe fronting. For fronting, I suggested an extraction analysis modeled by the
nonlocal feature mechanism. This is what comes closest to movement in GB, al-
though there are important differences. The information about extracted elements
is present at every intermediate node between the filler and the gap and therefore
it can be explained why certain languages have elements that show different in-
flection when they are in the middle of a nonlocal dependency (Bouma, Malouf,
and Sag, 2001).11
In all examples in (893), complex predicates are formed. The arguments of the
lower predicates are attracted by the higher one and can be serialized according to
the linear precedence constraints since they are dependents of the same head and
therefore members of the same head domain.
11The analysis that Bouma, Malouf, and Sag (2001) assume for nonlocal dependencies differs from
those discussed in this book in that they assume a lexical amalgamation of SLASH elements. Such a
treatment is not necessary to capture the phenomena that were discussed by the authors and it has
unwanted side effects that make a change of the feature geometry necessary. See Bouma, 1996 on the
latter point.






































































‘that nobody smiles at him.’
If one assumed a Small Clause analysis for these sentences, one would have to
explain the orderings in (893) by the assumption of discontinuous maximal pro-
jections (see Chapter 2.3.1 for some discussion) or by some extraction-like move-
ment process. Kiss (2001) shows that movement-based analyses of scrambling
have problems in accounting for German scope facts.
7.4.2 Passive
As we have seen in the discussion of the remote passive, the passive can access
arguments that are raised from deeper embedded heads. The passives in (894) are
similar to the remote passive in that an element that is raised from a deeper head































‘that he was smiled at.’
12Haider (1991, p. 5) attributes a similar example to Tilman Höhle. See also Haider, 1990a, p. 136.
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In an HPSG adaptation of the Small Clause approach, this could not be captured
since passive is not analyzed as movement in constraint-based theories. If extrac-
tion of Small Clause subjects were involved, they would be represented in SLASH,
a feature that does not play a role in passivization.
Having discussed some differences between Small Clause analyses and the
analysis suggested in this book, I end the discussion of alternatives and turn to a
summary of the book in the next chapter.
8Summary
In this book, I presented analyses for auxiliaries, subject and object control verbs,
subject and object raising verbs, copula constructions, subject and object pred-
icative constructions, depictive predicates, resultative predicate constructions, and
particle verbs.
The depictive predicates were analyzed as adjuncts. They share with control
verbs the property that the semantic connection between the involved predicates is
established via coindexing rather than syntactic and semantic identity of phrases:
In control constructions, the controller is coindexed with the controllee and in
structures with depictive predicates, the subject of the depictive predicate is coin-
dexed with its antecedent.
For copula constructions, subject and object predicative constructions, resulta-
tive predicate constructions, and particle verbs, I suggested a complex predicate
analysis whereby the embedded predicate or the particle is selected via a spe-
cial valence feature (XCOMP). An extensive discussion of data showed that these
constructions behave similarly to coherent verbal constructions as far as fronting,
scrambling, intraposition, extraposition, and passivization is concerned. This in-
sight can be captured by proposing a similar representation for these complex
predicates. The difference between the constructions can be explained since the
way such complex predicates are licensed differs: For copula constructions and
subject and object predicative constructions, lexical entries that select for a pred-
icate are provided in the lexicon. Resultative constructions involve lexical entries
that are licensed by lexical rules. Particle verbs either have a lexical entry since
the respective particle verb does not belong to a productive pattern, or they are
a combination of a lexical entry that is licensed by a general lexical rule and the
appropriate particle if they follow a productive pattern.
The verbal heads of resultative constructions and of particle verbs that follow
a productive pattern are licensed by lexical rules. Since this formation is assumed
to happen in the lexicon, it is explained why resultative constructions and par-
ticle verb combinations may drift semantically and later get lexicalized with an
idiomatic non-transparent reading. Verbal heads of resultative constructions and
of particle verbs that follow a productive pattern have a syntactic representation
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that is very similar to the one non-transparent particle verbs have. The only dif-
ference is that non-transparent particle verbs are further specified for the particle
they select.
I have shown that the constructions discussed can undergo derivations. There
is a hierarchy of morphological activeness, but it is clear that verbal heads of
particle verbs that belong to a productive pattern and verbal heads of resultative
predicates can enter derivational morphology. I developed an analysis of inflection
and derivation in which all affixes are combined with the verbal stem before the
particle or resultative predicate is combined with the base verb or the stem that is
derived from the base verb. I demonstrated that bracketing paradoxes do not exist
for this analysis and that devices as powerful as rebracketing are not needed.
The analyses are partly implemented in two fragments of German. The first
fragment is the Babel-System1 grammar (Müller, 1996b), and the second one is
the grammar that was developed for Verbmobil and that is currently being used in
the Whiteboard project at the DFKI.
1http://www.dfki.de/~stefan/Babel/
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Ankömmling, 311
ankommen, 119, 145, 159, 166
gegen, 139
ankreuzen, 254
anlachen, 296, 299, 302, 343, 407
anlecken, 336
anlesen, 295, 308, 336
anleuchten, 336





































































































































































































erlauben, 49, 66, 102, 137


















fahren, 121, 212, 214, 249, 284, 378
kaputt ∼, 214, 249
Probe ∼, 259
fallen
unter den Tisch, 289








feststehen, 271–272, 279, 400
Feuer fangen, 266














copula particle, 77–78, 107, 107
preposition, 307
Gabe, 387
Garaus machen, 305, 306
Ge- -e, 311, 324–327






































perfect, 32, 43, 45, 46, 86, 110,
121, 131, 279, 280, 393
Haltbarmachung, 318
halten, 268
dagegen ∼, 279, 400
für, 77, 78, 80, 85, 107, 108




helfen, 14, 21, 130, 134, 141, 145, 149,





























































kommen, 269, 271, 294
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in Schwierigkeiten, 271
in Not, 271
unter den Hammer, 271









kündigen, 51, 52, 135
küssen, 315
lachen, 298, 343, 345, 370
Lächerlichmachung, 318
landen, 121
lassen, 59, 60, 93, 260–263, 282, 396,
397
passive, 141–143, 157
laufen, 211, 213, 217, 229, 244, 404
laut, 72, 103
































































platt, 211, 212, 217, 229, 404
platt fahren, 212, 218, 245
platt liegen, 218, 245
Plausibelmachung, 318

















sich die Köpfe heiß ∼, 222
regnen, 20, 47, 48, 61, 127, 128, 130,





























schlecht, 48, 62, 72, 103
Schmackhaftmachung, 318
schmelzen, 230, 233





















































* strengen, 337, 338
sturmreif, 212, 229







aus der Kurve ∼, 127, 199
Treppenwitz, 74
treu, 67, 71, 103
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Rotfärbung, 316
Blaufärbung, 316, 317































































































perfect, 32, 43, 45, 46, 86, 110,
121, 131, 279, 280, 393
vorhaben, 272




























sich die Köpfe heiß ∼, 222
klein reden, 210




einen Bären ∼, 306










helfen, 14, 21, 130, 134, 141, 145, 149,





















aus der Kurve ∼, 127, 199
dagegen, 279, 400




















anfangen, 20, 55, 99, 129, 277, 297,
345, 355











lachen, 298, 343, 345, 370
anlachen, 296, 299, 302, 343, 407
loslachen, 299, 343
auslachen, 302
machen, 220, 265, 281, 282, 317, 320,
334




































































trinken, 192, 212, 213, 217, 229
leer trinken, 212
anfunken, 336


















unter den Tisch, 289



























kommen, 269, 271, 294
in Schwierigkeiten, 271
in Not, 271
unter den Hammer, 271





passive, 131–135, 149, 221
nachkommen, 123


















regnen, 20, 47, 48, 61, 127, 128, 130,
131, 148, 199, 211, 217,
228, 229, 233
wohnen, 205, 285
scheinen, 20, 42, 46, 54, 99, 110, 272,
279
anscheinen, 336

































fahren, 121, 212, 214, 249, 284, 378























die Leviten ∼, 142, 260, 305
herumlesen, 374














































verbieten, 64, 132, 388
abtreten, 278
beitreten, 133






arbeiten, 213, 279, 400





dagegen ∼, 279, 400
für, 77, 78, 80, 85, 107, 108















grauen, 22, 22, 47, 128, 149, 165, 227
schmelzen, 230, 233
























































































































copula particle, 77–78, 107, 107
preposition, 307
es




















* anloslacht, 299, 352
schlecht, 48, 62, 72, 103
Schicht, 279, 400
nicht, 44, 259
nackt, 173, 180, 192, 198
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